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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: December 19, 1969 

Irving S. Friedman ll E c 2 2 1969 I b : 3 {) 
(_~·) 

Article for Briannica Book of the Year 

For some years I have been doing the article on Economic 
Development for the Britannica Book of the Year for the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 

This year they asked me to do an additional article of a broader 
character. You may find it interesting to glance at this article, 
although it will say nothing new to you, particularly in light of the 
views you expressed the other day. 

IJF 

President has seen 



December - /' 
...i..O, 

The years since the end of the Second World War have been notable for 

-c:.c JOWtr~ of an almost universal comi·ni tment to promo-ce the econorr:ic anG. 

..,o.:::.:.<..:... deve lopment of the poorer cov·,tries. Never before have so many t.·.o-:.:,;r"t 

so ~eeply and striven so hard to organize, in concert, a constructive effor-c 

to rr.E:<;_; t one of the greatest challenges in history: helping 2,000 million 

~ eople in over 100 countries to achieve the economic and social trar.sfor::,ation 

so r.ece ssary for their continuedsurvival as viable nations. 

Until the early decades of the twentieth century, such internatior.~: 

coc:;,'-ration as there was between poor societies and rich arose mair.ly o·..:.-c of 

po:...~tical and traJing relationships . The flow of capital, and of o-cher 

fac-co:s of production , which took place within the fr&~ework of those 

re:...a0ionships was by no means negligible. But the effort today -- in nature , 

size and intent -- is very different from wha-c it was then . 

The change has been guided by three main conce~ts. The firs -;; is 

political: the recognition that a s ituation where two- thirds of the people 

live ~n deep poverty while one- third enjoy varying degrees of affluence cannot 

be conducive to the long- term peace and stability of the world. The secor.d 

.is humanitarian: that such a situation is basically unjust, and -c:!:'lerefore 

offer.s ive to the human conscience . Thirdly, there is an awareness -chat tne 

wel:-oeing of all is best promoted not by -che isolatedafr~uence of the few 

bu-c ':Jy tne shared progress of the many . The valiG.i ty of these concept s :-.as 

'::!..:..::-:-. · ncrec;.singly accepted within nat.ion:1.: :::~rcn".:,iers and the post war e: ~<'.'uS 

a~ : ... ~e r:1aL.:.onal economic cooperation de:r ~ .. ,.re sus~enance from the sa::-~c k:._ .... G. 

o:::' -c ... i nking . 
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It lS interesting to examine tne resu~~s o~ these efforts so ~ar . 

~ney ~~ve, on the.y~ole , been fairly encouraging . It is true ~hat ~~e progress 
t;!: 

Ol ~~0 poorer countries has been neither spectacular nor uniform. So~e have 

~ace ~~pressive gains ; others have lagged behind badly . But , taken as a group , 

i~ is ~o inconsiderable achievement that their economic growth during the 

l96C's has averaged almost 5% a year -- thus approximating ~he targe~ set by the 

Uni~e~ Xations nine years ago when it designated the period as the Decace of 

~evelo?ment . Not only is this rate of gro~t higher than in the 1950's , when 

-- averagec about 4. 6% , it is also substan~ially higher than that. achieved 

...,;; t::-"e developed countries in the early stages of their development . 

~he greatest advance has been in indust~J . Since 1948 their industrial 

p:o~~c~ ion has risen, on average , by 7% annually , and the rise has been 

acco::-.::_:;c:.nieG. by a considerable diversification of industrial activity . Their 

agr~c-ltural proauction has also increased, alt-hough less adequat-ely (by a~o~~ 

3% ann~al:y~ . Kat only has the proportion of ~he popula~ion employee in a~ri-

cc..::...~·c:re been s~eadily falling , but. in many countries the modernization of a.;ri -
.· 

C'-'.lt~ral enterprise through the use of recent technological advances is li'.a:.~ing 

impressive progress . The improvements in productive capacity have facilit-ated 

an expansion of trade . Between 1960 and 1968 the less developed countries Lave 

increased t-heir annual exports from about $28 billion to $44 billion while ~heir 

ir::porc;s have risen from a little over $30 billion to $45 . 5 billion . 

Of even greater significance for the future is the fact that , over the 

ye~rs, the developing countries have greatly increased their capacity to absorb 

ne'\·T i::.ves-:;::-.ents productively and efficiently . The infrastrc;.cture facili-c ies that 

.__ · .:;er:t;~<hl to economic developmen~ -- sc;.ch as roads, :_·<.i::.vays , electric 

have been greatly expandec in many countries . ~here have ~een 

::..:."_ , rove~er-"t;s in education , in hee.lth services -- improvements ~hat ar-e nev.::r 
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~~~~8 ~ef:ected over the short-term i~ na0~onal income statistics . 

In this connection , a point which bears emphasis is that abou0 85% of 

"c,i.:e ::.:-.vestment which has made the growth possible has been financed by the less 

dev~:u~ed countries from their own resources . These savings have been mobilized 

_~_-;:;, ... ~ ·ople w;.o generally live not much above the subsistence level, a~d whose 

c~~~c~vY for saving is therefore ext~emely li~ited. The remaining 15% of ~o0al 

::. .. ves-.:,:::r.ent has been financed from abroad in the form of public loans or 13ra::ns 

o~ p:::·::.vate investment . But , although propor0ionally sma::.l , it has re:;/cese::.0ed 

a v::.0&l contribution for , without it, the recipients would not have been a~le 

to i~ro~t ~he machinery , equipment and other essential ingredients of develop-

ment . 

In absolute terms , also , the contribution has been a substantial one . 

Be-.:.1-:ee~ l96l and 1968, the net flow of official resources from 16 developed 

cou~.v~·~es c,o less developed count~ies and multilateral institutions totalled. 

abo~0 ~51 billion . In 1968 , it was $7 billion . In addition , during the s~~e 

pe~iod, there was a private flow totalling about $30 billion reaching a ::.evel 

of c:ose 00 $6 billion in 1968 . 

Apar0 from providing capital, the developed countries have supported 

-;:,ne 6~owth of the less developed through tech~ical assis~ance progr&~s , both 

bi:a-;:,eral and multilateral , aimed a0 alleviating the shortage of technical, 

scie..-;:,ific and managerial skills that are often as serious an obstacle to 

economic progress as the shortage of capi0al itself . ~he developed coun"c,~ies 

have also made some , although by no means adequate, efforts to expand their 

::,--· .. , ' 1-ri -:->. tte less developed. ':L'nis has been done by the genercd lm.rering 

o.~ . ·.rrie~s o~ products of interest 00 developing countries or by negot::._c...L. ~n.; 

s:ec~d: ~~ra~gements such as those o~ France witn her ~ormer Afric~n co:o~~es . 
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Al~hough the development effort has scored considerable successes, ~he 

p~oQ~ems ~hat remain are formidable . In the developing countries, ~oo many o: 

t:'le ~·~·ui ~s of economic growth continue to be neutra:::...ized by growth in pop-c.:::...ation 

whic:;. has been increasing at an annual rate of 2 . 5% on the average . While 

be~~er mecical and sanitation facil~ties have reduced dea~h rates, birth 

ra~LS remain hi&~ . The r ise in population not only keeps down living sta~dards 

wten economies are registering significant rates of growth in overall ou-r,pu~ 

~u~ i~ has an impact on the overall growth ra-r,es themselves . It enhances ~he 

Q~~ficul-r,ies in obtaining more domestic savings and causes increased demands 

::.:.~or :::,u.blic capital investments , e . g . hospitals, school buildings, etc . It also 

h~s s~ecially important implications for dealing effectively with ~he already 

exis~ing problems of large scale uner .. ployr;.ent and illiteracy . 

unemployment is endemic in -r,he pourer countries, averaging 20% and :::requen~

::;_y h~bher . It is aggravated by crowding in cities, which are little more than 

huge collections of human beings living withou~ adequate water , sewerage, housing , 

schools , transportation , medical facilities, etc . 

There have also been weaknesses in following satisfactory economic 

policies in many developing countries . ~n the manufacturing sector , for example , 

the policy of increasing domestic produc-r,ion of manufactured goods ~o s-c.bs-r,itute 

for goods hitherto imported has frequently created serious problems . The 

foreign exchange saving of import substituting industries has proved to be much 

le3 . ~han was expected because of the continuing need for imports of equipmen~ 

and interffiediate goods . Because almost all the less developed countries have 

sma~:::... mar~ets , in the economic sense, substitu-r,ion for imports has :::...ed either 

~o p~od~cvion in small plants of less th~n optimum size or to optim~-sized 

pl&::-.vs producing below capacity . In both cases, the result has been high- cost 
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]~O~~c~ion behind high ~ari:f walls. ~ot only has i~ made ~he balance of 

:<-J:::e:::.~s problems worse; i~ has negated the dynamic element of growth vrhicn 

co~:~ come bes~ from an internationally corr.petitive export sector. 

Un~il quite recently , it was in the agricultural sector that growth ex-

~~r~~~ce had been most disappointing . Agricultural production barely kept ~ace 

wi~h population growth , and in many areas it even fell behind . Per capita food 

productio~ in particular rose very slowly during the sixties, and in some cases 

~o~ at all . Fortunately, however, thanks to a change in government policies, 

i~creas~ng use of fertilizers, and a technological breakthrougn in high- yield 

varict~es of wheat and rice , the situation has changed dr~atically in tne last 

t\vo years. A good part of the developing world is now experiencing a major 

change in the outlook for food production, widely charac~erized as the Green 

Revo:~tion . It is too ear ly to say how deep and how lasting the impact of 

this revolution will be . It will largely depend on whether the developing 

co~.tries con~inue to show the determination, and intensify their e:forts , to 

so:ve their agricultural problems including those which arise out of the very 

su.ccesses of the technological breakthrough. 

Increasing the rate of national savings out of additiorrQ income remains 

an especial:y important need of public policy in ~he less developed countries . 

~hese savings are the counterpart to the real resources which are needed for 

investment . Increasing savings present tremendous problems, for the poorer 

a country, tne more difficult it is to divert current income away from con-

s~~p~ion . ~here are also many institutional and sociological difficulties in 

!':",o"ji:izing savings . In too many count:cies, social privilege taJ:es ~he for:r:: of 

of the i:n.:.::-..::.-~. On the other hand, ~oo m~cn 

'caxation o:~ -'che most product:._ve a:.ci en~erprising firms and individua:s may 
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d~~~c~ the development process . Fortu~ately, ~here is enough experie~ce ~o 

indica~e ~hat ~reater mobilization of domestic resources can be accomplished 

by economic policies designed to give proper incentives ~o thrif~ and enter-

No less important ~han the formation of material capital are the 

,sovel·r.r:;en~' s policies and programs to enhance the growth of hu."'llan capital, 

especially by broadening the skills and know- how of the population . The 

scarcity of such assets is often a major constraint on the effec~ive use of 

o~her forcis of capital . One indicator of the government's effort in this field 

is the share of total curr ent expenditures devoted to education . Other indi-

ca~ors are less precise ; they require a quali~ative evalua~ion of the goverr~ent's 

program to raise the level of technical and managerial skills , improve its own 

&~~nistration , and ensure the participation of all sectors of society in the 

~ask of developmen~ . 

Finally , the less developed countries have yet to give adequate recognition 

~o ~~e impor~ance, of taking measures to increase exports rapidly in order ~o 

meet development needs . Gr owth of exports can provide ~he foreign exchange 

for iill~orts that are requi red for a higher rate of investment and economic 

••' 
expansion. Further , the mobilization of export earnings for development 

purposes presents").ess of a problem to developing countries ~han the mobiliza-
t.•. 

~ion of earnings in other sectors of the economy (e . g . peasant agriculture) . 

Thus a rapid expansion of exports can not only widen the foreign exchange 

bot~lenec~\:s to investment expansion ; it can also facilitate the achievement 

o:' a ::i,s:.er rate of savings . 
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The enormity of these problems and somewha~ fit:ul progress in Gackling 

~he~ has given rise to a growing feeling of disappointme~t and frustration 

~n ~~e developed countries over the results of the development effort so far . 

As a :::-esult, there are now increasing signs in some countries, par~icularly 

~te Uni~ed S~ates, of the weakening of will to help the development efforts 

of ~he poor countries . Other developed countries are increasing their programs, 

bu~ not sufficiently to offset the declines . 

~he origins of a number of the development assistance programs tha~ 

are in operation today can be traced back to the days of the "cold war", when 

aid -<Jc..s conceived as part of a global strategy to win friends and influence 

people; the assistance , in brief , was recommended on the ground ~hat it would 

he~p build bulwarks agai nst communism. In other cases, assistance was urged 

more positively to strengthen democratic institutions in the less developed 

co~tri0s . The spread of neutralism in the Third World, and the inability 

o:~ d.ereocrati.c institutions to flourish in an environment of direst poverty 

and social tension , were read by some as indictmen~s of assistance to such 

cok~~ries , or at least , as r easons for reduced support . 

As the politi cal will in favor of development assistance has weakened , 

arg~en~s opposing an increase in such assistance have ga~hered strength i~ 

so;c.e, tcough not all , of the developed coun~ries . Arguments have been made 

tha~ o~ getary or balance- of- payments difficulties prevent an increase in aid; 

that tt~ increase would in any case not be justified since so much of the uid 

already given has been "wasted"; that too much of the aid has been used for 

satis:ying political whims and building pres~ige proJects; and that the 

C.evelc_ ing countr~es must learn to mobi:ize ar,d. use t.heir own resources more 

effec~i vely before they ask for bigger "har,C.outs" fron ~he developed count:::-ies . 
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At ~he root , however , the inspiration for such arguments comes largely 

from t~e circumstance that a number of the objectives which the developed 

co~~tries Gaped to achieve through their aid prograrr~ have not been achieved 

i~ t~e short run . In the process , the long- term objectives have been fading 

away from public conscience . The real crisis of aid today is that the 

marri~;e between the long- and the short- run objectives has not been worked out . 

Al~ho~gh the objective conditions exist for much more successful development 

GGan i~ the past in most of the developing countries, unfortunately Ghe will 

~o hel' the~ take advantage of these condiGions has been greatly weakened. 

~vidence of political or social instability in a developing coun~ry is used 

as an arg~~ent for cutting off assistance for the development effort -- when , 

on a longer view , that assistance would promote the development that could 

moderate the political and social instability , and bring closer the day 

when ~he country could achieve a reasonable degree of con~inuing stability . 

~here is a tendency to forget that development is a long process, calling 

for a great "eal of patience and persistence . And, among the many prescrip

tions so dear to modern e c onomists , there is none yet for "instant growth". 
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Tne danger implicit in the present situation is that, if current trends 

co~~~~~e, 0~e gap between the richer and the poorer na0ions will continue to 

,,,:;.c.e~ . A: though in ~ cani 0a inco:::J.e terms, the growth in the latter has no0 

8ee:::. ~~c.r behind , in absolute a.moti.nts the growth of 0he richer na0ions has bee::1 

a great deal higher , because they have moved up from a much higher base . =n 

other words , if a poor country starts from a 2££ canita gross national product base of 

$100 anc achieves a growth rate of 2 . 5%, its gain at the end of a year is only $2.5 . 

3y co:::.trast , a richer countY'; , starting from a ~ cani ta gross national product base 

o:..~, ss:y, $:,000 an6. acnieving a growth rate of 3% does far better in absol1.:.te ter:r.s 

by recording a gain of $30 . 7ne example actually unders0ates what is happeni:::.g 

today, since in fact many of the poor co~~tries have not yet reached a per canita 

i:::.come of $100 per annum , while the developed countries include a number whose 

D-=---~ ca0i0a i::1come is over $2 , 000 and $3 , 000 . The already dangerous gap between the 

0wo is nm-r widening with startling rapidity . 

In a world composed of isolated co~~unities , the widening of the gap ITight 

not have mat0ered as much . But , in the world of today , spectacular improvements 

i~ cor.flunications and transport have brought natio::1s and peoples into closer co:::.0act 

-vri 0h one another . Through such media as films , television and radio , people in 

:poorer countries have acQuired some knowledge of the QUality of life enjoyed by 

0heir wore fortunate counterparts in the richer nations . From that knowledge has 

rise:::. a tidal wave of new expectations in the poorer countries -- expectations which 

the leaders of these count r ies ar e in no :position QUickly to fulfil . The problems 

o:' t:-.e "statistical gap " are thus corr.poundeC: by . tnose of the "expecto.tio:::.[ 

~.e ~o~e i:::.0ractable the two become, the more powerful:y are the leaders o: tne 

:;:;co_c:;:- coc:.r.0ries propelled into a search for explanations and excuses . ::-Tot 

s~rpr~singly, the search proceeds by finding the reasons for failure in the policies 
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of 0he richer nations, and particularly in their aid and trade policies . 

The question arises : What can be done to change current trends and 

ensure a less discouraging future? ~t is obvious that the principal ingredients 

for ensuring a better future must come from the developing countries Ghemselves . 

The vas0 array of problems that the developing countries face·within a framework 

of low economic output and productivity cannot be dealt with effectively unless 
•'I} 
r.•; 

there is the national determination to give Ghe highest political priorityto 

development . Widespread poverty can not be neglected without threatening the 

very existence of the countries ; their solution is thus not distinct from the 

prob:em of national survival ; in fact it is the heart of Ghe problem. The 

national priorities of the poorer co~~tries must in practice reflects these 

conce:·:',s . Moreover, the poorer countries cannot escape the fact GhaG economic 

develop~ent is an all- embracing process . It involves the creation of new and 

the reshaping of old political , social , economic and financial institutions . 

It involves the evolution of a whole framework of policy ins~ents and techniques 

to structure and guide the direction and the pace of change . 

It is not sufficient that the less - developed countries expand their 

:physical capacities -- in r oads and railways , power plants and irrigation 1wrks 

however important these may be . An equally important and more difficult task is 

00 work out development strategies and to make certain that they are implereented 

~ori thin the frameuork of a coordinated and efficiently functioning administrative. 

system, and to make the institutional changes required for balanced econorr~c 

.::;rmr;;':~, wnile protecting cultural val"LAes fro:::n ~~necessary annihilati.on by the 

forces of ch~~ge . 

~~LAS, 0he corr~itment to develop~ent needs to be translated into more 

effec vi ve policies and actions . For instance, sustained efforts are required 
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to ~ot~lize dones~ic savings for investment through better tax systems and an 

i~provcd framework for savings . Policy measures to curb inflationary pressures · 

a~d to maintain economic stabili~y can be conducive to growth in real terms, as 

they ass ist both savings and exports. In addition, policies aimed at 

es-c ~.":J:::.shing and mai~taining a realistic rate of exchange can be of great 

~ssis-ca~ce in promoting the growth of exports . In m~~y countries there is 

sco~e for improved tax administration to help make budgets a more effective tool 

o: economic policy . Greater responsiveness to private foreign investors ~orill 

certainly help . There is also a need for greater receptivity to modern 

-cechnology in all its for~s - - not only in the building of factories and 

infrastructure facilities, but also in the organiza~ion of schools , accow~ting 

pr~ctices, public administration and corporate management . 

Given a readiness to accept changes such as these, there is no reason for 

an.y country to conceive a "ceiling" on its ability to develop , whether that 

ceiling be in the form of a growth ra-ce target of 3% or 5% or 7% . Instead, it 

can ex:pec-c to achieve much more if it seriously tries to do so . Nor is there 

a~y reason for it to jettison its old cultural values in the transition to 

noderni-cy; in almost every developing co~try, there can be found sectors of activity 

\vhere the most r.:odern technology has been adapted to and reconciled with the 

preservation of the cultural heritage. 

As far as the developed countries are concerned, there is inade~ua-ce 

realizatio~ of the fact that the contribution sought from them for the development 

e:·~·orc. is --:;y no means excessive . ':'he ::nost they ca..~ do \.Jill still be very li -ctle 

::_::. rL::..c..tio::. to their ca:pacity . Ho\Vever large the figures r.:ay seem in absolute 
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~eY~~, their con~ribution to development c~~not constitute anything more than a 

verJ s~a~~ fyaction of their resources -- whether judged by their gross national 

~Yoduct, ~heir domestic public investment progra~s, their total budgets, their 

~o~al ~rivate consumption, their exports, or their supply of talent . Taking 

~he gross national product measure , for instance , it is estimated that the 

comoined annual gross national product of the industrialized co~tries has 

increased by more than $750 billion during 1960- 68 . Over the same period, the 

increase in the annual flow of official development assistance has been only $1 . 8 

billion; even if private flows are counted in , which can fluctuate very wide~y 

fro::l yer:..Y to year , it is still only about $4 . 5 billion . It is estimated that the 

developing co~tries are capable of absorbing -- usefully, productively and 

efficien~ly -- about $5 billion more of external resources than they are getting 

~'"' present . Even if the developed countries were to provide this extra $5 billion 

to deve~opment in the immediate future , the new total would represent only a very 

small proportion of their resour ces . It would still be less than 1% of the 

combined gross national product of these countries -- the target already accepted 

by ~ne developed count r ies and endorsed by the Commission on International Development 

headed by Y~ . Lester Pearson . 

One per cent of gross national product can hardly be described as too large a 

contribu~ion ~o make towards stimulating a development effort that has , on balance , 

orought pro~ising r esults , despite the many set- backs and failures . Providing 

resources of this order on a continuing and more assured basis would not only give 

a gYea~er im~etus to the growth of the less developed cow~tries; it would a:so bring 

a tye;::·2:-do1.:s pay- off in terms of the fu~m·e ~eace and security of the world . Seen 

i:. ~=-. ..:. ., peYS:?ecti ve, tr,e problems of intern2.tio;:;.a~ econo:n:ic development migh~ corm"!'lar.d 

a oe~~er ~ders~anding . But the difficulty is that a decision on the ques~ion as ~o 
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vhet l: e:r :::ore :resollrces are to oe allocated to development assistance or to 

soxet~~~~ else is a decision that is made at the margin . Legislators find even 

tuccet ~~J increases hard to accept, becallse these increases have to be at the 

cost o:~ sonething else, vrhether that sonetning else be defense, or a space 

progr&~, or domestic welfare schemes . Tnus, it is at the margin that priorities 

coxe into sharp conflict and the tough decisions have to be made . Moreover, the 

f~ct that everywhere in the developed world there are urgent needs for large 

pllt::...ic: i::vest:::::ents and other expenditures, coupled with rising private investr::ent 

a::c cor.s~ption,must be recognized . It is in this environment that, to say the 

::...east, ~:: sone of the major donor countries the priority given to development 

assistar.ce has not been increasing; in the United States, it has in fact been 

In this sense, there is an urgent need today to find a new defir.ition 

of the ceveloped. countries' interests -- a definition that will redefine dorr.estic 

pr~orit~es fu~d show how these countries' own national interests are closely 

interlin~ed with the interests of the developing countries in economic development . 

~'at def~nition, unfortunately, remains to be clearly and persuasively formulated 

for the majority of the electorates in the developed countries . 

~ne useful role that multilateral organizations can play in the development 

pro.cess :t.as been increasingly recognized over the years . Becallse of this 

recognition, a variety of multilateral agencies have been established, such as the 

World Ba::~, t~e International Development Association, the European Development 

Fund, the European Investment Bank, the Inter-P~erican Development Bank, the Asian 

Development Bank, and various United Nations agencies . However, contributions 

c:Cc..:--.::e ~ ::._t: ..... t :-. rough mu.l tilateral agencies st :. ::.l re::-.air. only about 10% of the total 

'.:- . ~ le :-;::_ ::..ateral aid has an important contribution to mak.e to the progress of 

the ; oorer countries, there is a strong case for giving greater emphasis to the 
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r:-;..:1 -ci:::..a-ceral approach in order to ma.~e the development effort more efficient and 

p::coJ.1.lcti ve . ~~e strength of multilateral organizations like the World Bank Group 

l~es in the f~ct that economic developllient is their predominar.t objective; that 

tl,ey a.::e perm:1nent institutions and not apt to be diverted from helping countries 

to imp:::..ement sound development strategies by short- run conside::cations of the sort 

-cha-c frequently influence the administration of bilateral aid . In a multilateral 

e::::·ort, i -c is also possible to draw not only the ffioney, but also -c .. e "''-;"'·.:_cal a.""ld 

Eanager~al s~ills , from a wide variety of sources, par-cicularly from t~e private 

sec~or . To the extent that it facilitates internationational competi-cive bidding 

for -che supply of e~uipment and services , it enables the develop~ng co~""ltries to 

ge-e better value for thei r money . Since multilateral organizations appraise 

coun-cry econorr~c strategies and policies as well as provide finance according -co 

objec-c~ve criteria which are known to be in the best interests of the developing 

countries , it is easier for them to influence the economic policies and performance 

of developing COQ~tries . A continuous dialogue can be ma~ntained with each 

cour.-cry on vha-c needs to be done , and what can be done . 

7he urgent necess i ty today is for a stronger development effort, and for a 

stronger er:.,;..~"i asis on the role of multilateral orga.""liza-cions in this effort . Kith 

the impressive e conomic , s cientific and technological progress of recent times , 

it is at last with i n man ' s power to eliminate poverty and build a better and safer 

world . T'ne cris i s in development is -chus a crisis of national priori ties >vi thin 

-che developed and the less - developed countries , a crisis stemming from a failure 

to ::C·-..s.::Cize exis-cing potentialities, r.o~ a crisis res1,.;lting fror. inabi:ity to 

':::':.ere is no escaping the urgency and overwhel::nin2: i:::-:-,portance of the need 

:or r.~o:~e rr~ "'lid grov1th and rising li vin6 standards in the poorer countries and 

a:so that the job can be done success"f:lllly but these facts are no guarantee 
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th&t acc~uate policies will be stubbornly and persistently pursued . States:na~ship 

a~c :eacership of the highest order are the greatest need in the interr.ational 

develop::::en·t effort . There is evidence that this need will be met as understanding 

o: the problem deepens and widens . 
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This rE~ port surplements the official minutes uhich Hill be circ.ula ted 
Lo thA D2legations of ParL I counLries. 

The four Sc.anclP-nav:i.<:ln coulltries, Can~-:.da .:md tl:.~ Netherl::nds , c::c~-::-unt 

~Ln~~ fln: 12.3% of t he SeeN•. ,~ Re~lu1j shLJ:• r:. t, spe;h~ unequiyocaD.y in J:;:wor of a 
"sLtbstonLial " r epleni~lHtlCUt . Tbe only f:i gures m2ntiGt.C.(1 in pu!.:·lic \·J('H""- those 
mSJllionc~cl :,y the Sv· eJish H ' <L c1 of Del c!gation , Hr . KlackenberE , >·Tho spoke of a 
r ange o f $600 million to $1,500 ntillion . At luncheon however the Heads o f 
DeJ .e~Ptions of the countricH mantJorted above spoke op Enly of $1 billion as 
thc·j r rc:plenishmc.nt target . They also indicated thej r pref<e.,..cnce fo1~ 

rep! eni£:·'1m.cnt on a rish12; sea] .:- \l ith ar.. annual a'.'erage of $1 bill~cm. 

The t e:rm "substantial " jncrease Hns also used by the U. K. and t he 
U.S. Sir Geoffrey Wilson i ndicated priv3tely tl1al the U. K. was vilJ.ing t o 
accept and , perhnps in clue c ourse, officially propose a repl e:~ishmcn: c.nditlz 
u p at $1,000 million . He mentioned as a possibility a sequence of $600, 900 
and 1,000 million . The U.S. likewise did not ment ion any fig~rc in public , 
but indicated tha t the U. S. AdministraUon f avored multilateral aid n.nd 
endorsed a r ep l eni shment at a "significant " l evel. Mr . Petty , th e Head of 
the U.S . Delegation, also told Mr . Larre (France ) that Larre ' s private 
suggestion o f a $500 million replenj shmcnt \•laS "complete l y inad equ:::.te ." 
The U. S. Delegation referred t o the forthccwling report of the Peterson 
Cowmissiou , but also said thaL a d ecision on IDA would be made before the 
re.por t \•?as com•lcted. 

The remarks of the German Deleg.:-t:.ion \vere essentially friendly in a. 
llOllCO:::im:i.tnl ~my but it Has qu i te apparent that no d e cj sion r egarding the 
a mount h acl been m::d c . li: ·oas explc>. inecl t hat the Ger1t1an ~\eclium-tcrm Finance 
Plan \ :as still in preparation and nothing couJ cl be said until it ~v-as 

coGp l etccl. Italy rruJe friendly noises, but did not take any position on 
the size of the r ep] c~:1.shr:l£~r~t . 

J apan sp0kc e.i>out an :i.ncre2,se in I DA replenisl:ment and said that the. 
s.i.<~e of her cc.mtriL..n: icm I'Oi.'Jd depend on a sat i sfactory adjustment of her 
voting r .Lg;:,.t,.:; . 
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The remarks of Lite Delegations of B,'lgir.tm, Austria and Australia Here 
so p;<"ncral that they did not reve:ll. 2ny posj tion. Luxemboure, did not take 
part in the discussion; neither did South Africa \'lhich \·JaS represented only 
by ~~~ Observer. The only dP~idedly negative position was taken by France . 
The l'rench Delegation stressed the supp1ement.ary role of IDA \·.'ith respect 
Lo biL1ter.ql aid, the fact that fr2ncc. c_\:ce.cded the DAC 1% of GNP target by 
a substanh.al marp;in and the1t she therefore, unlike most other countries, 
had no room for an increase in IDA contributions under the 1% target and 
that an increase in IDA ~ontrib~tions Hould n~ces~itate a decreas~ i~ bi
l ater<Jl aid. 

2. Loans Instead of Grant Contributions 

Only t'\·10 countries spoke in favor of loan contributions. The Gennan 
Deputy endorsed the idea of substiLuting loans for grant--type contribuUons 
because he felt that contributions Hhich were.neither subscriptions nor 
loans \vere not provided for in the Acticles of Agreement and therefore 
11 illega1.n The French Delegation favored loan contributions on the ground 
that loans would be more appropriate at the present juncture to IDA's 
financial structure. AlJ other countries Here opposed to loans as an 
unnecessary innovation '\vhich m:ight cause complications. The U. ~;. Delegation 
expressed strong opposition, pointing to the possibility that Congress might 
insist on charging interest on l oans. The Netherlands Delegate rese::rved the 
right to make loans instead of grants to IDA if other countries made loans . 

In connection with the subject there was a brief and perfunctory 
discussion on the terHtS of IDA lending. The Chairman pointed out that only 

22 % of IDA credits went to pure IDA countries ( 18 in number) and that 
th-a others received IDA credits blended in varying proportions '\vith Bank 
loans . 

The Bank proposal for the adjustment of voting rights to take ace:ount 
not only of the futur e contributions but also of tlte effects of the First 
and Second Replcnish~ents was well received and geuerally accepted as a 
basi s for technical discussions \vhich are to be undertaken by a \,lor king 
Party or Study Group which is to be convened in late January or early 
February in l~shington. As indicated before, Japan appeared especially 
anxiou s to see voting riehts adjusted. The German ar.d French Delegates 
said that loans should not entitle countries to votes, but it was not clear 
whether Lhey meant that loans should not even indireclly be taken into 
account in the allocation of voting rights. 
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This subject, \·:hich \WS not on the Agenda, \:as raised by the french 
DelegaU.on at this l!lec~ing ancl t.::1l~en up again al their request on the 
SC'~"oncl n1orning. The rc"action to a genera] iJJcreasc \•laS generally negative . 
The count··:ics (Canada ·and the Netherlands) cxplj citly endorsed as au a ] te:c
na.l:ive to a general capita] increase tlw suggestion of not transferring 
IJmD profits to IDA . Several other countries, incJud:Lng the U. K. and 
Gc.:n::c-my, expressed the hope thai.: transfers of Banl: profits to IDA uould 
cont· :;_nuc even if a gen(•ral increase \·!1-1 s not forthcoming. The only exception 
to t he negat ive attitude Has t hat of the U.S. vhose representative Has in 
pul.Jlj c vague and noncon;nital. Hr . Petty said privately tha t the case for 
a general increase was better than the Bank paper i ndicated . He asked for 
a paper on the t rade-off bet\vcen profit t ransfer and a l arger replenishment; 
privately he explained that what he m~ant was a set of cash flo w projections 
under dif ferent assumptions. He reserved the'U . S. position on the transfer 
of Bank profiL:s iu view of possible Congressional opposition to a suspension 
of t ransfers . The French expressed doubts on the need for more capital 
because they thought that the Bank ' s l ending and borrowing ~roj ect ions were 
too high . Th ey said that a l mwr volume of Bank lending uould make a general 
increase unnecessary and st ill permit a continuation of profit transfers to IDA . 

5. Other Issues 

A. Enc ashmcnt Period : Interest in the extens ion of the payment or 
appropr i a tion period to fit di sbursements Has limit ed only to a fe'\v 
countries. The German and British Delegations s a id the ir pricary inte r es t 
Has tha t their contributions should be draun upon an even and predictable · 
l evel. The German Delega te said tha t Germany was Hilling to pay more than 
her pro rata share if this was necessary to maintain even payments . The 
U. K. DelegAtjon indicated that it wanLed even payments but would not Hant 
to make paymen ts faster than the rest of the contr ibutors. In this connec
tion Sir Geoffrey Wilson expressed much concern about the absence of 
pro gram l oans in the disbursement proj ect ion s and, more generally, about 
the slow rate of disbursements. He said th a t the U. K. contribution would 
depend on more lending for local expenditures and generally faster disburse
ments. Privately he said that the Nanagcment paid too much attention to 
the German, Frenc h and Netherlands Executive Directors on tha t subject. 

B. Burden Sharing: This issue came up only peripherally, but 
i ndications are that it may well cause difficulties . Sir Geoffrey Wilson 
was most helpful by plead ing for freezing the present shares (although he 
obviously •·muld not object to incrC'ases ). His suggestion \va s generally 
well rec e ived even by countrj es who i n the Second Replenishment have made 
supplementa ry contributions and had ins i s ted tha t they did not set a pr e
cedent for maintaining their shares at the level. Nr . Petty said that the 
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U.S hacl to reserve its position on burden sh2ring (c:md ah;o on tlte 
question of balance of payiuellts relief), but· the state•·'l'nt. Has lmv-keyccl 
and appeared to be m2de chiefly on Jcgnl and procedural grounds. The 
French Dcpt1Ly indicated that Frc-mco \·/-:.mld cJ aim a smaller share of IDA 
contributions because of her large bilateral aid program. lie suggested 
as a possibility a low replenishment target in whicl1 all Part I countries 
would participate (and receive voting rights com~ensurat~ to their share) 
and thnt countrjes uldch had only sm2.ll bilateral-aiel progrcurs should be 
encouraged to make supplementary contribuLions and thus increase the size 
of total IDA resources. 

( It is suggested that a counterproposal to the French suggestion 
along the follmvlng line be consiclere.d and perhaps tried out in bilateral 
d iscussions before the next meeting. The first objective should be to 
reacl1 an agreement on a replenishment target -- with the uudcrstanding that 
t he Scandinavian countries , the U. K. , the u. s:, Canada, the Netherlands , 
and, perhaps, Germany would accept contributions corresponding to their 
Seco;1d RE:plenishment share . France and perhaps other count;:-ies unvJilling 
to accept a substantial increase in their contributio11s South Africa? Aus
t ralia? \vould then be excused from meeting tl1ejr share . Attempts should 
t hen be made to ma ·c up the deficiencies in the target by a further Swiss 
l oan , a contribution from New Zealand, increased contributions from Kuwait , 
r e1eases of 90% funds from Part Il countries, repayments t o IDA, cancella
t ions and carry- overs from the Second Replement.) 

C. Date and P1ace of Next Heetin_g_ : There was general agreement 
t hat t he next meeting should Lake place at t he end of February after 
Barbara Ward ' s conferences . As to tl1e place, the general preference was 
f or Europe . Sir Geoffrey Wilson extended an invitation to hold t he next 
meeting in London . Another possibility fo·c this or a subsequent meeting 
would be Vienna . The German reaction to a suggestion for a meeting i n 
Germany Has rather luke\·Jarm. 

cc : Messrs . McNamara 
Knapp 
Aldewere l d 
Friedman 
Broches 
Nur i ck 
Adler 
Bl axall 
Brash 



Mr. Robert s. McNamara December 5, 1969 

Andrew M. Kamarck 

Pap.e~ For Board on Some Aspects of ~.c. Policy: 

L Mr. Di.a:mond 's dr ft paper seem to to give the Board a clear 
statement of what the Bank has attempted to achi ve in promoting and 
financing D.F.C.'s in develo ins countries. 

2. I found the empha~is given in the paper to inter st rate policy 
not only for ensuring the efficient allocation of re.sources but: als:o as 
a condition for ensuring the effective mobili$ation of r sources. p rtic
ul rly noteworthy. The point that nthe pr senee of low-cost. capital (and 
the hope of getting more of it in the future} may in s cases have 
deprived a D •• c. of the discipline of raising eapital on market terms 
and may thus have diminished its potential role as a obilizer of 
private capital 1 u could be emphasized even more. Certainly the 
performance of mo t of the DFC's in thi regard has fail d to come up 
to expectations. An examination of their sources of funds haws that 
they have operated predominantly as in titu.tiona through which foreign 
funds and domestie budgetary funds have been channelled into private 
industry. 

3. I wo der whether this paper might not provide an opportunity 
to make known to the Board the new initiatives f>Ir. D nd bas tak 
recently to strengthen the eco o 1c aspeet of his Department' opera
tions. Fir$tly and most obviously is the creation of the ew oat of 
chief economist within hie department. Secondly, is the initiative 
and support iiven to economic work on problemg of indu. trial policy 
(e.g. Iran) and of industrial project appr isal thod.ology (e.g. 
Turkey). Thirdly. is the work Vhteh has been enced in eollabcra-
tion with Mr. Please's Domestic Finane& Division in the Economics 
Department. 

4. This latter work has arisen out of Jotr. Please' responsibility 
for examining problems in the general area of private savings mobiliza
tion in de eloping countrie • As already noted, DFC's themselves have 
been less effective than originally visualized in mobilizing domestic 
private funds and Mr. Diamond is currently alerting the managements of 
most of tb to the fact that th Bank will in future be placing much 
greater emphasis on their role in this regard. Tbere are two general 
points at i .ssue here. 

5. Firstly~ is the statement in Mr. Dia nd's paper (paragraph 6) 
that " ••• the principal responsibility for devising and pursuing 
polieie~ to promote effective resource mobilization ••• rests with 
governments. not with DFC's. Furthermore, DFC's ust work within the 
framework of existing government olicy and can do little to assure 
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effective mobilization ••• of resources w'he1!'e policy is not conducive in 
the first place. 11 In a fomal an e tlli.a 1a obviously true and ia sub
atanee it is also true for &Oll'le countries. The stat e t doea, ho ever, 
appear to play down the prestige and poe1t1on which both the DFC's ~hem
selves and their chief executive• have in their countries. 

6. Mr. Please reports that he feels this is the ease in th• two 
eountries he has just vi ited - Iran and ~ i~n. In tha former IMDBI 
ha.e a towerina p sition among the fioonc:tal i stitutions nd ia led by 
a very able and dynamic nagement whieh aaes its responsibilities as 
extending beyond those of the inst:!.tutio itself. In the ca e of Taiwan 
the CDC i.s in a less dominant position but it ie highly reap cted. Most 
importantly in the case of Taiwan it appears that the go•aroment is look
ing for new policy directions in regard to the mobilization of private 
savings and would welcome initiative• set by the CDC. In fact it uld 
seem that the gt>vernment might be expectin CDC to play a much more 
dynamic role than CDC itself intends 1ft this regard. 

7. The second general point is tba if the&e judgments on IMD!I and 
CDC are accepted and tf they are mot'e widely relevant, it wuld follow 
that the Bank itself hould be aware of the change in the policies of 
DFC's which are required so that it can use its influence to implement 
them. A starting point in this regard should be country economic reports. 
Where these reports hav~ foeuased on the private savings proble it is an 
obvious ne,xt tep to pursue the 1mpl1cat:tons for the DFC's of the analysis 
and policy conclusions the reports contain. This has been the. ease in 
Taiwan and to some extent in Iran. It !G also appal'ent that it hae oec.urred 
in the cases of Brazil and Ecuador. It is through the relationship we are 
developing with Mr. Diamond's department that we are hopin1 to support in 
country eeonomic analysis the tnit1at1ves he has tal(en in regard to the 
role of the DFC'e in the mobiliz tion of dome tie private savings. 

cc: Mr. Friedman / 
~tr. Di nd 

SPlease/AKamarck/vhw 

ill 
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

,,, OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: December 3 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development 

I think you will find the attached brief memorandum on the 

FAO Indicative World Plan interesting. 

Mr. Manning is a member of the Sector and Projects Studies 

Division in the Economics Department. 

Att: 

DEC 1 0 19 ( 9__p~) 

seen. (f ~ (~r> rf'0_c; ) 
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ASSOCIAT I ON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNA TI ONA L F INANCE 
CO RPORAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: iVIr • Irving DATE: November 26, 1969 

FROM : Richard G. 

s . Fri~ 

Manning~ 

S U BJECT: The F .A. O. Indicative ,Jorld Plan for Agriculture (I.I'Il.P.A . ) ""C 1 

1. A first reading of this report is, in general terms, a depress-
ing affair . It was born in the spirit of 1960 in which neo-Ha.lthusian 
gloom "ras a dominant theme and has proceeded to grind its way to a 
shambling halt in 1969 without having established the intellectual and 
mechanical facilities for updating its results during one of agriculture's 
most explosive decades . Unforseen plummetting of fertilizer costs, the 
fruition of years of research for more responsive varieties , especially 
among the crucial cereals, and an adherence to protein - carbohydrate 
ratios that are no longer regarded as sacrosanct all contribute to making 
the report considerably out of date. 

2 . The Plan is difficult to interpret as s uch. The laudable 
objectives of lowering production costs and freeing world trade, so as 
to broaden the foreign exchange earning capacit,y of developing countries , 
establish a firm base on which the Plan will be supported. However , few 
observers of world agriculture would need a $6 million study lasting four 
years to confirm them in such conclusions. All true planning will even
tually take place in a national context and, without doubt, the background 
papers to the I. :l .P. -vrill be most useful material in relating national 
plans to regional and world- wide trade and production possibilities. 

3. The conclusions of the analytic work are nowhere near so dismal 
as even the report makes out. An extrapolation of past trends in cereal 
production would be sufficient to meet 1962 per caput consumption require
ments of the expected 1985 population. In fact, since 1962 , cereal yields 
have been nudged up rather faster than the trend and so there is even a 
little freeboard in the system. The big task comes in generating an 
improvement in production that ·would be compatible with a 5.6fo annual growth 
rate in G.D.P. Unfortunately the Pl~D never comes properly to grips with 
the simultaneity of levels of G.D.P . and production in the agricultural 
sector. There are various references to the incompatibility of projected 
outcomes , but the interaction through the market structure is not made 
explicit . It is an all- or-nothing statement of the problem and does not 
supply the parameters to allm-v determination of other consistent solutions . 

4. The Plan contains many recommendations that imply considerable 
flexibility at the national level and yet foreign exchange deficiencies 
are seen as a dread spectre rather than one more area for flexibility in 
the light of national priorities. Foreign exchange is available at a 
price , but the r. ~v.P . does not make it unequivocally clear that this price 
is too high in terms of the other ingredients of development . 
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5. It seems incredible that a study of this magnitude was not formalized 
to the point at which automatic computation would have allowed immediate 
updating of the results . It is virtually impossible to derive the implicit 
1970- 1985 growth targets since the performance 1962- 1969 is not treated 
in a comparable fashion . Here and there one finds hints concerning performance 
since the base year and it is just enough to make one realize that any model 
so complex that it cannot be updated vdth modern facilities is , operationally, 
useless . 

6. The summarJ volume (III) has every sign of being put together very 
hastily . Inclusion of nonsense tables such as Table 5 (page 8), based 
on totally incompatible demand and supply hypotheses, and prediction of a 
46,6 decline in cropping intensity in Latin American irrigated areas (Table 10, 
page 23) will only provide ammunition for critics of F .A. O. 

7. It is reported (The Economist , November 15, 1969 page 75) that 
these documents are now under study by some 1 , 000 country representatives 
in Rome; it would seem that not even F .A. O. is clear as to what the con
clusions are . If , however, some concensus arises from these discuss i ons 
about the applicability of I. .J .P . projections at country and regional level s , 
then , with a considerable effort, the gener al order of magnitude of invest
ment opportunities in agriculture could be der ived from the study. Since all 
projected needs in research, extension, credit , marketing and irrigation 
development are keyed to meeting the target 3.9 percent growth rate in 
agriculture , adjustment of these implicit needs for other grm.vth rates would 
not be an easy matter . As an aid to Bank policy formation , the I.,J .P . is 
of little immediate use , but the background work undertaken in the regional 
studies (mostly completed in 1966) has already had its impact in providing 
better informed public servants in ministries all over the world. 

cc: l1r. R.H. Sundrum 
~~ . s. Takahashi 
lr . H.G. van der Tak 

RCHanning/wj 
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CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert s. McNamara DATE: November 28 1969 

FROM: Irving s. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Ninth Conference of Central Bank Technicians of the Western Hemisphere 

I think you will be interested in reading the attached memorandum. 
Ta.magna is both very experienced and a careful reporter. 

It is particularly interesting because Central Banks of Latin America 
have as a group, been among the least nationalistic and most pro- American 
parts of the various governmental agencies. 

Att: 

President has seen --· 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: November 26, 1969 

,r> .--.., 
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•//, o/ ~ Frank M. Tamagna v 
! 

Reaction to Central Bank Meeting 
NOV 2 q 1969 

~ :f-~-

As I informed you, I have attended the Ninth Conference of 
Central Bank Technicians of the Western Hemisphere, that was held 
in Lima from the 17th to 21st of this month, under the auspices of 
the Central Reserve Bank. As invited guest, I presented a paper on 
the role of foreign investments in the future of Latin America, with 
particular regard to the contribution of investments by financial 
intermediaries and multinational companies in the formation of national 
financial markets and the economic i;tegration in the area (copy of which 
I gave to you before my departure) . My topic was closely related to a 
principal paper on the role of foreign banks in Latin America, that had 
been submitted by Mr. Miguel Wionczek from CEMLA; other papers discussed 
a model of monetary analysis, export financing, reporting of foreign 
indebtedness (presented by the IBRD), and a general review of monetary 
developments in the area since the previous meeting (held in 1966). 

The following is my general reaction to the meeting: 

(a) There was a large and vociferous rise of nationalistic 
feelings, with little recognition even of Common Market 
and integration goals tnat had been so prominent in 
previous reunions. This nationalistic trend reflected 
in particular an anti-American sentiment, extended, 
however, to European countries s.s well. 

(b) The discussion on the role of foreign banks was strongly 
biased against, on tne ground that their branches divert 
domestic savings and credit to the financing of foreign firms 
and investments, in ways detrimental to local initiatives, 
tend to absorb dollar funds from the area for use elsewhere, 
and help flight of private capital. 

(c) In the discussion of foreign investments the view was 
expressed that whatever innovations (whether technological 
or managerial) foreign companies might bring could be 
acquired directly by domestic firms, without subjecting 
themselves to economic and political control from the 
outside. 

(d) The recommendation was advanced that Latin American countries 
should agree among themselves on terms, conditions and priorities 
be "demanded" from foreign investors, so as ;:.o avoid any 
competition for investments among the Latin Americans them
selves and to force would-be investors in Latin America to 
accept such conditions or to stay out entirely from the area . 
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There were some (but few) voices raised by Latin American 
delegates to contrast these extreme points of view. The task of 
defending the traditional "conservative" positions fell mainly on 
the u.s. and Canadian delegates and an observer from the Bank for 
International Settlements (Mr. Rainoni). It is to their credit 
that they succeeded in attenuating such extreme nationalistic 
positions in the final conclusions of the meeting - and perhaps 
also in introducing some doubts in the minds of the Latin American 
delegates themselves with respect to their own views. 
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Mr . Robert S . McNamara 

Irving S . Friedman 

Some Ideas on Bank/Fund Collaboration 

DATE: November 

.A''v /. 
I 

,,.___..., -~ 

._z 1? 
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We have been preparing a paper on Bank/Fund collaboration on 
missions and reports, both in response to the Pearson Commission 

20 , 1969 
J/ 
. 1 

recommendations and also as a consequence of our discussions on how we 
might mesh together more effectively Bank and Fund economic missions and '' 

,. I 

reports now that we have undertaken a schedule of regular annual, biennial (~ 
and triennial miss ions. We have prepared a draft paper which I intend, "'"- ·~ 
together with Mr . Knapp, to discuss with the Area Departments . Unless lo ) 
you would want to see the present paper I would not wish to bother you with ' · ·"-
it until we have a revised version based on these discussions. The Fund 
is also having active discussions on this matter and Mr . Southard has 
promi sed to contact me shortly to give me the outcome of their staff 
de l iberations. 

However, at a time when we are thinking about Bank/Fund collaboration, 
I would like to present briefly a few ideas to you personally. I hesitate 
to present them even briefly as they are rather far out and may well be 
deemed impractical. I am not discussing them with my colleagues in the 
Bank or with people in the Fund . 

(l) A common economic service between the two agencies. Most of 
the economists in the two institutions have similar backgrounds, 
particularly in their basic academic training . I believe that if people 
were hired to work in a common economic service field and the function of 
the two institutions represented the breadth and scope of their future 
careers , it would be easier to recruit better people and to keep them, as 
well as enrich the work of both institutions . It would mean that people 
would not only be able to move between the two institutions, which 
theoretically they can now , but that it would be at least as easy as it is 
now , to move between institutions as from one department to another within 
each institution. (I do not expect that this idea would be well received by 
many in the Bank and Fund . The idea would have best chance of acceptance if 
it originated with the President and/or Managing Director.) If this seems 
impractical or otherwise unwise, it might be more feasible to have a joint 
statistical service . This could be headed by a Director and Associate 
Director , or even two co- directors . 

(2) The EDI and the IMF Institute could be made a joint effort . In 
the past the Fund has taken the attitude that they were not ready for this 
step as the EDI was well developed and their own effort was rather small and 
in its early stages. However , they might be ready to consider this now 
because their program seems to be well developed . 

(3) If the EDI and the IMF Institute were combined, it might also be 
desirable at some point to expand the activities of such a combined 
institute to include long- term basic research . In this way we could develop 
under the sponsorship of the Bank and the Fund , an international development 
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and finance center to which would come not only government administrators 
needing certain basic training , but also scholars who would carry on l ong
term research work of importance to these institutions. The amount of 
funds spent anywhere on innovative long- term research in the development 
and monetary fields is very small compared with the need . 

(4) Another field of possible joint work is with respect to the 
Economic Committee. The Bank ' s Economic Committee does have the 
participation of the Fund staff their participation has been sustained 
and active. It is conceivable, however , that instead of having an Economic 
Committee of the Bank there could be a Joint Economic Committee of the Bank 
and Fund to review both the country economic reports of the Bank and the 
consultation reports of the Fund, as well as any other common economic policy 
questions which may be referred to it . In time we might even aim to have 
discussions on a country take place on the same day to the extent feasible . 
At present there is no body in the Fund corresponding to the Economic 
Committee of the Bank. The review procedure for Fund consultation reports 
is quite different . The preparation of reports is the joint responsibility 
of the Area Department concerned and the Exchange and Trade Relations 
Department , both of whom contribute staff to each mission. The Directors 
of these departments are responsible for reviewing the reports . They are 
often read over by the Deputy Managing Director , and at times the Managing 
Director, before they go to the Board . From time to time there are meetings 
held by the Managing Director or his Deputy on these reports when there are 
important issues to be discussed, especially in the proposed recommendations 
for Board action . 

There are a number of arguments which may be made against a joint 
Bank/Fund economic committee , including the obscuring of institutional 
responsibility, the introduction of an additional piece of machinery, and 
that existing informal and formal arrangements already achieve the objectives 
of the suggestion . However, it would be evidence of our desire to achieve, 
to the extent possible, an integrated point of view on country situations and 
policy performance . This is particularly important as the world increasingly 
looks to us to make judgments on adequacy of economic performance . We now 
have close collaboration , but not an integrated point of view and the advice 
given would probably have much greater weight and influence . 
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.i.s J:..: of the Economics Depar~c::.;.ent u~a.. t~'1e Ind:u.strial Pr·:<_ ·:: 2_ 

-· c. ·· ~ .. c.::.ched memorandum represer.:ts wher-e' v2 have come out -.:... x, _ u:. 
t _ c"l. i ons involving the people :n nt::.,J:.Led. i :::·_ -che me ·:.oran <i .... . t. ··e. 
'~i .. -,· • c _ .... enet and myself. Yo··_·, ::...ll r.c -rc- t:t: c..~t -ct.c ).l~:i..-C ilJ.l v: 

lc..: :~ -=:.-.:;-"' forth for the ia: 72..t · o:-1 wor_-:: J.s :::·ec~::L::~::.__ o ~ 

__ e lc . :· )Opulation and Ur'".Ja::-.i z.""".::. ioL 3 ve=...l. 

'- is )ur plan to promote 
=·- die. · u th .... s position in the _ 
-·-, ·,~ ms _ ..:_·::c:.. Dg one position from ___ ~ 

dus ·: _c..l Projects Department. 

Hr. Ct ::. ienet is aware cL ..... , ·- ar.:. sending a co:;..,· 
.norE:::./i.lL:. -co you, as well as ·v---~--; c \ _ ... ..':.ng note. 

·-:: : Mr . Ripman 

e . 

Note: Discussed with Mr. Ba~, who said he would clear it on behalf 
of Mr. Chadenet. 
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Irving S. Frie~~an 

Division of Functions between the Industrialization Division of the 
Economics Department and the Industrial Projects Department 

I hav~ been looking at this preble~ over the past few weeks 
and I understand that it has been discussed at various times by 
Messrs. D~um, Fuchs, Stevenson and Kalmanoff as vell as yourself. 

There are two areas vhere contusion or overlapping might 
occur: 

{l) advice on industrialization matters; 

(2) sector work. 

One has to start from the position that the Projects Depart
ments are operating or line units and that dealing with govcrr~ents 
is one of their responsibilities, while the Economics Department is a 
support or staff unit dealing (except as regards research or similar 
matters) mainly withcother departments of the Bank. One of its 
functions is to be the research arm of the Projects Departments. It 
follows from this that staff members in the Economics of Industriali
zation Division of the Economics Department would give advice to the 
Industrial Projects Department, as requested, on industrialization 
proble~s but would not advise, say governments, except by arrangement 
with the Industrial Projects Department. This would be made explicit 
by adding the underlined words to the relevant portion of the 
Organization Bulletin desc1·ibing the functions of the Economics Depart
ment: 

"Its specific functions are: 

to undertake operational research and advise other 
departments as requested on problems and policies in 
the field of industrialization 11 

•••• 

The second problem .concerns s ector work. The responsibility 
for folloving developments in the fields of industry lies with the 
Industrial Projects Department as set out in paragraph 10 of the 
suggested revised draft of the Organiza~ion tulletin describing the 
functions of' the Proje·ots Departn;ents and circulated by l>lr. Ripr:an on 
October 28. The Industrialization Divisivn of the Economics Department 
would be invo~ved in this only vhen its support vas deemed desirable by 
both parties. for instance because a particular piece of ·analysis vas 
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required which the Division was best equipped to provide, because 
participation. say in a. mission. would advance the research work · 
of tne Divicion, or because the staffing positions of the two units 
~de ~~i~ cppropri~te. 

The same general principles already guide the working 
relationships between the Sector and l~ojects Studies Division of the 
Economics Department and the Agriculture, Public Utilities, 
~~ansportation, and Education Projects Departments, and I think they 
should also apply 1n the fields of population and urbanization. 

AStevenson:js 

cc; Messrs. Ba.um 
Ripman 
Kamarck/Stevenson 

I, 

) 
( .. 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

SUBJECT: Role of the Economics Department vis-a-vis 
the Industrial Projects Department 

1. I feel there is justification for an industrialization unit in 
the Economics Department, despite the establishment of the Industrial 
Projects Department, basically because I think it is desirable to separate 
day-to-day Bank operations in the field from work on problems of general 
significance which are thrown up by the day-to-day operations. This is, 
of course, not to imply that the two aspects should be divorced; each aspect 
would suffer if isolated from the other; a cooperative link is necessary. 

2. Work on the aspectJYof industrialization to be carried out in the 
Economics Department should include: 

a) Keeping up with and synthesizing for Bank management and operators 
developments in current thinking in academic and other research 
circles; 

b) carrying out comparative studies, based on Bank individual country 
sectoral and projects studies, to generalize from our Oh~ ex
perience and to add from it to world thinking on the subject; 

c) analyzing the methodologies applied by the operators in sectoral 
studies and project work; 

d) participating in operational work, particularly on industrializa
tion strategies and policies of individual countries, on a 
selective basis, both to keep "au courant" with operational 
developments and to contribute with the kind of expertise charac
teristic of primarily research-oriented personnel. 

3. It could be argued that such work on general problems of indus-
trialization might just as well be done by the Industrial Projects Department, 
perhaps in a separate division. If this is accepted, it should logically 
also be applied to the other units in the Economics Department that have 
operational counterparts (the Sector and Projects Studies Division for 
agriculture, transportation, education, and public utilities; the Population 
Studies Division; and the Urbanization Division, eventually). This would 
then reduce the Economics Department to units that have no operational 
counterpart (Trade Policies and Export Projections, Statistical Services, 
Domestic Finance, Quantative Techniques and Analysis). The principy l 
argument against such a transfer of functions is that the pressure of opera
tional requirements in the Projects Department would tend to lead to a 
reduction in emphasis on the more general work. As a realistic matter, it 
is better to have such work supervised by the Front Office of the Economics 
Department than by the highly pressured Front Offices of the Projects Depart
ments. The success of the separation, however, depends on the personal 
qualities and attitudes of the personnel involved. 
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4o Assuming existence in the Economics Department of an industrial-
ization unit with the functions listed above, the question then arises as 
to whether it should be a unit in the Sector and Projects Studies Division, 
which already has units covering other sectors: agriculture and transporta
tion (5 persons for each), education and public utilities (1 person for 
each). In principle, this seems logical. In practice, industrialization, 
being a self-contained field of vast scope, complexity, and operational 
diversity in the Bank Group (besides the Industrial Projects Department, 
there are the entire I.F .c. and the Development Finance Companies Department 
also concerned with it), requires a professional staff of some size and the 
full-tLrne attention of a supervisory Chief. There seems to be no point to 
loading the Sector and Projects Studies Division Chief with this additional 
responsibility. 

5. Primary responsibility for industrial sector studies in individual 
countries should be with the Industrial Projects Department, with the co
operation of the industrialization unit of the Economics Departmentx to 
the extent indicated under 2d). This is necessary to broaden the ~asis 
for its own work in project identification, preparation, and appraisal. 
This will, however, be the most difficult part of its work to organize and 
carry out. The manpower requirements of a serious effort are very great. 
The issue of proper handling of this work has not yet been resolved. The 
operational requirements by which Projects Departments are pressured, 
referred to in another connection in paragraph 3, mean largely work on 
project appraisals for Bank financing. Just as there would be an under
standable tendency to de-emphasize non-operational work, there could be 
one of de-emphasizing sectoral work because of the pressures of projects 
work. A deliberate effort has to be made to keep this from occurring -
through adequate staffing, and perhaps even through separation of the 
functions of the Department into divisions dealing respectively with project 
appraisals and sector studies. 

GK:yib 
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l. I think tl1:Ls ne:clO:!'and"W"J uill m0l(e better sense than othcri-Jisc 
if I bcr;in by sta.tinr, \Jhat. I u"1de:cst~".nd to b.:; the specific points on 
Hhi ch ln·icfins i s desired l'eg2.rcEnt; the uo:dcl and Iranian pc·Lrol:?.un 
s ituCl.t:Lon. The points are as follo~n~: 

( a ) Bnsic facts about, the l:ro::.·l cl petroleu:n industry ( it is 
undsrsLooc1 that !'uo:cJ d'' in this mel.loranclum. excJ.uJ.ec; tho 
centrally pl01.n:.1ed co1.111trie8 e~\.cspt \rl:cn oLhoru:Ls.::; 
i ncb.catcd) • 

(b ) Cor.tments on a nunbcr of S'~)ec:Ll':i.c questiow'l on the i·lor1d 
petrolema m'l.rkt:;t. , Hi1ic11 I 1.mckn'stand to be: 

(i ) 'l'o H!1.::.t e:x:t.er<t. is the flo,·: of trade affected by 
t be technical quaJ.H,ies of VCl.rious crudes? 

(ii ) ~:rnat arc thG COi1Stl~aints set on uorld trad8 floi·rs 
by goverrr:ncn.t policies';' 

(iii ) \!hat shifts ha"7G tal:en pla.ce in tl1e dtrectio:l of 
trade b~r m<.<.jor conntric;:; and comp<'.nies? 

(:i. v) ~-;hat cto Fe k1o:·r about join:~ o,r.1erships and Hhat 
i s their sign:Lfic-~ncc.'! 

( v) \·Jh:c-L do ;-re 1-::n.o~r about the co[ltre:~.c-.tu2.l te<.'m3 lmc!.cr 
v7hi.ch comp<'d,ies lFoducc oi l in fo:..'cie;n co1.mtries? 

(c) In addition, He lDYe bee: asb:d to preiJare tno t2.bles. Oil.e 
is to shou (.he foJ.lo~rinc;: r:ojo:c COil).J.n~ production i;1 c::c11 
of 2-. scJcctcd lict of co1:nt:d.c~; the product Y::'-'.:ck::::tincs of 
each Ftt::tj o::.."'"' co.~!._?~. _:~:::· ~J)' r1-::j or conaur1_·i :1z aroa; Cll.!. ... cCi1-~ oil 
l\CSs2r'iTCS by COllTl":~···j"" 2.11:-;v C.iC~-)8C"t8ll :;rod11.c·Giol1 b~r COlr1t.l.,_~r iJ'l 

t he mi::l-197 1)
1 s or the 1?30 1 s. T:.1e ot.hc:c t,able is to sho~r 

I ::.'an ' s croJ.cle o:i.l n:~oct;lc ~io··1 in ba:2:o:·o:1 s and i.ts -value :i_n 
do:LJJ1.rs, yc;:J.r by ye OJr, 1957-l9C;9. .. 

(d) He h:::.vL: al0o b2·2i1 ae:;ke:.::l. to c:J:r '8'1·(, on ·::.he o~.l e:-:.1o:rt nro-- -
j cc·~:~o·:ts of th0 Il·c:"ni: n. Go-,"e:::'rll:mi. 2.nd t.l1c Bo::n.l: ~-Esr:ion, 
and. 0;1 2.ilY nec,ot,~. 'l·i,:i_ons l:>ei:.HeC:i.1 the· lr::mi.~:n Gove:r-·n.: l::lTG C.'lle' 

the co:'~Jo.nj_cs o·)<::x·J.t ~n.::; in Il'cU. 
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2. Tll!S .fl:cst Lo.blc meni~iom~d in l (c) aboV·8 is att'C.chcd as L ble l. 
Ho1-rever, onG p:Lec~' o.f :i.nforn:J.tion i s NiSf>l:lg fro"rl it, namely, p: . .'ojcct.ed 
.future oil ~n·oductj_o·J. by- cou!1t'',y, Host, goverm1~nt.s or com:HL1ics h:we not.. 
publis~l8d such e::;Lim::ctcs in recent y.c;.:tl'S. "de ou::.·sclvc::; have r,VJdc an 
estiill::t~e of agl];r~J:~:J.tE-::: IDC produc;,ion in 1?75 :L n our pa~)er 11l1eccnt and 
Prospective:: 'r-renr.J.sin the ~Jorld Petrolcu;1 IndusLrJ 11 , prc~pared by AndJ.·eH 
Huang i n Febr·uJ.ry 1968 ( attrtch.:;d as il.ncJ.ex I). Thnt estiJl'J."lte, ho:-revcr , 
v;-as arrived at by projecting O::.::CD dema:1d and then projecting OSCD produc
tion ( i.e., in the U.S. and 'l!esl:.crn 2u:•·o:)e ) on the basis of an 03CD study . 
He then allocated the rcsuHL12: 1975 projected OSGD import deficit 
b etHecn ths LDC Is and the uss=~. The aggreeate production projectlon 
appeal'S in Table JJ1- of An-".18::-:: I, but He h;we thus far hesitated to b reak 
it dmm by cou.:-rLry since this uould imrol ve r10re guess inc; than has been 
r equired fo:c ope1·ational pur.)OS8S. He have, therefore, shoHn in Table 1 
grmrth rates in proclucti on by counl:,ry for tuo different posLI·Jar periods, 
1955··1968 and 1960-1968, to suggest ho·:l the coJl~)ec:i.tion for increased 
shares is procrcSt~in[;. T0:cluct;_ng the African n::-:rcomers, lihose gro;.;th 
r ates are still too much j_nflucncsd by their status as neu entrants and 
the brevity of t.he peciod si.c1ce some oi' them h-'l.ve beco,no sob;:;Lanti.e.l 
exporGc:cs, it u"lJ.l be noted that Ir<.n l eads the field . This ref1ects in 
part Iran 1 s position as a p:colnbls lou cost producer and a profitable 

~ ' • .p " • l/ ' . [:, ' b . -area 01 opeJYtt."l.ons _,_or "Lne con~la.nles,.::_ ano. ll1 pe.r · a goon "CJ.rga.J.n:Lng 
position in oealin:; l·i lth the m2jor oiJ_ co"nlHilics . The country1 s political 
stability c:md basic alj_gnncmt Hith the. ':lcsJu undoubtedly arc inport,rmt 
f actors in its ojl negotiation~. 

J. I t is Harth not:i.ne, houevcr , tlv:,t .S.:1udi Arabi"ln production also 
has been grOi-rinr; faster th.:li1 .:?.vc:::-2.e;e, even thm1c;h profitability the::ce may 
be considerably lo:·rs:c th,:.n in Iran (T'lble 11, !tn.~1ex I ). This sut;~es~s 
t lvriJ political st:-1bility ancl b"'.slc co,•Jy<:Jy-govc:c'l!1·3nt ra~:)ort, cles;Jite 
surf~cs co~rGT07C.i'S.f, prob:.•.bly cal-:cies as r,mch uei::;i1·l:. in -the bargaie1~.''1= 
as profitab:i.lit.y. 

L1. Tahlc 2 shoHS Ircnj_an p:;:oduct:i. on ( j_n b:::.rrels a!ld "i:-o::J.s ). de 

have included a lin.e shoiTin.:; f.o.b. eA:por·i:, values of Iranian petrolc:um 
for 1962-1967 (culled from the Daal-: 1 s ·:cono:.Ti.c lli.ssion .~e~;od ) but these 
may be m:saningless fo-r.· mos·G fll'T:,ose:'s si·-:tcs, as footnoted, they aro purel y 
acc om1tin::-; val ues b-:.serl. on posted ~rices. 'lne mol'C i'1C2.ningful fi~u::.~os a1~e 
those on oil revenues, Hhich ar3 tal:c11 f.' ron Pet:coleu~n. Pres::; Serv~cc , 

Auzus·G 19CS. 

C::. T'"lP. 1)r01~.,,, r,1 1' n +""Kll·,..,r: OU"'SJ.l" o"' 1 ( "l "lld ·'· roo"·n "'"'<~r.,.. 1 (b' l· ~, ,.; ! ~ VJ.-....~, -· v~·-V-1.....1.... -l.~ J.. '-' V ... J. Cl. / - U-- ~~ ...... .....,.; . .L .l.v.t.. ) -

that uc are aot ce:d--s.:i 1 Hhal_, their m"ec:L~;e int.ent is, I Llink th?t A"''1i'l8X: 

I is s·cl_bs"l:.a•lt.ic>lly 2·-~sponsivc to qu,0s~io•1 1 (a) and _si ves SLJ-fric:i.t::nt 

1/ v-Ie infeT this in t'\iO -,-;ays - both iT:l1)Crfect: (a) Iran~c:m '\:ells arc 
still the n~f.J-0 product:.i vs in t~c uo:clcl> o:'J the averasc ( s·:)C Tabl~ 11, 
lt'ln,:: I),; (b) Ir-~·n 1 s :-·..:po~·-cccl a7:~:tac;e :rcvc;1uc: pc:c b:'l.rrsl ( est:i_;n~tcd 
at 03o5 csnts in 1967) is 11.:F'.l' the avc:.::a;e for: the ~iidd1c ~cclSL, c.nrl 
nuch lou~r th:P1 in Vcnc:?.u<~lo:~ or }~iby<. (dlcrc it ·i.s clo:·::-; ~o 2. doJL,;·). 
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baclc:;cound to pel'111it us to be vcl~y bl'ief in our 2.nsucrs to thr~ c;nestio11s 
unuer l (b ). Ho~·rsver , if Lr . l·1c~ Tcl.Tfl::l.Ta. h::u1 alreadJ re<1.d lumcx I ther·c 
mCJ.y be fv.rt~ner poL~1ts to his qucsLions uhich H':3 a:ce miss.Ln.g. In the 
absence o.f any refeTence to A.me--c I in the quesi.Jlons, I an as:.:mning that 
it has not already "bec11 rc-J.d. 

6. \"!hile the hi.::i.Jorical data and d1 scussio~1 i'l. Alli"le:c I only carry-
throue;h 1 965 , t he basic his to:!.'ical situation presented there uill only 
change marr;i.a2lly i f upda.ted ( a pToject , incidCTltctlly, thr>.t is in progress ). 
In the foJ.louing paragraphs, ue shllll_ do so;1c; o.f this updatint:;, 1rhile at 
the saJne time poj_nti ~ ur) sonc of the more sa lient features of the 11WrJ.cl 
petrolomn industry. He mJ.y reh1:::-n to some of these points in ansue:cing 
l (b) l ateT on. 

Demand G-ro1Jth 

7. For the -~)ost~v-ar pcr:Lod as a uhole, t a lwn as l 95)-J.968 in order 
to o;n i_t the reco!lErC.ruction pe;:iod, uorld clcncmcl grouth for netrole'J.m 
avera.::; eel a pheno.nen::tl 6. 9 p crceclG per <:mnii!;:-Thc pace incr~ascct in the 
1 960 1 s to 7 .J pc)~cent per annl.E:1 (1960-1968). Ho1-:evcr, the rates o: 
r;routh by m:J.jOl~ eco.:ro~'1ic reg_i_on vo.r:i_.:;d Hidely f:co:n 3 .5-L~ percent pe:c 
anmrm. in 2·Torth AlneTic.:i-1. t.o over 20 percent per a11n1J.!'l L1 J e.pan, c;md almost; 
1 2 pe1·cent per anmn in He stern Euro:)e . The g1·mrch rates by na.jor r.;:;t;lons 
are s:1m·El L1 Table 3. 

8. Uorld ir:.:2..~~s of pe·t:.rolelJ .. n and petrolem,l procl'J.ct s have bsc:1 
grm·Jin~~ much fas·;;er th:::n uo:dd dcy1ancl, la:cgely because dco·aand gro-.-rth has 
been fastest. in a:;.·eas th?.t <:1.:::•e bo{:,::t l;::Tge conscr'"te::·s 2nd hc2..vily dc_:>3ndent 
on i!.l~">o:,·ts , i.e., ~.'estern "Su.ro;_Je and J~-:p2.11. :H}ren in the U. S., 1-rlth its 
l arge oil-:Jrod.ucing i ndustry, impo:.~t. s have been alloued to j.'i sc fasl:.el~ 

th<m procl'..<c·t:.ion by permitt-!.'1.3; oveTl ;:;.nd sbi~)m~mts fron 1-Ie:c:Lco c:.nd Can-J.da 
to enter ex quot?. . ~lorlcl i!il:Jort -~:::_r~cl grr:m at 9. 7 percent per annum in 
1955-1963 and 10 J3 percent per ar.!l1UI1 in 1960-1968. 

9. Beginning i n the l2te 19)0 1 s, the ussn.. h:::!.S stTiven to Togain 
i ts pre·ua:c posi-~ion as an hllpo:..~cant S'..l.l!plier to :1csl:,er;:1 ~~uroi)c, and 
Canacl:i.an exports bcc;.;;n -~o appe~1r in the early 1960 1 s and have continued 
to grou. Ex:Jorl:, volnr·:e g!:'OlTGh for the lD'~ 1 s he.s thel'efore been so:;lE:H~Elt 

slouer than irorld in:~o2.·t groY :.h bu·::-,, as far as 1-re C3.n deten;Linr~ f:c·o; ,1 
rather hl:)er.f.ect data, not yet m.1.teT:i.-:1D.y so, 0:i..11Cc c:,tl:-!.da an.d the USS~.~ 
conbin2d stj ll only ::.ccount for rour:;l1ly 8 pcrcsnt o£' 1rorld e:()Ol'ts. The 
o:ffec·c. of theiC' e;ro-:;ine; ex9orts had a dis;>l-:.ccc18nt effect reg.i.o·nJJ.y, 
houcver; in the U.S. in the case of Ca.n!Ctda and in ::l1.ro·oe in ".:.he case of 
tJ1c USb~~. 

10. ~iithin thF.J clobsl tr<,c.l.c volU'",c~ tho::.·c uas a si z:li.f'ic:u:~ s[l5_f-t, in 
prochJ.c·{j cot,~_")oslt,io.n. A.s s~atecl in _~·llll.le:~ I, in 1937 a\)OlJ.t Ol1f3-~hj.rd~ o:;: 
tot -::lHorld inL1o:c· ts iJ.::l'e :;_~e.f'incd y·o~1uc~..:.s (e;ctsolinc, etc.). B,:r 196~ tho 
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l atter ' s slv.1.re ~ns only 25 percc1.t <:..nd this tr,~nd h·1s proinbly continued 
in vie1r of the coEt-inucd preference of ii!l)Ort.ing countr.i..ec to do their 
oun process~_ng. 

Jl. Uorld pet::.'olem,1 imrJort g:co:-ri:.h ha s been distributed V8ry unevenly 
D..'i1ong the major developing exLJorti.ng countries, as illustrated by T[>.ole 
4, ;-inich shoHS estinntcd relative sh2.res of t hese countri es in tot.:.l 
1-rorld expor t trade . As alread~r suggested in paragraphs 2 and 3 abo-;rc, 
much of this var:L3.tion is attribu-::..:J.ble to: (a ) the a-;;pcarance of ne1-r 
en·\:, rants in petroleum production, (b) the n;lati vc profi ~ability of 
CO!Epan:Les j_n va.rious host cmnt.ri:::s , and ( c) the political bJ.rt;aining 
poHCl' of the hos·t. zoverrrn1cnts. The first factor, of course, te11ds to 
r e duce t he sl:. ren::,th of the thil·d, sL1ce it p:::rn1i ts co,~t)?::.1ie3 aCJ.d in~ ort
ing govern.r;1cni:.s to svcead the sec1.1.rity :clsks affect.inr_; t:1cir soi..u·ces of 
SUl)ply • 

1 2. He h.:1ve noted th::ct some neH entr-.::.t:1.ts (e.g., 1-'l..bu Dh3.bi ), secu:ced 
re "'O·,~"-cdl~~ b~.o .. Le,~ 0·e r,,l~' on p r.;o-('·l"-'- c·ll ""< 'J- .1'7 "'r0111 S'J0·1SOl'.·t·1r. C,-,-,-.l"' ." "1i"'<> (J·11e L J _ V ._ ;y '..:.:.; l..t l; .l \...o , 0 _ _ l.J u __ L ... _ _J. t, .L _ L • • .l 

0 
v:. '"J:' ~..1. 1 -~ v L• V 

Jap<me~:;s ) but in the lone run, thGir vs~ c:dstonce uill furi1ish a bJ.sis 
foJ.' the intm'n?t ion<'>.1 conp.:mj,es to inyco·rc their end of the bo.rga.in, or 
at l east avoid furthel' concessio'13. The Ja~xmose h.-~_ve al:ceady sinGle-
h?..nd ed~y p J..?.ycd th:!.s g2.mc in the :i l'On ore field Hl th b:cea:L:.htaking Stlc cess. 
The producing coun·t.yoies no doubt realize i t a•1d are trying to concert 
their positions via the Organizatio•.1 of Pctroletn E-;cooJ~tinr- Co-....rnt:cies 
(O~'Bc): OJ~ uh:Lch Ira~1 is an active mcnbe:c. But Hhil~ all the CP:SC 
countries are ostens:i.bly c:.ncl voca l1:r in f"lvor of 11 1eve1ing up 11 tho 
profit -splitting a:crm1geinents, -;-w sec no evidence that they are about to 
agr8e on fixed :r,1?..rket shares fm.· the futuyoe. 

Ir1 dLlf> ::, r 1T s-::. rue t u T8 
----.----1.~ ... -·-- ---··---

13. In the O;Jenj ng parat;:ca-::>hs of /mnex I ~Je note t.h2t the donin2nce 
of the m"jor c o;·,,:>:J.nies h2s becm decli"J.ing since the 1 950 ' s in the inteJ~
lD.tional oil econo:-:-Jf outside the U.S. i:md the USS.l. In terr:13 of crude 
productiot1 , t l:-le share CO·lt:::'olled by these; con_J.s.nics outside the U • .S. 
declim;d fro.~1 al mo3t 90 percent in t he l ate 19hO 1 s to around 75 perccn!::. 
in t he JTlid-1960 1 s. Thi s trend hc:.s conti nued, the shc:.re of the eit;ht ma joY' 
co1nanics 2.!·.10u11t.i.:'1g to about 65 ·pe:rcent in 1963 . 

1~. It is all·eady evicl.cn~ tl:-la:t the c;eo3ra!_)hical distribution of oil 
prodnction he.s also been greatly d:i .. vej_~sified durin(; the postuaJ:- pE'~Tiocl 

( see Table Lf, foj~ e;:a.:-1['l l 2 ). It SeC'l:lS clem' th:d:. the inte;:oi12.tiona.1 
pct:.·ole-L1Xil eco:1o:oy is dTn:...mic in more reS)e:cts t~2·1 the aL;gre::_;.J:ce [;ro-.:ri::.h 
r ate and is not. c;,.s~v to ch2rac ~m:ize 2. s a si~.1p le olico:)oJ..y. 

15. I believe sor·le of th-::: for8go!.n~ rem:od;:s ant:LcipD.te 
have to say in reS)0:.13e to ·l,hc questions u::1d.ec- l ( b ) abo7c:. 
a:co acld.it.j_on~l co::Fl3~1ts. 

ul1at He 
Follm:in;:; 
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EJ~fect of Techni_c2.l Qur:tlitics Oil Trade Flo>-73 

16. Tl1e technical qua.lit.ies of various crudes h"":•,-e an in.flu<:mcG on 
trade: flm-rs , but not a dom.ins.nt. or a ~wccisely quo.nt;ifi<'.bl8 one. To 
i lluscratc this, one m:1y cotrr~;:ue T,,bles 5, 6 and 7. ~i'ucl oil h-::cs been 
experiencing the highest co:1S!.Dl;.ltion gro:-rth rate gl.ob3.lly and in :SU.:ro~)e 

and Japan ( Tab]_e 5). In spite o.f this :r-~_cld1e East crude, 1hich in the 
aggregate is rich in the heavy frac-C.ions, lost ground in Euro:)e but 
gained in Japan. This indicates that loc~1tion (:Lnc:J.uding , of COl'.:C'se, 
the closinc; of tho Suez Can~-;_1 ) and the fact th ... t J apanese C0'!1L)anies have 
becor.1e hea.vily i1wol ved in oil proG:uction in the liidclle E:1st are also 
im~)ortadc. factors. Comp-:my nation2tli ty also hel9s eA.--plain the incrc:asing 
share of A.fTican crudes in Euro~e. Canadian corrt;;Jeti tion under the quota 
s-yst.en and probably less th;:m friencll:r C0:0lt)any-governmen·~ relations, 
probably cx:Jlains the shift in Venezuela 1 s mc:n'kctin.g touard Euro~Jc as 
much as the tschnical qu2.lity o£' its cru.des (uhich, ho:revcr, arc so.:.i.c.~ tc 
lend themselves uell to blendinG uith ~-.i..i.ddle E2.st crudes foj_~ .GUrO[Je<m 
rE::fineries). 

17. Sulfur content is anothe:c clnract.P.ristj_c of crucl8s that is 
often me11tio::1ecl as infl11encins ' cn::md, lo:1 sulfu:':' content being c1.csir:'.ble. 
Routshly spcaJ-:::ing, iLfl'ican oils enjoy the lo-;-Jest sulfur content and Iran 
is so·:,1GuhaJc. better off than othe:c> 1-Iicl.dle East coun·C.rics in this respect. 
On the othcl~ h-:1nd, _A.frican oils 2.re afflicted by hcav-:.i_er HcCC co~T~ent} 

1vhich incre.;,.ses hanc.ll:lng costs. Ho·uever, in the end these cha:i:'acter:Lstics 
are refJ.ed.ed in product costs - <mel their i :mpecliment to the mlrkc;Jc.ab:i.lity 
o.f any crude can be overcorr1.e if the: refinery can get the crude cheo.:?lY 
enough in tho first pl.::.ce c<.mi is confident en01..1.gh of the su~)pJ.y to m2.lcc 
the plant adj11.stmen~s necessary. 

18. He generally proceed on the assum)t.ion tlPt in <:.ny consunine; 
count ry- there uill be a tendency for oil p:coduccd abro::.c. by corr:Janics 
th~:t c:.rc nations.ls of tho:L coEntry to r ecci ve Hh:~tcwcr favored trca:i;,ne"t!t 
is por.;sible. Ho~Jeve;r, no one ir1~)ortin::; country provides a r,l;"!:rl~et f01~ 

any ex~Jo:::-tinz country ' s cr1ti:ce output and no 7•1-J.joT co::r![J3DJ m::-·rkets its 
entiTE: foTcign output in- the r:1other countr~,r. Hence c arq.:my n::.tion.:::lity 
is not snfficient by itself to 2-ccou:cTt. for tracb patterns and flous in 
petrole-clY:J.. 

19. As fz;_r as gover!mcnt ir;rpo:..~t. :_JoJ.icies are consel'n•::d, only o.:!e 
coun·::.:r-~r has a fa~i.rly dei'L1.:Lse .:EK1. _;m'olicly st:.:.:0cd ~1olicy, i.e., the 
U.S., uh:Lch hr>s im:)o ... ~t q'J.ot-::.s. T:1ese arc::: clesc:c:i_b.:;d. briefl~· in ~)<:C'2.[";::t2.ph 

5 of A.t1.i1C:X I. Othel' m:.-,jor bi)Ol'~inc.; comT~rle3 and areo.s cit:1eT have no 
specific go·Jc::r.'/lJTi.Cmt policy on pctroloum ir<lpo:..~ts, or one that is pra~m.-c·i:,ic 
and unpuol i_c:i. zed. 
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Shifts in Direction of Trade 

20. Un.Cortu;y,_-t.ely, He do not luve suffic:i.enL data readily <:t h:md 
to shcm changoE:: i n the geo;raphic: m.··rlcetiDg r'attcrns of the n.'l.jo:..~ com:)~Lnies . 

Table 6 shous shifts in t~e geogr:l~)hic distribution of produci!lg 2.reas 1 

expo:c·L; s betueen l 9CO and l9G8 . 'I' able 7 sl1oHs the chc.ne;cs th:-,t occurred 
in the shares of t he various eXf:lOl'tinc areas i n the impo2.'ts o:f the mc;,jor 
producing 2.reas. It is possible to r ationa.lize these cho.nges in a general 
-vmy in terms o.f oil qual i tj_es, the closing of the S'uez Ce.nal , the develop
ment of l arr;cr t ankers , c omp;:my no.tiona.lity , the UoS . quo·C,a s:,rst.c:n, costs 
of produc-tioi1 2nd ir:lf!Oj:'ting countrics 1 sccm·ity desires. HoHever , in 
the end. there is no objective set of values or 1'reights th:.t carl. be ap·i)lied 
to the array of r easons so [l.S to yield a uniqu.e objective trade !fl2trix 
co:crespondJ_ng to uhs.t has actu.?.lly t3.kcn place historicaD.y. In forecast
ing exports from individu-?1 cocm.tries for medium terrn periods , -vre rely 
heavily on trend an-:.lysis anrl Sclb,ject:i.vs judsm,(;nts b'lS8d on a.s r,mch 
in:f:'o:rJit"'.tioo. as He can 2.CCi.l.Xnul;.ts. 

Joint O~·:'C18rshi:J s 

21. It is our uncJ.erst andin~:; th::.t t!1.c relati vcly neu joint-m-mershi p 
concept i s a device to pcm,1it govcrn:1ents of producin::; countries t o 
exploit, independently of the comymics, poten.tiCJ.l n·2>T or C:t:)Pndcd 
Pl.arkets i11 clevclo·!in~ cmutriss .:mel :·:ast.eTn Eu::·o~e the latter on the 
assmn.ption th;c.t. the U5S~{ r.l--=lY no·::, be able to cover fulJy the future grm·Tti1 
in the i1nport d-:;m ·:.nd of its ~iarsa:;·r Pact partners . llu.ch, if not all , of 
this trade is expected to be 011 2. govornmen-0-to-govern..111ent basis. 

22. Table 8 sho-.rs the e~ciscine; agreements of Hhic:h uc are mra::.ne 
and sone of the prin::;j_p-:,1 te:r:;lS. 

23. The principal featu:~es of ti1e contr;::.ctu.J.l c:.rl."angcncnts bctm:~8n 
c onr~!T•1i8s a:1cl host. countr:Les o.re s·J..:.r.-:1<-'.::"izcd in Table h of Annex I a.nd 
discussed in paro.graphs 9-11 o.f thP,t p::-pc:::-. 

2L~. Accordjnc_; to EIIA-3a, Feb~cUaJJ" 25, 1969, the Ire.n.i<'.n Go-rcrm,lclrt 
projected oil e~0)o::.·t vo1u>1e to t;l'O\i at lG.l--! perce~1t per year bctuecn 
1968 ilDd 1972 uhi.le the :82-nl_.:: Iiission a.SS11r1Cd 8.6 pel'Ccnt po:::- yc2..r. 

25. 0'.1r Oiffi present D:rojcctio·.1.3 of fu~ure [;TOHGh in q?;i;re;at<J O:~CD 
not ]' rr.I0'' 1'S ]' 11 ~)'''CJ_J. Cr> aa'uiv-:lo;1-l- to C'-'101'·"'1 ·nn.·'· .Lr.'o'c "'roc--·-~--· (-::-ru--l.r--.- I ,.,_, ·~ - - lv, ___ .Lu. 0 .... ._, c, _ _ ,{ __ ~ .... u b u~ . ._V u c.~. S· , JV~J.. ~· t.. .... -~. ' 

r;·.?~[Zc ll) i s 7 ~5.:..9.0 pcj"ccmt. per year. i'Jli.1sx I is n:m in the process of 
being U~>clat.ccl <nd :i_ts projectio·ls l'c-.rj_c.:\rcd bu~~ the rev:Le::-r rPy not 
necess:.n·5.l_y rc:;sult in a .subst;oxr1~:~.:'.l ch:_,_ngc j n th :t csl.;iH~·c.c - rn.1ch d:~Je•1d.s 

on 1111.-:-.~ uc co;:-1c} u- c c:.bout the .ru:_,l_L'e of Al2.s:c:m oil. This trade vo1une 
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projection beinG a gl'Jb1.l one, ho~rcvc:c, it cannot be applied autoT::L.i.cally 
to inc1j vidu"'1 cmJnti·.i.c"Sl"ccrL;-1. inJ..y not, for example, to Venczu01a - see 
p[lragraph 38, Anne'C I). Houovcr, 1:e do not in fact knm-r on u1VJ.t b: .. sis 
the Hiss:Lon ::trrived ai:. its proj::cted srm-rch ra.te for Ir?..nian ex:;_)orts. 

26. Ue do not, h;:Ne firsth?.nd information on this subject. ~Ie 
underst,and that Iran is pressinG the Consor-Gilllil to 2.r;ree to increase its 
offtake of I:can_Lan oil by 17 pcl~ccnt in 1970 over 1969. In 1965, Ira!.'1 
asked for a 17.5 percent increase dur:Lnc; 1966 but the increase did not 
materic:lize. It :i.s -oossible that Iran uill settle for a cont,imlo.t.ion of 
its aver<:1.gc gro1-rth r~te in the 1960 1 s ( ;-.:;:ound 13 percent per year ) or 
possibly less. 

AJl'lc.con:J ACHuan:::;/hl 
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~ 

68 

St.ancaJ. 

27 . 9 
2 . 7 

~ 

42.) 

8. ) 

1.6 

).2 
1. 7 

$.9 

11 . 1 

41.7 
6 . S 

!&.:1. 

42.) 

9.) 

1 . 8 

10.4 
2 . 2 
6.4 

$.9 

11 . 1 

19).2 
29.6 

~ 

141.0 
122.1 
121.) 

70.1 
2).) 
15.8 
3.5 

18.5 

515 .5 

172.8 
7-1 

14 . 6 

194.4 

29 . 7 
1).5 
7.0 
2.8 

24.1 
6.2 

~ 

9.6 

9 .6 

1,02$ . 6 

Other 

0.1 

20.2 
) . 9 

0 7 
.4 

16 . 8 

42 . 2 

16.7 
1 . 8 

so .s 

96.) 
29 . S 

17.2 

) .2 
8.9 

Bd 
1) . ) 

!l:1. 

~ 

Tot&JY 

141.1 
122.1 
141.5 

74.0 
24 . 0 
16 . 2 
) .$ 

)$ . ) 

ill.:.1. 

189.5 
8. 9 

65.1 

~ 

126.0 
43.0 

7. 0 
20 . 0 

27.) 
15 .1 

~ 
22 . 9 

22 . 9 

1,592 .4 

Proved Reeerves 
eod-1 7 

6,644.S 
1,204 . 5 

7,849 .0 

11,645.0 
9,590.0 
6,8$0.0 
4, 795 .0 
2,05S . O 

548 .0 
)4 . ) 

) ,162 .5 

~ 

) ,42$ . 0 
274 . 0 

1,078.9 

4 , 777.9 

2, 740.0 
1,)70.0 
1,644.0 

167.4 

S, 92l.4 

1,)70.0 
)04 . 6 

1 ,674 . 8 

4S0. 2 

!l22:l 

~ 

II: Marketi.ngs ot Crude Oil am Refined Proctuct.e or MaJor Canpa.nies by Countries a.rrl Areas, 1968 
(Total Compoey Salee 1n Killion Metric ToM )Y' 

United St.ates 
Canad& 
Latin Ams-ica 
Other Western Hemisphere 

Total Western Henrl.aphere 

United Iingdon 
EEC 
Raat or Europe 

Asia 
Auat.ra.Ua ard liev Zeal.arK! 

A.trica and Middle East 

Total Eut.arn Hemisphere 

World TotaJ. !QI 

J! Excludina:; natural gae liquids, 

Y Totals 1M3 not agree due to r~. 

:J! Began production &!'ter 1960. 

!i/ Be&an production &!'ter 1955 . 

if Includes Turkey. 

§! Eltcludi.ng centrally pla.nned countries. 

1/ For year 1967. 

BP 

.2.:.2. 
1$.2 
)6.0 
15.6 

11. 8 
), 7 

s.s 

M,Q 

~ 

8/ See paragraph 2 or coverina:; Jneaor&Dd.UIII. . 
iJ Bre~ not ava.U.able. 

CFP Eeso 

45.5 
17.1 
5). 7 

)8.0 
8.9 

) . 9 

~ 22.:! 

{~· \ ~· 

Mobil Shell 

{ 70.0 

{ 19.) 

.§2.:...1. 

{ 82.1 

sso.o 
100,0 

25.0 

StancaJl/ 

{ 47.) 

PRELIMINARI 

Product.! on arovt.h Rate 
195i-68 1960-68 

per year 

2.S 
9 . 7 

8. 9 
6 . 5 

18 . 2 
6. 5 

8~ 
6. 7 

22 . 0 

4.1 
) . 8 
8. 0 

4. 9 

6 .5 
6 . 8 

6.6 

7.0 

7.0 

~ 

),) 
10.1 

10. 6 
S. 2 

1) . 2 
s. 7 
:J! 

6.9 
6. 0 

19.2 

2..:.2. 

) . 0 
1.5 
6. 8 

ll 

:J! 
22.0 
29 . 0 
21. 0 

) .6 
9 . ) 

g 
5 .1 

8 

l:.i 

Texaco 

J 7) . 2 

L 

'l:PJ These to tala not reconciled w1 t.h production tot.al.e due to non-cDIIlpa.rability ot di.tterent statistical sources . Where mArket.inp exceed production, part of discrepancy due to purchased crude. 

Sources: Petroleum Prees Service; Company Annual Reports; World Petroleum Report. V. lL. l968j 20th Century Petroleum Statistics, 1968. 



Table 2: IRANIAN CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION - 1959-1969 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Production 
1,034.8!/ l,l73.o£1 (Millions of Barrels) 338.8 390.8 430.9 482.6 538.6 618.6 688.2 771.3 947 .8 

Production 
16o.J-1 (Million Metric Tons) 46.4 52.6 59.4 66.0 73.1 84.8 94 .8 105.1 129.3 141.5 

Nominal f.o .b. ~lue of 
Oil E.xportsl 
(Million Dollars) n.a. n.a. n.a. 902.1 942.5 999.6 1,138.6 1,298.6 1,547.0 n.a. n.a. 

Government Revenues 
902~/ (Million Dollars) 263 285 301 334 398 475 534 607 746 n.a. 

y Estimated . 

2/ AnnuaJ rate based on first seven months. 

]/ Accounting value based on posted prices as recorded in the balance of payments. 

4/ Bank MiRsion estimate. 

Sources : 20th Century Petroleum Statistics, 1968; Petroleum Press Service, August 1968, September 1969; IBRD Report EMA-3a, 
Table 7; British Petroleum Statistical Review of the World Oil Industry, 1968. 



'I'able 3: POST~L-\R GRO>?I'H TREHDS llJ PETHOLEiJi 1 COUSDHP'l'IO,r --- BY HAJOll CmJSUHli~G AREAS 

(Percent per armum ) 

---·--------···------------ ---- ---
1955-1968 1960-1968 

------- ----·-··---~---

North AmGrica 3.6 3.9 

Hestern Eu1·opc 11.9 11.8 

J apan 22.4 21.1 

Other 7.1 6.5 

Total 'i~orld ( cx:cJ.url.i;1g Bloc ) 6.9 7.3 

- ----------·-------------- ·-----

Source : British Petroleum Conpa:1y Ltd. 



Table 4: ESTD-1.'\.TED SIM.HES OF SELECTED DEVELOPIHG .AR1i'AS AlrD 
--- COUNTRIES IN VJORLD ( EX BLOC ) OIL EXPORTS 

l1idc11e East. 
I ran 
I raq 
Kmrai t 
Saudi Arabie~. 

Others 

.Africa 
-ngeria 

Libya 
Nigeria 

.Others 

'He ste:t.:n Hsmif:phere 
Venezuela 
Others 

(Percent ) 

1950 

42.9 
16.7 

3.1 
8.9 

14.1 
0.1 

1.6 

42.9 
33.5 
9.4 

1960 

55.3 
11.9 
10.8 
18 .6 
14.0 

2.1 
1.3 

0.1 
0.7 

34.0 
28.1 
5.9 

1968 

54 .0 
14.7 

7.7 
12.7 
14.7 

18.1 
4.0 

11.6 
0.6 
1.9 

21.1 
16.5 
4.6 

Source: Regional and vTorld Total Exports: British Petrolemn Company 
Ltd. 

C01.2ntry exports: estimated by adjustine; Bri i..ish Petroleum Pro
duction f:Lr_;u.rcs for t he r.c~spec.ti ve cmmtrics. 



Table 5: 

United States 

Canada 

Europe 

Japan 

'l'ota1 of above 

GRO':JTH RATES OF DEHAND FOR SELECTED PE'l'ROLEUN PRODUCTS 
D~ SELECTED REGI ONS 1960-1967 

(Percent per anntml ) 

Gasoline Diesel Oil 
including includine 
Jet Fuel Kerosene Fuel Oil 

---
3.8 3.7 2.4 

5.6 3.2 7.2 

9-9 9.0 1h.2 

17.0 21.9 20.9 

5.2 6.9 9.4 

Source: OECD, Basic Statistics of Enerr;z, 1951-1965 and 1953-1967. 



Table 6: SHAH.ES OF :IAJ03. COl'J.SUHIHG REGIOI.YS IN EXPORTS OF 
PETROLEUH EXPOEf:CJG AREAS 

(Percerrl:. ) 

..;. 

vJes-t.ern Other 
United St.a.tes Europe J~an Imporvers World 

Exporters 1960 ___ 196"8" 1966 1963 19bo --1968 1950 ___ 1968 196o----r968 

- - ---
United States 21.1 22.2 4.2 19.5 74.7 58.3 100.0 100.0 

Canada 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Latin America 46.6 52.2 21.1 22.2 2.2 32.3 23.4 100.0 100.0 

!1iddle East 7.4 2.5 58.1 L~B. 7 9.3 25.5 25.2 23.3 100.0 100.0 

Africa 4.2 100.0 91.6 0.1 4.1 100.0 100.0 

South-F.as t. Asia 19.0 16.3 9.5 3.5 20.5 55.8 51.0 24. 4 100.0 100.0 

SoYiet Bloc 73-9 81.3 4.4 4.0 21.7 14.7 100.0 100.0 

Others 25.3 1.1 1.1 100.0 72.5 100.0 100.0 

- means nil or negligible. 

Source: British Petroleum Co:npany Ltd. 



Table 7: SHARES OF PETHOLEUJ.f EXF0::1'.CING JJfSAS IN THE IHPO:lTS OF H.A.JOR ---- CONSUl1HIG HARJ\ETS, 1960 A:ti.TD 1968 

United States H. Euro:ee Japan 
l9b0 l 9b8 l9b0 1908 l9b0 l 9b8 

---- --- (Percentage of total imports) ---------
United States 1.0 0.4 1.5 1.1 

Canada 6.1 16.0 

Latin America 71.3 63.6 15.4 7.8 2.6 

M_i..ddle Ec-.st 18.3 8.8 68.2 49.4 78.9 86.6 

Africa. 5.3 5.7 33 .L~ 0.2 

Southeast Asia 4.3 2.4 1.0 0.1 15.9 7.8 

Soviet Bloc 8.7 8.9 3.7 1.5 

others 3.9 0.2 

'hbrld 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

- means nil or negligible. 

Source: Br itish Petroleum Compony Ltd . 



Agreement 

Type of 
Agreement 

Goverrnnent 
participa
tion 

Payments 
( $ l4..illi on) 

Royalty 

Tax 

Petroleum 
pricing 

Table 8: JOINT VENTURE AGREEHEriTS IN HIDDLE EA.sr 

Iran 

1965 six offshore 
agreements NIOC/ 
foreign group 

Joint structure 
agreement 

50% except 
exploration 

Ranging 25-59 
initial, total 
six groups 190 

None 

Host favored 
company rate. 

- (Ef'fecti vely 5o%) 
Hinimum payment 
li-'!2;~ posted price 

Posted price. 
Discounts per
mitted if approved 
by NIOC 

Saudi Arabia 

Petromin/ER~P/Tenneco 

Exploration concession 
agreement and joint 
venture development 
contract 

40% after grant exploi
tation concession, with 
50% voting rights 

0.5 initial. 1 on 
grant of exploitation 
concession. 4 when 
production 70 000 b/d 

15% if annual average 
below 60 000 b/d. 17% 
if 60-80 000 b/d. 20% 
above. Posted price, 
expensed. $1 .5 million 
minimum after 2 years 

Income tax 40% (or 
according to future 
l egislation) on profit 
related to posted price. 
!2 c/b marketing 
allowance 

Board determines posted 
and offtake prices. 
Petromin has right of 
approval on ERAP 1 s sales 
price fo~ Petromin crude 

Kuwait 

KNf'C/Hispanoil 

Concession agreement 
for joint venture 

KNPC (60% owned by 
Kuwait Govt.) 5l% after 
commercial discovery 

2.8 when output reaches 
100 000, 200 ooo, 300 ooo, 
4oo 000 and 5oo 000 b/d. 
Hispanoil finances ex
ploration prior to dis
covery, KNPC then 
reimburses its share 

li--2% posted price , 
expensed 

5o% based on posted 
price 

Posted price comoarable 
to othe~ Arabian" Gulf.· 
crudes, Kuwait Government 
approval 



Grude 
offtake 

Special 
provisions 

Period and 
extensions 

Area (square 
miles) and 
relinquish
ments 

Exploration 
obligations 

Natural 
Gas 

- 2 -

Table 8 (Continued) 

Iran 

Each party lifts 
5o% of production. 
Each may purcha se 
other's unlifted 
share at a price 
halfway between 
posted price and 
unit production 
cost 

25 years from 
commercial produc
tion - 3 of 5 
years each 

Various, total of 
the six 13 600 -
25% in 5 years, 
50% in 10 years; 
to producing areas 
only in 12 years 

Total cumulative 
obligation of 
foreign partners 
(including explo
ration) 12 years 
$129 million 

To Government at 
cost 

Saudi Arabia 

Government may take 40% 
production or have ERAP 
market for export at 
specified commission 
schedule related to 
sales price. Govern
ment may buy 10% of 
production at special 
price 

Saudi tanker 
preference 

2 year exploration 
licence rene>·rable 3 
years. 30 year 
exploitation lease 

10 300 - 20% of un
exploited area after 
3 years and every 5 
years thereafter 

$5 million in 2 years. 
In 3 year extension 
minimum drilling 

fubject to negotiation. 
12l-2% royalty 

Source: Petroleum Press Service, Harch 1969. 

Kuwait 

Spanish Government 
reserves up to 25% of 
Spanish crude and 
products imports for 
Hispanoil share of crude 
produced plus 20 000 b/d 
maximum of K~WC share 

35 years - 5 years 

4 100 - 20% of unex
ploited area in 3 years 
after discovery, 20% 
every 5 years thereafter 

Minimum $2 120 000 
expenditure per year 
and minimum drilling 
8 years 

Company use subject to 
Government approval, 
surplus to Government 
free 



Country I Area 

North America 
United States 

Crude Oil 
Natural Gae Liquids 

Canada 
Mexico 

Total North Am«r ica 

Caribbean 
Colombia 
Trinidad 
Venezuela 

Total Caribbean Area 

South America 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Others 

Total South America 

Total Western Hemisphere 

Western Europe 
Austria 
France 
Germany 
Others 

Total Western Europe 

Middle East 
Iran 
Iraq 
Kuwait 
Neutral Zone 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Others 
Abu lllabi 

Total Middle East 

Africa 
Algeria (including Sahlira) 
Libya 
Other North Africa 
Nigeria 
other West Africa 

Total Africa 

South-East /'.sia 
Indonesia 
Other South- East Asia 

Total South- East Asia 

U.S.S. R. 

Eastern Europe & Mainland China 

Other Eastern Hemisphere 

Total Eastern Hemisphere 

WORLD (excluding USSR, E.Europe 
and Mainland China) 

WORLD 

Table 9• WORLD PETROLEIJII FI!OllJCTICII 1955-68 

(million tons) · 

329.5 347.1 347.1 333.2 350.3 350.3 356.7 364.1 374.5 379.2 387.6 412.0 437 -5 452.9 
32.7 34.0 34.3 29.2 31.8 33.8 35.8 )6.9 39.5 41.7 43.6 46.1 50 . 5 54.J 

17.1 22.7 24.4 22.9 25.4 26 .4 31.3 35.7 38.2 41.4 45.0 49.4 $4.1 57 . 0 
12 .5 12.6 12.2 13.2 13.7 14.9 16.4 17.1 18.3 18.6 18.8 19.1 20 . 2 21.2 

l2!.:! ~ 418.0 ~ 412.2 ~ ~ ~ !UQ,i ~ ~ 526 . 6 ~ ~ 

s.s 
J.5 

112 . 6 

ill:.£ 

6 .3 
4.1 

128.0 

6.4 
4.8 

144.6 

lli.& 

6 . 6 
5.3 

134.9 

~ 

7.6 
s. 7 

143.5 

1&.§. 

7. 9 
6.1 

150.1 

164.1 

7. 7 
6.6 

151.1 

16z.8 

4-3 4-9 4.8 $.1 6.4 9.1 12.0 
0.3 o.s 1.3 2.6 3-3 4.1 4.8 

4.5 3 .4 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.3 

~ 2.:l ~ 1dd 1hl ill ill 

2ll:1. lli:.!i 2&& ~ ill.:l 221:.l 607 . 0 

3-6 3-4 3.1 2.8 2.4 2.4 2. 4 
2.2 
6 . 2 
6.0 

0 . 9 1.2 1.4 1.4 1. 6 2. 0 
3.1 3.5 3. 9 4.5 _5 .1 5.5 
1.9 2.5 3.8 4.3 4.8 .5.4 

2..:2. ~ ~ ll:..Q ll.:2. 1Z.:1 ~ 

16.1 
32 . 8 
53 . 9 
1.3 
5.4 

46 . 8 
1.5 

0 .1 

1.9 

12.1 
5 .2 

.:!].,2 

69 .6 

13.6 

1. 2 

26.4 35.6 41.0 46.4 
30.7 21.7 35.8 41. 8 
54.1 56 .4 70.2 69.5 

1. 7 3-4 4.3 6.1 
5 . 8 6.5 8.2 7. 9 

47.9 48.2 50.1 54.2 
1.5 1.6 2.2 2.1 

0. 4 1 . 2 

1.8 2.4 3-3 3-3 
0.3 o.s 

0 .2 o.s 0. 8 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

13 . 1 15.8 16.7 19.1 
5. 6 5 .5 5 . 2 5 .4 

18.1 ill ll:1 M 
82.5 96.8 113. 2 129.5 

13 . 9 14 .2 15 -3 17. 2 

1.2 1.4 1. 6 1.7 

52 . 6 59.4 
47 • .5 49. 0 
81.9 82 . 7 
7.3 9 .5 
8 . 2 8. 3 

62 .1 69.2 
2.2 2.2 

8.6 15.8 
0.9 

3-4 3.9 
0. 9 2. 8 
0.9 1. 0 

20.6 21.4 
.5.6 4.2 

~ ~ 
147.9 166.0 

19 . 3 20.0 

1.8 2.0 

7.3 
7.0 

166.1 

180 .4 

14.0 
4.6 
s.o 

ll:2 

~ 

2. 3 
2.4 
6.8 
6 . 2 

66 . 0 
49.2 
92 . 2 
13.0 
8. 8 

75 .8 
2. 2 
0.8 

308 . 0 

20 .7 
8. 7 
4.8 
3.5 
1.5 

~ 

23 .1 
4.0 

ll:..l: 
186. 0 

21.8 

3.1 

8.2 
6.9 

170.4 

.l:§2.:i 

8.8 
7.1 

177 -4 

12l:.l 

13 . 9 14.7 
5.1 4.6 
5 . 3 5.6 

~ M 
680 . 3 22ld 

2 . 6 2.6 
2.5 2. 8 
7.4 7. 7 
6 . 6 7.8 

73. 1 
56 . 7 
97 . 2 
16.7 
9. 0 

eo .5 
2. 4 
2 . 6 

23.9 
22.4 
s.e 
3.8 
1.8 

22 .5 
4 . 0 

~ 
206 .1 

22.4 

3.5 

84 . 8 
61.6 

106.7 
19.4 
10. 2 
86.4 
2.4 
9 . 0 

26 .5 
41.4 

6.6 
6. 0 
2.4 

~ 

22.3 
3. 7 

ll:..2. 
223 . 6 

24 . 2 

4.2 

10. 4 
7. 0 

182.1 

14 . 1 
4. 7 
$ . 6 

M 
718 . 9 

2. 8 
3. 0 
7. 9 
8.4 

94 . 8 
64.4 

109. 0 
19.1 
11.0 

100.8 
2. 8 

13 . 6 

26 .5 
.58 . 7 

6. 6 
13. 7 
1.8 

23 . 8 
3. 9 

27 .7 

24) . 0 

2$ . 2 

.5 . 1 

10.2 
7-9 

176.8 

194.9 

15.0 
.5 .8 
s.s 
~ 

1Md 

2. 7 
2. 9 
7-9 
8. 6 

10.5.1 
68.0 

l.lh.4 
22.3 
13 . 8 

119 .4 
3-3 

17.3 

463.6 

33.8 
72 . 3 
7. 0 

20.7 
2.3 

136.1 

23 • .5 
4. 7 

28.2 

26$ . 1 

26.7 

7. 0 

9. 4 
9.3 

184.9 

203 . 6 

8. 9 
9 . 6 

189 . 5 

15 . 6 17 . 1 
7. 1 8.9 
6. 6 8 . ) 

~ 2!!:.2 
I2Zd. 827.7 

2. 7 2 . 7 
2.8 2. 7 
7-9 8. 0 
9.4 9.5 

~ ~ 

129 . 3 
60 .1 

115 . 2 
21.7 
15.4 

129 . 2 
6 • .5 

18 . 3 

39.1 
84 . 3 
8 . 6 

16.2 
4 . 1 

152 . 3 

2.5 • .5 
$.6 

.2b1: 
288 . 0 

27 . 0 

8. 2 

141. 5 
74 . 0 

122 . 1 
22.1 
16 . 2 

141.1 
16. 7 
24 . 0 

ill.:1 

43.0 
126. 0 

14. 8 
6. 9 
5 . 2 

195 .q 

27. 3 
6. 2 

2J..:2. 
309. 0 

29 . 7 

8 . 9 

llb.2 296.8 321.9 ~ 420.6 

~ 865.6 

!l§i:l ?.lad 602 . 9 673 . 6 ~ 845.9 948.8 1 , 02.5 . 1 1,157.6 

709 .2 1§!d 12!!.:! ~ 2l2di ~ 1,12$.4 ~ 1, 296 . 6 ~ ~ 1,646 . 6 

Source: Statiatica1 Review of the World Oil Industry, 1965 and 1968, ~· ill• 



Table )R ; WORLD PETROLEUM OONSUMPI'ION 1955- 68 

(m:illion tons) 

Country I Ar"' 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 19b8 

U. S. A. 409 426 427 443 460 473 478 498 513 527 549 576 596 6)6 
Gana:la 30 35 36 38 41 43 44 46 47 53 57 61 62 64 
Other Western Hemisphere 61 65 72 76 79 86 88 91 93 98 103 107 111 118 

Total Western Hemisphere 2.22 526 ~ ill ~ 602 21£ ~ ~ 678 709 1!!!!. 769 ~ 

Benelux 12 15 15 16 17 21 24 28 32 38 43 45 46 so 
France 20 23 23 25 25 28 31 36 42 48 54 58 66 73 
Germany 13 16 17 21 27 35 41 so 60 69 80 89 94 104 
Italy 12 14 15 17 19 24 29 35 40 48 52 59 64 71 
United Kingdom 29 31 30 37 43 so 53 57 62 68 75 79 83 87 
Scandinavia 14 16 15 17 19 21 22 25 28 31 34 39 39 42 
Others 15 18 19 20 22 24 27 31 38 43 49 54 62 68 

Total Western Europe ll2. ill ~ lli ill. £Ql 227 262 E. .2!£ m. ~ !!.2bf. 4~5 

Japan 10 13 16 17 23 30 41 49 63 75 90 99 118 139 
Australia 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 14 16 18 20 22 23 26 
USSR, E. Eastern and 81 93 106 120 132 144 156 175 193 206 221 239 260 283 
Mainland China 

Other Eastern Hemisphere 49 56 62 64 72 78 86 91 97 103 112 122 140 149 

Total Eastern Hemisphere 264 ..29.2. E! ~ 411 468 2.!1. ill 671 ill ~ 22.1 22.2. 1 , 092 

World ( excluding the USSR, 
E. Europe an:! Mainland China) 

683 738 757 802 859 926 978 1, 051 1,131 1,219 1,318 1,410 1,504 1,627 

TOTAl WCRLD ~ ~ ~ ~ 22.:. 1,070 li.U!o 1 , 226 ~ ~ ~ 1,649 1, 764 1,910 

Source: Statistical Review of the World Oil Indust:ry, 1965 an:! 1968 , London . 
The British Petrol eum Co . Ltd, 



FoRM NO. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 24, 1969 

Irving S. Friedman t5f 
Bank/Fund Collaboration on Missions and Reports 

As requested I discussed with Mr. Southard the question of closer 
collaboration with respect to Bank economic missions and IMF consultation 
missions, particularly the possibility of simultaneous missions. I 
reported on this to the Senior Staff Meeting on Tuesday last. 

Very briefly I informed Mr. Southard of our plans for economic 
missions, and of the enlarged scope of the economic country reports. 
I gave him copies of our most recent mission schedule and the operational 
memorandum on economic missions and reports. I also commented on the 
Fund's participation in the meetings of the Bank Economic Committee, 
which hitherto has reviewed the country economic reports and the economic 
policy papers, and now would be receiving the country program papers. 
Mr. Southard provided me with a six- month schedule of Fund missions, which 
is essentially modelled on the six-month schedule we had previously used 
in the Bank before the introduction of the new annual schedules. 

Mr. Southard indicated that he was starting discussions among Fund 
staff on what closer collaboration might be achieved with the Bank on 
economic missions and reports. He noted that hitherto the initiative for 
including a Bank man on a Fund mission or a Fund man on a Bank mission had 
always been taken by the Bank. He had raised the question with the Fund 
staff as to whether such initiatives might also be taken by the Fund. He 
queried whether there were to be a large number of countries with Bank 
missions of the size and responsibility of the Indonesia mission. 
Mr. Southard felt that this was very important as the Fund might wish to 
consider how it should relate to such large missions . I told him that I 
did not think it was to be a general practice to have such large missions, 
but would check out this point. (After checking with Mr. Knapp I was able 
to inform Mr. Southard that we were not planning in the forseeable future 
other missions along the lines of the Indonesia mission.) 

Mr. Southard subsequently informed me that the preliminary talks with 
the Fund staff had indicated that the Fund Area Department people felt that 
there was a great deal of collaboration going on between the Bank and the 
Fund Area Departments, thus confirming the previously expressed attitudes by 
the Bank's Area Department people. He noted that up to six years ago this 
collaboration did not exist, but that it had been built up during that period 
to a close informal working relationship and which he felt had not been 
reflected in the Pearson Commission Report. 

As to simultaneous missions, the Fund staff~ preliminary reaction was 
that because their missions were much shorter in time both in the field 
(two weeks) and in preparation of the consultation report after returning 
from the field (three to four weeks) it might be difficult to have simultaneous 
missions. However, we discussed the possibility of examining whether 
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simultaneous missions or closer collaboration i n the field might be possible 
in cases of the mutually most important countri es . 

We also discussed briefly the possibi lity of a joint Bank/Fund 
memorandum to be sent to both Boards simultaneously , which had been 
suggested at the Senior Staff Meeting on Tuesday. Mr . Southard thought 
that this was quite possible but for the moment their plans were to make 
considered proposals to Mr . Schweitzerfor discussions to be hel d with the 
Bank staff . 

In the meantime , I have asked Mr . Kamarck to have discussions with the 
Bank Area Department peopl e and others and col late their views on this 
subject . I hope to be able to come up shortly with a memorandum to you 
making recommendations in this field . 

Incidentally , I also checked out with Mr . Southard the distribution 
of IMF consultation papers . Part I of their papers , which contains staff 
recommendations and the record of their conversat ions with governments , are 
not distributed externally . Part II of the papers , which contains background 
informat i on , are dist r ibuted on request to countries and international agencies . 
However, they do not regard these papers as serving the U. N. family in the sense 
that we do in the Bank , and not many requests are received for these Part II 
papers . 

cc : President ' s Council 
Mr . Kamarck 
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~:vir.6 S. Friedman 

Compos ition of Economic Missions 

I woUld like to comment very briefly on the memorandure o. 
~ctober 16 sent .io you by Mr. Demuth on the composition of econo~c 
; .. :.ssions. As you know I was having rather extensive discussior...; 
w.:.th t.he Area, Projects and Economics Departments in April, May 
~~d June, as to the .scope and composition of economic missions a~ 
. eflected in the new economic memorandum on this subject. 

The point made by Warren Baum was made to me 'last spring nd 
::s, of course, a very real problem. The Projects Department D __ ·e c '"' ·:.:; 
were quite emphatic in pointing out that we had not done s ect or atu~-~s 
_.n most countries in the new areas of investment, but also :!'.&d. ot ~.:::.: = 
sector studies in a number of the trad.i tional sector areas ~ - :.. . • 1y 
.:::ountries. However, this is part of a broader subject of s1...~.·:· 

~vailability for the kind of work we have undertaken to do, w~: ~. 

as . you know, I believe we ought t.o be doing. 

As for relations with the UN agencies I do not have a::1y 
;)Se~vations .as mY. !:cnowledge is very limited, e;x:c~pt for those .. i t •.. 

'vhe IMF,. 

I would be happy to join a dis ~ussiorr on the staffing .;:..:. ec ~.:.=-·~ 

::::.issions, i:f you wish to have s '· ch a discussion or could ~onti r:.. .. e. ·~ =.:·:-. 
: iscussions ·which ·I have been having, as you prefer. . 

cc: Mr. Demuth . 
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D:;rauth~ 
October 16, 1969 

Richard H. 

Co~!l'\?Osition c.r Econo1ic 1-lissions -.:......r-.------------r-----

Afl you kno-.:r ~ a.t !h... }b!!an:?..l:'nh~ requont. I obto.ined t~e ag::.'£2f.i•.~mt o:? 
r ·'f.;) » liD, UHO, Unc3co t:.nd t!1o Ulr0? to cooperate in our c:-::pand.cd ::;n•ogrx:: 
of ccc::.l v:iiic miss iono. n:r. HcNarr~a.-cn ref0rred in hi::: Anm.~::J.l Ifeet,in:; 
S,?00Ch to the plnn for an e:;:-panda~ prozrQJ.jl and to our in-tcntio:1 tc ca::.:t. 
ur~ ,/:1 ti~e other spcclnJ.bcd u:s~.1c::.c•J , P .. i1d. he uill, I b~lieve, alsc tm.;cL 
o:::. this topic in his ECOSOC e.<ldrc::;c . 'l'hc pl'06l"z.r.t is, as you lmo~- .~ a 
1.t y el'::m~m·(; in tryine to brii1e about L"!orc e.i'fectiva coordinatic.1 or d £;· 
velopi;:ent assistance at th~ coun-!:.17 le-vel. 

There a:ro, hm·re\ror, t :-ro i~leC:iate p!"oble:ns uith rosp8ct to the 
i~apler, .::;ntation of this pro;:rar'1 : (n.) ho;,; to assure t.ha.t tho clccisl~·n t 
br,:,ac1cn tha scopo3 of the misaions 1 in<:uir.r 8-!'ld to k.ke adv~.ntaee of 
·vi:& expej_•tise of the ffi-IDP ELD:l t.he other sp.:: cia.ll.z~<l a:;encies is T::;:.'ll~C t ..:. 
ir. t.he composition of the mis:;io:13; and (b) ~·ihere to ass ign respc.:::.::;ibi:.
ity fo!' nrrnnging for "lihe appropriate kind of pa.A.1ticipat~.on by u-:.;J:p en d 
tl~c e.gcrtc1.!?s . 

(a) If you look at tho most. :i.·.?.cei.1t 11 T"i"relve-Honth Schcdu...lcs of 
Ec.:>nomic~ Ur;; -Dating and Special l~i..::;sj.o:ns, 11 dated 0~-tobe:: 1,~- 1969 
( EC./0/6?-97), you uill see that nost, of t.he missions lis"iiec1, inc1u.dit:~ 
the-se to be sent to "A11 cou..'Yltrics, a.r3 d·~signed to deal only <.ri t~.: thc. :::;e 
secto-rs llhich 1-re have traditio~'la.lJ.y examined, to tha oxte:1t th.:>.t "~1o;t 
ldll b3 concerned uith sectors at n-11. Some of' t.he nim;io:nr. H5.ll not 
o&l~g age in n:ny sector exam.ina.tion; ot.hcrs ~ .. rill do so only to a :t .... ~.: tc ·_, 
ex~cnt. The non-traditional sectc::s -·- v.rb311 plan .. "lin3, •m.tcl' ~--·,_ .... ·ly~ 
i1~dustr--.r, e;.:ploJ1.mnt, public adininistr:ltion etc. -- are in r.wst (.;;.Gcs 
not indicated ar~o.s of j.nquicy. Co::nposed as shc:·m, ~ost of the r"isa_ ._ :; 
could t.horefol'c not. r~port in detail c·n so~ic.l ~~ n~ll as cco::J.o· .J.c pr -
g-.·eas. !Joithe:r could tl10y rcpoj,"t cc:!'p::~llel'isivcly 0:1 prlo:dtios I c:."' :-:: ~
invoi)at::a~nt "~<Wrk. O:l}y oaa of the rn.i~.Jio:1s is in fact closign3d ~ ·:. dr.s..::. -~ 
an acroz:J-the-board p:·ogra:a of pre-inve:3ti1ent r~ork, althov.,1h so::e ~f 
the s~ctor s:9ecialist.s on the r.lissicns ) as nell as the Si)Ccial ~ .J·~t.o: 
missions to be oi:.-ganiz.ea by the P.:.~ojects Jhpal"'tmen-c., 1-rill be co:. ~:;..aer :: .,. 
pre-inv0st::n~:mt nceQs in p:ll'·liiculn.r ~3ctor5. 

I app-reciate that t-he plans for tho missio:1o to be sent out du.:.:'iL:. 
the nc:;{t 12 mo::1ths Here form.ulat(;d sc:13 t.ima ago, before t.h0 intc::-·tio::. 
to expand the ruis3io::J. pro1;ra.m 't-73.5 announcad and tha cooperation ,..,_: t:!~ 

other agenciea sm.1;:;ht. I also rca.liz~ th~'&, even ui'~ t.he as:::;is ·'~1~G 
of t.he otter agencies, it ;vo'J~d kJ::e so.-~1.-:3 y-aar;:; to dcv3lop a co::1pr(Jhe. -
siva picture ol t!le scor.om:r o! each of t!"lc ~bv.;,loping couatri~:>. Nov~ ::.."'
thelc~-;.:::, I bolieva that it -..rvnld b-e d.;t3.irablo to e~:>h~siza to s ~.:. ::.:ff 

~resiqent has-seem 
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r.m.1bcr;:; concernod '";i th the co~•position of the econo:·aic missions - the 
Ar ea. D~2artn:mts in particular - the i.m:port:mcc of :re(1ularzy tlaki._g 
provision fol' a much broader inve:>ti!:;a·::,ion th·u1 has b3en conducted in 
t..lt.;: past a;1cl of t::Dd11g ful.1 advantage of' t!1e h1formation a.."1d exr..e::-tise 
available in tho cooperatinB agencies. 

I do not believe that th<~t objec'.::.i,te can be accor;jplishod nordly .;y 
adding an appropriate provision to the fo:"thcOJaing Operr..tional Hc:morun
dl'..:li.. T:tmt shou.ld bo done, but I s-u.:zeest tha'G, in addition, at one of 
y0ur •;e~!dy m~ctings 1-lith th•3 J..:re'J. Department hc:tds, to ~-;hich t h<:a o~\:r ..:a 

Chief Econonsts nnd perhaps repre:Jcn·t;a tivos of ethel" intcrcJted Jepcl.:."'t
m~nts might be invited, you should <.liscuss the progra1n., emph!!s ize its 
:L':l.!>Ortsnce, an.d clearly assign the responsibility for ca.rryi_ne it out -:..;.o 
the Area Directors and their Chief Economists. 

i'larren Baum, to lvhom I sho:;ed. an eclrlicr- dra:ft of this me:::o !·' ~'ndlli.l_. 

eays t~at thore is a.11 even mora serious pro~)le;.,.. t,han tho on3 of C.)•1"Z'!t.~t"1-
ic.a.tio:-s.. The prasont. staffing prograro1 of the Projects Dopm.•tm.:m·:, tras 
b.2..sed on a forecaot of oven less Illir.aion ac'l:.lvity th:m is i ndica:t0d i:c 
th~ 12-month achodcle rcforrcd. t.o above . If th~ l'i::Sul t of t,:~c st<:::ps I 
havo recom.·:ICncled is to broaden the ar-JJ. of invos-Gigation or th9 o~on
a.ttlic mi.ssimls in an effort to confor1n practice to announced policy, h·J 
be-lieves that the Projects Department Hill not hava the st.a.ff nece3s a?IJ 
t o ena.ble it to hanclle the increased activity, given its operational 
load. You. may wish to discuss this proble:n '<ii'Gh 1-:r. 1-IcNa:r~1ara. 

(b) T'nere ara t ·:ro stages for uhich ue must E • .:::ko prcvi~ion in 
~:t~.~.~a.nging for a..ssistance from the ttmP a..'1.d Jvhc coo~zr<:tin; ~g:.:1c ::..e .=;. 

}:'ii:':Jtll v:e have Ul'ldertaken to give thc;:t early not,ic~ of th() r.ussio:1 s ch::;d .. 
Ul.es so that they co.n inform their fteld m:l.ssions n..:1d con:Jide:::- "t1'0ll in 
edvance whether they · h:we any information \·thicb. nie;ht be useful ,.o us "-

. anyone "'.:ho could be d.etailed to the r.Li.::mion s11ould they be reque;:; teci. to 
pr-cvido an C.."'{"pert. This can be dona o;r scnd.:L'16 tJ1c::1 1•egularly a ~opy of 
the 12-nonth riliasicn schcd:1le·. S€:co~1d, we ml2Bt indicate at 2.:J e e.rly a 
date as posaible t.he type o~ assistance ,.!e vculd lil~'.3 e.::.ca a~euc:r to :P:<O
vide for a gi v~n mis,sion. This r.U:;ht, bu-t. need not., involve dc-:.ailiug ,...1 
expert to serve on the mission; it might rcc:uira sin!Jly bricfin$ ·;:,he ::2-s
sion o~ provid5~g so~e information. I realize thot once the agencies 
receive the r.1ission schedule, it is l:ik~1;)" th~t one or another of the:!! 
uill vohmteer assistance, and tha-t so:;.etiiles ,,ro uill have tho pro'::>lGl of 
rGjacting tho offer. Hm-1over, as I tmderstr~nd it, Hr. HcNa.·n .. -u-a does ~.:!'lt 
to involve the other agencies in the missic·n progr2l!l to the i'ull<;; .::;Ju -v; 
tQ."lt oonsistont with r:w.inta.ininr; tho high qu~ li'c,y nnd a ra:1sonablo sp~· d 
ot production of the mission report. This ig likely to complicate t -<; 
life of tha Ar~a and Projects Departnc~ts for a tine, but I think it h~ & 
to bo done. The involvement of tho other ~oncitJs 'Hill not, of coura~, 
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c..xtcnd to clGara:nco or th9 nissio~ repor'l:i3. Tho co:r•mon'vs of th~ a ;c?· 
w-.:11 be invited bu·~ the Bank uill ha.·vo solo ro3poncibility fo:t t'!'. ·..l - r C; .. - .' v) ._/ 

The Sccr·ctary ol the Econonic Co::r"Lnitteo rout.in~ly CC?lc\s tho ~chedn .. lc 
of ccono:nic missions to the reL~ional bnnks . It uould be loJical to ha::;~ 
ldnt s c;nd the sdwdule to tho u;mp end tbe .four other a:;cncios as 11011 . As 
fo1· tho p:::·o:Ol€:!!1 or con::a1micatL11G \ri·~h the acencios ui th respect to til· re
quil•c::tants for a~:Jis·~anco to illd.iYidun.l r.J.~~ions, there are alreJ.dy e.~·..:.3.b
li:r;hec1 procedures in tha rosp~ctlv\3 Projects Depro:"·t..";lonts for deal~tt~ •·~ith 
FAO and UnEJsco through the coopcra·iiiva pro~ramc:. I uould SU~Ge.1t; the.:''IJ
£ore, tr...,"l.t t.hese D:p.:trtr:1onts be :c.•e3ponsible for 2113go·tiating uith tho::::o t-:.;o 
agencies. I also su~gcst that sonoone in t.h~ Ofi'ice of tho Direc·lior, 
Projects, be assigned re3po:::1sibiHty for to.l::in::t parallel e.ct.ion uith rc:Jpect 
tc \-THO and ILO. T'n0 role of the UlW? Hcsident Representatives has a.l-.. e~dy 
beml sl~et,ched in the corrcs::>Ond0nc.:: bot:roon Hr . I·lci_liar:n:ra and Paul Hcf.r"m::tn . 
I ~·lOuld s~gcst that. the lct·ii·Jr frora the S8crotary of tho :Cco~o;"..i~ Co::i!.:.:..ttca 
tr.:-.. nsr.:itting the rd.s:Jion schoci.u.lcs st:lte that s~mc tir.l·3 in adva.nc::. of ·":.'"!..J 
ar-.tival of each 1:1icsiol1 th~ missim! chie-f 1ii11 coru:m.n icate d.ir3d .. . .y 't r.!.:::.: 

· the Resident Repre.:;:mtJ.tive conccr~1od, to auggest t.hc kind of i: " .::...:·in ";,· .. ~r.. 
(e.g., nn inventor-y of cn-goinz and p1•ojcc·~cd prc-invcstmmt 1.1or:-::) 1-Tr..i. ..; _.;. 

tha mission uould hop8 to be able to obtain from h:i.:n uhen it ar::...·i\'""3. ·;! .. e 
A:!'~f.. Dc!Jart,l1ents sho1Lld be instruc-t.cd to fiec that th3se lct·tors ec, ou.t in 
C..::'l._r;lo t.i:.rile to the Il.osidcnt Rcpx·escntativc3. 

Fin:.lly, I wovld suggest that, i<lhat~v~r decisions conce1-ning J-he 
a.se:igll!il.::mt of rcspon3ibility on thcs3 ru.::ttt-:.rs are taken, they be C{..r ,ro.!li 
cct,ed to Bcnk staff me.nbers through an appropriate modifica>don o£ the 
Opo:."a tiona1· !·!em.or~du.m. 

I should bo glnd to discuss these propooals uith you at your ~onv0r.:
ien~e. Perhaps an even better plan would be for you to meet -..;iii:x &3s ;:;-~:,·.3 . 
Aldo-:1ereld1 Friedman, Adler, · ~amarck, Bau.."!l and me to discw:;s this :ree.'"ii.o: 
at.dum. 

¥ Tho p:r2.ctice of giving participatinz asenci.es an opportllllity tc cc:t:::.e __ .:; 
on r:lission rcpor·i:.s was invariably follo·,rcd with rcsp~ct to gener al ;::;z·
v<::y misoion reports tLnd the reports of a ml!,lbcr of other I:lissio:1s ( e .g .:. 
Ja:aaica fcl.lllly pln.r.ning) vrhcre 1-:a soUGht t~la coo_pcration of oth::lr azen
cies. Ho:->evor, Unrren B3.U."il s;:.ys tho.t >·Jh~n FAO ru1d Unesco st.:U'Z ar" · 
e.ssociat.cd ~rith BQllk cconot1ic missions under th~ cooperative pro0r~t.) , 
the tuo agencies have not been gi vcn an oppo:t•tuni'Gy to com:.--:1..:mt on t: .. ~ 
irl.sslon r eports. The Projects D8p:lr'vraent staff is of tho opin:.oi.l that 

· it ,.:ill s1o~·1 and co;-nplicate the ·Horl;: of the missions if agency ··;:;ports 
::s.ra regularly solicited. But I d o not. sco ho:.r •re can aslc tho egencies 
to provide us ".o7ith peroonn~1 or inforr.n.tio'n a.'Yld yet decline t o give 
the.'Tl. ar, opportunity to roviet.; the reports to 1·1hich they hav·o thus con
tribut.~d end uhich 1.-ra hope uill bo a guide for th.oir o{;n progrzzas. 

cc: Hessr3. Aldeworold, Fried!nan, Adlor, Karaarck and B!l.~ 

~key/RHDemuth:tsb 

~. 
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Irving S. Friedman 

Count;Y Economic Reports 

You vill recall that you discussed vi th me the question of tr.ring 
to get our Country Eeonomic Reports on a more even and r guJ.ar basis, and 
pointed to the problem of bunching vhich nov exists. 

I have asked the Acting Secretary of our Economie Committee to give 
me a summary of the situation, and I attach his report. 

We are taking steps to ensure that fiscal '70 is a transitional 
year, and that by fiscal '71 the pattern hould beeome much closer to that 
vhieh might be sustainable over the years. 
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!ot.. as::ed :~o~ rr.::,- co~.~.c;~~.s c:: \·r:~e-che:: -ci1e =._,_.::.est .:Jc::-~eC.t:.2.es c: ... 
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. ' \,--- _. ·-

._.vI ._ 

Countries 

Tl:e scted."J.les stmr t~~-=-'= 3e:,.or:.s on the biennr..ial coun~~::.es 

c.-_ c.'. _:.·::-.:::c -:;.:.:.::..1 :.:, -
- ' 

.. :..:. ..... ~;..... -. __ ...._ .._~-

- . . __ 2: .. _ .;~;~_,_; .. - -v '-- --

. ,... . - .-
- _J '-..... - --._. - - . v .. 

... :..26. O""~ .... e:.."' ""C' ... o ·y·e ...... :-_·s 
~~2 ~epc:~s ~or 3o::..i7::.a 

______ ·-..... _,..,:._;.___·~~-..... ~ -.:i:..: be iS::J*~ec. :_ J.....:~:: :.._ _:..c_:.L..:""_ ~=--~...... 2. ye.::..tr 4 :monL.l"'_s respec-:,:..vely 
~=·~er -;;{.o L-.s"C Repo1·-c s . ~-O Rc::,..~ur"C i.3 sc::Cedu2..eci. .J • .'o:.: El Sal vader (last :::.e~or-c 
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Triennisl Countries 

/. Report~ on aL_ "t:!:'iennis.l ccu...'1-t;:!:'ies fo:!:' \-lDich Re:por-cs sre d"L~e 

ove:rC.ue <iurir..g ?Y70, sre scheC.uled . ·::'J:-.ere are, however, several 
~~consistencies i-::. -c~e leng-ch of -ci~e -ch~-c is sched~~eC. -co e~a:pse since 
-c:-_e ::..::os-s ?.e:port a:::-_( t~1e ?.epo:::·· :~ FY7J. =t va:rleS frov.. CAll. ~ yes:r o~-:.:::..y, 

Sie:r::.·;:" LeoDe and s:'ri:::-1iG.ad i:l.:C ... d •.:_'o"'.JZ:..go ::.. year 2 ~:J.or.-cl:.s, and. U:ppe:r Volt2. 
~ yec...' l., ::.onths to over L.hree yea::-s in -c;?le .::::ases of Swazilsnd, ~V::e.~i a:c,d. 
=celar..C.. For Western Africe., as a -w~ole, the average ti:::.e span is o-::.}__y 
~ yee.r ll months . 

6 . To sc;__rn. up, I think tl:.c,t FT:o is the year during vrhich e. major 
effort is being made to estab:ist the :pe.ttern of one, two ar..d three yea:r 
?.e-::;orts . There does, hm-rever, seer:J. -co be a tendency ( -che reasons for 
1-:-i.-:.ich I r.ave no-c e.;.::plored.) :'o:r bier..nial a:::1d trie:mial Reports to be 
coiing forvrard soor..er -chan -chey might . 

Economic Co~P-littee Secretariat 
Secre-caryr~ Department 



FoRM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mro Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 23 1969 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Irving So Friedman 

Coffee and Tea 

In view of recent developments in coffee and tea I have 
asked the Commodities Division to prepare brief notes on the 
current position and outlooko I believe you will be interested 
in seeing the attached two memorandao 

In essence, it indicates that the recent 
prices may well prove to be temporary because 
conditions rather than any cyclical changes. 
the outlook for tea prices looks pooro 

Att: 

increase in coffee 
they reflect weather 
On the other hand, 



OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: October 17, 1969 

FROM: Shamsher Singh 

.SUBJECT: Movements in Tea Prices 

1. World tea production has consistently exceeded world consumption 
for the last fifteen years. Specifically in 1960-65, world output expanded 
at 2.9 percent per annum, whereas world import demand grew at only 1.3 per
cent per annum. Although consumption in the developing producing countries 
(which account for 34 percent of world consumption) grew at 5 percent per 
annum, it failed to absorb the difference between output and exports, with 
Ghe result that stocks have continued to rise. The consistent pressure on 
prices affected the higher priced North Indian and Ceylonese teas much more 
tl1an the comparatively cheaper quality teas from Africa. 

2. The 1969 tea harvest is expected to be about 3.3 percent larger 
chan in 1968; this compares with a 3 percent increase in the previous year. 
On the other hand, the increase in world consumption remained under 3 per
cent. World stocks have risen to their highest level in 30 years. In 
spite of the general concern about the movement of tea prices, recent 
international consultations on price stabilization and production controls 
have ended in an impasse.l/ As a. result of the cumulative pressure of over
supply and the psychological impact of unsuccessful stabilization efforts, 
tea prices declined rather sharply by 8 percent in the first 9 months of 
~969, as compared to the corresponding period in 1968. It is unlikely that 
t.'1ese trends will be reversed for some time with the result that tea prices 
may weaken further. 

!( However, a consultative Study Group on Tea has been established under 
the aegis of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations. 

rt ttaclunents 

~c: Mr. Stevenson 
Chief Economists 



OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mr • .Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: October 17, 1969 

FROM: Shamsher Singh 

GUBJECT: Coffee Price Prospects for 1969/70 

l. In the past three seasons (October-September 1966/67 to 1968/69) 
wo-rld production, mainly due to weather conditions, has remained belovT world 
consumption of coffee. The shortfall was met by drawing on the large stocks 
held by major exporting countries, mainly Brazil (Chart 1). In spite of 
these persistent shortfalls, prices have been weak throughout these years; 
they were particularly depressed during January-July of 1969, when in "real" 
terms they had come close to the low level of 1962, which the Agreement is 
committed to defend as the floor. 

2. At the August session of the International Coffee Council, produc-
lng countries expressed dissatisfaction and requested upward adjustment of 
:co indicator prices so as to compensate, at least in part, for the reduced 
purchasing power of the dollar. Importing countries opposed the principle 
of such escalation, but were willing to concede a modest price adjustment. 
Consequently, by general consensus, both the floor and ceiling prices for 
the four groups of coffee were uniformly raised for the 1969/70 season by 
1.5 cents per pound as compared to those for 1967/68 and 1968/69. 

13· The ICO action has been overshadowed, however, by recent specula-
ti1e price increases, subsequent to the news of frost and drought damage to 
the 1969/70 Brazilian crop. Prices have, at least temporarily, risen well 
beyond the new ceilings. 

q. It is estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture that 
the new Brazilian crop would amount to 20 million bags implying that stocks 
would have to be drawn down by another 6 to 7 million bags to meet the pro
bable level of domestic and export demand in 1969/70. World production in 
1969/'10 estimated at 65 million bags would fall short of world demand by 
about 6 million bags.l/ How·ever, world stocks of 45 million bags at the 
beginning of the current season (Chart l)are ample in supplementing current 
production. Nonetheless, speculative buying has raised prices considerably 
ab0ve the ceilings set by the !CO as indicated below: 

JJ 

Colombian Hilds 
"Other" Milds 
Unwashed Arabicas 
Robustas 

Floor Ceiling 
U.S. cents per pound ex 
40.75 44.75 
38.75 42.75 
36.75 40 .75 
32.00 36.00 

BRrrin.g further weather hazards, average world capacity (as distinct from 
the current crop) should remain above the level of world demand for some 
y13ars to come. Demand is expected to grow at about 2.5 percent per annum. 



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck - 2 - October 17, 1969 

~ 5. Should prices stay above the ceilings for 15 to 20 consecutive 
n~ket days, export quotas for 1969/70, initially set at 46 million bags, 
would have to be raised automatically under the terms of the Agreement. 
The ICO Secretariat has estimated that in that case quotas for the first 
(October-December) quarter might be raised by as much as 3 million bags. 
In the unlikely event of a persistent tendency of prices to exceed the 
ceiling in the January-March quarter, an increase by another 2 million bags 
is expected, which would bring the aggregate 1969/70 quota to 51 million 
bags, substantially beyond the current ICO estimate of demand on quota 
markets of 46 million bags. If exporters increase their offers in line with 
quota increases prices should return to levels within the newly established 
ranges (Chart 2). The tentative forecasts of average prices for the 1969/70 
season shown below (compared to those in earlier years) are based on the as
sumption that countries will not deliberately withhold supplies. 

Actual Forecast 
1965/66 l9bb/67 19'b77bB 1968/69 19"69770 
----- (u.s. cents per pound ex dock New York) 

Colombian Mams 48.6 42.5 42.5 42 .o 44.5 
Guatemala Prime l.Vashed 43.8 39.4 39.6 38.0 42 .o 
Santos 4 41.8 38.6 37.2 38.1 40.5 
Angola Ambriz AA 35.0 33.4 34.5 32.4 35.0 

I 6. If Brazil, however, failed to fulfill its quota, and thereby became 
instrumental in maintaining a higher price, a greater financial gain, in 
relative terms, of such a development is likely to accrue to countries which 
are in a position to export larger volume of coffee. These include the Ivory 
Coast, Angola, Uganda and El Salvador who expect to harvest their second 
highest crop in 1969/70. 

7. A critical question is the extent of permanent damage that the 
frost may have caused to the Brazilian trees. A fresh review of world capac
ity, supply demand relationships and price prospects beyond 1969/70 will be 
issued after the return of the Agriculture Sector Mission to Brazil, in which 

1 the Economics Department is participating. 

Attachments 

cc : Mr • Stevenson 
Chief Economists 



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 23, 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Papers on Argentina, Korea, and Domestic Procurement 

In view of your interest in this subject you may find it interesting 
to skim through these papers, if time permits. 

President ha 
- a rN-- " 

e n. 



FORM NO. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIAT ION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
:.x . Irvine- s . }'ried..-nan DATE: October 17, 1969 

Bela Balass~ or- • 195 
Paoers on Arrre tl.na 2 Korea 2 and Domest·c Procurement ':.' -:s .:., fJ l ;:--

l. ':'he enclosed ~apers on tracie policies in Arrenti.na and Koreo. 
uere prepared .2ollmrine a short stay in the t~cm countries at the invita
ti..on o.2 the;_r e;overnnents . The papers can be taken as a demonstration 
of your ·chesis that there are no 11 u..l1i_versal11 stratee;ies which >auld be 
a~plicable to all countr·i_es . In both lnstances , I tri..ed to fit :my recom
mendat~ons to the s~:t;uation e::dstinr ·i_n the country, although the under 
lying principles renain those I h?_ve expressed i.n "InC.ustr-i_al Protecti_on 
and i?ro.ject Selection ~.n ::Jevelop-i.n~ Cou..'1tries , " ;:orepared earlier for 
r:r . l1cNar:J.a.ra . Thi.s is the paper we talkeci.. about b:.1 iefly today; a copy 
is enclosed in case yours is ~issinr . 

2 . I also enclose a copy of ey com.l'llents on the papers prepared 
.:·or the Advisory Comr.r·_ttee on Domestic ~rocurement • 

... nclosure 



TRA.DS POLICY IN A.l.GENTlliA 

The March 1967 Reform 

l. The basic features of the sysGem of proGection in Argentina prior to 

the March 1967 reform can be sum1.rized as follows: (a) a high degree of pro

tection of manufactured goods entailing a discri:ninatLon against agrLcultura} 

products, (b) discrimination in favor of producing for domestic use and againsG 

the expor t of manufactured goods; (c) a considerable degree of haphazardness in 

the tariff structure; and (d) a recurrent L~lation-devaluation cycle. 

2. The March 1967 reform was · designed to introduce improvements in the sys-

tem of protection and to cure ~he balance-of-payments deficit existinr at the 

time. A devaluation from 255 to 350 pesos to the dollar was accompanied by a 

reduction in tariffs on nonagricultural products from an average of 119 to Al 

percent. In turn, the 18 percent rebate on the exports of manufactured goods 

was discontinued at the time of the reform but was later reinstated in a dif

ferent form and at slightly lower rates. Also, a 25 percent tax was levied on 

agricultural exports but this has since been reduced to a considerable extent . 

These measures were accompanied by a policy of wage control and an infernal con

trol of prices. 

3. Tariff reductions were carried out on the basis of tariff norms e:>tab

lished according to a three-fold system of classification, depending on the usr> 

of the commodity, the extent of import competition, and the degree of fabrica

tion. With few exceptions, above-norm tariffs were reduced to the level of the 

norm while below-norm tariffs remained 1mchanged. The tariff norms are highest 

for consumer goods, followed by capital goods and material inputs; they also rise 

from lower to higher levels of fabrication; finally, higher norms were set on 

domestically produced comJ11.odities that have close foreign substitutes as compared 
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to goods with imperfect substitutes , anrl are lowest on commodities that are 

not produced domestically. The enclJsed table shows the tariff norms presently 

in effect. 

Bffects on Industrial Protection 

4. It was assumed that the average nominal protection of manufactured goods 

tariffs adjusted for the devaluation of the peso -- would not be affected by 

the reform. Thus, the domestic price of a product with a world market price of 

one dollar and receiving average protection, was calculated at 559 pesos (2.19 x 

255) before devaluation and 567 pesos (1.61 x 350) afterwards. But these aver

ages do not adequately represent changes in the levels of protection following 

the reform, and it is more appropriate to consider the var ious product groups 

individually. 

5. To begin with, in the case of commodities that are not produced domesti

cally, an unweighted average of tariffs, adjusted for devaluation, has remained 

the same, yet an average of these tariffs weighted by imports as well as the in

dex of import prices shows an increase of over 20 percent immediately following 

the devaluation. These results Ere explained by the large weight of items far 

which nominal protection has risen as a result of the devaluation. Accordinely, 

increased incentives were provided for replacinp, imports by domestic commodities. 

The rise in import prices had similar effects on products that do not have close 

substitutes among imports. 

6. As regards domestically produced commodities with close foreign substi-

tutes, the dat a show no change in average nominal protection. Different conclu

sions are reached, however, if we consider that the reduction of above-norm tar

iffs often mean a decrease in "potential" protection rather thRn in the protection 

actually utilized. A study by CONADE shows that in 1965 Argentine industries 
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utilized on the average one-half of the protection provided by tariffs; this 

proportion was smaller for consumer goods which had the highest tariffs and 

greater for intermediate products and machinery that were subject to relatively 

low duties. In turn, with below-norm tariffs left unchanged, the nomL1al pro-

~ection of such commodities increased by the extent of devaluation, i.e. by 37 

percent. 

7. A further consideration is that the reform increased the escalation of 

the tariff structure, with tariffs rising with the degree of fahrication. Es-

calation is especially pronounced in the case of intermediate products with close 

imported substitutes where tariffs vary from 50 to 130 percent. Differences are 

large also between intermediate products and capital goods, on the one hand, and 

consumer goods, on the other, with tariffs averaging 50 percent and 87 percent, 

respectively, in the case of the for.ner and 136 percent for the latter. Finally, 

an unweighted average of tariffs on commodities that are not produced domestically 

(mostly intermediate products and machinery) is only 25 percent, as compared to 

48 percent on goods without close substitutes, and 87 percent on those with close 

substitutes. 

8. These considerations should not obscure, however, the important achieve-

ments of the reform. While on previous occasions a devaluation increased pro-

tection by its full extent, ill March 1967 it was accompanied by a reduction in 

tariffs that pulled in the opposite direction. Moreover, although the "Jrotec-
I 

tion of manufactured goods appears to have increased immediately after the re-

form, the 22 percent increase in domestic prices between the first quarters of 

1967 and 1969, as well as the discontinuation of the earlier practice of per-

mitting industrial representatives to 11 mark up" the prices of imports for pur-

poses of tariff setting, have subsequently reduced the extent of protection. 

Finally, with increases Ln wholesale prices not exceeding 4 percent between the 
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first quarters of 1968 and 1969, a reasonable degree of price stability has 

been reached, and the st~bility of prices together with the measures intro

duced during this period have provided a boost to exports. 

Effects on Exports 

9. While in the year following the reform, the effects of the 37 percent 

devaluation on the exports of manufactured goods were roughly offset by the 

elimination of the 18 percent export subsidy and by an 18 percent increase in 

domestic prices, new measures introduced in 1968 have provided inducements to 

these exports. A 12 percent subsidy, said to represent a refund of indirect 

taxes, is now in effect; exporters receive beneficial treatment on income taxes; 

and they get a drawback for duties paid on imported inputs. These measures, to

talling on the average about 16-18 percent of the export price, have contributed 

to the roughly 50 percent increase in the exports of manufactured goods between 

1967 and 1968. Exports have also been helped by tariff reductions in LAFTA t ha t 

takes over one-half of Argentine exports of manufactured goods and by the nearly 

100 percent subsidy to steel exports to the United States. 

10. The consequences of the reform for traditional ~~arts, too, have been f a-

vorable. Although the 25 percent export tax imposed at the time of the reform 

and the rise in the prices of agricultural inputs nearly offset the effects of 

the devaluation immediately after the reform, export taxes have subsequently been 

reduced to 6 percent in the case of wheat, 8 percent on most other cereals, 10-

15 percent on unprocessed meat, whil( no export tax applies on processed meat. 

These measures have helped to overcome unfavorable developments in some foreign 

markets and have led to a slight improvement in the terms of trade between agri

culture and manufacturing industry. 
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11. Notwithstanding the changes, the basic character of the system of pro-

tection has remained more-or-less the same. It continues to protect especially 

m.:1.nufacturing industries whose products have close foreign substitutes and, to a 

lesser extent, products that have imperfect substitutes. The unweighted average 

of tariffs in the first group of products is 87 percent, in the second group LLB 

percent, and on imports that have no domestic substitutes 25 percent. Net nomL

nal protection (i.e. protection adjusted for overvaluation as compared to a free 

trade situation) is lower, however, since in the absence of tariffs the equili

brium exchange rate would be higher than it is under protection. The low exchange 

then implicitly subsidizes imports and partially offsets the protective effects 

of the tariff. If, for example, the ex~hange rate were one -third higher under 

free trade conditions, the net protection of domestic products that have close 

foreign substitutes would appear to be hO percent, that of products with no 

close import substitutes approximately 10 percent, while imports that do not com

pete with domestic production seem to receive a small subsidy and agricultural 

products are subject to implicit tax of about 33 percent. This implicit tax is 

additional to the export taxes actually levied in agriculture. 

12. A tax of this magnitude on agriculture might be justified on the assump

tion that demand for Argentine traditional exports is rising at a slow rate and 

is not responsive to price changes. These assumptions are called i:nto question, 

however, if we consider that vrorld demand for the major Argentine export pro

ducts has been expanding at a rapid rate. The rate of growth of the >vorld ex

ports of these commodities was 6.5 percent between 1950-53 and 1963-66 and as 

much as 7.9 percent in the first half of the sixties. \rJith rapidly risLnr- de

nands for meat, the rate of expansion ~i_ght not slacken much and Argentina could 

increase her agricultural exports at such rates without encountering a decJ..in•'! in 

prices. 



Effective Protection in Argentina 

13. In regard to manufactured goods, two further considerations should_be 

introduced. For one thing, in some industries, mostly in those producing non

durable consumer goods, the margin provided by protection is not fully utilized 

because internal competition has red~ced the domestic price below the sum of the 

import price and the tariff. For another, the escalation of the tariff structure 

raises the effective rates of protection on commodities of higher levels of fabri

cation, and especially on cons~:r goods, much above the nominal rates. Thus, 

some consumer goods are subject to tariffs of 120-140 percent while their material 

inputs and machinery are dutiable at 70-90 percent if they are available domesti

cally and 20-50 percent if they are not. If, say, inputs in the former category 

account for 40 percent and those t n the second category for 20 percent of the im

port price, the effective rate of protection appears to be more than double the 

nominal protection. This conclus ion is not affected if we assume that tariffs 

levied on domestically produced goods are not fully utilized, although the abso

lute magnitude of protection will now be smaller. 

14. Effective protection on intermediate products is less than on consumer 

goods, in part because tariffs on these products are lower, and in part because 

the differences between tariffs on outputs and inputs are smaller. Neverthe

less, tariffs on intermediate products rise with the degree of fabrication, there

by leading to even larger increases in effective rates. Finally , effective pro

tection on capital goods is generally lower than on consumer goods and the varia

tions within the group are due mainly to intercomrnodity differences in the share 

of imported inputs. Products that use many domestically produced intermediate 

inputs (e.g. steel) have relatively low effective protection while those where 

imported machine tools account for a large part of the cost have high protec

tion. 
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1). The high level of protection of the Argentine manufacturing sector can 

hardly be rationalized on infant ind11stry grounds. Rather, it appears that 

protection is excessive in the sense that it permits small, marginal fir~~ to 

operate profitably and the "cushion" provided by protection reduces the incen

tives for competition and technological change. These considerations apply with 

especial force to nondurable consTh~er goods which are mature industries in Argen

tina and yet receive higher than average protection. Also, there seems to be no 

economic reason for the observed escalation of effective rates with the degree 

of fabrication. 

16. High protection of domestic production, along with the disincen~ives to 

export, has led to inadequate specialization in the manufacturing sector. The 

principle of comparative advantage finds little application Hithin this sector; 

firms tend to produce a large variety of commodities; and the policy of protec

tion discourages the international exchange of parts, compon8nts, and accesso

ries. These considerations in part explain t hat while the share of the re

sources devoted to the manufactur ing sector is about as high in Argentina as in 

Italy, and the industrial composition of this sector is similar in the two cases, 

manufacturing productivity in Argentina is only about half that in Italy. 

Recommendations for the Future 

17. It is easy to suggest wha t a country should have done twenty years ago; 

-v:hat it should aim at in the d Lstant future after all its industries have become 

com~petitive; or what it should do at present if there were no political or other 

constraints limiting its scope of action. Instead of deal Lng with an "ideal" 

situation, the following recommendations cover a relatively short period, with 

account taken of the constraints on economic policy. It is assumed that further 

changes in the system of protection will be necessary at the end of the period 

but these are not considered in the memorandum. 
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18. In making recommendations, I have perused several position papers pre-

pared within and outside the Argentine government and have drawn on the results 

of conversations with government officials, businessmen and economists in Ar

gentina. The recommendations should be regarded as a "package" vJhose indivi

dual parts are interdependent as far as their effects on the Argentine economy 

are concerned. It ,.rould also be desirable to make the application of the pro

posed measures automatic in the sense that the government announces its policy 

and the measures to be taken, several years ahead. 

19. The proposed scheme extends over a period of five years, with annual 

steps. While the length of the period has been chosen somewhat arbitrarily, 

practical considerations suggest thac it should not be less than three nor 

more than six years. In this way, a reasonable degree of certainty can be pro

vided for business firms while the government does not limit its scope of ac

tion for an overly long period during ,.rhich the underlying conditions may change. 

Finally, the proposed scheme includes provisos for a possible slowing down or ac

celeration in the steps to be taken. 

20. A key assumption underlying the recommendations is that Argentina will 

continue to maintain a reasonable degree of price stability. This assumption 

would be called into question if the negotiations scheduled for the Fall result 

in wage increases exceeding 7-8 percent. In that eventuality, it might not be 

possible to maintain the present exchanee rate and/or a disguised devaluation 

in the form of tariffs and export subsj_dies would become necessary. Such a 

situation would necessitate modifications in the scheme, and would make its 

application more difficult by creating uncertainty concerning price changes. 

On the other hand, it would remove one of the constraints by allowing for vari

ations in the exchange rate. 

21. If price stability is not disturbed by cost-push inflation, the proposed 
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scheme also envisages the maintenance of' the present exchange rate. In theory, 

the absence of this constraint would permit greater flexibility in policy mak

ing by increasing the nunllier of alternative policy combinations. In practice, 

however, a devaluation would not only lead to increases in costs and prices but 

would engender expectations for the continuation of the inflation-devaluation 

spiral. 

2?.. In making policy recommendations, one should further take account of the 

need to avoid creating politically indesirable changes in income distribution, 

inflationary pressures, unemployment, a decline in profits, a deterioration of 

the balance of payments, and an overly large burden on the federal budget. This 

is a formidable set of constraints and some of the policies that have been sug

gested by variollli groups violate several of them. For example, reductions in 

tariffs by themselves would adversely affect employment, profits, and the balance 

of payments. By contrast, in the present full employment situation, large sub

sidies to exports of manufactured goods would create pressures for wage and pr ice 

increases, and provide a windfall profit for at least some producers. 

Long -term Ob .i ecti ves 

23. A review of Argentina 1 s postwar experience prior to the Marcn 1967 reform 

indicates continuing inflation-devaluation cycles and recurrent balance-of-payment s 

deficits. Excessive claims on the part of various social groups contribut ed to 

the inflation while ~arnings from exports fell short of the import requirement s 

of full employment income, thereby creating the need for devaluation in periods 

of expansion. Devaluation, in turn, was customarily accompanied b~r a recessi.on 

because it could not succeed without the application of restrictive monetary po

licies. 
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24. The March 1967 reform stopped the inflationary spiral by wage controls 

and informal agreements with the major firms to freeze prices. It also led to 

an improvement in the balance of payments, largely through the effects on im

ports of the stagnation of national income in the first year after the reform. 

But imports rose rapidly as incomes increased again, rising by 40 percent bet

ween the first five months of 1968 and ~969. This result shows the high in

come elasticity of import demand in Argentina, due to the high imported mach

inery content of new investment and the direct and indirect import needs of the 

rise in the consumption of manufactured goods -- both of which tend to increase 

faster than incomes. 

25. Continuing growth in the Argentine economy thus presupposes a rise in 

export earnings at a rate exceeding the growth of national income. It also 

necessitates improvements in the structure of manufacturing industries to en

sure rapid increases in r;roductivity while providing full employment. Further

more, the policies followed should be conducive to the maintenance of price sta

bility. 

Incentives to Agriculture 

26. Agriculture and food processing continue to provide nearly nine-tenths 

of Argentine exports. Thus, a given increase in total exports could be br~ught 

about by a much smaller percentage chanee in these exports than in foreign sales 

of manufactured goods. More importantly, the cost in terms of domestic resour

ces of expanding agricultural exports is less than that of increasing manufac

tured exports. These considerations indicate the need for reducing discrimina

tion against agriculture which may entail reducing or eliminating export taxes. 

But reductions in these taxes would have to be undertaken gradually, in part 

because of short-term market limitations for the expansion of some of t hese 
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exports and the low short-term elasticity of supply, and in part because the 

ensuing rise in prices would create inflationary pressures while leading to 

the redistribution of incomes from wage-earners to farmers and reducing bud

getary revenue. 

27. At the same time, it is imperative to lessen uncertainty for the farmer 

so that he can undertake expansion schemes looking several years ahead. This 

purpose would be served by setting the objectives of government policy for 

agriculture that should be reached at the end of the five-year per i od. The 

objectives would have to be determined for each major e},.-port product indivi

dually, since their market possibilities may differ to a considerable extent. 

Thus, export taxes might be maintained on wheat whose prospects appear rather 

dim but eliminated on corn that has good export possibilities. In the case of 

meat, reductions in export taxes on chilled meat might be accompanied by export 

subsidies to producers of processed meat to maintain the present margin between 

the two. Consideration should further be given to assistin~ the exports of 

other processed foods. 

28. To avoid the income-distributional effects of the r eduction in export 

taxes and to encourage the better util i_zation of land, the budgetary cost of 

the lowering of export taxes could be recouped by increasing the land tax. 

Receipts from a higher land tax eould also be used to encourage increases in 

agricultural productivity through extension services, agricultural research , 

and disease control. The example of the United States and some Asian countries 

indicates that the yield on such investments is high, yet Argentina lazs behind 

in this respect. 

Incentives to Ha.nufacturing 

29. No t withstanding the advantages offered by agriculture, it would not be 
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appropriate to rely exclusively on agricultural exports to accelerate economic 

growth. The reason for this recommendation is not so much a pessimistic apprai

sal of the medium-term export prospects for agriculture as the anticipation of 

potential benefits the expansion of exports could bring to the manufacturing 

sector. This sector utilizes 32 percent of domestic resources in Argentina, 

and its continuing growth appears necessary to maintain full employment and to 

avoid a decline in profits that would have detrimental effects on investment 

activity. 

30. The growth of manufacturing is understood to mean not simply an extension 

of production at present levels of productivity but rather increases in produc

tivity. This, in turn, presupposes structural changes in the manufacturing sec

tor that would be furthered by encouraging increased specialization among as well 

as within industries, discouraging high cost operations, and providing incentives 

for the expansion of relatively efficient firms and industries as well as for 

technological progress. 

31. The desired transformation of Arfentine manufacturing industries could 

be given impetus through a scheme of gradual reductions in import tariffs ac

companied by gradual increases in export subsidies. Under such a scheme, the 

manufacturing sector as a whole could continue to expand but this expansion 

would be accompanied by shifts in production from industries with lower produc

tivity to those with higher productivity, and efficient firms would gain at the 

expense of inefficient ones within individual industries. Apart from encourag

ing interindustry and intraindustry specialization, incentives to export would 

also permit the use of large-scale production methods in exporting firms while 

exposure to competition in the world market would encourage improvements in 

technology and in product quality. 
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Subsidies for Manufactured E~ort~ 

32. It has been suggested by some that the rate of export subsidies should 

be set to be equal to the rate of tariffs, which would amount to applying pre

ferential exchange rates to manufactured goods. This recommendation has mer it 

as a long-term proposition provided that tariffs are brought down to reasonable 

levels, since it would equalize incentives to production for domest:'~c m'3.rkets 

and for exports. But its applicat ion is objectionable in the present stat e of 

Argentine industry, in part because levels of protection after tar i ff reduc 

tions considered to be feasible over a five-year period would st i ll permit t he 

operation of relatively inefficient firms, and in part because it would provi de 

large profits for a few firms. 

33. I t would appear more appropriate to gradually increase export subs i di es 

so that they reach, say, one-third to one-half of the rate of duty applied a t 

the end of the five-year period. The subsidies would be a small er proporti on 

of relatively high tariffs and a larger proportion of a low tariff. Thus, one 

could envisage an export subsidy of 25 percent on commodities that are prot ec

ted by an 80 percent tariff, a 20 percent subsidy in cases where the tariff i s 

50 percent, and a 15 percent subsidy in t he case of a 30 percent tar i f f . Abso 

lute differences in the proposed rates are explained by the need for some degr eP

of escalation in tariffs at higher st~ges of processing, as noted below. 

34. These subsidies would be additional to refunds of indirect taxes which ar e 

now set at 12 percent of the product price. On the other hand, it does not s eem 

appropriate to maintain income tax refunds and drawbacks of tariffs paid on im

ported materials and equipment, especially since the latt er encourages the im 

portation of such products. Accordingly, a 20 percent export subsidy together 

with a refund of indirect taxes would be about 15 percentage points higher t han 

the actual rate of the subsidy. 
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35. Recommendations for the imposition of export subsidies raise questi ·:>ns 

concerning possible conflicts with LAFTA and GATT rules. The former does not 

seem to create much of a problem since Chile and Uruguay also supply such sub

sidies while Brazilian exports benefit from the relatively high exchange rate 

associated with large export taxes on coffee. Furtl'lermore, several other de

veloping countries, such as India, Pakistan, Korea, and Taiwan, rely on sub• 

sidies to promote their exports of manufactured goods. The acceptance of this 

practice reflects a desire on the part of GATT and some developed nations to 

see a change in the pattern of the exports of developing countries. Nevertheless, 

possible reactions on the part of major importing countries would need to be ex

plored. 

Import Tariffs 

36. Import tariffs should also be reduced on a sliding scale, the percentage 

decrease being larger for the higher tariffs. The resulting fall in the disper

sion of duties appears desirable sinc.e high tariffs are more likely to provide 

excess protection and, to the extent that th~ are fully utilized by at least 

some firms of the industry, entail a high cost for the national economy. 

37. As an illustration, one might envisage that duties of 140 percent are re

duced to 80 percent, those of 100 percent to 60 percent, and those of 6CJ percent 

to 40 percent. For the individual firm, however, changes in the tariff-inclusive 

price of imports is relevant. This price would decline by 25 percent in the first 

case, 20 percent in the second, and 12.S percent in the third. Such decreases are 

not uncommon; in France and Italy the establishment of the Common Market led to 

the elimination of tariffs of 20-30 percent on the imports of a wide variety of 

~~ufactured goods from the member countries within a period of eight years. 
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38. The proposed method of tariff reductions would reduce the degree of esca-

lation of nominal rates, as well as the differences in duties between consumer 

goods, intermediate products, and capital goods, and the tariff disparities bet

ween domestically produced goods with close foreign substitutes, imperfect sub

stitutes, and no substitJ.tes. The decrease in the dispersion of the effective 

rates of protection would be even larger, and this purpose would also be served 

by foregoing duty reductions, or keeping such reductions small, in the case of 

goods that are not produced domestically. The escalation of effective protec

tion would be further reduced by limiting the number of processing levels to 

four instead of the present ten. The enclosed table shows illustrative magni

tudes of tariff changes. 

39. This is not to say that some degree of escalation of tariffs should not 

be retained. Indeed, there is justification for slight increases in tariffs wiGh 

the degree of fabrication for the sake of keeping effective rates of protection 

in individual industries approximately the same. This conclusion follows if we 

assUIOO that all raw materials are available at world market prices, as seems to 

be the case in Argentina with a few exceptions such as cotton. Let us take the 

case where the material inputs account for 60 percent of the world market price 

of every stage of processing. A 20 percent tariff on the product in the first 

stage would thus provide 50 percent effective protection and the same effective 

protection could be ensured at the second, third, and fourth stages by imposing 

tariffs of 32 percent, 40 percent, and h4 percent respect ively. 

40. Furthermore, it seems appropriate to have higher tariffs on consumer goods 

in part because there is often an irrational preference for foreign me~chandise, 

and in part because the state may wish to impose a tax on the demand for the 

variety in consumption imports provide. These considerations do not play a r nle 

in the intermediate products category which includes mostly standardized goods, 
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but the irrational preference arguments might have some applicability to capi-

tal goods. 

£ffects on Industrial Production and the Budget 

41. While tariff reductions encourage the substitution of imports for domes-

tic production, export subsidies contribute to the expansion of industrial out-

put. However, the net effects of the simultaneous application of the two can-

not be foreseen with confidence. Provisions would have to be made therefore to 

avoid, on the one hand, a slackening in employment and decline in profits asso-

ciated with a deceleration of the growth of industrial production due to increa-

ses in imports, and, on the other, the creation of inflationary pressures accom-

panying a rapid expansion of exports. A possible way is to provide in the scheme 

for temporarily halting reductions in tariffs whenever industrial production is 

rising less than a predetermined percentage, say 3 percent a year, and to post-

pone the next step in raising subsidies whenever the annual increase in industrial 

production exceeds, say, 7 percent. 

42. While these provisions would ensure steady increases in industrial produc-

tion, the problem remains that both tariff reductions and export subsidies have 

a direct budgetary cost. Reductions in tariffs lead to increased imports, but 

the price elasticity of import demand would have to be rather high in order to 

recoup the lost revenue. Nevertheless, about one-half of the lost revenue will 

be recouped if we assume a decline in tariffs from 100 to 60 percent and calcu-

late with a price elasticity of import demand of 2. The elasticity may be lower 

at the early stages of tariff reductions when there is still some redundancy in 
, 

protection, and higher afterwards. 

43. In turn, while in a study prepared for CCNADE it was estimated that e a ·h 

dollar of export subsidies would increase government revenue by $1.20 through 
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its multiplier effects on domestic incornes, this calculation has been based on 

the assumption of underemployment which is not the case in Argentina. Still, 

even in a full employment situation, export subsidies would contribute to some 

increase in national income through the improvements in the utilization of re-

sources, and at least part of lost revenue would be regained through higher t~~ 

receipts. 

b.L~. The impact of the proposed scheme on the government budget would need to 

be estimat ed under varying assumptions. If, for example, import ta~iffs are re-

duced by 10 percentage points in the first year, and the import demand elasti-

city is 2, the loss in revenue would not exceed 5 billion pesos. A 10 percent 

export subsidy on exports of manuf,tctured goods excepting steel would also cos t 

5 billion pesos if these exports inc:-eased initially by one-half. The total 

cost for the budget would thus be 10 billion pesos L~ the first year of the op-

eration of the scheme, amountL11g t o two percent of the budget of the national 

government. This is a comparatively small figure if we consider past variatLons 

in tariff revenue and would not represent much of a burden on the budget. 

b-5. Moreover, the budgetary cost of the scheme would not increase in propor-

tion to the net amount of export subsidi es and reductions in tariff receipts i n 

subsequent years since the expansion of exports would permit reaching a growth 

rate of national income that would not be at t ainable otherwise. This effect of 

export subsidies on the grm-1th rate would ultimately prov·l de tax revenue to com-

pensate for the budgetary cost of tariff reductions and export subsidies. 

b-6. Turning to the implications of the scheme for price stability, it should 

be noted that the present wage and price controls can hardly be continued in-

definitely. At the same time, high protection -- and the expectation that tar-
/ 

iffs would be raised in the event of price increases -- make it possible for 
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firms to meet wage demands and to pass on wage increases in the form of higher 

prices. A lowering in tariff protection, then, may also serve as an anti

inflationary measure and it has indeed been used as such by several European 

countries. Under Argentine conditions, too, it can be expected tha.t tariff 

reductions would tend to lessen ir~lationary pressures and to bring supply 

and demand in particular markets into balance. 

Conclusion 

~7. The purpose of the proposed scheme is to improve the gro-wth prospects of 

the Argentine economy by increasing the rate of growth of exports, improving the 

structure of m&~ufacturing industries, and contributing to the price stability. 

The scheme includes lessening discrimination against agricultural products, as 

well as gradual reductions in tariffs accompanied by increases in subsidies for 

the exports of manufactured goods. It would also reduce the escalation of tar

iffs and lessen differences in duties among various groups of commodities. It 

is suggested that the scheme be carried out over a predetermined period with 

annual changes determined in advance but subject to certain escape clauses. 
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ACTtJAL AND SUGGESTED TARI1t LEVELs IN ARGENTIKE MAHUFJ.CTURING 
(percent) 

Cdnsume!' .Goods LEVELS 0 F PROCESSlNG .,--- ~ 3 4 ~ b . 7 . 
With close foreign substitutes A-11 d 110 lid 12o 12d 1 3d 130 

s 60 70 70 75 75 

Without close foreign substitutes A 70 70 80 90 90 100 110 
s 50 50 50 60 60 

Not prcxi uced cb mesti cally A 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
s 30 45 45 50 50 

Intermediate Products 

With close foreif}l substi1ntes A 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
s 40 40 50 50 60 60 

Without close foreifJl subst11ntes A 20 20 30 30 40 50 60 
s 15 15 20 20 40 40 

Not produced cb mestically A 5 10 10 20 20 30 
s 5 5 10 10 20 20 

Ca:eital Goods 

With close foreign substitutes A 40 50 60 70 70 80 80 
s 4S 50 so 

Not produced cbmestic ally A 30 30 30 40 40 40 40 
s 30 35 3S 

--------------------------·-------------------------------
Note: "A" refers to actual tariffs 

"S" refers tD suggested tariffs to be reached at the end of the Five Year Plm. 

In cases where suggested tariffs are not given, no conmodities cone under the category. 

B 9 16 
13d 14d 140 
80 80 80 

110 120 
70 70 

100 110 130 
60 60 

110 120 130 
70 70 

60 70 60 
50 50 

30 40 40 
30 30 

90 90 100 
60 60 &J 

so so so 
40 40 40 



TRADE POLlC Y AND PLANNING IN KOREA 

By Bela Balassa * 

Growth Performance 

1. Korea is one of the success stories. With an average annual 
growth rate of 8. 4% during the 1960 1 s, it ranks high among developing 
countries . Korea 1 s performance was especially favorable after t he 
1966 refortn of the exchange r ute and the system of protection. While 
its Gross National Product inc reased at a r ate of 6. 2% a year between 
1960 and 1964, 'the gro-..vth rate was 10.7% between 1964 and 1968. The 
corresponding figures in per capita terms are .3 . 3o/, and 8. 2o/o. 

2. The main stimulus t::> grov;,;th was provided by exports that 
rose at an annual rate of 20% in the first half of the period and 40% in 
the second. Correspondingly, the share of exports in GNP, expressed 
in 1965 prices, increased frmn 4 . O% in 1960 to 6 . 5% in 1964 and to 
17. 8% in 1968. The effects of e:.:port expansion on national income are 
shown even more dramatically if we consider rnarginal export-incorne 
r atios; these were 15 . 4°/a in th~ first four yeal'E:l and 38.4% in the second. 
Throughout the period, manufacturing was the leading sector , with its 
share in GNP rising from 13. 7% in 1960 to 15.6% in 196.4 and <?.gain to 
23 . So/o in 1968. 

3. The rapid growth of expo!"ts reflects the willingness and the 
ability of Korean producers to re spond to export incentives. Expor ts 
r eceived cons iderable stimulus from the adoption of a rcalis tic exchange 
r ate in 1764 and were helped by a variety of me~.sures afterwards . In 
turn, the investment necessa:ry for the grmvth of national income \•:as 
provided by incre£~.ses in foreign as well as in do!!:lestic savings . In 
terms of current prices, between 1 :Y60 and 1968 the former ros~ from. 
8. So/a to 11. 6o/o, and the latter from 2. 4~o to 15. l o/u of the Gross Na-tionc..l 
Product. Increases were the l argest in puhlic savings, frorn -2. 8)\, of 
GNP in 1960 to 6. -1o/o in 1963. This increase was ass'L!rcd by a stepped-
up tax effcrt while the share of publi.z consumption in GNP hardly r::hanged. 

:{{ The recomrncndations contc.i!1ed in tr.is paper express the O:?inions 
of the au-tho:-; they do not necessarily r;:;present t1:.a view s of the 
World Bank. 
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Danger Signals 

4. Some recent changes, however, temper an optimistic appraisal 
of Korean economic performance. To begin with, imports have risen 
even more rapidly than exports in the last few years and have increased 
by nearly one-half between 1967 and 1968 (the results remain practic~.lly 
the san1.e if we exclude grains). Thus,, while the ratio of merchandise 
exports to imports improved immediately following the exchange rate 
reform, it has since continuously declined. Having risen from 29. 5% 
in 1964 to 37.8% in 1965, this ratio fell to 34. 9o/o in 1966, to 37.7% in 
1967, and again to 33.6% in 1968. In the latter year, the absolute 
increment in imports ($4 72 million) approximately equalled the total 
amount of exports ($486 million). 

5. The situation appears cvP-n less. favorable if we consider that 
some of the exports are connected with the Vietnai?- war, which m.ay not 
continue for long. The war has also helped the Korean balance of pay
ments by increasing service earnings which covered part of the deficit 
in the trade balance. This has not been sufficient, however, to avoid 
a deterioration il'l the cur:rent account of the balance of payments . The 
deficit has been financed by the Lillow of foreign .capital, which has again 
become an increasingly important sou1·ce of domestic invesbnent. In 
1968, foreign saving financed 44o/o of domestic capital formation, as 
against 39·7a in 1966 and 41% in 1967. The ratio is even higher, 52o/o, 
in 1968 if the figures are expressed in 1965 prices. 

6. This change has been accompanied by a shift in the composition 
of the inflow of foreign capital. Foreign grants have declined in absolute 
terms, and the rise in public loans has been overshadowed by the inct·ease 
in private credits, which reached two-thirds of the total inflow in 1968. 
The shorter repayment period and higher interest rates on private loans 
have, in turn, contributed to the increase in Korea 1 s debt burden. 
According to Government sources, debt service payments (excluding 
short-term ct·edit) rosP- from negligible levels to 6o/o of exports in 1968 
and are expected to reach 14°/o in 1970. 

7. On the domestic side, the rapid wage incr~ases and the con
comitant decline in p:r·ofit shares gives cause for concern. The rise of 
monthly earnings in manufacturing accelerated after 1966; in 1968, 
average increases were 27. 2'-'lo in nominal terms and 14. So/o in real 
ter rns . Wage incrcC~.ses have far exceeded the growth of productivity. 
while- foreign competition has restrained increases in prices (wholesale 
prices rose 25% between 1965 and 1968} so that the share of labor costs 
in value added in manufacturing has risen to a considerable extent. 
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Between 1965 and 1968, wages increased 83o/o and employment 48o/o, 
resulting in a 170o/o rise in labor costs as compared to a 120o/o increase 
of value added, in current prices. j 

8. The rise in labor costs exceeding increases in prices has 
entailed a decline in profit margins. In manufacturing industries, the 
t·atio of profits to sales declined from 7. 7o/o in 1966 to 6. 7o/o in 1967, 
and again to 5. 9o/o in 1968. The decrease has been the 1nost pronounced 
in textiles, clothing and footwear, paper and paper products, leather 
and leather products, clay, glass and stone products, and basic metals, 
while more favorable results are shown for machinery and transport 
equipment. 

9. The decline in average profit mc>rgins shown for individual 
industries, and for manufacturing in general, covers considerable va!"ia
tion among firm.s. Firrns with large indebtedness have been especially 
adversely affected, and there are reports of bankruptcies in several 
industries. 

Causes of Recent DeveloDments 

10. A major cause of the widening h·a.de gap and the r apid wage 
increases has been the ov~rheating of the economy. V/bile in the period 
immediately following the 1964 reform, the course of expansion was 
smoothed by the availability of unernploycd and under-employed labor, 
in subsequent years it has increasingly impinged on the labor supply. 
Although employment coDtinued to rise at a 1·apid rate, the transfer of 
labor from agriculture to n1anuf::l.cturing and the t:-aining of skilled 
workers has not been fast enough to avoid inflat-ionar y wage increases. 

11. The acceleration of the growth of manufacturing production 
has 1·einforced these tendencies. Value added in mu.nufacturing ex~:ressed 
in constant price s grew 16% in 1966 , 23.9% in 1967, and 28. 1% in 1968. 
Wage increases followed a similar path, with ave1·age monthly earnings 
rising 17. 4o/o in 1966, 22. 2o/o in 1967 and 27. 2o/o in 1968. 

12. The acceleration of manufacturing growth has also required 
higher investments , with gross domestic capital formation rising from 
14. 7o/a o£ GNP in 1965 to 26. 7% in 1968. In turn, given the limitations 
of domestic c apacity in some axeas, the increase in m.anufacturing 
production has necessitated higher irnports of raw m.a+erials and inter
mediate products while the expansion of investrnent activity has entailed 

.. 
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larger imports of machinery and equipment. 

13. The dramatic increase of foreign commercial loans in 
1967 and 1968 has also contributed to the expansion of investment 
goods imports, and hence to investme~t activity. Last but not least, 
imports have been stimulated by the deterioration in the competitiv~ 
position of domestic producers. As a result of these influences, the 
imports of raw materials and intermediate products more than doubled 
between 1965 and 1968, while the imports of investment goods increased 
sevenfold, leading to a tripling of merchandise imports. In the same 
period, the Gross National Product increased 40o/o (Table 1). 

Exchange Rate Policy and Comnetitiven.e.ss 

14. At the time of the 1964 reform, it was ·assumed that the 
exchange rate would depreciate pari passu with increases in d01nestic 
prices . This has not happened, and the rate has changed only fr02n 
265 won in 1965 to 277 won in 1968. To alleviate the adverse effects 
on the trade b alance of the virtual constancy of ~he exchange rate in the 
face of rapidly rising dornestic prices and wages, the Government has 
applied a variety of measures on a piecemeal basis. 

15. In the course of the 1964 reform., multiple exchange rate 
devices such as cash subsidies to m ... -ports and export-import linking 
arrangements were eliminated. Subsequently, however, various incen
tives to exports have been introduced to offset increases in domestic 
costs a nd prices. These incentives include exemptions from customs 
duties on imported materials and capital equipment used in the produc
tion of e:n.po::.·ts; exem.ption from the business activities and commodity 
tax as well as rebate of such taxes already paid; reduction by 50o/o of 
incom.e taxes on profits earned from exports; export credit and loans 
for the purchase of raw materials and equipment at preferential rates; 
an export-import linkage system that permits exporters to ::.mpol·t 
goods on the prohibited list for own use or for resale; high wastage 
allowances on hnported raw materials; and preferential electricity 
and transportation rates. 

16. The incentives to export have been increased continuously 
in order to avoid a deterioration in the competitive position of exporters. 
As Table 2 indicates, tax and customs exemptions rose from 31. 6 won 
per dollar value of exports in 1965 to 66. 7 won in 1968. while the value 
of interest rate concessions increased from 6. 5 to 15. 1 won. Adding 

l' 



TJ'J3LE 1 

I HPORTS BY COlt-IODITY GHOUPS 

(In million dollars) . 
I J.-.2~ l291i 1.9..22 ~ J...2ftL !.2M 

Grain 107.2 60.8 54.4 61 • .3 76.6 129.4 

Capital Goods 115.6 69.5 73.1 171.7 310.2 5.3.3.2 

R:lw lfu.terials Jl4o6 260.0 319.7 461.6 570.5 703.6 

Consumer Goods 22.9 14.1 16.2 21.8 35.7 78o8 

Total llaports 560.3 404.4 463.4 716.4 99.3.0 1,445.0 

Total Less Grains 453.1 343.6 409.0 655.1 916.4 1,315.6 

Gross National Products, 1965 Prices 
(In W billi ons) 693.0 750.3 805.9 913.8 995.2 1,127.3 

_.,.. ________ .,. ______________ .. ______ ,.. __ ,....,._..., ___ ..... ___ ..,.,~ 

Classification 

G1·ain: SITC 04 

Capito.l Good.s: SITC 7 

Ral't .Naterials: SITC 2. J. 4. 5. 6. 

Consumer Goods:SITC 0 Exemption 04; 1. 8. 9. 

Source: EPB 

tt.>. ~ 
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TABLE 2 

TAX EX:I1-rPTIONS AND ThlTEREST PP..EFERE.t"'ICE FOR EXPORTERS 
1965 - 1968 

Total Tax ~emption Total 
Direct Indirect Custom 'l'ax & Customs Interest Plus Interest Export 
Tax · Ta..x: Duties .Exemption Preference Preference _UF !l'lil.) --

TotCJ...1 in Million \\(Jn 

1965 373 2,465 2,692 5,530 1,135 6,665 175.0 

1966 566 h,455 5,333 10,.354 2,2.32 12,586 250.3 

1967 1,66.3 6,064 8,224 15,952 4,347 20,299 .320.2 

1968 1, 463 9,664 19,261 30,.388 6,861 37,249 455.2 

\<!on Per Dollar of Exports 

1965 2.1 14.1 15.4 .31.6 6.5 ,38.1 

1966 2.,3 17.8 21.3 4L.4 3.9 50.3 

1967 5.') 18.9 25.7 49.8 13.6 63.4 

1968 3.2 21.2 h2.3 66.7 15.1 81.8 

~ 
Source: HOF 

+, 
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~_o_rt P~te 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

L1mort~te 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

---·-· -·--- ----------·-----------------------

TABLE 3 

EF.F'ECTI VE l!:XCHAl\GE l~AT£.S FOR ?.;XPOfLTS AND H.WORTS 
1965 - 1968 

(Won per dollar) 

Interest 
ExchanJ;e Hate Te.x Exem2tiop Preference 

265.4 

271.3 

270.7 

276.6 

Exch@ge Ra.t-e 

265.4 

271.3 

270.7 

276.6 

~ho1esR±e Price Inde~ 

1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 

100.0 
108.8 
115.8 
125.2 

31.6 6.5 

41.4 8.9 

49.8 13.6 

66.? 15.1 

Custom Dutles 
Collection Exemption 

27.1 

24.6 

25.5 

25.1 

20.9 

28.3 

32.5 

45.2 

Effective Rate 
On Exoort 

Index 

303.5 100.0 

321.6 105.9 

334.1 lll.O 

358.4 118.0 

Exchange RQ.t~ ~-
Customs Collections 

_C_oUectio_n & E.xemJ2tions 
Index Index 

292.5 100.0 31.3.4 100.0 

295.9 101.1 324.2 103.4 

296.2 101.2 328.7 104.8 

301.7 103.0 346.9 110.6 

~ 
() 

• 
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the combined value of these measures to the exchange rate, the adjusted 
rate is shown to have risen from 303.5 won in 1965 to 358.4 won in 1968. 
The export-import link system and the allowed wastage on duty-free 
imported materials have further increased earnings from exports and 
the 12. 7-won figure shown in a study of the Korean Trade Association 
{or the average value of these subsidies to the 30 largest exporters is 
likely to be on the low side. Calculating with 16. 4 won, the Korean 
Productivity Center's estimate for 1967, we find that exporters on the 
average received 3 75 won for a dollar of foreign exchange receipt, i.e., 
240/o higher than in 1965 (Table 3). 

17. The increase in the adjusted exchange rate for exports thus 
approximately equalled the 25% rise in domest:i,c wholesale prices between 
1965 and 196~. But the prices of ilnported materials, intermediate 
products and capital goods used in p1·oducing exports changed little 
during the period. Thus, inc1•eases in wages notwithstanding, the profit
ability of exports may have improved. While the study of the Korean 
Trade Association docs not show such a resUlt, it seem.s to have under
estimated the value of ta.~ and cust01ns exemptions. 

~ .. _ 

18. By c ontrast, the profitability of import-<'.ompeting industries 
appears to have declined since 1965. For one thing, the domestic 
prices of these goods have increased much less than wages; for another, 
comrnodities destined for domestic n'larkets use to a large extent home 
produced rather than imported materials, and the p-rices of these 
rnaterials have risen pari passu with the increase in the general price 
level. 

---'-
19. ""-The competitivenesn of ilnport substitutes has further suffered 

as a result of the h·ade liberalization measures introduced after the 1964 
reform. The number of items on the prohibited and the restricted lists 
was reduced and, subs~equently, the so .. called negative list was established 
under which commodities whose imports are neither restricted nor pro
hibited automatically receive import licenses. It also appears that 
duties were reduced S('\mewhat at the time of the 1967 tariff reform. As 
a result, the import exchange rate adjuGted for duties and duty exemptions 
increased by only llo/o, from 313 won in 1965 to 347 won in 1968, wl..~.ile 

domestic prices l'Ose by 25o/o. 

20. However, as imports increased, some of the restrictions 
have been reimposed, fir::.t in consumer luxuries and later on in com
modities on the ECAFE Hst of less essential imports. Tariffs on some 
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com.m.odities have also been increased, and since July 1968, advance 
deposits have been applied on most commodities with duties exceeding 
SOo/o. Thus, while the competitiveness of import substitutes is likely 

. to have suffered on the average, a few industries have received 
increased protection. In turn, the low exchange rate has discouraged 
the domestic production of raw materials, intermediate products, and 
machinery that are presently ir.nported. 

Policy Recommendations for the Short Term 

21. From the foregoing, it appears that the rapid g:rowth of manu .. 
facturing and of investment activity have contributed to higher imports, 
both directly through the increased need'for raw materials, intermediate 
products 2.n-::. ::.rJ.achinery, a.nd indirectly as a result of increas es in 
wages and domestic prices. This tendency, together with the Govern
ment's desire to avoid tbe depreciation of the exchange :rate in the face 
of rising domestic costs and prices, have necessitated the application 
of a va1·ir;ty of meas\ues to stimulate exports and to restrain imports. 
But these measures have not been sufficient to attain the planned increase 
in the ratio of 1nerchan;:lise exports to imports; rather, this ratio has 
declined continuousiy in recen'i: years. The c nsu)ng L1eficit in the trade 
balance ($836 million in 1968 at:£. o. b. prices) !!as been financed to a 
large e::h.'i: ent by commerci~lloans and by foreign exchange receipts con
nected with the Vietnam war. 

22. Continued reliance on commercial loans to finance large 
balance of payment~ deficits is hardly conceivable; however, since 
interest charges and repayment obligati('I~S necessitate ever-increasing 
arnounts of a gross inflow to m.aintain a net inflow of foreign capital. 
Thus, while in the first year of borrowing, the net inflow of funds 
equals the g1·oss inflow, after ten years the maintenance o£ a net inflow 
of, e. g. , $100 n"lill.ion would r equire a gross inflow of over half-a
billion dollars . An additional consideration is tnat Vietnam-related 
receipts are not likely to continue at present r ates. 

23. There ; s need, there£01·e, for reducing the deficit in the 
Korean trade balance much below the one billion dollar figure expected 
for 1969. EPB projections envisage a decrease in the deficit in sub
sequent years, but these estima tes assume a considerable decrease in 
the rate of imports to GNP, although imports increased much more 
rapidly in recent years. Under the continuation of present policies, 

' t. 
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it is more likely that the deficit will continue to widen, and Korea may 
again face the painful prospect of applylng deflationary measures as 
in 1963. 

24. Changes in policies would b,e necessary to avoid such a 
situation. Two kinds o£ change s are suggested here: a slowdown in 
the process of economic grO\vth and the devaluation of the currency. 
Lower than present growLl-J. rates (9% a year} are indeed projected for 
the period of the Third Five- Year Plan, but 1·ates of expansion would 
have to be reduced much ee\rlier in order to avoid a widening of the 
balance of payments deficit that would necessitate the application of 
restrictive measures, and possibly bring a temporary halt in the growth 
process. Indications are that rapid action is required, both by the use 
of fiscal and n1onetary measures, to avoid a further acceleration of 
wage and price increases and a balance of paytne~ts crisis that the 15o/o 
growth rate projected for 1969 m.ay lead to. 

25. In o rder to reduce the deficit in the balance of payments, 
there is fnrther need for a devaluation of the ex<;hange rate.. The devalua
tion wm:J.d rem.edy the dcterio~~ation of the competitiveness of domestic 
indush-y due to wage and price increases in recent years, and would 
also contribute to higher profit margins . 'I'he devaluation would bene-
fit import substitution more than exports , since the domestic content 
of the former exceeds that of the latte~. It would give inducement 
especially to import substitution in rnaterials and intermediate products 
which has been penalized by the low exchange rate. 

26. It should be ernphasized that a devC~.luation would not adversely 
affect the position of the borrcwers or fo :;.·eien capital because they gain 
more through highe:r export prices than what they lose through larger 
repayments in tcrma of domestic currency. It is, however, opposed 
by these bo:rrowe1·s who prefel" a continuation o£ the policy of increasing 
the domestic prke of e-,.cports th:rough subsidies to devaluation, since 
subsidies do not affect the cost of loan 1·epayment. Yet highe r repay
ment costs would only partly offset the advantages c.£ these firms over 
firms that borrow domestically so that such a change would reduce 
existing i nequities . At any rate, it is contrary to the public interest 
to permit the further p1·oliferation of export subsidies which would be 
necessary to offset the effects of continuing domestic i!lflation in the 
absence of a devaluation. 
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27. A devaluation would also lessen existing pressures for 
further im.port restrictions. Proposed im.port restrictions on lu:x-ury 
goods would provide inducements for the domestic production of such 
commodities and assure high profits for their producers. It is sug
gested instead to raise taxes on luxu~y goods, including those produced 
domet:tically. Such taxes would tend to reduce the detnand for luxuries, 
improve the distribution of income, and contribute to higher savings. 

_?olicy Recom.mendations for the Longer Term: The System of Protection 

28. Th~ short-term recommendation of a devaluation can be 
Hnkea with the longer term problem of revamping Korea 1 s policies on 
exchange rates, tariffs, and export subsidies.. We have seen that in 
maintaining the exchange rate virtually ronc;tant,. the Government had to 
have recour se to a variety of measures airned at bolstering exports 
and limiting imports . These rn.easuxes have been introduced in a piece
meal fashion, and little is known of their joint effects on resource 
allocation and profits. At any rate, it is difficult to gauge the effects 
of the various non-pl'ice measures, such as the export-import link 
system and ilnport prohibitions. 

29. It is apparent. nevertheless, that apart from those partici
pating in the export-import link system, the main beneficiaries of the 
measures applied are export industries that rely to a considerable extent 
on imported raw materials, intermediate products a11d capital goods . 
This conclusion follows since such imports enjoy customs exemptions 
as well a,s interes t rate preferences, and imported raw materials used 
in export industries also receive a wastage allowance . Export subsidies, 
expressed as a percentage of price, thus tend to be higher in industries 
where domestic value added is low, and the differences are further 
accentuated if the calculation is made on a value added basis which is 
the relevant consideration. 

30. This result rm1s counter to the Govet:nment's announced 
intention of promoting exports with a high domestic content. By under
valuing imported inputs, it also contributes to the exportation of com
moditie :c where the domestic cost of foreign exchange earnings is high. 
According to a study prepared by the Korean Trade Research Cente r, 
for example, in the case of electrical machinery, the direct plus 
indirect domestic cost of earning a dollar through exports (the dollar 
value of exports less the foreign exchange cost of dir<ect and indirect 
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imported inputs) exceeds 1, 000 won as against an exchange rate of 282 
won. In turn, a study of the Korean Traders Association show s that 
export subsidies are e specially high on some low-cost items, such as 
plywood and knitted fabrics. while among high-cost products, fresh 
fish, iron ore, wallpaper, and cement receive relatively low subsidies. 

31. These estin'lates are subject to considerable error and are 
of interest mainly because they indicate the haphazardness of the system 
of subeidics and the inefficiencies resulting from theil• application. 
Similar considerations apply to tariffs. Tariff data presented in a 
study by fa culty mernbers of Seoul National University, "Analysis of 
Korea's Import Substitution Industry" , show c on'lmodities that utilize 
to a large extent im.ported inputs being relatively highly protected, 
while capit<.1l and skill-intensive goods rt..c(:~Ve l ess than average pro
tection. But tariffs often play a secondary role in protecting imports, 
and the same study showed no c orrelation between the height of tariffs 
and the ratio of domestic to foreign prices. 

32. The system of protection applied also imposes a large burden 
on the Goverrunent. budget. Tax and customs ex emptions on exports 
amounted to 30 billion \von in 1968, while the budgetary effects of the 
expor t-ilnport linkage system, together with the allowed wastage of 
imported materials and the subsidy provided in the fo rm of preferential 
interest r ate each cost anothe r 6·-7 billion. By comparison, total 
revenues in the 19 68 general Goverrunent budget were 324 billion won, 
of which i mpo-rt duties a1nounted to 42 billion as against duty exemptions 
(including exemtpions on n'laterials and capital gc:ods used in export 
industrie s) of 70 billion. It shO'uld be added that '.:he application of 
hnport permits, as well as that of ex?ort subsidies on a case-by-case 
basis, are also conducive to corruption. 

33. To reduce the adverse effects of the ~ystem of proted:ion, 
it is suggested here that the partial measures presently applied be 
replaced by general measures. This could be accomplished by adopting 
a higher exchange rate that would permit reducing, and ultimately 
elim.inating, quantitative impo:rt restrictions and limiting the variety 
of aids to exports. Apart from the r ebate of indirect taxes on material 
inputs used in export goods , which is not a genuine subsidy, the relnain
ing export subsidies should be consolidated into one providing equal 
protection on value added in all export i ndustries , The same principle 
is applicab le to imports. 
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34. This scheme would have the advantage of providing approx
imately equal incentives to all industrial activities, thereby inducing 
specialization according to comparative advantage. It would especially 
help industries that use chiefly domestic goods since a deva luation 
would raise their costs to a lesser extent than for industries relying 
on imported inputs . Additional protection could be provided t t> infant 
industries in the form of tariffs and subsidies, but thes e should be given 
on a temporary basis. 

35. Furthermore , the Government should assure tha t divereences 
between domestic and foreign prices be avoided in the future. In the 
absence of a slowdown in the rate of inflation, this objective can be 
accomplished by adopting a system of flexible. exchange rates or devalu· 
ing in frequent intervals, as is done in s.::v-:.ral Latin American countries. 

36. The se recommenda tions provide general objectives for the 
policy of protection in Ko1·ea. Needless to say, the speed of progress 
toward these objectives will depend on political and other fa ctors. The 
ideal solution would be if the extent of the devaluation recorn....-nended on 
the basis of short-term balance of payment c onsiderations were such 
aEJ to permit r eforming the system of protection. Should this not be 
possible, a tempo::ary svlution might be to unify export subsidies and 
to repla ce quantitative i mport restrictions by an import surtax. T he 
l atte r measure would have to be extended, however, to industrial 
materials and machinery so as to avoid providing incentives for the 
use of thc o3 e imports. 

Policy Recommendations for the Longer Term: The Svstem of Planninz_ 

37. By avo:.ding a divergence between domestic and foreign prices, 
Korea c an ensure that the balance of paytner1ts deficits in the Third Five
Year Plan do not exceed the expected net foreign capita l inflow . '.Chis 
statement refle cts the vi ew that the Korean econor:.'ly possesses suificient 
flexibiBty to reallocate :resources in response to price incentives, i.e., 
exports and the production o:£ im port-competing gc :>ds will increase if 
the domestic value of foreign currencies rises relative to movements of 
dmnestic prices anti vice versa. 

38. In othe r words, while the foreign ex change gap is dominant 
in r.nany underdeveloped countries where the transformation of domestic 
savings into investment via expo1·ts and im.port cubst:.::Ution encounters 
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difficulties, in its present state of development Korea could avoid 
this problem. In this respect, then, Korea would resemble developed 
countries, such as France and Norway, where projections of imports 
and exports are of little importance, and balance of payments equilibrium 
is ensured through exchange rate changes. 

39. In this connection, it should be noted that the fear of increases 
in the share of exports and imports in GNP is largely unwarranted. It 
is the share of not rather than gross exports (imports) that is relevant, 
since Korea, being poor in natural resources, has to rely on the pro
cessing of imported znaterials that raise the rate of gross exports 
(imports) to GNP. Also, if Korea increasingly engages in subcontracting 
as suggested below, gross trade shares' will rise to a considerable 
extent, but increases in net shares will 0t: n"luch ·small-er . 

40. A corollary of this view is that participation in the inter
national division of the production process reduces the usefulness of 
projecting groes exports and imports. Moreover, as partial measures 
and quantitative targets are increas i ngly replaced by price incentives, 
there is need for a change in emphasis in planning, with increasing 
attention given to limitations of domestic resources, i.e., the avail
ability of capital a,nd labor. 

41. We have noted that the share of foreign saving in C.cmestic 
investments has l'isen in rcce1~t years and that its present share in gross 
investment cannot be maintained. High levels of investment thus neces
sitate increasing the r ate of saving. The Third Five - Year Plan envisages 
such a1~ increase and c alculates with a marginal saving ratio of 30%. 
To attain such a high ratio, appropriate pclicies will have to be devised, 
especially in view of the relatively poor record of p1·ivate saving in 
recent years. 

42. The private saving ratio (private saving as a proportion of 
disposable income after taxes} has declined from a peak of 14% in J. 966, 
and the marginal ratio hardly has exceed 12o/o in 1-)68. To remedy the 
situation, it would be necessary to take measures that wm:ud ensure 
raising the rate of public as well as private saving and channeling these 
funds into investment. The need for higher ca)ital/labo~ ratios to 
increase productivity underlines the importance of these objectives. 

43. It is suggested here that EPB undertake a study on the 
determinants of saving, the role of financial intel"meJiaries, and the 
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possibilities for self-financing. The EPB should also advise the Deputy 
Prime Minister on the desirability of raising public saving through 
increased taxation, as well as on the possible need of establishing 
new financial institutions, or transforming old ones, in order to improve 
the channeling of savings into investment. Finally, in the Third Five
Year Plan, several variants should be worked out based on different 
assumptions concerning saving by farmers, individuals. business and 
government. 

4.4. Emphasis need further be given to the availability of labor. 
skilled and un.skilled. for manufacturing industry and the tertiary 
sector. In the po..st, this labor was proviced from the ranks of the unerrl
ployed and undere1nployed as well as from agriculture . Shortages of 
skilled labor h ave arisen in recent years and the. rapid growth of urba..,_ 
en"lployment has also impinged on the supply of unskilled labor. But 
while tl1ese iln!.Jalanc:ea have been mainly of a short-term. chara cter, 
in the period of the Third Five - Year Plan a more pe1·n1.anent shortage 
of labor may develop unless appropriate measures are taken to alleviate 
it. 

45. Agriculture being an important source of labor for manufac 
turing and the tertiary sector, considerable emphC'.sis should b0 give!1 
to raising agricultural productivity. Such a policy, involving n1.echaniza
tion and t he provision of fartilizer and lime, would further serve the 
desired objective of red1.1cing urba n- rural income differences. The 
provision of adequate housing in urban areas would also encourage t...~e 

transfer of labor while increased oprortunities provided for labor 
training can assure an adequate supply of skilled -..vorkers. The latter 
purpose could be served by raising the amount of subsidy to firms 
engaged in labor training. 

Some I:xmlications of the Policy Recom.men.dations 

· 46. The application of these policy recomrnendations would 
entail the increased use of the price incentives and a lessening of 
Government intervention in private industry. Increased reliance was 
based on the market mechanism imrr~c:diately following the 1964 refor:n. 
But in recent years, Goverr.u:nent intervention has been on the increase, 
in large part because of the application of special mee?.sures in lieu of 
devaluation. 
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4 7. With the increased sophistication of an industrializing 
economy, however, direct measures become increasingly inadequate 
in economic policy-making. This has been understood even in socialist 
countries, such as Hungary and Czechoslovakia, which try to introduce 
price incentives and decentralize decision-making. In Korea, there is 
need to reverse the tendency of Government intervention in private 
industry, and to increase reliance on n'larket forces • . , -48. Greater reliance on price incentives would contribute to 
specialization according to comparative a.dvantage and thus ensure 
reducing the domestic cost of earning or saving foreign exchange. The 
lessening of Government intervention and the replacement of special 
measures by general provisions· would also decrease uncertainty in 
private inG.ustry and reduce the effort necessary to comply with present 
regulations. The growth perfor1nance of the Korean econ01ny would 
benefit as a result. 

49. It is not suggested that the Governme~t abdicate its respon
sibilities in developing basic industries. It has to provide overhead 
facilities and to decide on bulky investments, such as the steel plant, 
where the risk and uncertainties involved are lik~ly to preclude private 
inveotments. But such decisions should also be made on the basis of 
economic calculus. Furthermore, special incentives to infant industries, 
such as m.achinery and equipment, should be provided on an across-the
board. basis rather than bonefiting one firm at the expense cf others. 
Such incentives should be given for a limited time period and on a digres
sive scale, dctermiued in advance. 

50. 'While avoiding intervention in the affairs of individual firms, 
it would be useful if the EPB would organize industry cmnmittees with 
the participation of government, private business, and tne banks to 
discuss trends of i lidustrial development in the period of the Third Five
Year Phn, ·with special attention to ·~he i11te1·dependence of industries 
and their export prospects. In the case of staP-dardized products, fore
casts should be mad:.:! on market possibilities abroad. In other industries, 
projections are increasingly difficult but tbe Government could help in 
sponsoring market studies, trade fairs, etc. SbJ.dies on the c01nparative 
advantage of individual industries can also be helpful; such studies would 
be carried out under my s1.1pervision for the EPB. 
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51. Moreover, Korea should utilize its possibilities for parti
cipating in the international division of the production process by way 
of subcontracting. Subcontracting ensures markets for domestic 
products and also brings in foreign technology. The proposed estab
lishment of a free trade port represents an important step in this 
direction, but ftu·ther measures would have to be taken to encourage 
the expansion of subcontracting. 

52. Export possibilities are also related to the policy followed 
c·oncet•ning direct foreign investn1ent. Such investments offer advantage 
to Korea by making available foreign capital, technological know-how, 
and market inform.ation. NevertheleE:ls, in order to avoid the alienation 
of important branches of industries, it would.be desirable to follow a 
policy of jc~TI~ own~rship, which has been applied with much success 
in Mexico. 

1 

• .. 
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TO: 
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SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Andrew Kamarck DATE: October 17, 1969 

Koichi Mer~onomics of Urbanization Division 
CT 201 

Doxiadis-SDC Ekistics Applications Program ( 0 ( 

1. I attended a Doxiadis-System Development Corporation Ekistics 
Applications Program on Thursday 9 and Saturday 11 October in accordance 
with your decision on Mr. Westebbe's memorandum of October 2. Mr. William 
Clark was also present. 

2. This particular program was tailored to chief executives and 
senior management concerned with urban problems in the U.S.A. I have 
made the following assessments on the desirability of the Bank Group's 
involvement with the Doxiadis-SDC Program on the basis of my attendance 
at the Program and my reading of the outline of the program they have 
proposed for the IDB. 

Evaluation 

3. Dr. C.A. Doxiadis was able to assemble first-rate speakers in 
relevant fields: Every significant field relating to urban planning was 
covered, including geography, anthropology, city planning, technology, 
business and government. 

4. Although the program provided provocative talks from invited 
speakers on social and institutional problems, the core presentation by 
the Doxiadis-SDC group was confined to physical planning. The process 
of arriving at a planning solution for a particular city (in this case 
the Detroit metropolitan area) was presented as an illustration. Social 
and political considerations were mentioned. But, the plan, which is 
typically physical, did not reflect deeper thoughts on socio-economic
political considerations. For example, the plan presented the distribution 
of population density over the area, but did not specify which people would 
live where and did not adequately cover how economic and social incentives 
could be used so that such a pattern of density could be achieved. 

5. The process of arriving at a solution was presented, in my view, 
in a dishonest way. Because of the nature of the problem many decisions 
must rely on subjective value judgment and imperfect knowledge. But this 
was not presented explicitly. Instead, the Doxiadis-SDC people presented 
the case with such preliminary remarks as "The analysis told us that ••• " 
or "The computer gave us the following answer ••. ''· 



Mr. Andrew Kamarck - 2 - October 17, 1969 

6. A three-day program such as the one given by the Doxiadis-SDC 
is a useful and effective introduction to urbanization problems and 
analysis for chief executives. 

7. 
program. 
would be 
speakers 

However, there is no need to have the Doxiadis-SDC organize the 
There are a number of alternatives open as to how such a program 

organized and by whom. What is essential is to have first-rate 
on the subjects selected. 

8. For junior staff directly involved in urban problems, I would 
not recommend a program such as the one proposed for IDB. This is because 
the fundamental techniques and methods of analysis to be presented are 
already well known to the junior staff and any additional techniques and 
methods that might be learned would be of doubtful usefulness for the 
Bank Group, i.e., an over-reliance on sophisticated analysis methods such 
as systems analysis and excessive orientation to physical problems as 
opposed to economic problems. 

KMera:bhn 

cc: Mr. W. Clark (through Mr. A. Kamarck) 
Mr. R. Westebbe 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mro Robert So McNamara DATE: October 24 1969 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Irving s. Friedman 

The Fund's Reserves 

The Fund maintains a General Reserve and a Special Reserve. 

Special. Reserve: 

The Special Reserve was created in response to t~e chronic problem 
whieh the Fund had in the first decade of its existence of a net loss in 
each fiscal year except 1948 because of administrative expenseso In 1956 
it was decided to sell the equivalent of approximately $200 million in 
gold to the u.s. tor dollars and to invest the proceeds in U.Go Treasury 
billso Subsequently this authorization vas extended to investment in 
longer-term u.s. securities . The income from thi3 investment made it 
possible for the Fund to eliminate its accumulated deficit by November 
1957. However , the Executive Directors of the Fund decided , in 1957 , to 
provide a reserve towards meeting possible future deficits of the same 
character as that tor which the program had been undertaken in the first 
place , namely administrative deficits. The decision was rather general 
in that it stipulated that the amount of gold sold for investment would 
be such as to produce an amount of income reasonably related to the purpose 
of the investment o Any administrative deficit for any fiscal year of the 
Fund is to be written off as against this Special Reserve . The investment 
was increased over time and reached $Boo million in 1960 . As of September 
30 , 1969 the balance in the Special Reserve amounte~ to $331 , 393, 782. 

General Reserve : 

A~ter the elimination of the Fund's cumulative deficit , the Fund 
established a General Reserve to which its net income for any year could 
be placed. In accordance with the Fund's request the Board of Governors 
must determine annually what part of the Fund's net income shall be placed 
to reserve and what , if any , shall be distributed. For each fiscal year 
from 1958 through 1967 the Fund's net income was placed to the General 
Reserve . For fis cal years 1968 and 1969 part of the year ' s net income was 
allocated t o the General Reserve and the remainder was distributed to member 
countries at the rate of 1~ of the amount by which the Fund's holdings of 
member country's currency during the relevant fiscal year was l ess than 75% 
ot a meMber's quota. In effect this meant a distribution to those countries 
which were the equivalent of creditor countries in the Fund , because their 
currencies had been used to make Fund transactions . In the terms of the 
Fund these were countries with super-gold tranche dr awings . When the Fund 
established the General Reserve it did not adopt any decisions specifying 
th~ use to which it could be put . As of April 30 , 1969 the bal ance of the 
General Reserve amounted to $324 , 646 , 839 . ¥lith the provisional addition of 
net income for the ~i ve months ending September 30 ~ 1969 • the balance in t he 
General Reserve amounted to $350 1944 ,131. 

Under the amer.ded Articles of the Fund the Board of Governors will 
have the authority to transfer to the General Reserve all or part of the 
Special Reserve. 



Mr . Robert S. McNamara - 2- October 24 1969 

The ~uestion as to the uses to which the General Reserve might be 
used in the future remains largely a question of policy as well as law. 
In this connection it might be noted that losses of a capital or principal 
character could tbeoretical.ly be charged again.~t the General Reserve • but 
realistic examples of such losses are difficult to imagine since the 
relation between the Fund and the members is calculated in terms of gold 
and each member is obliged to maintain the value of the Fund's holdings 
of its currency in terms of goldo Thus 0 at any time, the Fund is auto
matically guaranteed against losses resulting f r om currency depreciation 
or devaluationo Even when a borrowing or "drawing" country does not 
repurchs.cc its own currency and replaces it with other currencies , the 
Fund continues to hold the currenc,y of the orieinal purchasing member, 
and thus , because of the gold equivalent gurura.ntee, its total assets 
remain unchanged. 

This note was prepared in consultation with Fund staff. 

MJy I add the thought it is quite possible that part of this General 
Reserve could be invested in World Bank bonds . Presumably the Fund could 
be influenced by the liquidity of such bonds and the existence of a gold 
equivalent guarantee . The F\Uld ' s assets are completely fungible since they 
consist of currencies derived from a multitude of transactions including 
original contributions o 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr . Robert So McNamara DATE: October 24 1969 

Irving So Friedman 

The Fund's Reserves 

The Fund maintains a General Reserve and a Special Reserve . 

Special Reserve: 

The Special Reserve was created in response to the chronic problem 
which the Fund had in the first decade of its existence of a net loss in 
each fiscal year except 1948 because of administrative expenses . In 1956 
it was decided to sell the equivalent of approximately $200 million in 
gold to the u.s . for dollars and to invest the proceeds i n UoSo Treasury 
Bills . Subsequently this authorization was extended to investment in 
longer- term u.s. securities . The income from this investment made it 
possible for the Fund to eliminate its accumulated deficit by November 
l957o However , the Executive Directors of the Fund decided , in 1957, to 
provide a reserve towards meeting possible future deficits of the same 
character as that for which the program had been undertaken in the first 
place , namely administrative deficitso The decision was rather general 
in that it stipulated that the amount of gold sold for investment would 
be such as to produce an amount of income reasonably related to the purpose 
of the investment. Any administrative deficit for any fiscal year of the 
Fund is to be written off as against this Special Reserve . The investment 
was increased over time and reached $800 million in l960 o As of September 
30, 1969 the balance in the Special Reserve amounted to $331,393 , 782o 

General Reserve 

After the elimination of the Fund 1 s cumulative deficit , the Fund 
established a General Reserve to which its net income for any year could 
be placed. In accordance with the Fund1 s request the Board of Governors 
must determine annually what part of the Fund ' s net income shall be placed 
to reserve and what , if any, shall be distributed. For each fiscal year 
from 1958 through 1967 the Fundfs net income was placed to the General 
Reserve . For fiscal years 1968 and 1969 part of the year's net income was 
allocated to the General Reserve and the remainder was distributed to member 
countries at the rate of 1~% of the amount by which the Fund1 s holdings of 
memberJ~ies during the relevant fiscal year was less than 75% of a 
members quota. In effect this meant a distribution to those countries 
which were the equivalent of creditor countries in the Fund , because their 
currencies had been used to make Fund transactionso In the terms of the 
Fund these were countries with super- gold tranche drawingso When the Fund 
established the General Reserve it did not adopt any decisions specifying 
the use to which it could be put . As of April 30, 1969 the balance of the 
General Reserve amounted to $324,646,839 . With the provisional addition of 
net income for the five months ending September 30, 1969, the balance in the 
General Reserve amounted to $350,944,131. 

Under the amended Articles of the Fund the Board of Governors will 
have the authority to transfer to the General Reserve all or part of the 
Special Reserve. 
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Mro Robert s. McNamara 

----..... Tt:';' question eral Reserve might be 
used ~ the future remain question of policy In this connection it 
might be noted that losses a capital or principal character could 
theoretically be charged against the General Reserve, but realistic 
examples of such losses are difficult to imagine since the relation between 
the Fund and the members is calculated in terms of gold and each member is 
obliged to maintain the value of the Fund's holdings of its currency in 
terms of gold. Thus, at any time, the Fund is automatically guaranteed 
against losses resulting from currency depreciation or devaluation. Even 
when a borrowing or "drawing" country does not repurchase its own currency 
and replaces it with other currencie~1 the Fund continues to hold the 
currenc~ of the~riginal-purchasing member, and thus, its total 
assets & main unchangedo " 

This note was prepared in consultation with Fund staffo 



D R A F T 

To : Mr . Robert S . McNamara 

From: Irving S . Friedman 

Subject: The Fund ' s Reserves 

The Fund maintains a General Reserve and a Special Reserve . 

Special Reserve: 

The Special Reserve was created in response to the chronic problem 

which the Fund had in the first decade of its 

a net loss in each fiscal year ~cept 1948"\ 

existence or its existenee of 

In 19:- it was .decided to sell 

the equivalent of approximately $200 million in gold to the U. S . for dollars 

and to invest the proceeds in U. S . Treasury Bills . Subsequently this 

authorization was extended to investment in longer term U. S . securities . 

The income from this investment made it possible for the Fund to eliminate 

its accumulated deficit by November 1957 . However, the Executive Directors 

of the Fund decided, in 1957 , to provide a reserve towards meeting possible 

future deficits of the same character as that for which the program had been 

undertaken in the first place , namely administrative deficits . The decision 

was rather general in that it stipulated that the amount of gold sold for 

investment would be such as to produce an amount of income reasonably related 

to the purpose of the investment . Any administrative deficit for any fiscal 

year of the Fund is to be written off as against this Special Reserve . The 

investment was increased over time and reached $800 million in 1960 . As of 

September 30 , 1969 the balance in the Special Reserve amounted to $331 , 393 , 782 . 
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General Reserve 

After the elimination of the Fund ' s cumulative deficit, the Fund established 

a General Reserve to which its net income for any year could be placed . In 

accordance with the Fund ' s request the Board of Governors must determine annually 

what part of the Fund's net income shall be placed to reserve and what , if any , 

shall be distributed . For each fiscal year from 1958 through 1967 the Fund's 

neJt income was placed to the General Reserve . For fiscal years 1968 and 1969 

part of the year ' s net income was allocated to the General Reserve and the 

remainder was distributed to member countries at the rate of l~~ of the amount 

by which the Fund's holdings of member countries during the relevant fiscal year 

was less than 75% of members quota. In effect this meant a distribution to 
~ . ~ ._../ .r .,( . ~ those countrles whlch were the equivalent of cr editor countries in the FundJ ..;r 

In the terms of the Fund these were countri es wi th ;;n,..,""""'"'" tranche drawings . 

When the Fund established the General Reserve it did not adopt any decisions 

specifYing the use to which i t could be put . As of Apri l 30 , 1969 the balance 

of the General Reserve amounted to $324 ,646 ,839 . With the provisional 

addition of net income for the five months ending September 30 , 1969 , the balance 

in the General Reserve amounted to $350,944 ,131 . 

Under the amended Articles of the Fund the Board of Governors will have 

the authority to t t ansfer to the General Reserve all or part of the Special 

Reserve . HG.w:e:v,e r, "lne question as to the use to which the General Reserve 

might be used for the future remains a question of policy . In this connection 
a 

it might be noted that losses of/capital or principal character could theorectically 

be charged against the General Reserve , but realistic examples of such losses are 

di fficult to imagine since the relation between the Fund and the members is ... 
calculated in terms of gold and members ~e obliged to maintain the value of the .., 
Fund ' s holdings of currencie in terms of gold . 

• 
Thus , at any time , the Fund is 
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automatically guaranteed against losses resulting from 

when a member country does not repurchase , the c~ry continues to hold the 

currencies of the country ' s original purchasing member, and thus, its total 

assets remain unchanged . 

f I 



Mr. Gold 

Philina R. La.chman 

The Fund ' s Reserves 

October 23, 
1969 

The and maintains a General Reserve and Special eserve. Aft r 
a succinct description of th ir historical origin, this note describes 
the uses to which the reserves may be put in the light of the rules 
which have hitherto been applied. 

l. From the beginning of the Fund's operations up to April 30, 
1956, the Fund had a net loss in each fiscal year except 1948. As of 
April 30, 1956, the net cumulative los amounted to 14.21 million. 
On JanU&ry 25, 1956 the Executive Directors of the Fund adopted a 
decision!/ regarding "Investment of Fund's Assets", in which they 
observed that the Fund had had, and might continue to have, an exce 
of expenditure over inc e, nd held that in the interest of the inis
tration conservation of th Fund's resources, it would be ppropri te 
to raise income toward meeting the deficit . This would b chieved by 
the investment of a portion of the Fund ' s gold in such a manner that the 
Fund would be able to reacquire the same amount of gold at any time . The 

aunt of the investment would not b such as to l~it the ability of 
the Fund to .,. it r :::ources vailable to members, while at the s 
tme producing an amount of income reas 1ably related to the Fund ' s 
deficit. As the greater part of the Fund ' s administrative deficit had 
been and would continue to be in U.S. dollars, the decision provided for 
the sale of the equivalenc of pproximately $200 million in gold to the 
United States for dollars and the inves nt of the proceeds in u.s. 
Treasury Bills having not more than 93 days to run. gJ The inca e from 
this investment was used to reduce the ccumulated deficit, which was 
eliminated by love:nber 1957. After the elimination of the deficit the 
Executive Directors amplified the original decision jJ in order to provide 

re erve toward meeting possible future deficits of the same character 
as that for which the program had been undertaken in the first place . 
The latter decision stipulated that the ount of gold sold for invest
ment would be such as to pr uce an amount of income rea onably related 
to the purpose of the imestment . It also provided that the inc e frcm 
the investment earned fter October 31, 1957 would be placed to a Special 
ese~re and th t any administrative deficit for any fiscal year of the 

Fund would be written off first against this re erve . 

1/ Decision .ro. 488-(56/5 ), Selected Deci ions, Third Iss1e, pager 
112-114. 

gj Subsequently, this authorization was extended to investment in 
longer t"'rr!l u.s. Treasury securities. 

J/ Deci ion No. 7o8-(57/57 ) , November 27, 1957, Selected Decisions, 
Third Issue, pages 114,115 . 

I 
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The investment was increased from $200 million to $500 million in 
1959 and to $800 million in 196o. As of September 30, 1969 the balance 
in the Special Reserve ounted to $331,393,782 . 

2. After the elimination of the Fund's cumulative deficit, the 
Fund est blished a General Reserve to which its net inc e for any year 
could be placed. Pursuant to Article XII, Section 6(a) of the Fund ' s 
Articles, the Board of Governors must determine annually what part of 
the Fund ' s net income shall be placed to reserve and what part, if any, 
shall be distributed . For each fiscal year from 1958 through 1967, the 
Executive Directors recommended to the Bo d of Gov rnors, and the 
Governors resolved, that the Fund ' s net inc e be pl c to the Gener 
Reserve . or fiscal years 1968 and 1969 the Executive Directors recom
mended, and the Board of Governors resolved, that part of the year's net 
income be allocated to the General Reserve and that the r inder be 
distributed to member countries at the rate of l-1/ 2 per cent on 
the amount by which 75 per cent of each member ' quota had exceeded the 
average of the Fund ' s holdings of the member ' s currency during the rele
vant fiscal year. When the Fund established the Ge eral Re erve it did 
not adopt any decision specifying the uses to which it could be put . 
General principles would apply in this respect. 

As of April 30, 1969 the balance in the General Reserve ounted 
to $324,646,839. As the power to dete ine the distribution of the net 
income of the Fund is reserved to the Board of Governors, the Fund ' s net 
income is transferred provisionally to the General erve pending action 
by the Board of Governors annually . With the provisional addition of 
net income for the five months ending September 30, 1969, the balance 
in the General Reserve ounted to $350,944,131 on t t date. 

3. Frca what h been said in paragraph (1) above, 1t is clear that 
the use envisaged for the Special Reserve at its establishment s clearly 
defined as being limited to providing a reserve toward meeting possible 
future administrative deficits of the lund . In line with this limited 
purpose, the income of the investment is transferred directly to the 
Special Reserve when rec ived and does not enter into the Fund ' s net 
incane for the purpose of the provision of the Articles which authorizes 
the Board of Governors to place net income to reserve or distribute it 
among member countries in accordance with stated rules . The legal 
reasoning which led to the establishment of the investment progr would 
not justify investment s part of the substantive operations of the Fund 
or in order to raise income for the general purposes of the Fund . It 
would therefore not be possible to distribute the income of the investment 
or the Special Reserve under the provision governing distribution of net 
income. Under the amended Articles the Board of Governors will be able 
to transfer to General Reserve all or part of the Special Reserve . As 
the yield of the Fund's investment does not constitute net incace for 
the purpose of the provisions relating to the distribution of net income, 
amounts of the Special Reserve transferred to the General Reserve cannot 
be distributed under the e provisions . Amounts transferred fran Special 
to General Reserve will, however, be available to eet deficits of any 
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character, whether operational or administrative, including deficits 
resulting from the ~ent of remuneration to member in accordance 
vith the Fund ' s nded Articles (Article V, Section 9). 

With respect to the General e erve, generally accepted principle 
would indicate that this Reserve could be used to deal with contingencies 
and, in fact, various minor charges which co ld be cla.s if d in that way 
have been made in t the n r loss s of a c p ·tal or 
principal character could be c ~ ed in t the Gener e erv but 
reali tic ex les of uc lo es are difficul to ne since the 
relation between th ld nd its m bers is c culated in terms or 
gold. If there are~ losse~ of whatever ch cter lead"ng to ini -
trative deficits, they would be charg d first ag inst th Special serve 
and only after the exh u tio or tha res rve auld the e defic:t~ be 
charged ainst the General Re erve. 



FoR~ No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFI CE MEMORANDUM Personal and Confidential 

TO: Mr . Robert S . McNamara DATE: October 7 , 1969 

F ROM : Irving S . Friedman s~ 

SUBJ ECT: Conversation with President , Asian Development Bank 

I had a long personal conversation with Takeshi Watanabe and I would 
appreciate if these remarks were regarded as addressed only to you . 

1 . He has definitely decided not to accept re- appointment after the end 
of his term which expires in two years' . He had been debating leaving at 
this time but felt that this might be unfair to the Bank although he said 
he would prefer not to be there for personal reasons . 

2 . The Bank is getting started on making loans , as you know , but they 
are having trouble raising concessional money . He agreed that with the 
strengthening of the Japanese economy there might be hope in that direction 
because of the interest which the Japanese have in South East Asia . 

3. On the positive side the staff work has finally begun to show some 
fruits , as a result of which, at least , they are beginning to have some 
basis for discussions with their Executive Board and decisions . On the 
other hand his Executive Directors simply do not have enough to do and are 
keenly conscious of the unwillingness of countries, particularly the 
United States Government, not to give them the same status in terms of 
salary , etc . as Executive Directors in the Fund , the Bank , or the Inter
American Bank . 

4. The personal situation of the Executive Directors particularly 
their wives is one of boredom , unease , and frustration . The question 
of personal security has become such that no one feels safe even when 
protected by special guards . In his own case he has two guards with modern 
weapons protecting his household all the time but was not at all sure that 
these weapons would not be turned on his family at some point . There had 
been repeated instances of robbery and mugging, as well as kidnapping . The 
police cooperated with the gangsters. He also cited examples of where the 
police had been known to recover stolen goods but simply kept such goods 
without returning them to the original owners . Some wives of Executive 
Directors have simply left and refuse to stay with their husbands as long as 
they stay in Manila . Closely related is the problem of raising children in 
such an environment . 

5. They are having great difficulty in constructing a building and even 
awarding contracts . The result is they are now housed in four separate 
buildings and moving from building to building in a tropical climate is cause 
for discontent to staff and others. 

6. I believe that Watanabe has now been trying to recruit staff . The 
staff from India and Pakistan seem to be willing to accept these conditions 
but those from North America and other European countries are chronically 
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Mr . Robert S . McNamara - 2 - October 7 , 1969 

unhappy and wish to leave. Their salary structure and conditions are 
considerab ly below ours and basically unattractive . He appreciates 
that a good staff is basic for the future of his Bank. He is now trying 
to recruit more North American and European staff . 

Before the Asian Development Bank had been formed Watanabe and I 
(as well as others, of course~ had discussed at great length the ~ues tion 
of location as well as the presidency . Conditions in the Philippines 
then were s i mi lar to those at present and these difficulties could be 
foreseen but they were part of the deal of having a Japanese president 
toget her with the head~uarters in another country . 

1. I believe that the Asian Development Bank can be a major instrument 
in softening the Japanese attitude towards providing concessional aid and 
indeed helping to facilitate more assistance to IDA . If the Asian Bank , 
which comes close to being the " chosen instrument" of the Japanese , fails , 
then we may see even greater emphasis on Japanese bi l ateralism. There is , 
naturally, a cert ain competitiveness between the Asian Bank and the World 
Bank , but underneath that competition I believe there is a more fundamental 
common interest , namely to bring Japan into the family of important aid 
givers . Japan has a sense of participation in the world shared by few 
countries and when they do something it tends to be done aggressively and 
efficiently . 

It is for such reasons , as you know , that I have believed that our 
past approaches to the Japanese have been much too cautious . The amounts 
we are talking about now make much more sense. However , the failure of the 
Asian Development Bank could thrust Japan back into politically motivated or 
export orientated bilateralism as against educating the Japanese to the 
concept of development finance to provide assistance in the development 
process via multilateral channels . 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVEL OPMENT I INTERNAT IONA L BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RE CONS TRUC TI ON AND DEVE LOPM ENT 

I NTERNAT IONA L FINANCE 
CORPORA T ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mro Robert So McNamara DATE: October 2 1969 

Irving So Friedman 

6% Growth Rate 

Attached is a memorandum for your information on the 6% growth 
rate. There are a number of important policy questions raised by 
this, if we take the 6% target seriously. For example: 

(i) The Area Departments (and the Economic Committee) could be 
asked to use the 6% growth rate as an operating criterion and direct 
their analysis and estimates as to what would be necessary in a parti
cular country to get it to the 6% level -- accepting with all the 
obvious qualifications that any country that is already growing at 4% 
could reach the 6% rate by 1975 with the proper mix of national economic 
policies, investments and inflow of external finance and other resourceso 

(ii) We coul d decide to give priority in IDA allocations to 
countries that are below the 6% level compared to those over 6%, assuming 
that their economic performance was satisfactory , investment opportunities 
available and they were not purely "Bank" countries. 

(iii) Those countries that are below 4% should be given special 
attention to diagnose their particular problems and to see whether 
special prescriptions are necessaryo Mor e t hought will be given t o t his 
basic question of how t o implement the average 6% t arget rat e of growth . 

Att: 
/S{---

----
--·---· 



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL OPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOC I AT I ON RE CONS TR UC T ION AND DEV ELO PMEN T 

IN TERNAT IONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: October 1, 1969 

FROM : Andrew M. Kamarck ~ 

SUBJECT: Six Percent Growth Rate Target 

In Mr. McNamara's address to the Board of Governors, he suggested 
that an increase in t he growth rate of the developing countries "to a 
level of at least 6% is essential." This rate, 6%, also appears to be 
the rate that may be set as a minimum target in DD II. There may be 
queries as to how feasible such a growth rate may be. This is not an 
easy question to answer as one would have to establish a realistic set 
of assumptions, make a careful study of each country, etc. The follow
ing is a quick attempt to assemble some pertinent data, however. The 
1960-68 growth rates of the 90 developing countries covered in our new 
mission plans and the forecasts for 1969-74 set down in our last five
year plan exercise are summarized in the following table: 

Bank 5-yr Plan 
Rates of Growth Forecast Rates In Either 

Mission in 1960/68 of 1969/74 Period 
Classification 6% or 4% or 6% or 4% or 6% or 4% or 
of Countries more more more more more more 

(number of countries) 

"Annual" 8 22 9 22 12 27 

" Biennial " 5 18 9 17 11 20 

"Triennial" 7 14 3 12 9 20 

Total 20 54 21 51 32 67 

These figures show that 20 countries achieved a 6% rate or above 
in the 1960- 68 period. If one takes a rate of 4% or higher as indicating 
that a country that has achieved such a rate should be within striking 
distance of a 6% growth rate, then the majority of countries, 54, were 
already there during 1960- 68. 

Forecasts were made for only 58 countries, unfortunately. Of 
these, 21 are forecast to grow at 6% or more and 51 at 4% or more. 
This is not a random sample of our 90 countries (the availability of 
forecasts may be greater for the more rapidly growing countries) and, 
consequently , one cannot necessarily assume it would be legitimate to 
extrapolate that 36% of the countries are expected to grow at 6% or 
more but clearly a step-up in the rate of growth is expected in the 
next five years. 
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More importantly, only 23 countries do not show a rate of growth 
of 4% or better in either of the two periods. As some of these are 
probably due to blank forecasts, a 6% rate of GDP growth as a mlnlmum 
target to be achieved by a country during the 1970's, ceteris paribus, 
would not appear to be too unrealistic a target to set up for most 
countries. It should be noted that neither India nor Indonesia had 
reached the 4% level in 1960-68 and there are no forecasts for them. 

AMK/vhw 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINAN CE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr . Robert So McNamara DATE: September 30 1969 

Irving s. Friedman 

Possible Commodity Stabilization Resolution - African Caucus 

Hr o Kochman informed me last night that he had done his best , and 
believed that he had succeeded , in convincing the French speaking African 
countries in their recent meeting in Paris ~ to introduce a Resolution 
at this Conference calling for further studies by the Bank etc ., but 
instead to accept the decisions made as important forward steps going 
as far as the Bank could go and look t o the Bank for the implementation 
of these decisions . This , he said , vas the meaning of his cabled essage 
to you. 

He vas optimistic but not certain that this view would prevail during 
the Conference . His viewpoint was that which he had told me he would take 
before he left f or the Paris Conference . 

This might affect your opening remarks to the African Caucus . 
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Irving s. Friedman 

Possibl e Commodity Stabili zation Resolution - African Caucus 

Mr . Kochman informed me last night that he had done his best , and 
believed that he had succeeded , in convincing the French speaking African 
countries in their recent meeting in Paris B2i to introduce a Resolution 
at this Conference calling for further studies by the Bank etc ., but 
instead to accept the decisions made as important forward steps going 
as far as the Bank could go and look to the Bank for the imple entation 
of these decisions . This , he said, vas the meaning of his cabled message 
to you. 

He was optimistic but not certain that this view would prevail during 
the Conference . His viewpoint was that which he had told me he would take 
before he left for the Paris Conference . 

This might affect your opening remarks to the African Caucus . 
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: September 22, 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedm.an 

SUBJECT: Study on Export Credits from LDC 's 

I believe you will be interested in seeing the attached memorandum 
summarizing very briefly our work on export credits which has extended over 
a number of years. Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville reports on his discussions with 
Lord Aldington who has been concerned with the Indian export credit problem. 
I also had occasion to exchange views with Lord Aldington on this matter a 
few months ago. 

I am also attaching for your handy reference an earlier study on 
this matter. At that time we had more ambitious thoughts about what the 
Bank might do but it was decided to leave such thoughts out of the report 
because of other considerations, such as the then current IDA replenishment 
discussions. 

; -p 
-~ 

----

fe ident Ci ..>vt:l 



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATI ONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT I ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: llr'. Irving Friedman DATE: 3epter:J.ber 18, l969 

FROM: 1\. llespoulous- NeuvillP. ;4 IV IV· 

SUBJECT: Study on export credits from LDC 1 s s.. ~ .., ~ 

1. This note is in ans-vrer to your request on the present status 
of our study on export credits from developing countries. 

2. The Bank vras requested by ill\CTAD I to 1-Jork on suppliers 1 credit 
to and from LDC's. On suppliers' credits from LDC's, it submitted to 
UNCTAD II, on February 6, 1968, a brief report, indicating inter ali3 
that further vmrk would bo. postponed U."Yltil the completior of a first 
stage, consistin~ in a full field evaluation of eY~sting national ex1~rt 
credit schemes existing in LDC's, which had been undertaken by the UN 
Secretariat . UNCTAD II requested the Bank, jointly with the UN Secretariat, 
to continue studying this problem . 

J . The findings of the U1' Secretariat, together v-Jith their proposals 
for action , were discussed at a Round Table in Ne"t< Yor,-;: last Harch 24 t o 
2d . It apueared to the representative of the Bank , as well as to those of 
in..:urc--nce credit institutions in developed countries, that the UN Secretariat 
-vrac too ambitious in its program of action /1 and disinclined to follovr 
suggestions that it moderate its ambitions.---In order to disassociate 
ourselves ~rom the U1J ..:>ecretari'lt on this matter, •m made clP.ar to ther:t 
during the 'lound Table 'ind acc:..in ~1t the end of -pril in our comnents 
on th~ir report on the Round Table that the proposals they submitted 
to the Round Table were for their m·m a ction, and not for .joint ., CL.lon 
bet~-Jc;en the UN and the Bank. 'le, of course, vmre gl2.d to offer to 
continue our ~ssistance . 

4 . ,, similar stand 1-vas taken by the Bank last July at the summer 
session o+' the Economic 'lnd Social Council. A resolution introduced by 
the U1 Secretariat 1-vithout prior consult 'lt ion with the Bank invited the 
B..,n..k: to study the possibility of' guaranteeing medium and lone;- term 
export credits granted by LDC 1 s for purpose of facilitating the financing 
of those credits on the international private ca.pit2l market and to 
report to 2COSOC at its 49th session'. Under instructions from .Hr . 
Der:tuth, our representative at the ECOSOC session obtained that th~s 
invitation be reformulated, so that the UN Secretariat vJas asK:ed to 
prepare this study ''in consultation with t:r.e IBRD and the regional 
development banks'' • 

5. Our position, as stated to the Ui~ Jound Table, is that our 
interest is limited to exports by LDC 1 s of goods (such as capital goods) 
v;hich are to be financed through medium- term anc long- term export credits; 
although 1.;e are ready to advise the Ul 3ecretariat on all aspects of this 
problem, including export credit insurance, ~ve believe that it would be 
wiser and more eff0cti ve to concentrate on export financing . lnTe also 
stressed that it was first necessary to assess the magnitude of the problem, 
i.e . to >vhat extent actual or potenti2.l eYnorts are in fact hindered 

.l7 In particular the m: Secretariat intends to promote what s·"ems to be 
an um-vorkable world - vride ex:rort-credit insurance institution. 
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by lack of credit or insurance facilities, and to 1-rhat extent they are 
simply not competitive. The possible future role of the IJorld Bank 
would depend on a number of important factors, among which are the 
conclusions of the current reassessment of its policy touards the 
industrialization of wc·s. Direct intervention of the Bank, through the 
use of its guarantee poHer, Hould require careful preliminary studies. 

6. 1u1/or:< on this matter has been delayed since last 1\pril; the 
only staff member available for thi3 purposG, Hr. Nespoulous- :1Jeuvill·3, 
1-1as ~omrki..ng nearly full time for the Europe, 11iddle- Zast and North- Africa 
Department, until last v-reek. However, last June, Hr. Nespoulous- Neuville 
had the opportunity of discussing this problem, as concerns India, with 
the representative of the Indian delegate to the General .Heeting of the 
Berne Union in Zurich, and 1-li th Lord Ald:L"lgton, Chairman of the Board of 
lJG. tional and Grindl ays B<111;c in London, who is active :cy concerned Hi th 
this matter. 

7. ~vor'< on this problem has nou been resumed and 1-lill be carried 
on in the Develop(;l"mt li'inance Studies Group on a continuing basis . The 
assistance of the area departments would speed it. \ve intend to discuss 
in the near future 1-Jith the U1J Secretariat our respective Hork programs 
and the assistance the UN Secratariat may expect from us for their own 
studies. 
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SUMHARY 

This study !_/ by the staff of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development was prepared in response to a resolution 
adopted at Geneva in l9G4 by the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development. In accordance with the resolution, the report contains a 
discussion of the use of suppliers' credits and credit insurance as a 
means of financing imports by developing from developed countries. 
Difficulties which have arisen in connection with the use of these 
credits are identified, and some possible means of overcoming them are 
recommended. 

Intermediate and longer term suppliers' credits constitute a 
relatively new form of international finance. Although the transactions 
involved are basically private, governments on both the creditor and 
the debtor side have played an increasing role in enhancing the impor
tance of these credits, through guarantees and otherwise. 

Governments of the "creditor" countries have supported or 
promoted guarantee and credit facilities, largely in response to 
pressures for assistance from their exporting sectors, and also to 
implement their policies of export promotion and diversification. In 
the process, they have helped to increase the transfer of resources to 
developing countries. Guarantee schemes established by "debtor" coun
tries have encouraged the inflow of suppliers' credits, particularly 
when other sources of foreign capital have been limited. These arrange
ments have increased competition among sellers and progressively 
lengthened maturities, but sometimes they have also encouraged inade
quate evaluation of the quality and economic merits of the projects 
financed. 

Efforts to introduce restraints and harmonious practices at 
the national and international level have been made within the Union 
d'Assureurs des Credits Internationaux (Berne Union), the 1Uropean 
Economic Community (EEC) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD). Despite the progress towards understanding the 
problems involved, especially those resulting from the excessive indebt
esness of some debtor countries, these efforts have not yet produced 
operative arrangements which could effectively cope with unfavorable 
aspects of suppliers' credit financing. 

The growing importance of suppliers' credits, as a large com
ponent of capital flow to developing countries, is shown by the fact 
that at the end of 1965 total outstanding indebtedness on account of 
credits under guarantee approximated $6 billion, or an estimated one
sixth of the total external indebtedness of such countries. Moreover, 

!_/ It should be noted that this is a staff study and does not purport 
to represent the views of the Executive Directors of the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development, or of the 
Governments which appointed or elected them. 
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because of the shorter maturities of such credits, payments to service 
them represent a much higher proportion of the outstanding amount than 
the ratio of service payments to total debt. 

Many economic, technical and political factors have contrib
uted to the growing importance of suppliers' credits. In developing 
countries, industrialization policies have often been accompanied by 
markedly nationalistic and at times non-orthodox domestic financial, 
trade and exchange policies. These and other factors, combined with 
the specialized nature of projects, and frequently their small size, 
have tended to induce borrowers to turn to the most readily available 
sources of financing. In the capital exporting countries, the emerg
ence of excess capacity to produce capital goods and more easily 
available financial resources have contributed to the growth of sup
pliers' credits, with the encouragement of the export and balance of 
payments policies of governments. Both in developing and industrial
ized countries, suppliers' credits have conveniently replaced private 
institutional and market financing, which had been disrupted by war and 
controls. In practice, other alternatives have not been readily 
accessible on a sufficient scale. This has been true of international 
institutional lending, not only because of its limited scope, but be
cause its use has often been inhibited by the poor quality of many 
projects and the inadequate creditworthiness and unsatisfactory eco
nomic policies of potential borrowing countries. 

A minority of the countries for which information is available 
made excessive use of suppliers' credits. On the debtor side~ the 
main factors included highly protective practices - whether deliberate 
or not- associated with protracted inflationary policies; non-existent, 
limited or ineffective control by the authorities over the assumption 
of these credits; inadequate preoccupation of the central authorities 
with the economic soundness or the quality of the projects financed; 
inadequate debt management policies; and, in a few cases, active induce
ments to obtain suppliers' credits because of the practical unavail
ability of other foreign resources. On the creditor side, excessive 
granting of suppliers' credits resulted from emphasis on commercial and 
balance of payments policies; successful pressures on governments by 
various domestic sectoral interests; and an excessive reliance on the 
legal aspects of guarantees granted by the debtor countries. Inadequate 
knowledge of the indebtedness of receiving countries, and limited 
effectiveness of international cooperation among creditor countries, 
were contributing factors. 

In a number of cases the use of suppliers' credits has involved 
costly consequences for the developing countries. The beneficial 
effects normally expected from competition among suppliers and from the 
guarantee schemes have not always materialized. In some cases, alter
native sources of supply were unknown or practically inaccessible. In 
other cases the desire of the supplier to cover himself against risks 
not protected by the guarantees, or the absence of guarantees on either 
side, resulted in high effective interest costs. In a broader sense, 
there were costs in the form of distortions in the use of domestic re
sources, which frequently had an adverse effect on the receiving 
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country's debt serv1c1ng capacity. Costs were also involved whenever 
the pressures on the balance of payments, generated by excessive 
indebtedness due to these credits and other loans, made rescheduling 
operations unavoidable. These debt crises had adverse effects on the 
creditworthiness of the countries concerned and thus on their access 
to foreign finance, including suppliers' credits. 

One conclusion derived from the available evidence is that 
suppliers' credits have made a useful contribution to the flow of capi
tal to developing countries and that they will continue to play a 
significant role as a form of finance, particularly in manufacturing 
industry. It also appears, however, that the effectiveness of these 
credits could be enhanced by arrangements aimed at preventing or mini
m1z1ng improper uses. Creditor and debtor countries, as well as 
international organizations, have an important role to play in achieving 
this result. 

An important precondition is the prov1s1on of adequate and 
reliable information on these credits and on the indebtedness of de
veloping countries in general. A recent joint OECD-World Bank agree
ment for improvements in the reporting system of creditor countries 
should contribute to that end. Major progress, however, depends on the 
efforts of developing countries in providing information on their total 
indebtedness, the term structure of external debt, and the ulitization 
of suppliers' credit. 

The pursuit of balanced foreign debt policies by developin~ 
countries, based on sound economic and financial policies, would mini
mize distortions in private decisions of their residents and enhance the 
preparedness of foreign governments or institutions to lend to them. 
Sound debt management requires judicious use of prior authorization 
procedures and budgetary controls on the contracting of suppliers' 
credits by private parties and credits by public or semi-public agen
cies. The aim should be to give top priority to sound. economic projects, 
particularly those which improve the debt servicing capacity, and to 
assure that public sector pro,j ects are of sufficiently hip;h quality to 
warrant international institutional financing. Developing countries 
could avail themselves of the opportunity they have, through their 
regular contacts with international organizations, to obtain technical 
assistance on these matters wherever possible. 

It is desirable that creditor countries agree on suitable 
forums to strengthen their joint efforts towards (i) harmonizing com
mercial and financial practices and (ii) formulating more purposeful 
policies in respect of suppliers' credits within the framework of their 
foreign aid policy. In administering guarantee schemes, emphasis should 
be placed by creditor countries on the quality of the projects financed 
and on the impact of proposed credits on the total indebtedness and the 
debt servicing capacity of receiving countries. 
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Effective international coordination in regard to individual 
debtor countries would reduce certain costs and excesses which have 
resulted from the use of suppliers 1 credits in the past. To promote 
wider competition among suppliers, consideration could be given to the 
possibility that existing international organizations, which have 
experience in these matters, act as channels of information to their 
member countries on the interest of a developing country in receiving 
suppliers 1 credits for a particular project. Preventive action against 
the recurrence of debt crises could be undertaken through groups of 
creditors -either existing consortia or consultative groups, or ad hoc 
groups of the type of existing '' clubs.' ' 

Two additional steps might be considered by creditor and 
debtor countries. Further studies in depth of the experience of 
individual countries with suppliers 1 credits should throw more light on 
the entire problem. In creditor countries, suitable arrangements might 
be considered which would aim at an appropriate separation of the 
financin~ and commercial aspects of the sales of capital goods, placing 
greater emphasis on the use of financial credits. This might tend to 
give the buyer a wider selection of suppliers, both within and among 
countries of origin. 



I. ORIGIN AND SCOPE OF STUDY 

This study has been prepared by the staff of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) in response to a 
resolution adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel
opment (UNCTAD) at its initial session held in Geneva in March-June, 
1964. The illiCTAD resolution !/ recommended that the Bank be invited, 
among other things, 

"to make a study of the use (actual and potential) and terms of 
suppliers' credits and credit insurance ... for financing exports 
from developed to developing countries, taking account of the 
capacity of the latter to repay and of other effects on their 
economies and balance of payments .•• to identify the difficulties 
which arise or may arise, in particular as regards debt service, 
and to consider solutions ... (and) to submit the study to the 
United Nations ... together with any appropriate recommendations." 

In addition to the role of suppliers' credits and credit 
insurance in financing exports from developed to developing countries, 
the Bank was invited under the resolution to consider their effects 
'' on competition between the exports of developing and developed coun
tries" and to consider such credits and credit insurance "as a means of 
financing trade between the developing countries." This second aspect 
of suppliers' credits is quite different in nature from the first. 
Suppliers' credits from developed countries to developing countries 
indeed affect not only competition between exports of the two types of 
countries in third markets, but also competition within the domestic 
markets of the developing countries themselves. The present report, 
for reasons of priority, limits itself to the problems involved in the 
use of suppliers' credits as a financial resource to augment the supply 
of goods from developed countries to t he developing countries. The 
financing of sales, both domestically and for export, of the manufac
turing industries of the developing countries is a broad sub,ject to 
which the Bank pays constant attention in connection with its concern 
for the development of its member countries, but it has not been pos 
sible to include it within the scope of the present report. 

The subject of suppliers' credits and their effects on the 
economies of developing countries has been a matter of continuing 
interest to the World Bank for many years. As early as September 1954, 
at the Ninth Annual Meeting of its Board of Governors in Washington, 
D.C., the President of the Bank recognized the usefulness of suppliers' 
credits. He noted, however, that a transition was in process from a 
sellers' to a buyers' market in the international availability of 
capital equipment, and observed that "a competitive race is developing 
among suppliers all over the world, " taking the form "not only of 

!1 The full text of the resolution and of a related draft recommen
dation proposed by Spain and Tunisia are found in Annex I. No 
vote was taken on the latter recommendation, though the resolution, 
which was adopted without dissent, specified that the observations 
contained in it were to be taken into account. 
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competition in terms of price, quality, and delivery date, but also 
competition in the offer of medium-term suppliers' credits." He called 
attention particularly to certain unsound tendencies that were setting 
in: "Suppliers' credits, I need hardly say, are an appropriate type of 
international financing when applied to the proper transactions. But 
they can be misused and over-used, and there is some disturbing evidence 
that this is happening - too much credit given under the pressure of 
competition, sometimes on inappropriate terms and for the wrong 
purposes." Summarizing the undesirable effects of inappropriate and 
excessive use of such credits, the President of the Bank pointed out 
that "an excessive use of short or medium-term credit must necessarily 
diminish a country's access to long-term capital funds. In short, the 
indiscriminate use of credit of this kind may increase the costs of 
development, may interrupt the continuity of effort, may upset the 
balance of investment, and may make the goals of investment harder, and 
not easier, to reach." 

In subsequent years, the importance of suppliers' credits as 
a form of international finance has increased considerably. From a 
broad international point of view, this has induced a large transfer of 
real resources from developed to developing countries and has made an 
important contribution to the economic growth of the latter, particu
larly in the industrial sectors. The increase in the total flow of 
short and medium-term credits was accompanied, however, by a number of 
undesirable features and consequences which have adversely affected not 
only a number of developing countries but also creditor countries. For 
various economic, political and institutional reasons, the assumption 
of debt on credits of this type has been distributed unevenly; in 1965 
a relatively small group of debtor countries has accounted for a large 
proportion of the total. For some of these countries, refinancing 
arrangements have been necessary because of their excessive annual debt 
service obligations. In the process, their borrowing capacity has been 
encumbered, and the flow of suppliers' credits themselves has been sub
jected to limitations. In addition, in these and other debtor countries, 
the circumstances under which some suppliers' credits were contracted 
made them unduly costly in terms of distortions in the utilization of 
real domestic resources, as well as from the financial point of view. 
These developments have induced both debtor countries individually and 
creditor countries as groups to introduce certain restraints on a 
national or international basis, to mitigate such undesirable effects. 
These measures have not always been effective, however, or even fully 
implemented. 

The ~uiding concept of the World Bank staff in examining the 
role of suppliers' credits can be stated simply: on the one hand, full 
advantage should be taken of the forces that impel the flow of such 
finance; at the same time, there is need to tailor this flow to the 
requirements of sound economic development and to the total flow of 
international capital and the debt situation of receiving countries. 
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The report considers first the nature and evolution of sup
pliers' credits. It then examines the purposes of the various facili
ties for granting and incurring such credits. It considers their 
advantages when properly used, and analyzes the problems arising from 
excesses and unsound practices. Finally, it makes certain recommenda
tions aimed at mitigating the problems, while retaining the advantages 
of this type of international finance. 

The report deals with certain substantive aspects of suppli
ers' credits on which adequate information is available. It also makes 
appropriate policy proposals, based on findings regarding the use of 
such credits in the context of the over-all capital flows from indus
trialized to developing countries. The preparation of this report has 
been closely coordinated with a related study by the United Nations 
(Export Credit and Development Financing, 67.II.D.l). That study 
provides an analytical and historical review of the nature and opera
tions of existing national systems and international arrangements 
regarding the granting of export credit and credit insurance, and a 
discussion of the main problems involved in the use of these techniques 
for expanding the availability of foreign resources for development 
financing. Some parts of the United Nations' study have been incorpo
rated in the appended annexes, which provide further details on certain 
aspects of questions dealt with more generally in the main part of the 
report: 

Annex I- Text of the UNCTAD resolution on suppliers' credits 
and of the related recommendation proposed by Spain and Tunisia. 

Annex II - Summary of statement on the general evolution of 
export credit and export credit insurance systems (from U.N. Document 
67 .II.D.l, ''Export Credit and Development Financing"). 

Annex III - Summary of characteristics of export credit insur
ance and private export credit in various industrialized countries. 

Annex IV - Account of institutions and arrangements for co
operation among creditor countries. 

Annex V- Some aggregate statistics on suppliers' credits. 

In carrying out the analysis for this study, the World Bank 
staff has had the benefit of studies and inquiries conducted by such 
international agencies as the Bank for International Settlements and 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, as well as 
the United Nations Secretariat. Several of the annexes draw heavily on 
materials available as a result of studies by these agencies. 
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II. HAIN FEATUR8S OF SUPPLIERS' CREDITS AND CREDIT INSURANCE 
AND THEIR EVOLUTION 

Nature of Suppliers' Credits and Credit Insurance~/ 

The concern of the illlCTAD resolution, in requesting a study 
of "suppliers' credits and credit insurance ... for financing exports 
from developed to developing countries," has been interpreted as re
lating to credits granted by private parties to finance exports, as 
well as with their official support through systems of special financ
ing facilities and credit insurance. In essence, the credits arise in 
connection with the commercial sales activities of private parties. 
They are granted directly by suppliers in the developed countries to 
customers in the developing countries, which may be private parties or 
public or semi-public agencies. Such credits may, of course, be 
extended out of the resources of the suppliers themselves or out of 
funds borrowed by them from banks for their general business activity 
or for the specific export transactions involved. ~/ 

Although the transactions underlying suppliers' credits are 
normally carried out for business reasons, even where one of the two 
parties (particularly on the debtor side) is not a private entity, the 
public authorities in the countries concerned are usually associated 
with the credits in various ways. Broadly speaking, the derr,ree of 
governmental participation in suppliers' credits has increased along 
with their growing importance as a form of international finance. On 
the creditor side, the interest of the public authorities and the 
measures they have adopted have been based essentially on commercial 
and balance of payments considerations. The interests of private sup
pliers in maintaining or improving their competitive positions abroad 
have frequently coincided with the broad ob,jectives of export promotion, 
diversification and foreign payments policies of their governments. 
This has induced the adoption of various arrangements, either public or 
with government support, to augment the flow of exports financed by 
suppliers' credits. The most important are special export credit or 

l/ For fuller details, see Annex III. 

~/ There is a different form of international finance, which in many 
respects is similar to suppliers' credits. In this case, the 
credit received by the purchaser in the developing country is 
granted by a private bank or financial institution in a developed 
country, rather than directly by the supplier. This form of 
finance, which has appeared recently, is usually referred to as 
' 'buyers' credits'' or "financial credits. " Because of the limited 
experience with these credits and the scarcity of information 
about the, they are not covered systematically in the main body of 
this report. Some of their institutional aspects, however are des
cribed in some detail in Annex III. 
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refinancing facilities, and export credit guarantee schemes. The need 
for the first category of facilities was felt especially when the 
national banking and financial systems were ill-equipped to finance 
this type of credit; the latter schemes have aimed basically at protec
ting the supplier against a variety of risks resulting from the fact 
that payment was on a term basis. 

On the debtor side as well, government intervention in sup
pliers' credi ts has had a variety of purposes. On the one hand , limi
tations on the availability of foreign exchange required to make their 
economic development policies effective have induced governments to 
help their own residents obtain suppliers' credits by granting guaran
tees, both for the debt service in local currency and for the foreign 
exchange transfer. On the other hand, public authorities have some
times introduced controls on suppliers' credits or required prior 
authorizations. This has been done to channel foreign resources into 
desired economic sectors, and to protect the balance of payments 
position by preventing the acceptance of unduly onerous conditions, 
particularly with respect to interest rates and repayment terms. Both 
controls and guarantees have been applied in varying degrees by differ
ent countries, and often by the same country at different times. The 
application of these arrangements has not always insured fulfillment of 
the purposes for which they have been introduced. Public authorities 
have intervened most directly in connection with suppliers' credits 
when an excessive debt burden has led to their rescheduling , because of 
the fact that the agreed refinancing arrangements have transformed the 
credits into government - to- government loans. Usually, limitations on 
the contraction of new suppliers' credits have also been agreed upon. 

An important factor in the expansion of medium and long-term 
private export credits in a number of countries has been the availa
bility of refinancing facilities provided by central banks or public 
institutions. !/ In addition, public agencies in a number of countries 
provide joint financing with private firms for exports. In other cases, 
the blending of public and private initiative occurs through a mixing 
of resources from t he two sectors in the same institution , which in 
turn may be publ ic or private. 

In addit i on t o financing facilities, creditor countries have 
provided export cr edit insurance to cover non-comnercial risks, such as 
the political risks sometimes characteristic of international transac
tions , as well as commercial risks. Export credit i nsurance may cover 
credit s granted to finance certain services, as well as goods. The 
i nsurance policies may be snecific, covering an indivi dual transaction, 
or they may cover a certain segment of the total export bus iness of the 
supplier. Although t he exporter may be required t o carry t he risk of a 
small percentage of the credit for his own account , ther e has be en a 
genera l and s teady t endency to i ncrease t he percentage of cr ed i ts which 

!/ See the section on Export Credits in Annex III. 
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may be covered by insurance. 'I'he proportion covered for political risks 
is generally higher than for commercial risks. The insurance may be 
granted directly to the supplier, in the case of a suppliers' credit. 
When a buyer's credit is involved, the insurance may be issued to a 
bank, whether the credit is extended to the supplier or directly to the 
forei~n buyer. In general, there is considerable similarity in the 
export credit insurance procedures of the principal capital-exporting 
countries. 'l'here are greater differences in their systems of export 
credit itself, which are generally related to the characteristics of 
financial institutions, procedures, and markets in each country. 

Evolution of the Facilities l/ 

In the early 1950's, export credit maturities gradually in
creased to from four to five years, especially in various European 
countries including the United Kingdom, }ranee, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Italy, and Belgium. As previously indicated, the lengthening 
of maturities of private credits was assisted by the evolution of 
credit insurance facilities. 

Starting about the middle of the 1950's, exporters exerted 
pressures on authorities in Western Burope to extend insurance coverage 
beyond five years so as to permit a corresponding increase in the 
maturities of export credits. These pressures from exporters reflected 
pressures they were receiving from clients in the developing countries, 
which intensified as a trend developed, chiefly in the United States 
and the United Kingdom, toward the tying of public credits to purchases 
in the respective creditor countries. The industrialized countries of 
continental 1urope, whose public credit had also been tied to a large 
extent, responded to these pressures and made it possible to extend the 
maturities of private export credits. An understanding reached within 
the Berne Union to limit competition in export credits, by setting a 
five-year limit for insurance on such credits, was progressively re
laxed. Buyers' credits, as distinct from suppliers' credits, were 
excluded from the five-year limitation; it was agreed that the five-year 
maturity could be counted from the date of delivery of equipment rather 
than from the date of contract; and the extent to which contracts 
eligible for insurance could be financed was expanded by lowering the 
do'Nn-payment requirements on the part of buyers. 

The largest export credit insurance institution in the world 
is the official Export Credits Guarantee Department of the United 
Kingdom (ECGD), which insures about 30 percent of the total exports of 
that country to all destinations. ~/ The United Kingdom has pioneered 

-------------
1/ For details, see Annexes II, III and V. 

~/ The characteristics of export credit insurance and private export 
credit in various industrialized countries are described in 
greater detail in Annex III. 
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in expanding the coverage of export credit insurance, up to 100 percent 
of credits in certain cases. Both commercial and non-commercial risks 
are covered in the same policies and by the same institution. Under 
such guarantees, private banks may lend for export transactions covered 
by such policies -up to 15 years, in some cases -and there are re
financing facilities at the Bank of England, of which no use so far has 
been made. 

Private export credits in France are also liberally backed by 
official credit insurance systems and by rediscounting facilities, not 
only through various specialized official banking institutions, such as 
the Banque Francaise du Commerce Exterieur and the Credit National, but 
also by the Central Bank. All export credits with a maturity of more 
than two years may be insured. In addition, joint export financing by 
private and official banks helps in lengthening the maturities and 
lowering the interest rates on export credits. 

There is a similar blending of private and public lending for 
export transactions in Germany , with an even greater preponderance of 
official participation. Export credit insurance supports the export 
financing operations of private commercial banks as well as of special
ized institutions, one of which is private (the Ausfuhrkredit) while 
the other is public (the Kredi tans tal t fur Wiederaufbau). 'I'he latter, 
to a substantial extent, also relies for its resources on funds raised 
in the private capital market. 

Medium-term export credit insurance in Italy is provided by 
an autonomous official institution, t he Istituto Nazionale delle 
Assicurazioni. A variety of credit institutions extend the actual ex
port financing, some of which raise a considerable part of their funds 
in the private capital market. 

Export credit insurance in Japan is provided by the Ministry 
of International Trade and Industry. Private bank credit has access to 
rediscounting facilities at the Export-Import Bank of Japan. 

In the United States, since the early sixties there has been 
a gradual shift of some export financing from the public to the private 
sector, at first under insurance and guarantee arrangements, later 
under rediscount facilities promoted or established by the Export-Import 
Bank of Washington. Credit extended by the private sector usually 
carries the shorter maturities, while longer-term export financing is 
provided mainly by the public sector. 
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As indicated earlier, the growing importance of suppliers' 
credits in the postwar period has also led to various forms of inter
national cooperation in efforts to deal with problems involved in 
their use. 

For the most part, these efforts have been of two types. 
Attempts have been made by creditors ~/ to reach agreement on princi
ples to govern private credit and credit insurance which they extend 
to finance exports to developing countries in general. The main ob
jectives have been (i) as far as possible, to avoid distortions of 
trade due to differences in terms of credit or to subsidies of insurance 
premiur:1s, interest rates or prices; (ii) to keep in check the lengthen
ing of maturities, since competition in this respect has been recognized 
in principle as self-defeating. 'rhe other type of cooperation has 
consisted of the formation of groups of particular creditors in connec 
tion with external debt situations of individual developing countries. 
Hith the more limited scope of this type of cooperation, its results 
have been more concrete. Arran~?;ements worl~ed out throup;h these ad hoc 
groups have afforded some temporary relief in debt crises of individual 
debtor countries. nevertheless, they have not resulted in comprehen
sive or enduring mechanisms for handlin~ the complexities associated 
witl-1 private export credits in general. 

The oldest institution throur;h which it vras sour;ht to estab
lish general principles is the Berne Union, which has concerned itself 
with rules to govern export credit insurance. This orr,anization, 
consisting of 26 public and private export credit insurance institu
tions, has been useful mostly as a channel for the international 
exchan(:'; e of information on practices in the field. It has achieved 
some success in restrainin7, credit competition, but its effectiveness 
has been limited for various reasons. In the first place, it is not an 
or~anization of governments, whose policies in the last analysis deter 
mine the practices that are followed, and the ''understandings" it has 
reached from time to time have not been binding. Japan, one of the 
principal sources of private exnort credits, is not represented. As 
has been indicated, the maturity ceiling of five years, which the Union 
established on private export credits that may be covered by_ insurance, 

------------ ---·--·--
l/ For details, see Annex IV. 

?:_/ "Creditor" and ''debtor" in this context refer to governments un
less otherwise specified, even though the actual creditors and 
debtors may be private parties. Where possibilities of confusion 
exist, ''debtor country(s)' and "creditor country(s)' ' will be 
used to designate the countries of residence of actual debtors 
and creditors under suppliers' credits. 
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was not observed in many instances because of pressure by debtor 
countries and the competitive response of creditor countries, which led 
to a lengthening of maturities. Another factor was the development of 
other forms of credits, such as blended private-public cr edits, which 
do not fall within the scope of the Union. 

Early in the 1960's, governments turned their attention to 
the need for some harmonization of practices in the field. 'I'his 
effort took place within the six-member European Economic Conununity 
(~EC), and the 21- member Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development ( OECD). 'J'he EJ:;;C established a coordinating p;roup of its 
member countries and their credit insurance companies, to cover t1te 
field of credits as well as insurance. Agreement was reached on the 
principle that private export credits for developing countries could 
extend beyond five years in maturity. Despite efforts to improve co
ordination among members, however, the group has achieved little agree
ment on principles or rules to govern cred i ts of longer duration. The 
EEC has been represented as a bloc, in the OECD, in addition to the 
individual r epresentation of its six member countries, but they have 
had no .-:;reater success in crystallizing their views in this forum or in 
prevailing upon others to accept g;eneral principles. 

'l'he OECD has dealt with the sub,iect of private export credits 
in two of its committees, the Trade Committee and the Development 
Assistance Committee (DAC), which have somewhat different vantage 
points . As yet, no definitive results have been achieved by either of 
these committees in providing a guide to the creditor countries, which 
constitute the membership of OE:CD, in their practices ~orith respect to 
private export credit or credit insurance. 

One specific proposal considered by the OECD has been a ' 'neutral 
zone· · s c heme. It would set maximum repayment periods of five, eight 
and 10 years on commercial credits and guarantees, for particular cate
gories of goods and particular countries, and a minimum ~aturity period 
of 15 years on aid credits. The "neutral zone" would consist of matu
rities in the range of 10- 15 years, which would be eliminated in 
commercial credits and thereby would be virtually eliminated altogether. 
The workinp; group of DAC reached no conclusion, and the proposal was 
referred to the 'l'rade Committee. 'I'he group on export credits and 
credit guarantees, established by the 'Trade Committee, reviewed the 
proPosal but found no consensus that it would represent a practical 
basis for international agreement. The group also devoted considerable 
time on a proposal for the establishment of an O~CD information system 
for transactions exceeding five years duration under which members 
would, on request, inform each other regarding terms which they were 
prepared to offer, or support through guarantees or insurance, on ex-
port transactions and pro.j ect loans of a conunerc ial character. Members 
appear prepared in principle to aciopt some such system, but significant 
questions of detail reuain unresolved. 
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The second type of international cooperation mentioned above 
has taken place in connection with external debt crises which have 
occurred since the late 1950's in some of the debtor countries. To 
deal with such crises, informal debt rescheduling "clubs " have been 
constituted by the principal creditor countries involved, e.g., the 
''Paris Club n and "Hague Club " for rescheduling debt service payments 
by such countries as Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. In one case, that 
of Turkey, debt rescheduling was carried out through a more formal 
international consortium under OECD aus pices. The resulting arrange
ments did not alleviate the payment obligations of individual debtors 
(whether private persons or public agencies), nor did they affect 
materially the private creditors involved. Instead, they reduced the 
transfer burden for the countries concerned, through agreements stipu
lating that a certain percentage of the payments made by the individual 
debtors •muld be transferred back to t he "debtor country'' by the Gov
ernments of the "creditor countries. " As a counterpart of this debt 
burden relief, the agreements between the ' debtor countries " and the 
assembled ''creditors" included, among other things, limitations on the 
debtors' recourse to private export credits under certain minimum 
maturities, generally eight years, to be observed during certain periods 
of time, usually 18 months. 

International institutions, especially the International 
i-1onetary Fund ( IJ.1F) and the World Bank, have contributed in various 
ways to the international cooperative efforts relating to individual 
developing countries. In some of the informal "club" arrangements, 
"third-party" analyses of the balance of payments prospects of debtor 
countries have been provided by these institutions - short-term analyses 
by the Fund and the longer-term development outlook by the Bank. In at 
least three cases, arrangements vrere made . to channel through the IHF 
the debtor country's reports to creditor countries on its performance 
in living up to commitments involving limitations on the use of private 
export credits. Quite apart from debt rescheduling operations, the IMF 
has sometimes included limitations on the use of certain types of 
suppliers' credits in its stand-by agreements with particular countries. 
Some of the countries for which consultative groups have been formed, 
such as Nigeria, Sudan, 'l'hailand, and Tunisia, have made considerable 
use of private export credits, the servicing of which represents a sub
stantial proportion of their total external debt service payments. 
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III. THE GROWTH OF SUPPLIERS' CREDITS AND THI!: EMERGENCE OF 
SOME PROBLEr·1S 

This chapter deals with certain major substantive aspects of 
the evolution of suppliers' credits, such as the factors affecting 
their use, and the problems that sometimes have arisen in connection 
with them. The considerations developed below are based on the actual 
experience with this form of export financing, as evidenced by the 
available factual and statistical information concerning suppliers' 
credits with a minimum maturity of one year. !f As noted in Annex V, 
the different sets of data used for this report present various gaps 
and difficulties of reconciliation. Other imperfections are also 
noted. £/ Nevertheless, it was felt that, together with other available 

!1 The choice of this minimum maturity is in line with the conven-
tions adopted by the Bank in the data compiled by it on external 
indebtedness and by the OECD in its records on the flow of finan
cial resources to the developing countries (See World Bank, 
P~~~du~~or~orting on External Debt, Washington, June 15, 
1962; and OECD, The Flow of Financial Resources to Less Developed 
Countries, 1956-63 , Paris, 1964.) Admittedly this does not 
coincide with the criteria followed in the limitative clauses of 
most of the actual rescheduling agreements, where the minimum 
maturity is 180 days. It is felt that from the statistical point 
of view, however, the discrepancy arising from this difference is 
a minor one and that credits between six months and one year are 
not likely to r,ive rise to lasting indebtedness problems . 

£/ For consistency reasons, the trade data are obtained from Interna
tional Financial Statistics (IFS), published by the lliiF; the 
foreip,n debt data are those compiled according to the Bank's 
criteria mentioned above. For some countries these data may dif
fer, to a limited extent, from those compiled by various institu
tions, including the Bank, to serve specific purooses. 

With regard to the debt statistical series on suppliers' credits, 
it should be noted in particular that they do not include: (a) 
suppliers' credits which are not guaranteed or which are guaranteed 
only by private or semi-publ ic agencies; and (b) those which, 
having been rescheduled, have become a debt of the Treasury or of 
the Central Bank. 

With regard to the use of exports as a measure of the debt 
service burden, it should be noted that where receipts from tour
ism or other current invisibles represent an important percentage 
of total current receipts (e.g. r.lexico, Spain, Uruguay), adequate 
adjustments should be made to obtain a more meaningful measure. 
Similar ad,iustments should be made in those cases where exports 
sub,ject to a special exchange treatment are not included in the 
IFS statistical series and, on the other hand, where exports do 
not necessarily yield foreign exchange to the country of expor
tation (e.g., in the case of oil exports, the foreign exchange 
accruing to the country concerned is in most cases limited to 
what constitutes local currency needs of the extracting companies). 
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information, these sets of data offer sufficiently strong evidence to 
support the views expressed in the following paragraph and the recom
mendations included in the subsequent chapter, particularly t hose which 
aim at improving t he collection of information. 

Some Quantitative A~ects of Sunnliers' Credits 

Although no complete statistical series is available, there 
is evidence that suppliers' credits to developing countries have gradu
ally grown in importance as a form of international finance, since 
their appearance in appreciable volume early in the 1950's. As shown 
in Annex V, the increase in the annual net flow of credits of this type 
between 1960 and 1965 was Go percent. This has meant that a significant 
proportion of the outstanding indebtedness of developing countries is 
made up of this type of debt. As of the end of 1965, obligations for 
suppliers' credits owed directly or guaranteed by public agencies in 
the developing countries wer e close to ~6 billion. This was about one
sixth of the total external indebtedness of developing countries which 
was either public or publicly guaranteed, aggregating somewhat more 
than $36 billion. 'T'he figure of outstanding debt on account of suppli
ers' credits was probably closer to ,)i7 billion if account is taken of 
debt not guaranteed by public authorities in the debtor countries. 

In 1965 the net addition to the resources of developing 
countries from these private export credits, of which roughly three
fourths were guaranteed by creditor countries, is estimated to have 
been about $1 billion. 'J'his represented slightly less than 10 percent 
of total net resources of all types received in that year by developing 
countries from all origins, which aggregated a little more than 
$11 billion. Disbursements on official loans in 1965 from DAC countries 
amounted to $2 billion, and from multilateral agencies to $800 million, 
both net of amortization. It should be noted, however, that because 
of the shorter maturity of suppliers' credits in relation to official 
loans, their gross annual flow to developing countries represents a 
larger proportion of total gross annual flow than the proportion sug
gested by the net flows mentioned above. F'or the same reason these 
credits account for relatively much more than one-fifth or one-sixth of 
the current annual burden of service on external debt in developing 
countries. 

It is estimated t hat about a third, i.e., $1.4 billion, of 
the estimated total service of $4.3 billion in 1965 on external debt 
of public authorities in developing countries or guaranteed by them, 
was due in connection with export credits received from private parties 
in the creditor countries. The annual service might be closer to 
$2 billion if account is taken of private debt in developing countries 
to suppliers, i.e., private debt not guaranteed by public authorities in 
the debtor countries. The estimated annual service of suppliers' 
credits in 1965 was equivalent to more than four percent of the value of 
commodity exports for a sample of some 36 countries, whose total ex
ternal indebtedness represented about 60 percent of the total of all 
developing countries. 
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The large increase in the outstanding debt of developing 
countries taken as a whole on account of suppliers' credits was unevenly 
distributed among individual countries. In a sample of 3G countries 
at the end of 1965, nine accounted for 80 percent of total outstanding 
indebtedness resulting from guaranteed suppliers' credits. A similar 
concentration existed with respect to the service payments. 1./ More
over, in the case of most countries with the highest outstanding 
indebtedness, the gross inflow of suppliers' credits has not followed a 
regular pattern during the last 10 to 15 years. This is because of the 
interplay of various factors reviewed below. 

About 90 percent of the flow of guaranteed export credits g./ 
to developing countries is estimated to come from Western Europe and 
Japan, and the balance of some 10 percent largely from the United States. 
After the initial period of recovery from World War II in the indus
trialized countries of Europe, short-term private export credits, which 
had always existed as a traditional form of financing international 
trade, were ~radually pushed into medium-term forms. 

As indicated above, medium and longer term suppliers' credits 
have acquired importance and prominence as a form of international 
finance only since the Second World War. The causes of this phenomenon 
will be examined below, and an attempt will be made to identify various 
special factors which may explain why certain countries have placed 
excessive reliance on such credits. All are interrelated. 

a) 'l'he Factors of Over-All Growth 

A ma,jor reason for the extensive rise of suppliers' credits 
has been the emergence of independence and positive drive in the 
national economic policies of developing countries. In earlier decades, 
ma.ior undertakings in low per capita income countries were largely con
fined to public utilities. In recent years, new fields of investment 
have been entered, especially in the manufacturing sector, as these 
countries have inaugurated and pursued industrialization policies. 
This change has been accompanied by others, such as the pursuit of more 
nationalistic monetary, financial and exchange policies. In some cases, 
these have resulted in departures from the traditional rules of finan
cial orthodoxy and, on occasion, the adoption of markedly protectionist 

~/ See Tables 2 and 3 in Annex V. These tables do not include Ghana, 
for which data are not available on a comparable basis. It should 
be noted, however, that Ghana has made extensive use of suppliers' 
credits. At the end of 1965, its outstanding indebtedness on 
account of them was in excess of $400 million, while its total 
debt outstanding was about $730 million. 

2/ Not including credits from Eastern European countries. 
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trade policies, either deliberately or because of balance of payments 
problems •rhich led to the imposition of inport restrictions. On the 
creditor side, the absence until late in the 1950's of currency con
vertibility in industrialized and financially advanced countries, and 
their limited ability to provide sufficient long-term capital at low 
interest, have been important factors. 

Under these circumstances, the traditional form of financing 
by long-term bond issues in major ca.pi tal markets proved to be poorly 
suited to the requirements of productive activities in the developing 
countries. The maturities involved were too short and the amount for 
each undertaking too small for such financing. Inflationary develop
ments and the possibility of exchange difficulties in the potential 
debtor countries further inhibited the issue of bonds in the exporting 
countries. Experience shows that developing countries have used private 
export credits chiefly to finance the acquisition of capital goods (at 
times only components), largely for the modernization, expansion or 
construction of new manufacturing plants. It is true that to a smaller 
thou17,h still significant extent, capital goods for infrastructure pur
poses, such as electric power, transport, and communications, have also 
been financed in this way, especially in more recent years. Although 
in these cases the maturities would have been appropriate for the issue 
of bonds, the other factors mentioned above were important impediments. 
t1oreover, international institutional lending, which to a certain ex
tent filled the vacuum left by the disruption of international capital 
markets, was confined largely to the financing of infrastructure. 
Even when it was available, in many cases it could not be obtained 
because the project to be financed was poorly prepared or of low econ
omic priority. Even the extension of institutional lending at a later 
stage into the manufacturing sector was too limited in scope and volume 
to replace private export credits. 

At the same time, conditions in the industrial countries 
favored financing through suppliers' credits. In the first place, two 
of the most important economic preconditions for selling on credit by 
individual suppliers prevailed, at least until recently: the existence 
of adequate excess capacity to produce capital goods, and the availa
bility of domestic finance, either out of the supplying firm's own re
sources or from the banking system. In the second place, the Govern
ments of these countries, for reasons of their own, acceded to the 
pressures of their exporters by establishing or encouraging special 
credit facilities and insurance sctemes for exports, which made possible 
the lengthening of maturities and the broadening of the scope and runount 
of suppliers' credits. 

Although circumstances have favored the emergence and growth 
of suppliers' credits, this was not an inevitable outcome. Alterna
tives existed in principle, both in developed and developing countries, 
and indeed were adopted in a number of cases where conditions were 
favorable. In rl.eveloped countries, one traditional alternative >vas 
direct invcstnlent, and in fact the flow of direct investments has been 
important. fievertheless, the emergence of strong nationalist policies 
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in a number of developing countries reduced the attractiveness of this 
alternative to potential lenders or investors. In developing countries, 
potential alternatives were: borrowing at home on favoraole terms, 
followed by the purchase of needed capital and other goods against cash 
paJ~ent~ or borrowing abroad from private financial institutions, 
rather than suppliers. 'l'he first alternative, however, required domes
tic financial markets with sufficient capacity to supply the needed 
funds at competitive interest rates and, at the same time, the pre
disposition and ability of the monetary authorities to sell the needed 
foreign exchange. The second alternative required, among other things, 
that financial policies be pursued by the debtor country which would 
inspire confidence and induce lending by private foreign financing 
institutions. These requirements, however, were not frequently met. 

b) Factors of Uneven Distribution 

As mentioned earlier, at the end of 1965 the outstanding debt 
owed by borrowers in nine countries on account of suppliers' credits 
represented about 80 percent of the total for a sample of 36 countries. 
It may be said that for the majority of those nine countries the level 
of this type of indebtedness was excessive, since it led to a need for 
rescheduling maturities; in other cases, it diminished the ability of 
the countries to obtain further financial assistance. Not only had 
some countries assumed a heavy burden of debt on suppliers' credits, 
but there was an excessive concentration on investments which did not 
contribute to the improvement of their debt servicing capacity. 

In nearly all of these countries, suppliers' credits were re
ceived by both the private sector and the public sector. A clear 
distinction between these two users of supnliers' credits is practically 
impossible, chiefly because manufacturing industries were included in 
public sector investments financed in a number of the countries. 
Another reason is that decisions to accept private export credits were 
made in both sectors by weighing similar alternative forms of financing, 
based on a comparison of interest costs and maturities; sometimes the 
deciding factor in both sectors was sheer availability of resources. 
Generally speaking, however, two distinctive additional alternatives 
are available to the public sector borrower, at least in principle: 
the possibility of raising public savings through additional taxation 
or reduction of current expenditures; and more direct access than the 
private sector to the sources of international public lending. More
over, the central authorities should, in principle, be in a position to 
exercise control over the volume and terms of supnliers' credits 
obtained by public or semi-public agencies, in addition to the control 
exercised throu~h the granting of guarantees. Finally, the undertaking 
and financing of infrastructure investments is, as a rule, an almost 
exclusive prerogative of the public sector. 

The reasons for the excessive indebtedness were not the same 
in each country. Some of the countries were characterized by strong, 
protracted inflationary developments; these induced exchange policies 
which led to balance of payments deficits; in attempting to redress the 
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balance of payments, quantitative restrictions were imposed on a large 
number of imported goods, usually those labelled non-essential. Behind 
tl!e shelter provided by these restrictions, or possibly by high tariffs 
(or other equivalent tools, such as import or exchange surcharges), 
industries producing goods which could not be imported became highly 
profitable in terms of local currency, particularly where the cost of 
imported inputs was kept low through preferential exchange rates. 
'I'hese industries becarae a fertile ground for suppliers' credits, es
pecially when the expectation that the monopolistic or near-monopol
istic position they enjoyed in the domestic market led both parties to 
believe tnat comfortable profits and the capacity of the firm to service 
the credit would continue for the foreseeable future. There may have 
been cases in which the decision to set up a producing unit with the 
help of a suppliers' credit was concomitant with the authorities' 
decision to prohibit or severely restrict the importation of the goods 
concerned. 

'l'he strong private incentive to undertake and finance this 
type of investment did not encounter much restraint, either by govern
ments of the receiving countries or by those of' the suppliers' coun
tries. On the contrary, most of the former were quite favorable to, or 
even encourap,ed, their residents to undertake suppliers' credits 
without subjectin~ them to careful scrutiny before granting authoriza
tions or guarantees. These credits were extended, as a result, with 
little reR;ard to the econo:r.1ic soundness of the projects - as distinct 
from their profitability in local currency -, or the suitability of the 
terms and their effects on total indebtedness, including that resulting 
from this type of credit as well as from foreign loans in general. 
From a historical point of view, it should be observed that the incli
nation of certain debtor countries to authorize ready recourse to 
suppliers' credits was heavily influenced by the fact that other sources 
of international finance vlere practically inaccessible to them. This 
was basically a consequence of their inflationary financial policies, 
which made it impossible for them to borrow in large amounts from inter
national financial institutions, and even from individual foreign 
i!;OVernments or private financial institutions. Thus, whenever in these 
countries ton priority was attached to investments regarded as impor
tant to the pursuit of develonment, for which recourse to foreign 
resources ·.1as necessary, suppliers' credits proved to be one of the few 
sources of foreign financing, if not the only one. In certain cases, 
the unavailability of public international financing was due to the 
fact that enterprises, especially in the public sector, were not pre
pared to subject themselves to the scrutiny usually insisted upon by 
international lending agencies. 

'l'he pattern just traced has not developed in all countries 
where sunpliers' credits have been excessively used, since in some of 
them inflationary trends have been virtually nonexistent or rather 
linited. The overuse of suppliers' credits in other cases resulted 
from various causes. Some individual credits were not guaranteed at 
either end of the transactions, and in some cases no exchange control 
systera was in effect. Thus, there was no way to control the assumption 
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of this type of debt by enterprises in the private sector, so that 
profitability for the individual buyer and supplier was the determining 
factor. It is more difficult, however, to justify the failure of some 
countries to exercise effective control in the public sector. In 
recent years especially, the public sector in some countries has under
taken more of this type of debt than the private sector; in some cases, 
suppliers' credits for a few projects of public or semi-public enter
prises have contributed heavily to mounting foreign indebtedness. In 
a few case s, the failure of public authorities to intervene probably 
resulted from political considerations, or from a failure to foresee 
the need for a clear and balanced foreign debt policy and procedures 
to enforce it. Certainly in some countries, controls by the central 
administration over t he assumption of debt by autonomous public insti
tutions was too loose to be effective. On some occasions, it appears 
that the responsible agencies of government simply were not consulted 
or well informed about the financing plans of such public or semi-public 
enterprises. Sometimes, proj ects financed by suppliers' credits were 
not subjected to adequate technical and economic study to determine 
their priority or explore the possibility of financing by international 
institutions. Some semi-public or decentralized public agencies incur
red heavy forei gn debt to carry out overly ambitious investment pro
grams. In such cases, the responsible officials often had limited 
experience in estimating the cost or judging the merits of the proposed 
projects, and perhaps were unaware of the need for expert and objective 
assistance. 

Some developing countries offer a striking contrast. They 
have kept their domestic and forei gn financial policies under reasonable 
control, and have thus avoided crises and maintained their credit in
tact. They have been more willing to subject project proposals to 
critical scrutiny, and have thus obtained more development advantage 
from their scarce resources. In consequence, they have enlarged their 
possibilities for obtaining external finance from public sources and 
reduced their need for reliance on suppliers' credits. For example, 
this has happened in the wide variety of countries to which the World 
Bank Group has given substantial assistance through development finance 
companies. l/ The international consortia and consultative group 
arranv,ements may also have tended to limit recourse to private external 
credits, through the special efforts involved in obtaining an adequate 
flow of public international finance. 

Part of the explanation for the excessive use of suppliers' 
credits by certain debtor countries is found in the creditor countries. 
The policies of creditor countries have been an important contributing 
factor, since most of the credits were guaranteed or otherwise facili
tated by government action. By using selective criteria in applying 

l/ As of June 30 , 1966 , t he World Bank Group had committed $492 
million of loans and investments to development finance companies 
in 21 countries. 
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their facilities, they could have discouraged the unwise transactions. 
In administering their guarantee systems, however, some creditor 
countries did not apply the creditworthiness and project evaluation 
standards which were being adopted by international lending institu
tions. One problem may have been a lack of information about the 
effects of suppliers' credits on the total indebtedness and economic 
performance of the debtor countries. Thus, creditor countries may not 
have been sufficiently aware of the consequences of such credits ex
tended by their own residents. If there was such awareness, these 
consequences probably weighed less heavily in some cases than the com
mercial and balance of payments policy objectives of the creditor 
countries. In addition, creditor countries at times appear to have 
facilitated the extension of suppliers' credits in response to domestic 
economic, social and political pressures from depressed sectors. 

'rhe limited number of countries reviewed above and the infor
mation available about them has facilitated the task of identifying 
some of the major factors that led to excessive use of suppliers' 
credits. Far more difficult would be an attempt to explain why the 
other countries, which constitute the large majority, were relatively 
immune. It would probably be too much to say that it was always the 
result of deliberate policies. There is no evidence that better infor
mation was available which might have resulted in effective restraints. 
It may have been that the strong profit incentives which attracted 
large amounts of suppliers' credit to a few countries were lacking in 
the others. Nevertheless, it may be assumed that the policies of 
debtor and creditor countries played an important role where suppliers' 
credits were kept within appropriate bounds. 

Problems in the Use of SuJP-liers' Credits- Cost to Users 

While bearing in mind that private export credits have an 
appropriate role to play in international finance for developing coun
tries, the following paragraphs focus on problems which have arisen as 
their volume has expanded in recent years. One is the cost of this 
form of finance. Another is the accumulation of repayment obligations 
which burdens the debt servicing capacity of some countries. 

Private export credits are a r elatively high-cost form of 
finance. The link with government insurance or refinancing may induce 
a flow of such credits that might otherwise not be available at all, 
but such concessionary elements do not always reduce their cost to the 
user. }1rrthermore, even when credits are insured to the extent of 80-
90 percent of their value, some risk is still assumed by the exporter, 
which he may attempt to overcome by overpricing the goods . This ele
ment is equivalent to an additional interest rate. 

Explicit annual interest charges on suppliers' credits in 
recent years have frequently been in the neighbourhood of six percent. 
It is difficult to determine when and to what extent the prices charged 
for the goods, and consequently the principal amounts of the credits, 
have also included an element which in effect was an addition to 
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interest. Moreover, the actual rates depend on whether the nominal 
rates are related to the original amounts or to outstanding balances. 
Sometimes the former was reported to be the case. A 1·ecent World Bank 
mission to one member country found that the average weighted interest 
rate on substantial suppliers' credits to that country ran, on this 
account alone, to about 11 percent per year. 

The possible hidden costs of financing imports may be reduced 
by separating the two functions of exporting and financing. If this 
is done, the buyer is free to shop around for the goods which are most 
suited to his needs, taking into account such factors as quality, price, 
servicing, and delivery schedules. Financing is obtained independently. 
This, however, dispenses with the convenience of suppliers' credits, an 
inherent feature of which is that the seller provides the financing. 
This feature tends to be costly. One effective way to reduce its cost 
is through competition among suppliers in different countries. For 
example, Yu~oslavia and India appear to have been partly successful in 
mitigating some of the effects of the tied nature of suppliers' credits 
by prescribing that borrowing enterprises must present at least three 
suppliers' credit offers from three different countries before they can 
obtain guarantees, which are compulsory. 

In certain cases suppliers' credits have been vehicles for 
costly operations in terms of the distortion of investment priorities. 
This has resulted from the lack of adequate supervision by the autho
rities of the receiving country over the economic soundness of the 
project, its technical quality, the adequacy of credit terms, etc. 
This occurred in one member country with respect to projects in the 
fields of water supply and transport. In the same country, there was 
excessive emphasis on consumer goods industries rather than industries 
to produce intermediate or capital goods, as called for by the existing 
development plan. In another country, a number of publicly-mmed in
dustrial ventures of rioubtful economic justification or financial 
viability were facilitated in such fields as textiles, steel, hardware, 
and motor vehicle assembly. In still other cases, undertakings of 
dubious merit were encouraged by virtue of the fact that feasibility 
studies for them, carried out by the suppliers themselves, may not have 
been thorough or complete. 

In circumstances where investment decisions, facilitated by 
suppliers' credits, are not sub,ject to adequate supervision, the guar
antees granted by the government of the recipient country may encourage 
the lender to be lax in establishing the borrower's credit. ~speci

ally in the case of a publicly-o•med enterprise, repayment of the 
credit may not require the financial success of the enterprise itself, 
since it is made out of the governments budget. In some countries, the 
governments have been repaying suppliers' credits for public enter
prises which cannot meet their oblir,ations because they have not 
reached the stage of profitable operation. In some cases contracts 
have been signed for machinery and equipment without provision for 
plant construction and engineering. The lag between such equipment 
contracts and actual operations has been as long as five years for some 
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projects. Not only were the maturities of these suppliers' credits 
inapnropriate to the life of the equipment or to the pay-out period of 
the project, but the credits also involved payment before the equipment 
could even be installed. 

rfhe Service Burden and the Flow of Finance 

Perhaps even more than the costs mentioned above of private 
export credits to the users, it is the burden of servicing such credits 
which has brought this form of international finance to the attention 
of the international community in recent years as a cause of major, 
widespread concern. Earlier in this chapter an attempt was made to ex
plain the reasons for the concentration of suppliers' credits in rela
tively few countries. In some of these countries the accumulation of 
repayments obligations on account of these credits has coincided with 
and added to similar obligations of the public sector resulting from 
loans or other forms of indebtedness. 'rhis has led to debt servicing 
crises in recent years in the case of a number of countries, such as 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Ghana, Liberia, and Turkey. In addition, the 
case of Indonesia is currently being examined. 

'l'he over-all accumulation of external debt by developing 
countries has proceeded at a rapid rate in recent years,~/ and the 
contribution of suppliers' credits to this debt in some countries has 
been appreciable. As indicated in Annex V, for a sample of 36 coun
tries representing some 60 percent of the total outstanding external 
debt of all developing countries as of the end of 1965, the ratio of 
external debt service payments to the value of exports in 1965 was 13.4 
percent, including a ratio of more than four percent between service 
payments on suppliers' credits and the value of exports. Of these 36 
countries, half had a service ratio on total external debt of 10 percent 
or more and, among them, eight 2/ had service ratios on account of 
suppliers' credits alone ranging from 4.7 to 20 percent. 

When the total debt service burden reaches such a high level 
as to cause a balance of payments crisis, all alternatives to resched
uling service payments are painful and undesirable. In principle, the 
easiest course would be to attract foreign funds or induce the repatri
ation of domestic funds to alleviate the payments situation, at least 
in the short run. This is very difficult to achieve, however, in a 
situation of impending crisis. Another alternative would be the dras
tic reduction of imports and other payments, but this normally would 

~I 

See 11Trends and Outlook in Development Finance," in the World 
Bank/IDA Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1965-66 . 

These eight countries are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, J.1exico, Peru, 
Turkey, U.A.R., and Yugoslavia. Comparable figures for Ghana are 
not available. 
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have serious internal repercussions on the level of economic activity. 
If the reduction were achieved throuv,h devaluation, the magnitude of 
the internal repercussions would normally be very large, and •rould 
produce unsettlin~ effects on the domestic price structure as well. 
Still another alternative would be a default on payments, but this 
would seriously vreaken the confidence in the country at home and abroad 
and imuair its credit for a considerable time. 

For these reasons, the countries mentioned above have con
sidered international action to reschedule service payments to be the 
least of several evils. !/ The debt rescheduling operations under 
taken in recent years have normally required a rescheduling of payments 
due on account of suppliers' credits, and often they have been confined 
to this type of credits alone. This has been in part because of the 
heavy share they represent in the total debt service of the debtor 
countries, but it has also reflected the judgment of both the creditors 
and the debtors that the rescheduling of other types of loans was not 
appropriate. 

In the debt rescheduling operations, a main concern of the 
creditors has been to avoid recurrence of over-indebtedness. In the 
early rescheduling operations, creditor countries appear to have been 
satisfied with general policy assurances or commitments laid down in 
stand-by arrangements with the International Monetary F'und. More 
recent rescheduling agreements, however, have included limitations for 
certain periods of time on the amount of credits to be contracted with 
a maturity of less than a certain minimum number of years. Thus, the 
large volume of suppliers' credits contracted in the period preceding 
payments crises may be followed by periods of limitations on the volume 
of such finance with maturities not exceeding agreed limits. As a con
sequence, applications for new suppliers' credit permits within the 
proscribed maturities might pile up if there is an expectation of a 
more liberal release in the future. The flow of suppliers' credits may 
thus undergo more or less wide swings, which can only be detrimental 
to the interests of exporting and importing countries alike. 

b) SomeSas~s of Rescheduling Operations 

The flow of suppliers' credits has been affected recently by 
rescheduling operations for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Liberia, as a 
result of the limiting clauses in the respective agreements with cr ed
itor countries. ~/ In the case of Liberia, this was an indirect result 

!1 It is to be noted that in some countries debt rescheduling opera
tions did not result from excessive indebtedness on suppliers' 
credits. 

~ In December 1966, an agreement was reached, ad referendum, on the 
reschedulin~ of Ghana's debts on suppliers' credits. 
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of clauses in that country's stand-by arran~ement with the International 
Monetary Fund. In some instances, one of the effects of these clauses 
was to induce both creditors and debtors to lengthen the maturities of 
new suppliers' credits. Moreover, rescheduling arrangements covering 
the payments falling due during a single year sometimes proved to be 
insufficient to solve the debt burden problem created by suppliers' 
credits received in the past. 'l'his resulted either from the fact that 
heavy repayments in one year repeated themselves in following years, or 
even from provisions which added heavily to the debt burden of subse
quent years by requiring that the postponed commitments be repaid over 
a relatively short period of time. In some cases the possibility that 
successive rescheduling operations might be needed in future was openly 
acknowledged at the time of the agreements. 

Cases of successive rescheduling operations are offered by 
Argentina, Brazil and Turkey, and in each of them the factors mentioned. 
above played an important role. Argentina's reschedulings took place 
in 1957, 1961, 1962 and 1965. Specific limitations on suppliers' 
credits up to eight years were agreed upon in 1965. They involved com
mitments that credits received by the private sector with maturities up 
to five years and those received by the public sector with maturities 
up to eight years would not be authorized in excess of amortizations, 
net of the refinancing. It was also agreed that private sector suppli
ers' credits with maturities between five and eight years could be 
authorized to the extent of the full amortizations. In addition, the 
creditor countries received further assurances from the Argentine 
Government about the conduct of its financial policies. In particular, 
they received two additional specific commitments covering the exchange 
rate policy and the elimination of commercial arrears. These three 
commitments complemented each other, in that they all aimed at assuring 
a satisfactory foreign financial policy during the period 196)-1966. 

In Brazil reschedulings took place in 1961 and 1964 . At the 
time of the first agreement, the country maintained a stand-by arrange
ment with the H1F. In 1964, however, in the absence of such an arrange
ment, creditor countries received from Brazil specific commitments, 
applicable to that year and 1965, providing that suppliers' credits of 
up to eight years should not be authorized in excess of amortizations 
net of refinancing. It was anticipated by Brazil that it might need a 
similar operation in 1966, but favorable developments in the 1965 
balance of payments obviated further resched.ulings. 

Turkey had resorted heavily to suppliers' credits in the 
period leading up to the crisis of 1958. In that year, a stabilization 
program was adopted after consultations with the OEEC and the H1F, and 
a rescheduling of obligations due on commercial transactions was worked 
out under OEEC auspices in 1959. About two-thirds of the total ex
ternal debt outstanding at the time of the crisis in 1958 was due to 
private foreign suppliers. Since the 1958-59 stabilization andre
scheduling arrangements, and with the establishment of a consortium for 
Turkey under OECD auspices in 1962, the country has strictly limited 
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its recourse to suppliers' credits. However, the fallin~ due of the 
payments which had been rescheduled earlier required another such 
operation in 1965, under trw auspices of the 01ClJ consortium. '~'urkey' s 
service ratio on total external debt was still close to 20 percent in 
1965, includin~S some five percentage points on account of SUiJP1icrs' 
credits, l:_/ but this represented a decline from a total debt service 
ratio of over a third in the early 1960 's. 

'.i'he reoeti tion in recent years of rescheG.ulinl': operations 
appears to have had some effect on the attitudes of creditor countries 
with respect to their overall credit policy toward developinr.: countries. 
They appear to recognize their interest in avoidinp; the granting of 
excessive credits, since excesses by some creditors increase the risk 
of default for all. 'there is also broader recognition of the causal 
relationship between excessive debt burdens and the financial policies 
of the debtor countries; the type of investments that these credits 
helped finance did not adequately contribute to the expansion of export 
receipts or, in general, to the L~provement of the debt servicing 
capacity of those countries. This is true even though some investments 
financed by suppliers' credits have resulted in a saving of foreign ex 
change. 

c) Inad~~~~cy qf Existing Arrangeme~~ 

Some of the problems with private export credits are intensi 
fied by deficiencies in existing arrangements for their use and super
vlslon. The decentralization of large numbers of credit operations, 
which results from the fact that credits are extended by suppliers 
rather than financial institutions, aggravates the tendency towards ex
cesses and inordinate competition. Inadequacies in the collection and 
reporting of information about the use of such credits hinders the 
timely adoption of policies to forestall difficulties or cope with them 
when they arise. 

Existing systems of data collection among both creditors and 
debtors make it impossible to present a complete picture of the inter
national flow of this form of finance. ~I The largest uncertainty is 
in the area of purely private credits, with no involvement of public 
authorities through the provision of guarantees or otherwise. 1ven 
where guarantees are granted and information is readily available on 
the guarantees themselves, there is frequently no follow-up to indicate 
their actual utilization. Frequent-:y , therefore, data on the flow of 
such credits may permit only an approximation, based on authorizations 
as reflected in guarantees granted. Furthermore, details on transac
tions reported to have been financed are frequently inadequate for 

!I See Table 3, Annex V. 

~~ See Annex V. 
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purcose::; of economic analysis and policy makin~<,. Even if adequate 
,_ic:tails v1crc availa1-; lc to tfle countries themselves, however, it would 
be difficult to contend with their reluctance to reveal such informa-
tion about the activity of their private sectors. 
even with the best of will, there are difficulties 
vllich make for incor:1.plete or tardy reporting. 

And in many cases, 
of administration 

As previously noted, the commonest form of governmental par
ticipation in suppliers' credits is the provision of insurance. Such 
participation, however, offers no assurance that the transaction is 
sound from the importing country's point of view, nor does it assure 
the financial viahili ty of the borrovrer or the debtor country . 'rhe 
assunption of risk by governments is designed primarily to promote ex
ports in the face of foreign competition. Moreover, any government 
would consider that a restraint on its part would not benefit the im
oorting country, since it only would leave a void which another export
ing country would fill . As indicated earlier, efforts at the inter
national level to coordinate the flow and terms of private export 
credits to developing countries on an over-a.ll basis have so far 
produced little effective and enduring results. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Experience with suppliers' credits during the post World War 
II period leads to the following conclusions: 

A. Suppliers' credits have played a large and useful role in 
the flow of international finance to the developing countries. There 
is a powerful impetus to their utilization by both creditor and debtor 
countries. On the creditor side, they are a means of moving exports in 
competition with other supplying countries; on the debtor side, they 
are a means of financing investments for which, under the circumstances, 
the alternatives are too costly or, for all practical purposes, not 
available. Such credits will continue to play a significant role as a 
form of international finance appropriate to certain types of trans
actions and useful in others. 

B. Experience also shows that excesses have appeared in some 
cases in the use of suppliers' credits, parallel to their growing im
portance: instances of excessive indebtedness; maturities not commensu
rate with the life span of the investment; certain high hidden costs of 
financing; and distortions in the importers' judgment of the priority 
and productivity of the investments. These excesses have manifested 
themselves in more pronounced forms in certain countries than in others, 
leading to payments crises and rescheduling arrangements. These 
arrangements, in turn, have induced swings in the capital flow to the 
developing countries concerned. The causes of these excesses and short
comings have been varied: unsound financial policies in receiving 
countries; relative unavailability of other forms of international 
finance; excessive use of protective devices; inadequate controls on 
the borrowing firms or public agencies; insufficient competition among 
suppliers; inadequate attention on the part of the creditor (guarantor) 
countries to the soundness of the financed projects, to the existing 
debt burden of the receiving countries, and to the possible adverse 
effect of additional credits on the servicing of those previously 
granted by their exporters. Inadequate information on indebtedness on 
account of suppliers' credits and on total indebtedness of receiving 
countries has been an important contributing factor to such excesses. 
Until now information on these matters has usually been collected as a 
result of the implementation of guarantee arrangements, in most cases 
with the limited purpose of recording commitments. It does not cover 
a number of quantitative aspects of the credits and is inadequate in 
terms of details, particularly those relating the credits to the econ
omic and technical characteristics of the projects financed. Finally, 
in most cases the data collected on the debtor side cannot be recon
ciled with those collected by the creditors. 

These conclusions point to four principal aspects of suppli
ers' credits on which attention should be focused, with a view to 
evolving policies and actions that would correct the excesses and 
strengthen the effectiveness of this type of financing in the general 
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framework of the international flow of capital to developing countries. 
These relate to collection of information, foreign debt administration, 
coordination of creditors' practices, and international coordination 
for individual debtor countries. Improvement in the flow of informa
tion and better coordination might, in turn, provide elements for 
analysis in depth of the use of supplier credits by some typical coun
tries, and for consideration of possible financing arrangements to deal 
with the credit role separately from the supplier's function in the 
underlying transaction. These considerations give rise to the following 
recommendations: 

1) Collection of Information 

A necessary first step is improvement in the collection of 
information on the flow of international finance and on external in
debtedness, as a basis for appropriate policy measures. This applies 
at both the national and international levels. In order to achieve 
improvements at the international level, the starting point should be 
the collection of information by individual countries, both creditors 
and debtors. With respect to information that comes within the purview 
of existing international systems of reporting, efforts should be made 
to obtain such reporting in as complete a form as possible. Should 
technical assistance be required by individual countries, it could be 
provided by the international agencies which presently operate such 
collection systems, the World Bank with respect to debtor countries 
and the OECD for creditors, as well as by the IMF in the context of 
its balance of payments reporting. The Bank and the OECD have agreed 
on steps to improve the reporting system for creditor countries, which 
may make it a more useful complement to the system of information col
lection from debtor countries. 

Since one of the main purposes of collecting such information 
is to have a clear picture of the indebtedness of the debtor countries 
and of its term structure, information from these countries should be 
far more meaningful and useful. A proper assessment of the debt burden 
on account of suppliers' credits can be obtained only if indebtedness 
on these credits is viewed within the framework of the total indebted
ness of both the public and private sector. It has been a constant 
preoccupation of the Bank over the years to examine in detail and 
assess the foreign debt situation of member countries in connection 
with its lending operations. The Bank's economic reports on member 
countries regularly contain specific chapters on these matters. vfuere 
appropriate, it is the intention of the Bank to improve further the 
coverage of its information, so as to obtain a complete picture of the 
total debt and its term structure. 

It should be possible to make considerable progress in obtain
ing information on suppliers' credits. The biggest gap exists in the 
area of completely private initiative, where no government guarantees 
are involved at either end of the transactions. Considerable improve
ment should be obtained in this area on the basis of authorization 
procedures where they exist as part of exchange control systems to 
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check capital movements. Since authorized credits can be utilized in 
several installments, with varying delays, or not be utilized at all, 
anpropriate arrangements should be made to obtain data on actual 
utilization. Where the exchange system does not permit the introduc
tion of an authorization procedure, information might be ~athered 
through voluntary reporting by the private sector; alternatively; it 
might be obtained through other techniques which are used for the 
compilation of the balance of international payments under procedures 
established with the guidance of the IMF. Furthermore, there is need 
for expansion of the data which are now reported to the Fund, so as to 
harmonize the information relating to private capital movements with 
that obtained under the reporting systems managed by the OECD and the 
Bank. The three agencies are in close contact with each other on these 
matters. 

The information collected on private export credits should 
be sufficiently comprehensive to yield all the details necessary to the 
most meaningful economic analysis in this field. Compatible with the 
need for respecting confidential business relations, attempts should be 
made on the creditor side to develop better and more direct data on the 
actual flows of suppliers' credits. On both the creditor and debtor 
sides, more information should be collected on the types of goods and 
economic activities which are financed by such credits, so that a 
greater appreciation can be gained of their appropriateness to the 
purposes they serve. 

2) Administration of External Debt 

There is great need for improvement in the administration of 
external debt by individual developing countries. This should be con
sidered along with the various other elements that are examined in 
judging development performance by such countries. Sound economic and 
financial policies are important to the prevention of excesses in the 
use of suppliers' credits, since they help to create an economic envi
ronment in which the risk of distortions through the assumption of such 
debt is minimized. In the course of their regular work, the Bank and 
Fund have the opportunity to review with the national authorities of 
member countries their domestic and foreign economic policies. One of 
the main objectives is to see to it that such policies are conducive to 
private and public sector decisions on the utilization of available 
foreign resources which are in line with sound economic objectives. 
The pursuit of such policies has a favorable bearing on the readiness 
of international or national financial institutions abroad, private or 
public, to finance projects which fall within the scope of their opera
tions, at terms more favorable than suppliers' credits. 

In addition, developing countries should organize systems 
to provide themselves with continuous knowledge about the contracting 
of suppliers' credits. They should be in a position to exercise ade
quate control or guidance over such transactions. This should be an 
important element in the management of their total balance of inter
national payments and should be exercised in harmony with national in
vestment and monetary goals and policies established for the economy. 
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Particular restraint should be exercised in processing pro
posals for suppliers' credits destined to finance activities which are 
made profitable by the maintenance of import restrictions imposed for 
balance of payments reasons. Developing countries could take advantage 
of the experience and information available to international organiza
tions, by seeking technical assistance, where possible, before authori
zing investments to be financed by suppliers' credits under these 
conditions. 

Successful management of indebtedness problems should weigh 
importantly in decisions concerning the availability of external sources 
of development finance, since it would be important evidence of the 
desire and ability of the developing country to manage its affairs 
satisfactorily. The contracting of additional foreign obligations 
should be decided upon against the background of existing foreign debt, 
both in terms of its total amount and of the repayment schedule, and in 
relation to the prospective debt servicing capacity of the country. 
This could best be done by centralizing decisions on foreign indebted
ness, particularly direct obligations of the public sector, including 
suppliers' credits contracted by public sector agencies. Both the use 
of prior authorization procedures and the effective enforcement of 
budgetary controls are appropriate for this purpose. 

In regard to the private sector, practical ways should be ex
plored for pooling requests for private external credit through local 
development finance companies or otherwise, so as to improve the terms 
and conditions of the credits. External credits contracted in large 
blocks are much more likely to have favorable conditions than numerous, 
fragmented credits for many small enterprises. In some cases, local 
branches of private foreign banks may be useful for this purpose. 

Finally, the maturities of suppliers' credits should be re
lated more closely to the useful life of the goods they finance. 
Sound financial practice requires that such relationships be observed. 
The longer maturities, which in any case are relatively scarce, should 
normally be reserved for equipment with a long life and for projects 
with long pay-out periods; by the same token, maturities well below 
the life of equipment financed might constitute an ~~desirable burden 
on an enterprise. 

3) Coordination of Creditor Practices and Polic1es 

So far, the governments of creditor countries have refrained 
from taking the lead with respect to policies and practices concerning 
the use of suppliers' credits, preferring to rely on the judgment of 
borrowers to avoid inordinate debt and assure the most effective use of 
available funds. For the most part, their active 1ntervention has been 
limited to providing support to their own exporters through guarantees 
and credit insurance, on the one hand, and participation when necessary 
in such remedial measures as rescheduling operations, on the other. If 
the considerable advantages of suppliers' credits are to be retained, 
however, it seems essential that steps be taken without long delay to 
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avoid the further spread of excesses which can only lead to harmful 
results for all concerned. Most urgently, action is needed along two 
principal lines: (a) The harmonization of commercial and financial 
practices with respect to the technical aspects of the transactions 
involved; and (b) The formulation of more purposeful policies designed 
to anticipate and forestall some of the more disturbing tendencies 
inherent in this form of finance. 

As related earlier, efforts so far made to harmonize com
mercial and financial practices have yielded limited results. Though 
the creditor countries' organizations concerned with export credit and 
export credit insurance are numerous, none seems to be adequate for the 
type of cooperation required. What seems to be necessary is some new 
kind of quasi-permanent cooperation among the creditor countries. It 
is for the creditors themselves to decide on the details of a mechanism 
for achieving such cooperation. The representation of both the Minis
tries of Finance and of export credit companies probably would be 
desirable. The arrangements should be flexible and adaptable to chang
ing sets of problems. The approach of the EEC possibly offers the best 
example of the necessary adaptability. It established a procedure 
under which its "Coordinating Group for Policies of Credit Insurance, 
Guarantees and Financial Credits" would hold regular monthly meetings 
and maintain a permanent Secretariat. Between sessions of the Group, 
the Secretariat and members were to remain in contact and be prepared 
to consider questions expeditiously; for instance, they could consult 
quickly when a member had to report a contemplated credit of exceptional 
terms, or required the approval of members on other matters. An obvious 
obstacle to the extension of these arrangements to a group including 
all creditor countries would be the large number of members. Perhaps 
a workable approach would be to form a small permanent secretariat, 
organized by creditors or international institutions, which could uti
lize the expertise of existing organizations to serve ad hoc groups of 
creditors. The composition of these groups would vary with each debtor 
country, in order to limit the participation in coordinating activi
ties to the small number of principal creditors concerned. This 
flexible approach would allow the inclusion of countries which are not 
members of any of the three groups mentioned. 

With regard to the second area of cooperation referred to 
above - the harmonization of policies -, it should be stressed that 
neither the problems associated with private export credits nor those 
of public international capital flows can be effectively attacked if 
they are considered in isolation from each other. An appropriate forum 
for the formulation of general policies and principles to guide credi
tor countries would seem to be the OECD, which is concerned not merely 
with the economic problems of its own industrialized members, but also 
with the impact of their economic activity on the developing countries 
through trade and the international flow of capital. In some cases, 
however, a broader basis may prove to be necessary to include countries 
which are not members of the OECD. 
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The emphasis in consideration of suppliers' credits by 
the OECD or other groups should be on the adoption of broad, common 
principles to guide the actions of creditor countries in avoiding 
problems of the type which have arisen in individual debtor countries, 
as distinguished from actions taken to deal with current problems. 
Agreement might be sought with respect to the following types of 
objectives: Recognition by creditor countries of a responsibility 
to restrain their own financial and commercial institutions when 
considered necessary to avoid excessive assumption of credits by a 
debtor country; the desirability of promoting facilities which make 
possible more alternatives to the importing countries in the procure
ment of goods financed by suppliers' credits; the desirability of 
distinguishing between exports not related to development as contrasted 
with exports made possible as a matter of public policy to assist de
velopment in other countries. 

Agreement on a set of principles, however, need not be a pre
condition for concrete steps to deal with problems raised by the ex
cessive use of suppliers' credits. The very process of exchanging 
views on such common principles should help create a consensus of poli
cies and practices on this subject which would help in dealing with 
problems as they arise in the future. It may well prove that uniformity 
of credit practices and restraints may not be feasible or practicable 
at the present time. The feasibility or desirability of such common 
practices should be subject to continual re-examination by the OECD or 
other groups after more experience has been gained on the various fronts 
of international cooperation in this field. 

In specific cases, the policy deliberations would have as a 
basis the systems of data collection operated by both creditors and 
debtors with the help of international agencies, which should be im
proved along the lines recommended in earlier paragraphs. In addition, 
as already mentioned, creditor countries may find helpful the assessment 
of the foreign debt situations of debtor countries which the World Bank 
makes periodically in its economic reports on member countries. 

Creditor countries could also review the relative roles of 
suppliers and financial institutions as channels for the granting of 
private export credits. Consideration should be given to possibl e 
policy measures that might enhance the role of private financial insti
tutions, rather than suppliers, in such financing. 

4) International Coordination for Individual Debtor Countries 

Although the interest of individual debtor countries is the 
object of suggestions made in the preceding paragraph, there is also 
scope for more specific arrangements to deal with various aspects of 
the indebtedness of these countries. 

One problem, often mentioned in connection with the high cost 
of suppliers' credits, stems from the fact that in some cases competi
tion among suppliers is either limited or nonexistent. This may result 
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from the fact that residents of many countries have limited opportuni
ties to establish or maintain contacts with industrial centers in de
veloped countries. As a remedy, consideration could be given to the 
possibility of having existing international organizations with 
experience in these matters act as channels of information, disclosing 
to their member countries the interest expressed by a developing 
country in receiving suppliers' credits for a particular investment. 

Other coordinating activities for individual debtor countries 
can be carried out through related groups of creditors. In the case 
of some debtor countries, there are already consortia or consultative 
groups concerned with the total flow of international finance in re
lation to the overall development situation and prospects of the 
individual countries involved, including their indebtedness problems. 
The analysis necessary for periodic assessment of these questions in
volves a comprehensive view of the country's economic performance, of 
the same type which is at present provided by the staffs of the 
agencies which manage such groups: i.e., the World Bank, the OECD, or 
the Inter-American Development Bank, depending on the country, with the 
assistance of the International Monetary Fund. Where such groups exist, 
creditor countries may decide to consider the problems associated with 
suppliers' credits at their periodic meetings, as a part of their 
assessment of the debt situation and prospects of the debtor country 
concerned. 

Where these groups do not exist, or if their members should 
feel that they do not represent an appropriate forum, consideration 
could be given to the formation of ad hoc groups which would examine 
the suppliers' credits situation of individual debtor countries. Devel
oped countries have the opportunity of analyzing the domestic and 
external economic situation of individual developing countries through 
the reports issued periodically by the Bank and the IMF, among others, 
as a part of their respective operations. On the basis of the assess
ment contained in these reports, those developed countries which have 
a particular interest in any individual developing country might find 
it appropriate to consult with each other specifically on this subject, 
by meeting or otherwise. If they should then conclude that measures 
were needed to correct trends in the debt situation of the debtor 
country concerned, they might find it appropriate, for example, to 
suggest to the country that it consult with the Bank, the IMF, or both 
to arrive at a formulation of ways and means to prevent the foreign debt 
situation from getting out of hand. For example, these might include 
ceilings of the type adopted in rescheduling operations, accompanied 
by adequate supporting policies. 

In the case of a few countries, groups of creditors already 
exist under the informal name of "Clubs," such as the "Paris Club" or 
the 11 Hague Club," which in recent years have been utilized to negotiate 
the rescheduling of external debts. These clubs could also be used for 
the international management of suppliers' credits, with the objective 
of eliminating or avoiding the need for rescheduling exercises. 
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5) Subjects for Future Consideration 

The preceding recommendations are based on available informa
tion concerning suppliers' credits and are aimed at improving the 
national and international management of this type of credit. Their 
implementation depends basically on the preparedness of the countries 
concerned to take the necessary decisions. Two further aspects of the 
problem could be subjects for future consideration. One concerns the 
gathering of more detailed information on the subject; the other, alter
natives to suppliers' credits. 

Most of the available statistical data and other information 
concerning individual countries has been obtained for the operational 
purposes of international institutions. For this reason, it is con
fined to certain essential aspects of foreign indebtedness. Although 
such information has been found adequate as a basis for broad conclu
sions for the purpose of this report, it should be supplemented by 
analysis in depth of the use of suppliers' credits by the countries 
concerned. A useful contribution in the field could be made by inten
sive case studies of selected debtor countries which have made sub
stantial use of such credits. Some of these have met with considerable 
difficulty, others have been able to overcome the major problems, and 
still others have managed the use of suppliers' credits with relative 
success. 

With regard to the second aspect of the problem mentioned 
above, it may be noted that the World Bank, in some of its own opera
tions, has introduced the principle of international competitive 
bidding in the use of national export credits. In such operations, 
suppliers' and financial credits are combined with Bank funds for the 
financing of a particular project. Tenders for the supply of equipment, 
exclusive of the credit terms, are invited under a procedure of inter
national competitive bidding. Once the contracts are awarded on this 
basis, national export credit facilities are used to the fullest extent 
possible, supplemented by Bank financing. There could be a similar 
international approach on the private banking level, in areas of financ
ing where the importer does not otherwise have sufficient choice among 
countries in making his purchases. 
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Text of Annex A.IV.l4 of the Final Act of the 
U.N. Conference on Trade and Development 

(Geneva, 1964) 

SUPPLIERS' CREDITS AND CREDIT INSURANCE IN 
DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COu~TRIES 

THE CONFERENCE, 

HAVING IN MIND the number and importance of the questions relating 
to credit and credit insurance which have been raised by both the develop
ing and developed countries and the variety of proposals put forward for 
action in this field, 

RECOMMENDS that the International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel
opment should be invited: 

1. To make a study of the use (actual and potential) and terms of 
suppliers' credits and credit insurance, including rediscounting arrange
ments: 

(a) For financing exports from developed to developing countries, 
taking account of the capacity of the latter to repay and of 
other effects on their economies and balance of payments; 

(b) As regards their effects on competition between the exports of 
developing and developed countries, as well as between the 
developed countries; 

(c) As a means of financing trade between the developing countries; 

2. To take account, in so doing, of the relevant observations, 
recommendations and suggestions submitted to the Conference, including 
those in the draft recommendation by Spain and Tunisia annexed hereto; 

3. To identify the difficulties which arise or may arise, in 
particular as regards debt service, and to consider possible solutions; 

4. To submit the study to the United Nations at the earliest 
possible date together with any appropriate recommendations. 

APPENDIX 

I 

TEXT OF THE DRAFT RECOMMENDATION 
PROPOSED BY SPAIN AND TUNISIA 

With a view to adapting supplier credits to the circumstances and 
requirements of the developing countries, THE CONFERENCE RECOMMENDS THAT: 
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l. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development should 
study the establishment of a multilateral inter-governmental credit insur
ance institution, taking into account the practice and experience of the 
national credit insurance systems operating in certain developed coun
tries; 

2. The object of the institution should be to cover risks incurred 
in respect of supplier credits by guaranteeing insurance and re-insurance 
for the supplier granting credit; 

3. The institution should also, insofar as possible, be prepared to 
extend its financial assistance beyond the coverage of the risks referred 
to in paragraph 2 above, with a view to reducing the costs incurred by 
the developing countries for the use of supplier credits; 

4. The developed countries should furnish the developing countries 
with the most extensive technical assistance possible in regard to 
exports, in order to help those countries: 

(a) 

(b) 

To establish, promote and expand, at the national or regional 
level, credit insurance organizations to promote external 
trade through guarantees designed to reduce risks, especially 
the credit risks which such trade involves; 

To set up or improve their machinery for financing exports 
(external trade banks, rediscounting institutions, etc.). 

II 

CONSIDERING that one of the most effective forms of assistance is the 
promotion of exports, especially of manufactures and semi-manufactures, 
from developing countries, 

CONSIDERING that in order to export such goods, those countries 
not only have to meet competitive qualities and prices, but also have 
to offer terms of sale (deferred payment, credit to purchasers, etc.) 
similar to those offered by industrialized countries - which is often 
beyond their means, 

THE CONFERENCE RECOMMENDS: 

5. That existing international finance organizations undertake 
the study of the measures to be taken to enable developing countries to 
gain access to world markets on credit terms comparable to those of 
industrialized countries; 

6. That, to that end, the possibility should be studied of en
abling commercial drafts relating to export operations of developing 
countries, duly endorsed by the central bank or by any body offering 
adequate safeguards, to be rediscounted at a reasonable interest rate. 
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General Evolution of Export Credit and Export Credit 
Insurance Systems !/ 

In the post-war period, the industrialized countries' desire 
to promote their exports of capital goods, combined with the inadequacy 
of the developing countries' capacity to import such goods for their ex
panding development needs, have resulted in changes in the methods by 
which international trade in such goods is financed. 

External financing for the purchase of capital goods needed 
in developing areas had formerly been obtained through long-term borrow
ing on the world capital markets or through direct investment by foreign 
enterprises. Even before 1939, however, the capital markets had become 
largely closed to the developing countries. Direct foreign private 
investment underwent a period of growth during the 1950's, but has 
levelled off since the beginning of the present decade and seems unable 
to meet the developing countries' requirements. Additional long-range 
financing, some of it on grant or concessional terms, has been made 
available through bilateral and multilateral programs, but has not been 
able to keep pace with the enormous expansion of the financing demand 
for capital goods. 

In their search for alternative sources of funds, the develop
ing countries have come to depend increasingly on the suppliers of goods 
for the necessary financing. In the sellers' market which characterized 
the immediate post-war period, and prior to the spreading of direct sup
pliers' credits, a number of capital-goods transactions were carried out 
within the framework of bilateral payments agreements, which because of 
the shortage of international reserves of gold and convertible curren
cies had become the basic instruments for the financing of trade among 
non-dollar countries. These agreements were usually negotiated for 
periods averaging one to three years and provided for swing credits to 
cover short-term trade fluctuations. All balances in excess of the 
swing credits were to be settled immediately or within a stipulated 
period ranging from three months to one year. Despite provisions re
lating to the settlement of such balances, creditor countries in several 
instances permitted the accumulation by their debtor of substantial bal
ances in excess of the swing credits initially stipulated, and in order 
to maintain a normal flow of exports, they agreed to negotiate consoli
dation agreements with certain countries rescheduling repayment of these 
short-term debts over a longer period. 

!/ The present annex is based in its substance and text on a U.N. 
Re ort "E ort Credits for the Financin of Ca ital Goods Re
quirements of Developing Countries Document E/ 189)." The use 
of this document is by courtesy of the Fiscal and Financial 
Branch, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United 
Nations. 
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The accumulation of excess debit balances and their subsequent 
renegotiation proved unsatisfactory to both creditor and debtor countries. 
Governments of creditor countries facing balance-of-payments difficulties, 
in convertible currencies, were obliged to commit resources abroad for 
periods exceeding those originally agreed upon~ these conditions con
strained the conduct of operations by monetary authorities in their man
agement of domestic policies. For the debtor countries, debt renegotia
tion often led to a lowering of their credit rating and a consequent 
increase in the cost of new borrowing. This situation hastened the 
transition to organized medium-term credit systems. 

At the beginning of 1950, the "Bank Deutscher Lander" estab
lished a rediscount line at the disposal of the "Kredi tans tal t fur 
Wiederaufbau" (Reconstruction Loan Corporation) for the refinancing of 
export credits of up to four years. In March of the same year, France 
organized a medium-term export credit financing system for two to five 
years, based on the existing scheme for financing medium-term domestic 
transactions. In October 1950 in Belgium, the "Institut de Reescompte 
et de Garant ie 11 earmarked funds for the financing of export credits of 
up to five years. In 1952, the United Kingdom extended the maximum ex
port credit period for transactions with purchasers outside the sterling 
area to three years, or in the case of exports of national interest, 
to four or five years. (Prior to that time, credits exceeding six 
months for such transactions had been subject to the approval of the 
Foreign Exchange Control Commission; half the contract price had had 
to be paid within six months and the rest within two years.) In 1953, 
Italy introduced medium-term export credits of between one and five 
years, entrusting the operations to the specialized institutions en
gaged in the granting of medium-term domestic credit. Four to five 
years thus became a generally accepted maximum maturity for medium-
term export credits. 

The organization of medium-term export credit facilities was 
complemented by the extension to medium-term export credits of insur
ance schemes, originally introduced after the First World War for 
short-term transactions. In this way, Governments sought to transfer 
gradually an increasing share of export financing to the supplier, or 
to private banks, thus reducing progressively reliance on bilateral 
agreements. 

This situation frequently led to an overemphasis on the credit 
factor by purchasers on capital goods transactions. Some purchasers 
lacking ready cash or easier access to their own banks were induced to 
ignore higher prices or inferior quality in their endeavour to secure 
more advantageous credit terms from their suppliers. Such terms became 
in fact increasingly available, as the sellers' market for capital 
goods gradually developed into a buyers' market, as a result of the 
recovery of the economies of Western Europe and Japan. 

Toward the middle of the 1950's, the export credit insurance 
institutions in the major exporting countries organized through the 
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11Union d' Assureurs des Credits Internati onaux 11 (Berne Union) , !/ the 
international association of credit insurers, direct exchanges of views 
leading to concerted action relating to the duration of export credit 
insurance cover, which determined the duration of credits. They reached 
an understanding that export credit insurance should not exceed five 
years for heavy capital goods, They also agreed that purchasers of 
capital goods should make a reasonable down payment before or upon 
delivery of goods. 

These limitations were designed to arrest a trend toward com
petitive easing of credit terms in the buyers' market then emerging for 
capital goods. Such a trend was made acute by the aggressive sale 
policies of suppliers interested in penetrating new markets, as well 
as by the pressure of developing countries to obtain credit maturities 
more compatible with their development needs, tempo of growth and ex
isting and potential external resources. The lengthening of maturities 
was increasingly facilitated or offered by the authorities of countries 
tying their bilateral development loans to procurement from national 
suppliers. 

From the mid-1950's onwards, exporters in almost all Western 
European countries began exerting pressure on their governments for 
export credit insurance exceeding five years. The reason generally 
advanced was that the Export-Import Bank of Washington (which was not 
then a member of the Berne Union), through its long-term project loans 
granted directly to purchasers in developing countries, was in fact 
enabling American exporters to sell on terms which European suppliers 
could offer only if they could obtain long-term credit insurance to 
cover bank re - financing on similar terms, 

Exporters in the countries of continental Europe accentuated 
their pressure when in 1957 the United Kingdom decided to expand the 
volume of long-term financing assistance granted under the Export Guar
antee Act of 1949, which stipulated that official funds allocated under 
this program must be utilized for the purchase of United Kingdom goods 
and services. One year later, the United States, under increased strain 
on its reserves, decided that Development Loan Fund loans and grants 
should in principle be tied to specific purchases of American goods and 
similar policies were adopted by other industrial countries. Thus, ex
porters in the leading countries received indirect support through the 
tied financing extended by their governments to overseas purchasers. 

This situation resulted in departures from the understanding 
that export credit maturities should be kept within the Berne Union 
limits (the Union was notified of three such departures in 1957, four 

l/ Created in 1934 chiefly as a clearing-house for exchanges of 
views on insurance techniques and information related to credit 
ratings. See Annex IV. 
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in 1958 and six in 1959). In a number of countries whose governments 
were unwilling or unable to provide development loans - tied or untied -
and whose exporters were faced with competition from such loans, new 
interpretations of the five-year understanding were put forward. The 
most significant narrowed the application of the five-year understanding 
to guarantees given to suppliers~ where guarantees were given in respect 
of credits granted directly to buyers in developing countries, for the 
purchase in the credit-supplying country of heavy capital goods needed 
for development projects, such guarantees remained outside the scope 
of the understanding. As a matter of fact, this type of guarantee 
usually involved substantial amounts, which could not reasonably be 
expected to be reimbursed over five years, in view of the developing 
countries' financial situation and the normal amortization period 
for such goods. 

Other interpretations . designed to soften the maturity terms 
related to the starting point for the five-year limit and the down pay
ment by the purchaser. As regards the former, the failure of the origi
nal understanding to specify the starting point from which the five years 
should be calculated made it possible to count the five years from the 
time of delivery of the last part of the order, thus stretching the 
ceiling to seven or eight years, since one to three years might well 
elapse between the first and last deliveries. 

In 1961 the Berne Union issued a precise definition of the 
starting point from which the five years were to be calculated. In the 
case of capital goods consisting of individual usable items (for example, 
locomotives), the starting point for a single shipment was to be the 
date when the buyer took physical possession of the goods. Where the 
order consisted of several shipments the starting point was the "mean 
date" of the dates when the buyer took physical possession of the whole 
order. In the case of capital equipment for complete plants or fac
tories, the starting point was to be the date when the buyer took physi
cal possession of the entire equipment (excluding spare parts) supplied 
under the contract~ in the case of construction or installation con
tracts, the starting point was to be the date when the seller had com
pleted the construction or installation of the plant. In the case of 
such construction or installation contracts, guarantees could also run 
for six years from the date when the entire equipment was delivered to 
the site. In addition, certain countries re-interpreted a Berne Union 
understanding requiring an appropriate down-payment to the effect that 
such down-payments could be lower than those originally stipulated. 

In a gradually increasing number of cases since the late 
1950's, export credits have thus been granted and insured on easier 
and longer terms and for a greater variety of purposes thus blurring 
the distinction between trade and aid. 
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Characteristics of Export Credit Insurance and 
Private Export Credit in Various Industrialized Countries 

The purpose of this annex is to present a brief comparative 
account of the main features of export credit insurance and export 
credit in the principal industrialized countries. ~ 

Comprehensive and detailed information on institutions and 
procedures, related to private export credits and their insurance in 
most industrialized countries, can be found in two major studies: a 
United Nations report entitled "Export Credits and Development Finan
cing" (Publication No.: 67.II.D.l); and a survey published in March 
1965 by the Bank for International Settlements, entitled "Export Credit 
Insurance and Export Credits." These two documents cover Australia, 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. In addition the United Nations' report 
also covers Czechoslovakia, Poland and the.USSR. 

!/ The terms "private export credit'' relate to both suppliers' and 
buyers' credits. Supplier's credit is a form of trade credit 
extended by the supplier in one country to the buyer in another 
country. The supplier may or may not obtain financing of the 
credit from a bank. Bank financing is usually limited to the 
amount insured by an export credit insurance institution. B~er's 
credit, also known as financial credit, is export credit extended 
by a bank to the importing buyer. This credit is ordinarily 
limited in its use to purchase of particular goods, from a speci
fied supplier or list of suppliers. The supplier is paid in 
cash by the importer; he may, in fact, sometimes obtain payment 
directly from the bank on proof of shipment. 

E~ort credit insurance is insurance provided against various 
losses related to credits granted for the export of goods. With 
at least one exception (financial credits by the German 
Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau) public credits are not insured, 
the State itself taking the risk. 

Short-, medium- and long-term concepts, vary from country to 
country. As a general rule, any operation with maturity falling 
within a year is considered short, although short-term is at 
times confined to six months only. One-year credits are included 
by some countries in short, by others in medium-term. One-to-five 
years credits are usually classified as medium, those over five 
years as long-term financing. 
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A review of institutions and practices in these countries 
indicates that, with respect to export credit insurance, there is a 
basic similarity in the various national schemes, and that differences 
between them tend to be reduced by international competition and co
operation. Export credit systems, on the other hand, have widely 
different features, and these differences tend to persist, since ex
port credit is linked in each country to its domestic credit struc
ture. 

The origins of export credit insurance date back to the 
period immediately following World War I. In Great Britain, whose 
insurance methods have tended to serve as a model for many other coun
tries, a private export credit insurance entity was set up in 1918, 
and the State first entered the field in 1919. Between 1922 and 1934, 
export credit insurance schemes were introduced in 14 other European 
countries. The period between the two World Wars was largely experi
mental. Initial cover of risk was as low as 60 percent, for instance, 
in France and Germany. The British progressively extended export 
credit insurance from short-term to medium-term (1928), from insurance 
of individual transactions to guarantees for the whole export turnover 
(1932), and from commercial to political risks (1935). Since the Second 
World War, most of the existing institutions have been reorganized and 
expanded and new ones have been established in industrialized countries 
in which they did not exist. Export credit insurance procedures are 
constantly being modified to conform to changing circumstances. This 
annex will attempt to outline the basic analogies of national schemes 
by describing the standard features of a typical scheme, while signal
ling the main differences of details as applied by various countries, 
particularly the United Kingdom, the United States and Italy. 

Export credits, on the other hand, were organized within the 
framework of established national credit systems, and though some adapta
tions have been made to meet special problems of export or of competition, 
they reflect the basic features of national credit systems. The summary 
description, given in this annex, of the export credit structures in 
five of the main industrialized countries (United Kingdom, United States, 
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Italy), will show the large 
differences between them. 

I. Export Credit Insurance 

A. The common features of a typical scheme 

Common features in the forms of insurance provided by exporting 
countries are found in the categories of risks covered, the nature of 
the transactions insured, the types of policy, the risk cover, the cost 
of insurance, and the beneficiaries. Finally, it will be indicated how, 
though the institutions differ, the administrative procedures are similar 
in various countries. 
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1. Categories of risks 

A distinction is generally made between commercial risks and 
non-commercial risks. 

Commercial risks include insolvency (always), protracted de
fault (with the exception of Belgium and Germany), and, in most countries, 
non-acceptance of the goods or repudiation of the contract. 

Non-commercial risks always include political risks, which 
are related to any government action in the buyer's country, which pre
vents or delays payment beyond stipulated periods, and the transfer risk, 
resulting from non-availability of foreign exchange. They sometimes 
include also the risks of natural catastrophe, the exchange rate risk, 
the economic risk related to increased costs during the production period 
(in France and Italy), and transportation difficulties. 

What falls under commercial risk when the buyer is private is 
always, with the exception of the United States, considered as a political 
risk when the buyer is a government or a public body. 

2. Transactions insured 

Export credit insurance covers the export of all types of goods 
and a variety of services. All goods are eligible for insurance, pro
vided they contain a minimum proportion of national material and labor. !/ 
For instance, within the European Economic C~~unity, a foreign content 
up to 30 percent was allowed in Hay 1962, and was increased to 40 percent 
(under certain conditions) in 1965. By agreements between insurance com
panies, the foreign component is insured in the country of the main ex
porter. Insurance is also available for consignments and stocks held 
abroad, and for a variety of services, such as contract work abroad and 
advisory services. The cost of the study and preparation of projects is 
covered in Denmark, Italy and Japan. Expenditures incurred in the explor
ation of foreign markets are covered by France and the United Kingdom. 

3. ~es of policy 

The two basic types of policy are the whole-turnover policy, 
also called the global or comprehensive policy, and the specific policy. 

Yne whole-turnover policy is an obligation to the exporter to 
insure all his exports during a given period, at least to one market, 
and for the categories of goods considered suitable. Its usual appli
cation is to consumer or semi-manufactured goods, sold in a continuous 

!I Some countries cover goods of foreign origin, but on short-term 
credits only. 
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or repetitive way, on rather short credit terms. Its justification is 
the spreading of risk over a larger volume of business, avoiding dis
cretionary selection of insurable risks by exporters, and contributing 
to a lowering of premiums. 

Specific policies cover individual contracts. Their most 
usual application is to the export of capital goods, which need long 
manufacturing periods and long terms of payment. 

4. The risk cover 

The requirement that the exporter carry the risk of a small 
percentage of the credit for his own account is general to all credit 
insurers. It is aimed at discouraging irresponsible trading, at ensur
ing that the exporter will pursue the defaulting debtor without delay, 
and at giving the exporter an intere~t in maximizing recoveries in the 
event of a default. Over the years there has been a general and steady 
tendency to increase the percentage of credits which may be covered by 
insurance. Countries belonging to the European Economic Community agreed, 
in May 1962, to limit the maximum cover to 90 ·percent in the case of sup
plier's credits. 

Special cases in which a 100 percent cover is granted to the 
exporter or to the banker are described below, mainly in the section on 
the United Kingdom. 

As a rule, the cover for risks which are beyond the control of 
the exporter, such as political and natural catastrophe risks, is higher 
than for commercial risks. Normal cover ranges from 70 percent to 90 
percent for commercial risk and from 85 percent to 95 percent for non
commercial risk. Cover for losses on credits related to the holding of 
stocks abroad and the penetration of foreign markets is generally lower. 

Cover is also reduced for exports to countries which offer 
relatively poor risks. 

5. Beneficiary of the insurance 

The beneficiary of credit insurance may be either the supplier 
or the bank, as in the three following cases: 

i) Insurance given to the supplier in the case of a supplier's 
credit. This is the usual method. The insurance is often 
assigned by the supplier to the bank as collateral for the 
credit extended on the export transaction. 

ii) Insurance given to the bank in the case of a supplier's 
credit. This is usually called a "bank guarantee." It 
allows the bank to grant to the supplier a "non-recourse" 
credit, which means that, in case of default by the im
porter, the bank will be directly reimbursed by the credit 
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insurance company, without having to claim a refund from 
the exporter in any circumstances. It protects the bank 
in cases where non-payment, or non-acceptance of the goods, 
by the importer is due to a failure on the part of the 
supplier to comply with the terms of the contract. It 
also protects the bank against the bankruptcy of the ex
porter, or the loss of interest between the normal date 
of payment and the date of compensation by the insurance 
company. 

Since non-recourse financing can be provided without re
gard to the supplier's assets, it has the advantage of 
leaving unimpaired the capacity of the supplier to borrow 
for his other needs. 

An export transaction sometimes can be covered at the 
same time by insurance given to the exporter, and a 
guarantee given to his bank. The export credit insur
ance company might retain recourse to the exporter for 
claims paid under the bank guarantee and not covered by 
the exporter's insurance. 

iii) Insurance given to the bank in the case of a buyer's 
credit. Insurance of a buyer's credit is called a "finan
cial guarantee" in several countries. The bank extending 
a credit directly to the importer is naturally the bene
ficiary of the guarantee. The exporter bears the risk 
of the part of the transaction not covered by the buyer's 
credit, if any. He is also responsible for losses due to 
any faulty execution of the contract on his part. 

6. Institutions, procedures and policies 

The nature of the export credit insurance institution varies 
considerably from country to country. It may be a private, semi-public 
or public institution, or a section of the government administration. 1/ 
But it seems that the nature of the institution has little influence on 
its policies and procedures. For instance, the State is always finan
cially responsible for political risks, and the policy with respect to 
such risks is always shaped by decisions of Government officials, or of 
bodies in which Government representatives are preponderant. 

!/ Details on the institutions may be found in the UN and BIS studies 
referred to above. Legislative texts are reproduced in the BIS 
study. 
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On the other hand, it is agreed in all countries that commer
cial risks must be insured on a business basis. All insurance companies 
recognize the need to pay their way and build appropriate reserves. 
Within the Berne Union (see Annex IV) the companies exercise a mutual 
control to avoid any permanent subsi~y to exports in the form of ex
cessively low premium rates. 

7. Cost of insurance and credit 

Under the pressure of competition, insurance companies tend 
to bring down the cost of insurance on export credits as low as com
patible with sound management. This cost is generally kept under one 
percent, and may be as low as 0.1 percent a year. The cost of bank 
lending for medium and long-term normally ran~es from 5.50 percent to 
7.50 percent. When domestic credit interest rates are higher, usually 
some kind of subsidy is granted to export credit for the sake of com
petition. When the total cost of finance (interest and insurance) avail
able on an insured export transaction is lower than the rate normally 
charged in that country for comparable uninsured export credits, it can 
be said that the actual cost of insurance is negative -that is, the 
protection offered by the system gives rise to a net mar~inal benefit 
on the transaction. 

Though the real costs of insurance and credit are rather well 
known in each exporting country, they sometimes do not appear in the 
terms of the transaction, and may be blurred for the importer. Exporters, 
for instance, may increase the attractiveness of their offers by incorpo
rating part of these costs in the price of the goods. 

B. Special national features 

1. The United Kingdo~ 

The Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD), which is a 
department of the Board of Trade, is the largest export credit insurance 
institution in the world. It covers, on short or longer terms, approxi
mately 25 percent of all British exports, whereas the proportion of 
insured exports to total exports in other countries varies to a maxi
mum of 10 percent. 

Due to its volume of business, and the British experience in 
the fields of trade, insurance and finance, ECGD has developed an elabo
rate doctrine of export-credit insurance, which is used as a guide by 
many countries. It has also pioneered in this field in many ways. 

For instance, while maintaining as a cardinal principle of credit 
insurance that the policy holder should bear a share of risk for his own 
account, the United Kingdom was the first country to establish a 100 percent 
cover, specifically, in the following three cases: 
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i) "Bank Guarantees," given to financing banks as a. supple
ment to insurance cover for certain supplier credit con
tracts. The percentage of cover for "Bank Guarantees" 
was raised in January 1965 from 90 to 100. 1/ The "Bank 
Guarantee" comes into operation only after the goods have 
been shipped. It is unconditional, and the bank renounces 
recourse to the exporter. But ECGD retains recourse to 
the exporter for any sums paid to the bank, for which 
there is no liability under the credit insurance obtained 
by the exporter. This might occur because the cover 
granted to the exporter is partial, whereas the cover 
to the bank is total. It might also occur where non
receipt of payment was due to a cause not covered by the 
insurance, or when the exporter had by some act or omis
sion released ECGD from liability. 

ii) "Financial Guarantees," established in April 1961, cover 
100 percent of capital and interest under loans extended 
to overseas buyers by commercial banks. They apply to 
large capital projects costing at least ~ 2 million, or 
~ 1 million in the case of ships. It is a condition for 
the issue of such a guarantee that the loan shall be for 
only a. portion, normally 80 percent, of the contract price. 
The suppliers must carry the risk on the remainder. This 
usually means that, under this scheme, they are not covered 
for the progress payments expected during the period of 
construction. Moreover, ECGD retains a right of recourse 
to the exporter if a. claim has to be paid to the lender 
at a. time when the exporter is in default under his supply 
contract. 

iii) ECGD established in February 1962 a "full percentage 
facility" for "trouble-free" contracts. Under this facil
ity, the percentage of cover given to the policy holder 
in respect of a contract on supplier credit of three 
years or more may be increased to 100 percent one year 

l/ The maximum cover of bank guarantees was 85 percent in 1954, 
when the system was introduced. It a~plied to contracts of more 
than ~ 250,000. The cover was raised to 90 percent in 1958 and 
100 percent in January 1965. The minimum amount of the contract 
was lowered to ~ 100,000 in 1958 and ~ 25,000 in January 1965, 
and was abolished in March 1966 for credits of two years or 
longer. 
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after full completion by the exporter of his performance 
of the contract, provided that the contract was entirely 
free from trouble and is likely to remain so. 1/ 

While in most other countries the commercial risk is 
either handled by institutions separate from the one 
which covers political risk, or is governed by separate 
rules, or can be covered independently from the non
commercial risk, British insurance policies always 
cover commercial and non-commercial risk at the same 
time. 

2. The United States 

The proportion of United States export credits, of both short 
and longer term, covered either by an "insurance" given to an exporter, 
or by a "guarantee" given to a bank, to total United States exports is 
around three percent, as compared to 25 percent for the United Kingdom. 
There are several reasons for this wide discrepancy. United States 
corporations are larger and more self-sufficient financially, and their 
foreign sales represent a considerably smaller proportion of their total 
business than in the case of their British (and other European) counter
parts. They are, therefore, better able to be self-insurers of their 
own credits. Another factor is the relatively higher proportion of 
commodities in United States exports, as compared with those of the 
United Kingdom, which have a higher proportion of manufactured products, 
for which the credit insurance schemes are particularly designed. United 
States exporters have also enjoyed traditionally easier financing facili
ties - freer access to credits from commercial banks at lower costs, and 
greater availability of export financing from Federal agencies. 

Export credit insurance is particularly recent in the United 
States. The present system was established progressively from 1960 on
ward. Under its provisions, short-term credits can be covered only by 
"insurance," while medium and long-term credits can be covered through 
the "insurance" program, and also through different types of bank 
"guarantees." 

The United States credit "insurance" program is carried out 
by the Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA), in collaboration 
with the Export-Import Bank. FCIA is a voluntary group of private 
insurance companies, which started functioning in February 1962 and 
now has more than 70 participants. FCIA covers commercial risks, with 
reinsurance of the larger risks by the Export-Import Bank. Political 
risks are assumed wholly by the Export-Import Bank. The United States 
"insurance" program is along the lines of the typical scheme outlined 
above. 

!/ There are few other countries which have thus far applied any 
kind of 100 percent cover. South Africa has in some respects 
followed the example of ECGD. In the United States, the Foreign 
Insurance Credit Association has recently introduced a total 
cover for trouble-free contracts and the Export-Import Bank's 
financial guarantees have provided commercial banks a 100 percent 
cover. 
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There are three types of bank "guarantees": 

i) Under a "financial guarantee" initiated in 1962, the Export
Import Bank in the past extended a full cover to direct 
lending by commercial banks. The total amount of such 
guarantees was relatively modest. They were generally 
related to transactions brought directly to the Export
Import Bank by a potential borrower and turned over to 
commercial banks, with a split of interest. The commer
cial banks, benefiting from a full guarantee, were not 
allowed to receive a return higher than 4.5 percent or 
4.75 percent out of a maximum interest rate of 5.5 percent. 
This system has been in difficulties since market rates 
have risen, while the Export-Import Bank has kept its of
ficial rates stable. 

ii) As an alternative, the Export-Import Bank announced, on 
April 26, 1966, a new system of financial guarantees for 
direct bank lending to borrowers abroad. Under this 
scheme, the commercial bank must carry the early instal
ments up to 30 percent for its own account, without either 
a political or a commercial risk guarantee from the Export
Import Bank or the FCIA on those instalments. It receives 
an unconditional guarantee on all later instalments, the 
interest rate being covered only up to six percent. The 
Export-Import Bank does not require a cash payment by the 
buyer or a risk participation by the supplier for such 
guarantee. 

iii) Commercial bank lending to the exporters without recourse 
is eligible for the medium-term bank guarantee program. 
The commercial bank receives a guarantee for political 
risks in respect of all maturities, and for commercial 
risks in respect of the later maturities. Early maturi
ties are defined as the first half of the instalments of 
a credit under three years, or the first 18 months of in
stalments on a credit of three years or over. The exporter 
is required to bear a part of the risk. 

3. Italy 

The basic law governing medium and long-term export credits 
and credit insurance was issued in Italy in 1953; this was successively 
revised by various laws, the most important one promulgated in 1961. 

Medium and long-term export credits and credit insurance are 
granted by an autonomous official institution, the "Institute Nazionale 
delle Assicurazione" (INA), which administers the insurance scheme on 
behalf of the State. Neither short-term export credits nor commercial 
risks are covered. The INA issues specific policies covering mainly 
capital goods and, exceptionally, consumer goods. The maximum length 
of the guaranteed credits was raised in 1961 from five years to "10 
years or more." 
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State insurance may not extend beyond 85 percent of the amount 
of a credit related to sales of goods or services, and 30 percent of the 
value of a contract for works carried out abroad. The State guarantee 
may amount to 100 percent of financial credits granted in the case of 
long-term transactions related to assistance to developing countries. 
This provision, however, has had only limited application. 

Short-term export credits can be insured by a private company, 
the "Societa Italiana Assicurazione Crediti," but only for sales to 
European countries. Modification of the existing laws, especially in 
order to allow the governmental insurance scheme to cover short and 
medium-term commercial risks, is currently under study. 

4. Other countries 

Export credit insurance in other countries conforms by and 
large to the standard pattern described above, with some noteworthy 
differences in individual countries. 

In France, rules governing insurance have been adapted to new 
terms of maturity and to new procedures of financing adopted in the past 
few years, which will be described in the following section. In the case 
of "extended medium-term" credits, up to 10 years after delivery, insur
ance cover may reach 95 percent for the last maturities, provided it 
does not go beyond 85 percent for the first maturities, in order to keep 
the average cover within the 90 percent limit agreed by the European 
Economic Community. Cover for banks under the new procedures relating 
to buyers' credits may reach 95 percent. 

In Austria, only specific policies are issued. 

In Denmark and Sweden, the export credit insurance institutions 
usually issue only specific policies. However, a revolving policy may be 
issued for all short-term transactions of an exporter with a certain 
buyer. 

Commercial risks are not covered in Switzerland. 

In Japan, insurance to banks is provided on a global basis. 
Insurance to exporters is, as a rule, specific. However, whole turnover 
policies are available for a number of specified goods. 

There are no substantial deviations from the typical scheme 
outlined above in export credit insurance as practiced by Belgium, 
Canada, Germany, the Netherlands and Norway. 

C. Harmonization in suppliers' and buyers' credit insurance 

From the above, it appears that there is already a fair degree 
of similarity in procedures followed by the various countries with re
spect to suppliers' export credit insurance. Moreover, a coordinating 
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group in the ~uropean Economic Cor.ununity is actively working towards 
the harmonization of export credit insurance in the member countries, 
the first objective being a common type of insurance policy for all 
members for ::1edium-term credit to :nublic buyers (see Annex IV). 

'Phe field in which the process of harmonization is least ad
vanced is perhaps insurance for buyers' credits, which is a comparatively 
recent procedure. There are still significant differences between coun
tries in the ris k cover given in this respect to commercial banks and 
in the participation left to the exnorter. For instance, commercial 
banks in the United Kingdom are not required to take any risk, but bank 
credit to buyers applies to a maximum of 80 percent of the amount, leav
ing the supplier to carry the other 20 percent of the transaction -
roughly equivalent to the payments he is expected to receive during 
the production period . In Germany, the "financial guarantee" does not 
cover 100 percent, but the bank may transfer the non-covered portion to 
the exporter. On t he other hand, no participation is required from sup
pliers in the United States, wnere commercial banks extending credits 
to buyers (under the systen of financial guarantees introduced last 
April) are required to carry the commercial and political risks on the 
early instalments, up to 30 percent of the amount of the credit. Finally, 
in France, buyers' credits anply only to the post-shipment period, but 
the supplier can obtain 80 percent to 90 percent insurance cover for the 
production period; banks are expected to assume a five percent risk on 
their credit. 

II. Export Credits 

Short-term export credit is part of the ordinary business of 
con~ercial banks in all countries. The conduct of medium and long-term 
export credits differs widely from country to country, being more directly 
dependent upon availability of funds, domestic requirements and the struc
ture of the financial markets. 

1. The United Kingdom 

The United Kin~dom is endowed with money and capital markets 
distinguished for their advanced organization and capacity for adjust
ment. Funds are channeled through a great variety of financial institu
tions, such as clearing banks, discount houses, brokers, merchant banks 
and institutions specializing in long-term credit. These institutions 
are generally free of direct governmental regulation, and the Bank of 
En~land exercises its control and ~eneral guidance over them in a very 
flexible manner. As a consequence, they can adapt themselves easily 
to chan~ing circQ~stances. In particular, the existing financing facil
ities have always been considered in Britain as adequate to meet the 
needs of traders for export credits. 
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However, the progressive lengthening of credit terms and 
banks' growing commitments in medium-term export finance have increased 
pressure on co~~ercial banks' liquidity. The Bank of England has eased 
this pressure by means of the scheme introduced early in 1961. It now 
stands ready to refinance, at the rate of interest applicable to the 
original lending, either 30 percent of a bank's outstanding loans under 
export contracts insured by ECGD involving credit of two years or more, 
or the repayment instalments of such lending which would mature within 
18 months, whichever is greater. Moreover, a provision that such eligible 
instalments may rank as liquid assets has so far precluded the need actu
ally to make use of the facility. Early in 1962, a scheme was introduced 
under which fixed-rate finance was made available for contracts covered 
either by Bank Guarantees, for credit periods up to five years, or by 
Financial Guarantees, which cover longer term credit up to a normal 
maximum of 15 years (see I. B. 1. above). In the early years of this 
scheme the banks financed the first five years of the credit at 5.5 
percent per annum, the remainder bein~ put up by insurance companies 
at a fixed rate of 6.5 percent per annum through the Insurance ~xport 
Finance Comnany, formed for the purpose. The participation of the 
insurance companies was discontinued in .January 1965, however, when the 
banks agreed, in the national interest, to provide funds at the fixed 
rate of 5.5 percent per annum for the total length of the financial 
credit. To enable the banks to undertake such commitments, the Bank of 
England announced that it would in future be prepared to refinance, also 
at the rate applicable to the original lending, the whole of the out
standing balance of an export credit five years or more after its origin. 
Such amounts, however, will not rank as liquid assets in the hands of the 
banks. The banks have informally given an assurance that they will not 
use this facility to obtain an interest advantage. 

2. The United States 

The capital market of the United States is larger than those 
of European countries, and is chara~terized by a greater abundance of 
funds !/ and lower interest rates. As in the United Kingdom, financing 
is considered essentially a private business, and public credits are 
extended in principle only when private credits are not available. 

Information on private export credits is limited. More than 
in any other country, large private concerns are not only their own 
insurers, as mentioned above, but also their own bankers. Bank credit 

!I For instance, according to a study prepared in 1963 for the 
Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress, the volume of 
U.S. gross issues of securities during 1962, with central gov
ernment and foreign borrowing included, was from four to five 
times that of seven main European countries combined (Belgium, 
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom). 
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to a company is usually related to its general activity and overall 
sales, without being identified by the lender as export credits. More
over, many links exist between private firms or bankers in the United 
States and subsidiary companies, local banks, correspondents and im
porters in a number of foreign countries, particularly in Latin America. 
As a consequence, a large part of the credit extended for the sale of 
United States goods may reach the foreign importer without being 
reported as export credit. 

Commercial bank credits related to United States exports 
appear only exceptionally to extend over a term as long as six or seven 
years, unless insured or guaranteed. ~ The bulk of long-term export 
credit is in the form of public credits granted to foreign importers. 
The Export-Import Bank has exceptionally lent under five years for 
industrial goods since the Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA) 
and its own program of guarantees to banks started functioning in 
February 1962. Its credits to developing countries are in the order 
of magnitude of $500 million annually, compared to an annual volume of 
around $200 million of insured or guaranteed medium-term credits to 
these countries. 

Since 1965, the Export-Import Bank has also offered, for 
market distribution, certificates of participation in its own loan 
portfolio; such certificates, offered at the going rates and eligible 
as collateral for advances by the Federal Reserve Banks, have found 
favorable reception in the portfolios of commercial banks and other 
financial investors. Beginning in September 1966, the Export-Import 
Bank has offered additional facilities to assist banks carrying medium
term export credits and increasing their overall export financing. The 
Bank will make "one-year current export loans" to commercial banks, up 
to one-half of their outstanding medium-term export loans, i.e., those 
running more than six months to maturity. It will also make "net in
crease loans" up to one-half of the increase by a commercial bank of 
its total export financing, including short-term loans. The Export
Import Bank has indicated that the interest rate charged to the banks 
will vary with the degree of insurance or guarantee carried by the 
underlying export paper. Commercial banks making use of these facili
ties will be required to set aside in separate accounts the export loans 

l/ Bank guarantees are associated with a "put and call" system 
operating after seven years. This system allows the Export-Import 
Bank to prevent bankers from making excessive profits if the 
interest rate has gone down (call system). Conversely, com
mercial banks can transfer the lending to the Export-Import 
Bank if the rates have gone up (put system). One consequence 
is that the commercial banks do not hesitate to extend guaran
teed loans over seven years. The practical limit of their export 
lending seems to be around 12 years. 
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involved. In view of their access to these facilities, commercial banks 
will be in a position to regard their export paper of short or intermedi
ate maturities as liquid. The procedure used and the effect on the banks' 
liquidity explains the reference to this innovation as a "discounting 
program." 

3. France 

Fear of inflation, which has been continuous in France during 
long periods in the past, may be the main reason why private savers tend 
to prefer liquid assets to long-term investment. Another reason is 
perhaps the lack of significant yield differentials between short and 
long-term investments, after deduction of taxes. Transformation of 
liquid savings into medium and long-term investment is done by the bank
ing system or the Treasury through a number of semi-public, public or 
publicly-controlled mechanisms. Such mechanisms have become one of the 
most efficient means at the disposal of the public authorities for in
fluencing business decisions towards the accomplishment of national 
objectives. 

Medium-term export credit has been organized along the lines 
of the special French medium-term credit system. Longer term credits 
have recently been authorized. 

The medium-term credit system has been devised to slow down 
the recourse to Central Bank rediscounting, by interposing, between the 
borrower and the Central Bank, one more intermediary institution than 
required in the short-term credit rediscounting system. Moreover, the 
additional intermediary institution is entrusted with the technical 
evaluation of the transaction. In the case of medium-term export finan
cing, promissory notes ("billets de mobilisation"), issued by the ex
porter to the order of his commercial bank, receive the unconditional 
guarantee of the "Banque Francaise du Commerce Exterieur," and are 
discountable with the "Credit National," whose prior approval of the 
credit must be obtained. Thus, they bear the four signatures requested 
for rediscount by the Banque de France. 

In this system, medium-term export credits benefit from two 
advantages: they are outside the commercial bank rediscount ceilings, 
and they enjoy a preferential rate of rediscount with the Banque de 
France. Since they have to be insured in order to be eligible for this 
procedure and to benefit from the related advantages, all export credits 
over two years after delivery are insured. 

Long-term credits have been made available by a law of 1960, 
which created a special Fund for Treasury loans to the "Credit National." 
The Fund is provided with resources by various means, under the super
vision of the Treasury, such as loans from the "Caisses des Depots et 
Consignations." The Treasury is committed to cover any difference 
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between interest rates paid and received by the Fund. 
been used to set up the "extended medium-tenn" credit 
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In order to alleviate the burden on the Fund, and to encourage 
the banks to enl!age in long-term financing, the creation of the ''Groupe
ment Interbancaire pour le Cor.unerce Exterieur" (GICEX) was authorized in 
1962. Each of the 17 participating banks committed itself to provide 
refinancing for transactions approved by the association up to a ceiling 
of either one percent of deposits or five percent of capital and reserves. 
In practice GICEX has financed the maturities over five years of loans 
of six-year or seven-year terms. Maturities over five years of loans with 
terms longer than seven years have been financed by the Fund. 

Buyers' credits were authorized in France in 1965, in appli
caLion of the 1960 law mentioned above. The loan granted directly to 
the importer applies to the period after delivery. It consists of a 
bank loan of a maximum term of five years, plus a loan by the "Banque 
Francaise du Commerce Exterieur" for all maturities over five years. 
The main objective of this procedure is to free the exporter of all 
participation in the financing and risk of very large transactions 
associated with the longest credit terms. It is intended that other 
aspects of the credit and of the insurance, such as the nature of elig
ible goods, terms of maturity, etc., be governed by rules siMilar to 
those applied to suppliers' credits. 

Since 1960, France has blended suppliers' credits with govern
mental credits, which offer lower interest rates and longer terms. The 
proportion of governmental credit to the total was from one-fifth to 
one-third, until its maxiMum share was raised to 40 percent in 1966. 
Such blended credits may consist of parallel credits or of integrated 
credits. 

In the case of parallel credits, suppliers' credits apply to 
the sales of equipment, while governmental credits are for other pur
poses, such as local expenses, infrastructure or complementary 
material. 

In the case of integrated private and public credits, applying 
to the same transaction, a governmental credit may finance payments 
before delivery, while the balance is covered by suppliers' credits. 

France's contribution to international consortium aid may take 
the form of subsidizing suppliers' credits, as in the case of India or 
Pakistan; the lowering of the interest rate is effected through the 
financing of "Credit National." 
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4. Germany 

The German economy is characterized by a large proportion of 
business financing being obtained through short-term bank credits, which 
are renewed an indefinite number of times. Export financing follows the 
same pattern, at least for uninsured credits. Many credits granted by 
suppliers are made possible by the support they receive from commercial 
banks for their general activity without any special allocation of bank 
borrowing to export transactions. The export credit insurance helps 
the exporter in finding medium and long-term sources of credits more 
easily, through the banking system and specialized institutions. 

Though there is no upper limit on the maturity terms of their 
loans, commercial banks are generally reluctant to grant credits of 
terms over four or five years. Longer terms are provided by two inter
mediary institutions, the Ausfuhrkredit-Gesellschaft (Export Credit 
Company), and the Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (Reconstruction Loan 
Corporation), which channel funds raised from various origins. 

The Ausfuhrkredit-Gesellschaft (AKA) is a private company, 
established in 1952, with capital held by a bank consortium. The funds 
at its disposal come from two credit lines of different origin, called 
"A" and "B" lines. The "A" line is made available by the members of 
the consortium. Its limit was raised from DM 700 million to DM 1 bil
lion late in 1965 and to DM 1.5 billion in 1966. The "B" line is a 
rediscount line at the Deutsche Bundesbank. Its limit was raised 
from DM 300 million to DM 900 million on July 22, 1966. It was formerly 
at the disposal of the Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau, and was based on 
European Recovery Program counterpart funds. 

Maximum terms of maturity are four years for credits on the 
"B" line, and eight years for credits on the "A" line. These eight 
years normally cover up to three years for production and up to five 
years after delivery. Interest rates on the "B" line are generally 
around 1.5 percentage points under interest rates on the "A" line 
(currently 6.5 percent instead of 8.25 percent). Conversely, the 
proportion of financing, and of risk left to the exporter, is higher 
on the "B" line. 

The Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KW) was established in 
1948 as a public body for financing reconstruction. It was entrusted 
in 1950 with the task of providing medium-term export credits up to four 
years. This task was transferred to AKA when that institution was foun
ded, but the KW, owing to the fact that its funds could be lent on a 
long-term basis, continued to participate in the export financing process 
by providing "follow-up financing," i.e., it finances credit maturities 
exceeding the ceiling imposed by AKA regulations for up to 10 years 
after delivery. Since 1961 the Kreditanstalt has been granting long
term loans to foreign purchasers in developing countries. This pro
cedure applies generally only to large projects of a minimum value of 
DM 5 million. 
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Since 1961, KW has also become an executing agency for the 
German foreign assistance program, financed by public funds. For trans
actions carried out on its own behalf, i.e., export financing and the 
provision of loans to foreigners on conventional terms to supplement 
official development aid, KW uses its own capital and funds borrowed on 
the capital market or from other sources, especially public and private 
institutional investors. 

Germany, like France, has initiated blended suppliers' and 
governmental credits, but, in contrast with France, the major share is 
taken up by governmental credits. One of the objectives is to spread 
the use of limited public funds. 

5. Italy 

As in the case of France, a high preference for liquidity has 
induced the Italian public to place its savings in accounts with banking 
institutions. As a result, the capital market is concentrated in large 
institutions, acting as investors of their own funds, and in dealers 
placing long-term securities with their clients. 

The Italian Banking Law of 1936 separated ordinary or short
term commercial bank credit from medium and long-term credit, which is 
the responsibility of special credit institutions. As mentioned earlier, 
medium and long-term export credits are regulated by special legislation, 
principally by laws issued in 1953 and 1961. 

The special credit institutions in charge of medium and long
term credits are, for the most part, public law entities, special sec
tions of six public-law banks, and saving banks authorized to engage 
in special types of credit activity. 

They comprise three separate groups of credit institutions, 
one for Northern and Central Italy, one for Southern Italy, and a third 
which includes the major industrial credit institutions whose operations 
are not subject to territorial or qualitative limitation. This third 
group includes the "Istituto Mobiliare Italiano" (IMI), Mediobanca, 
Centrobanca, Efibanca, Interbanca, departments of the "Banca Nazionale 
del Lavoro," and the "Institute di Credito per le Imprese di Pubblica 
Utilita." 

Export credit is granted almost exclusively by IMI, Mediobanca, 
and Efibanca. Of all the institutions mentioned, only IMI grants credit 
at long term. These specialized institutions obtain their resources, 
besides their own capital, mostly through long-term obligations, and 
also from Treasury funds, credit lines at commercial banks, demand and 
savings deposits, and foreign borrowing. 

These obligations are absorbed by various categories of sub
scribers, such as banking institutions, provident and insurance in
stitutions, the "Cassa Depositi e Prestiti," and the general public; 
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the Banca d' I tali a has occasionally operated in these obligations. 'l'he 
pattern of distribution among the various investors varies from year to 
year, sometimes to a considerable extent. 

IMI, a public law entity, obtains funds mainly through the 
issue of obligations and sometimes (as in 1964) has been the main 
channel of foreign loans. The other four institutions mentioned 
above - Hediobanca, Efibanca, Centrobanca, and Interbanca - are joint 
stock companies which obtain medium-term savin~s mainly by means of 
tied deposits and interest-bearing bonds. 

Export financing in Italy, like domestic medium-term financing, 
is of a mixed public-private nature. The juridical status of the insti
tutions is not of great significance, since they all onerate on auton
omous and commercial principles. More important is the mixed origin, 
partly public and partly private, of their resources. Furthermore, all 
export financing operations receive State assistance through the Medio
credi tor Centrale. This public institution can refinance insured credits 
financed in the first instance by specialized institutions, at a prefer
ential rate. Due to the shortage of funds, it often prefers to subsidize 
directly the interest rates of the first instance institutions. 

Under the present system there is no institution specializing 
in export financing. Public and private institutions conduct their 
export transactions in competition with domestic allocation of credit 
resources. As a consequence, exporters sometimes find it difficult to 
secure advance commitments as to the amount and terms of export financing. 

The 1961 legislation provides for buyers' credits to public 
entities or to private purchasers abroad with the guarantee of their 
government. These provisions have been applied so far only to a 
limited extent. 

Amendments to the laws governing export credit insurance and 
export credit are under consideration. 
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Qrganized Cooperation Among Creditor Countries 

Policies and practices related to export credits have been 
influenced by the activities of several international groups concerned 
with various aspects of coordination in the field. This annex gives a 
summary account of the composition and achievements of the following 
groups: 

-The "Berne Union" (Union d'Assureurs des Credits 
Internationaux) 

-The nGroupe de Co-ordination des Politiques d'Assurance
credi t, des Garanties et des Credits Financiers , " of the 
European Economic Community. 

- Two OECD groups, concerned with export credits and financial 
aspects of development assistance. 

- Debt rescheduling "clubs " and technical assistance from 
international organizations. 

Consortia sponsored by the OECD or by the World Bank, and 
consultative groups sponsored by the World Bank or by the Inter-American 
Development Bank, are concerned primarily with long-term public develop
ment finance, although the terms of private credits, as they affect the 
recipient countries, are also frequently the subject of consultation. 

A. The "Berne Union " 

The "Union d'Assureurs des Credits Internationaux," usually 
referred to as the "Berne Union " was established in 1934. Today it has 
26 full members, which are private and public export credit insurance 
institutions. After the Second World War, the Berne Union played the 
leading role in the attempt to establish orderly processes in export 
credit competition (see Annex II). It was hampered by several factors, 
including the following: 

l) Membership: The Export-Import Bank of the United States 
was an observer until January 1962, when it became a full member, in its 
capacity as insurer. Japan, in which export credit insurance is under
taken directly by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, is 
not a member. 

2) Scope: The "understandings" of the Berne Union do not 
cover buyers' credits. 

3) Authority: Understandings between members are not binding, 
but prevail only as long as there is sufficient mutual interest to main
tain them. Moreover, understandings can be overridden by individual govern
ment decisions or directives, since governments are not represented in the 
Union. 
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Since 1961, the Union has expressed the hope that a system of in
ternational coordination would prevent the deterioration of credit terms. 
In 1965 it again stressed the responsibility of governments towards solving 
the problems of competition, offering its technical assistance to that end. 
Its technical subcommittee worked effectively on a wide range of problems, 
including a better understanding among members of their individual prac
tices and nomenclature. The Union established an informal pooling of in
formation on the credit ceilings set forth by creditors for "problem" debtor 
countries and, in January 1965, conducted a "test run" for a Central Informa
tion Pool. 

B. Th~~~oupe de Co-ordination des Politiques d'Assurance-credit des 
Garanties et des Credits Financiers,'' of the European Economic Community 

The "Coordinating Group for Policies of Credit Insurance, Guaran
tees and Financial Credits " (referred to hereunder as the Coordinating 
Group) was created on September 27, 1960, and began operatin~ in 1961. It 
consists of representatives of Ministries of Finance and of, Economics and 
of credit insurance companies of the six countries of the Common Market. 
It meets approximately every other month, and maintains continual communi
cation between meetings. It has worked in the three following directions: 

1. Harmonization of credit insurance contracts. 

The work of the Technical Committee entrusted with this task is 
well advanced. A draft of a common insurance contract for sales to public 
buyers is scheduled to be transmitted to the Coordinating Group by the 
end of 1966. The agenda for further work includes the harmonization of 
short-term guarantees, a common insurance contract for medium-term credit 
to private buyers, and another for public works contracts. The objective 
is to unify the conditions of competition, and also to create an instru
ment for a common policy in the future. 

2. Tightening of coordination among members. 

A procedure of consultation was instituted by a Council decision 
of May 16, 1962, covering credit guarantees for long-term suppliers' 
credits and private financial credits (over five years after delivery). 
It was extended by a Council decision of January 26, 1965, to global 
credits ( "enveloppes glob ales de credits") and guaranteed private lines 
of credit. Agreements associating public funds and suppliers' credits or 
private financial credits (matters which have involved political problems), 
are subject to a special procedure of consultation in the Committee of 
Permanent Representatives in the Common Market. 

The procedure of consultation instituted in 1962 provides that 
a credit guarantee for a long-term transaction may be given at the earliest 
seven days after consultation with the other countries. Within these 
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seven days any member has the possibility to comment that particular 
transaction or, if it disagrees, could call for a meeting of the co
ordinating group, with the objective of pressing for withdrawal of the 
special terms. The 1965 decision provided that, except in case of 
urgency, the transaction had to be suspended until the next meeting of 
the Co-ordinating Group if, after seven days, five of the six members were 
against the contemplated transaction. 

3. Criteria on maturities. 

The Co-ordinating Group worked to establish a set of criteria on 
maturities of credits over five years, providing that: 

a) The Berne Union understandings should be respected for 
exports to developed countries. 

b) Credits over five years could be considered for devel
oping countries, subject to consultation, in cases 
where the proposed exports would meet one or another 
of the following criteria: 

be part of a project in a development plan; 
be within the framework of an aid consortium~ 
be part of a project approved by an international 
organization; 

be of large magnitude; or 
be of exceptional significance for the exporting 

country, for instance, for reasons of regional 
policy. 

The Group also tried to establish the criterion that the 
maturity of credits should be tailored to the category of goods involved, 
taking into account the useful life of the equipment. The formulation of 
this principle has proved to be particularly difficult. 

The success of this Group has been impaired by the limited number 
of exporting countries involved. It did not succeed in persuading OECD to 
adopt any of these principles. Members of the Common Market continued to 
deviate from the proposed rules in order to compete with outsiders. The 
Group succeeded in obtaining a satisfactory exchange of information, but 
appears to have fallen short of its objective as concerns control of 
competition. The discussion of guidelines for co-ordination appears to 
have been discontinued in 1964. 

C. OECD Groups 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has 
two groups concerned with suppliers' credits, in both of which the Commis
sion of the European Economic Community is represented. They are: 
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l. The High Level Group on Exoort Credits and Export Credit 
Guarantees, created by the Trane Cammi~tee in 1963. 
This Group is made up of senior officials with ma.jor 
responsibility in the formulation of nolicies in this 
field, and of senior officials of the export credit ann 
credit - guarantee institutions. Sane of its members are 
mainly interested in the limitation of coMpetition amon~ 
industrialized countries. In February 1963, the Working 
Group submitted to the Trade Committee a proposal for a 
co-ordinating arrangement among members for credits over 
five years, including prior infomation and a "question 
and answer" procedure. Members would be bound to answer 
questions raised by other countries relating to export 
credits and their insurance. 

2. The Development Assistance Committee's Workinr; Party on 
the Financial Aspects of Develooment Assistance, which 
is concerned with the problems of indebtedness and appro
priate financial terms and conditions. 

On November 9, 1964, the Netherlands submitted what has been 
called the ''Neutral Area" proposal, providing a "no man's land" between 
trade credits, which should have a maximum repayment period up to ten 
years, and tied aid credits, which should have a minimum maturity of 
fifteen years. The proposal has been considered by the Workin~ Party 
of the DAC, and has been referred to the Working Group of the Trade 
Committee for further consideration. 

D. Debt rescheduling clubs and technical ass~~tanc~fro~ International 
Organizations 

In recent years, when a debtor country has requested a reschedul
ing of debt, the main creditors concerned have found it convenient to 
assemble in the so-called "Hague Club" and "Paris Club," in order to attain 
unity of action. The ob.j ecti ves have been to ensure that the burden of 
refinancing would be shared equitably among creditors, and to adopt a 
common position towards the debtor country. 

In general, creditor countries have emphasized their 
a debt renegotiation must be considered a very unusual event. 
when a second approach has been made by a debtor country, more 
been placed on avoiding a recurrence of the problem. 

view that 
Accordingly, 
emohasis has 

Since the creditors assembled in a club usually represent the 
major part of possible credit facilities, they should, in acting collec
tively, be able to prevent the recurrence of over- indebtedness. In prac
tice, cooperative arrangements without adequate co-ordination have not been 
effective. Consequently, increased attention has been paid to the s afe
guards that could be provided through the cooperation of the International 
Monetary Fund and of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development. 
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Although the debtor usually can present an exposition of its 
balance of payments position, there is a decided advantage to both the 
debtor and the creditor if there can be an impartial presentation of the 
facts. The Fund is in a good position to provide such an analysis of the 
short-term balance of payments prospects, while the Bank is in a comparable 
position to assess longer-term development trends. The Fund provided this 
type of information on an informal basis as part of the negotiations with 
respect to the outstanding debts of Turkey in 1958-1959, Brazil in 1961 
and 1964, Argentina in 1962 and 1965, Liberia in 1963, Indonesia in 1963, 
and Chile in 1965. In the last-mentioned instance, the Bank participated 
in the discussion. 

The Fund has the opportunity to assist in preventing a recurrence 
of the need for debt renegotiation when a stand-by arrangement is being 
negotiated parallel to the debt refinancing. Mutual benefits can be 
derived from commitments given to the Fund under a stand-by arrangement, 
since if adequate measures to restore the payments balance are implemented, 
there can be some assurance that such problems as the accumulation of 
arrears will not recur. 

Another method, not connected with a program supported by a 
stand-by arrangement with the Fund, may be illustrated by the role that 
the Fund was asked to play in the negotiations with Brazil in 1964. At 
that time, the creditors and Brazil agreed to ask the Fund to act as a 
channel for reporting to the creditors all information supplied by Brazil, 
concerning the observance by Brazil of agreed policy on the acceptance of 
suppliers' credits. 

Some safeguards have also been taken against the accumulation of 
new medium-term suppliers' credits through understandings between the 
debtor and the creditors. Up to the present they have been mainly in the 
form of a commitment undertaken by the debtor not to increase, during 
a period of around 18 months, the outstanding amount of such credits under 
eight years of maturity. 
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Aggregate Statistics on Suppliers' Credits 

This Annex presents such aggregate quantitative data on private 
export credits as it has been pcssible to develop on the basis of existing 
information. The data are based on compilations by the OECD on the flow 
of financial resources to developing countries, on the statistical report
ing system under which debtor countries regularly report on external debt 
to the World Bank, and to some extent on judgments which have been formed 
as a result of informal contacts by Bank staff with some of the principal 
creditor countries in the course of this study. 

Although certain orders of magnitude may be indicated from these 
sets of data, they should be taken as being only suggestive. The data ob
tained from creditor sources cannot be fully reconciled with those from 
debtor sources. The data available from creditor sources refer to devel-
opin~ countries in the aggregate, and do not provide details to permit matching 
against the data for individual debtor countries. Furthermore, the coverage 
from the two types of sources overlaps to some extent but is different 
in certain other respects. Creditor reporting covers guaranteed export 
credits to both the public and the private sectors in debtor countries, 
while the debtor country reporting system covers the private sector of the 
debtor countries only insofar as private debts are publicly guaranteed by 
the debtor country. The guarantees on the creditor side may not be matched 
by the guarantees on the debtor side. Furthermore, considering the great 
extent to which private interests are involved on both sides, there are 
inherent difficulties in obtaining adequate reporting on the subject. 

The~ole of Private Export Credits in the Flow of External Financial 
Resources to Developing Countries 

As indicated in Table 1, the net increase in private export credits 
to developing countries, wholly or partially guaranteed in creditor countries, 
amounted to $741 million in 1965. Such credits are estimated to represent 
roughly three-fourths of the total of private export credits to developing 
countries, including those entirely unguaranteed in creditor countries. 
Thus, the net increase for all private export credits, guaranteed and un
guaranteed, may have amounted to close to $1 billion in that year, includ-
ing some $250 million for unguaranteed credits. 

Total receipts by developing countries of external financial re
sources of all types from all sources, net of amortization payments, are 
estimated by the OECD to have amounted to some $11 billion in 1965. The 
$1 billion net increase in private export credits thus represented somewhat 
less than 10 percent of the total. In comparison, official loans totaled 
$2.8 billion net in 1965, consisting of $2 billion of bilateral loans from 
countries which are members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) 
of the OECD and $800 million of loans from multilateral agencies. 
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Table 1 

FLOW TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES OF GUJ\RANTEED PRIVATE EXPORT CREDITS 
AND OFFICIAL BILATERAL LOANS FROH DAC COUNTRIES, AND LOANS FROM 

MULTILATERAL AGENCIES, 1960 - 1965 

(millions of dollars) 

Private export credits 
wholly or partially Official loans, bilateral and multilateral, net 

gt!aranteed, net 

Over 1 Over Total of 
through 5 official bilateral Official Multilateral 
5 years Years Total and multilateral loans bilateral loans loans -

370 93 463 916 648 268 

272 221 493 1,508 1,280 228 

236 399 635 1,671 1,301 370 

259 293 552 2,218 1,679 539 

348 533 881 2,213 1,581 632 

286 455 741 2,787 1,974 813 

Sources are DAC Chairman's Review 1966 for 1962-1965, and OECD, The Flow of Financial 
Resources to Less-Developed Countries 1956-1963, Paris, 1964, p.l34 for 1960-1961. 
Official loans include all loans with a maturity of more than one year. The figures 
on export credits are annual net increases in outstanding amounts of guaranteed export 
credits, including the non-guaranteed part of these credits. The figures on official 
loans are gross disbursements less amortization payments. The country coverage for 
1960-1961 is slightly different from that for the other years by virtue of the inclusion 
of Switzerland and the exclusion of Australia. 
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The increases in guaranteed private export credits have shown 
an upward trend since 1960, having risen from $463 million in that year 
to $741 million in 1965. The upward trend is accounted for entirely by 
increases in credits with a maturity of over five years. The shorter
term credits have tended to increase steadily at an average rate of about 
$300 million per year, while the increase in those over five years rose 
from less than $100 million in 1960 to $455 million in 1965. 

Nevertheless, official loans have been increasing at a markedly 
higher rate than private export credits. Their net volume in 1965 of 
$2.8 billion was more than three times higher than the net amount of such 
loans of $900 million in 1960, while the net amount of guaranteed private 
export credits in 1965 was only about 60 percent higher than their level 
in 1960. 

The sources of guaranteed private export credits are preponder
antly the countries of Western Europe (including the United Kingdom) and 
Japan, which are estimated to account for about 90 percent of the total 
flow. The balance of 10 percent comes largely from the United States. 
The bulk of loans to the developing countries from the United States is 
in the form of public aid as well as public trade credits. 

Suppliers' Credits in the Outstanding Debt and Debt Service of 
Developing Countries 

Information on the total external indebtedness and indebtedness 
ar1s1ng from suppliers' credits for a sample of 36 countries, taken from 
the World Bank's debtor country reporting system, is given in Tables 2, 3 
and 4 of this Annex. 

Since 1951 the World Bank has been assembling a systematic body 
of information on the external debt of its borrowers. In general, it 
covers the outstanding amounts of, and service payments on, obligations 
with a maturity of one year or more of the public sector, and of the pri
vate sector if publicly guaranteed in the debtor country. This represents 
the most comprehensive coverage available of the public indebtedness posi
tion of developing countries. Information is collected for some 70 devel
oping countries. Since the quality of the reporting is uneven, the situation 
has been estimated for 36 countries as of a single date, December 31, 1965. 

Suppliers' credits as derived from this sytem mean specifically 
credits extended directly by the suppliers of goods. Financial credits 
to debtor countries reported under the debtor country reporting scheme 
are relatively few, and for these the data submitted do not always provide 
enough information to identify those credits specifically associated with 
the movement of goods. It has therefore been necessary to exclude them 
from the tabulations in this Annex. The data yielded by this system may 
also involve some understatement through the failure of reporting countries 
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to include certain transactions which are in fact conceptually covered by 
the system. It has been found by direct investigation in certain countries, 
for example, that debt or guarantees of publicly owned banks are not in
cluded in the reporting. The reason may be a desire to minimize the state
ment of the extent of the country's public and publicly guaranteed external 
debt. This may be of particular significance in relation to suppliers' 
credits insofar as they are guarru1teed by such publicly owned banks. 

Outstanding Debt 

The total estimated outstanding indebtedness of the 36 countries, 
amounting to $22.1 billion as of the end of 1965, represents some 61 per
cent of the total outstandin~ indebtedness of all develonin~ countries. 
This is calculated on the basis of a level of total indebtedness for such 
countries now estimated at some $36.4 billion as of the end of 1965, com
pared to the $33 billion of total indebtedness at the end of 1964 estimated 
in the World Bank/IDA Annual Report for 1964/65 (pages 57-58). 

Some of the data in Table 2 have been extrapolated to the end of 
the year from the data available in June 1966, on the-basis of estimated 
repayments in the course of the year 1965.!/ The sample includes a 
number of countries with a substantial proportion of suppliers' credits 
in their total debt, such as Ar8entina, Brazil, Chile, Republic of China, 
Colombia, Ethiopia, Korea, Liberia, Hexico, Nigeria, Peru, Spain, Thailand, 
the United Arab Republic ~Dd Yugoslavia. 

With respect to outstanding amounts, the 36-country sample shows 
$3.6 billion (including undisbursed) of suppliers' credits as of the end 
of 1965, or 16 percent of their total outstanding indebtedness of $22.1 
billion. If 16 percent is applied to the $36.4 billion estimated as the 
value of total indebtedness of all developing countries at the end of 
1965, an estimate of $5.8 billion is yielded for outstanding suppliers' 
credits for all such countries. If allowance is made for suppliers' credits 
not guaranteed in the debtor country, the total of outstanding suppliers' 
credits in developing countries may be considered to have amounted to 
about $7 billion. 

Of the 36 countries, 17 had a ratio of suppliers' credits to 
total outstanding debt of more than 10 percent: 

!I The position for December 1965 was available in debt reports for 
only 15 countries; for the others, the data were extrapolated from 
December 1964 for 10 countries, from March 1965 for 1 country, and 
from June 1965 for 10 countries. 
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Ratio of Outstanding Suppliers' 
credits to total debt (%) 

Debt Service 

0 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 19.9 
20.0 - 29.9 
30.0 - 39.9 

ANNEX V 

Number of countries 

9 
10 

9 
5 
3 

36 

With respect to service payments, the 36-country sample shows 
that estimated service on suppliers' credits in 1965 of some $850 million 
represented 32 percent of their service on total debt of some $2.7 bil
lion. In absolute terms, the 32 percent ratio for the 36 countries with 
respect to service payments would amount to $1.4 billion if applied to 
the $4.3 billion of total service on public and publicly guaranteed debt 
estimated for developing countries as a whole in 1965.1/ Total service 
payments are probably close to $2 billion, if allowance is made for 
service on credits not guaranteed in the debtor countries. 

Thus, the total service payments of the 36 countries on account 
of suppliers' credits during 1965 represented about 32 percent of their 
service payments on total indebtedness, while the ratio of outstanding 
suppliers' credits to total outstanding debt at the end of the year was 
only 16 percent. This, of course, reflects the relatively short maturi
ties of suppliers' credits. The higher ratios for suppliers' credits 
with respect to service payments compared with the ratios for outstanding 
amounts is illustrated in a number of countries as follows: 

See "Trends and Outlook in Development Finance" in the World Bank/IDA 
Annual Report for fiscal year 1965- 66. 
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Latin America -------

Asia 

Brazil 
Chile 
Peru 

Korea 
Thailand 

Africa 
Liberia 
Nigeria 

Europe, Middle East 
Spain 
U.A.R. 
Yugoslavia 
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Service Payments on Suppliers' 
Credits ~s a Percentage of 
Total Service Payments 

63 
25 
52 

90 
36 

60 
53 

26 
24 
49 

Suppliers' Credits 
As a Percentage of 
Outstanding 
Indebtedness 

30 
ll 
33 

39 
19 

24 
20 

ll 
15 
35 

Some countries, e.g., Argentina, constitute an exception to 
this phenomenon; their ratios of suppliers' credits in outstanding debt 
and in service payments are more closely in line. In the case of 
Argentina, this may be due to the rescheduling of service payments on 
suppliers' credits. 

A frequency distribution shows that 22 of the 36 countries had 
a ratio of 20 percent or more between suppliers' credits service and 
service on total debt: 

Ratio of Suppliers' Credits 
Service to Total Debt Service (%) 

0 
5.0 

10.0 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
50.0 
60.0 

4.9 
9.9 

- 19.9 
- 29.9 
- 39.9 
- 49.9 
- 59.9 
+ 

NQmber of Countries 

5 
2 

7 
12 

2 
2 
2 
4 

36 
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The ratios of service payments to commodity exports are shown 
for the 36 countries in Table 3. Overall, the service payments on 
total debt in 1965 represented 13.4 percent of the value of exports, 
including the component of 4.3 percent as the ratio for suppliers' 
credits. The service burden of suppliers' credits in relation to the 
value of exports is particularly noteworthy in the cases of Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Korea, Liberia, Mexico, Peru, Turkey, the U.A.R., and 
Yugoslavia.!/ 

Eighteen of the countries had a total debt service ratio of 
10 percent or more, and ten countries a suppliers' credit service ratio of 
four percent or more. 

Ratio of Total Debt Service 
to Commodity Exports (%) 

0 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 19.9 
20,0 - 29.9 
30.0 

Ratio of Suppliers' Credits Debt 
Service to Commodity Exports (%) 

Repayment Rate 

0 - 0.9 
1.0 - 1.9 
2.0 - 2.9 
3.0 - 3.9 
4.0 - 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 + 

Number of 

11 
7 

12 
4 
2 

36 

10 
6 
8 
2 
5 
4 
1 

36 

Countries 

A schedule of projected service payments during the four years 
1966- 69 in relation to the outstanding amounts of indebtedness as of 

Data for exports of goods and services are not fully available 
for most of the 36 countries for the year 1965. Of the 10 countries 
cited above with a noteworthy service burden of suppliers' credits in 
relation to the value of commodity exports, exchange earnings from 
services are appreciable in the cases of five~ Korea, Mexico, Turkey, 
the U.A.R., and Yugoslavia. The debt service ratios in relation to 
exports of both goods and services were therefore substantially lower 
than those indicated in Table 3 for the give countries. 
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the end of 1965 is shown in Table 4. This also illustrates the much 
shorter maturities of suppliers' credits. As sho•m in Table 4 for the 
36 countries, the service payments durin~ the four years on suppliers' 
credits amounted to 72 percent of the outstanding indebtedness in this 
type as of the end of 1965, while the corresponding ratio for total debt 
is about 45 percent. 

The much shorter maturities of suppliers' credits than of total 
external debt is further illustrated in an investi~a.tion of debt incurred 
in 1964 by 34 developing countries.!/ The wei~hted avera~e maturity of 
suppl iers' credits incurred was approximately five years compared to 23 
years for total debt. 

Including 25 of the countries covered in Tables 2-4, plus nine others. 
The 34 countries are Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Honduras, India, 
Iran, Israel, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Rhodesia, Spain, Sudan, Tanzania, 
Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, and Zambia. 
The debt of these countries represented 65 percent of the total out 
standing debt of developing countries at the end of 1964. More de 
tailed information on the weighted average terms of the debt incurred 
by these countries in 1964 may be found in the World Bank/IDA Annual 
Report for the fiscal year 1965-66. 
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Table 2 

EXTERNAL MEDIUM AND LONG-TERH PUBLIC AND PUBLICLY GUARANTEED DEBT, ~/ 
TOTAL AND SUPPLIERS' CREDITS: ESTIHATED AMOUNTS OUTSTANDING AS OF 

DEC. 31, 1965 AND SERVICE PAYMENTS, 1965, FOR 36 COUNTRIES 

(millions of dollars) 

Based 
on data 

reported for: 

Amount Outstanding 
(including undisbursed) 

--(.;-1""""") ( 2) ( 3) 
- ·------

12/65 Argentina 
6/65 Brazil 

12/64 Ceylon 
12/64 Chile 
12/65 China (Taiwan) 
6/65 Colombia 
6/65 Costa Rica 

12/64 Dominican Rep. 
6/65 Ecuador 
6/65 Ethiopia 

12/64 Greece 
12/65 Honduras 

3/65 Iran 
12/64 Israel 
6/65 Korea 

12/64 Liberia 
6/65 Malagasy Rep. 

12/65 Mexico 
6/65 Nicaragua 

12/65 Nigeria 
12/65 Pakistan 
12/65 Paraguay 
12/64 Peru 
12/65 Philippines 
12/65 Spain 
12/65 Sudan 
12/65 Swaziland 
12/65 Tanzania 
12/65 Thailand 

Total 
2,100.3 
2,719.6 

114.1 
1,035.6 

289.7 
904.5 
124.9 
132.2 
161.5 
126.0 
406.8 
60.2 

611.4 
902.1 
305.9 
173.2 
67.5 

2,053.9 
61.5 

603.9 
2,069.3 

61.4 
529.8 
441.4 
414.5 
237.0 

12/65 Trinidad & Tobago 
12/64 Tunisia 

41.4 
154.3 
340.1 
77.5 

195.9 
1,214.7 
1,366.5 

274.4 

12/64 Turkey 
12/64 United Arab Rep. 

6/65 Uruguay 
12/65 Venezuela 

6/65 Yugoslavia 
TOTAL 

(36 countries) 

418.4 
1,352.9 

22,144.3 

Suppliers' 
credits 

592.9 
811.8 

1.4 
111.2 

30.3 
108.2 

0.9 
9.5 

14.4 
13.5 
7.5 
4.0 

42.3 
49.1 

119.9 
41.9 

.4 
286.2 

3.4 
122.1 

78.6 
6.3 

173.8 
28.2 
47.1 
20.1 
11.4 

2.3 
63.8 

5-7 
4.1 

42.2 
201.6 

25.9 
15.9 

472.7 
3,570.6 

( 2) as % 
of ( 1) 

28.2 
29.8 
1.2 

10.7 
10.4 
12.0 
0.7 
7.2 
8.9 

10.7 
1.8 
6.6 
6.9 
5.4 

39.2 
24.2 

.6 
13.9 

5.5 
20.2 

3.8 
10.2 
32.8 
6.4 

11.4 
8.5 

27.5 
1.5 

18.7 
7.4 
2.1 
3.5 

14.8 
9.4 
3.8 

34.9 
ib.l 

Service paf5ents - 1965 
-T4) 5) (6) 

Total 
312.5 
505.3 
10.0 

128.7 
9.7 

104.3 
22.1 
25.3 
13.2 
11.9 
34.7 
2.8 

69.0 
106.1 

8.8 
11.5 

3.0 
452.9 

7.1 
28.5 
70.3 

4.0 
72.5 
68.7 
40.4 
13.7 

4.8 
5.7 

25.0 
9.3 

12.0 
89.0 

136.7 
22.6 
37.3 

202.1 
2 ,681. 5 

Suppliers' ( 5) as % 
credits of (4) 

69.9 22.3 
318.6 63.1 

. 3 3.0 
32.4 25.1 
7.6 78.3 

12.8 12.2 
0.9 4.0 
1.0 3.9 
5.8 43.9 
2.6 21.8 
7.8 22.5 
0.5 17.8 

15.9 23.0 
15.1 14.2 
7.9 89.8 
6.9 60.0 

.1 3. 3 
90.0 19.9 
0.4 5.6 

15.2 53.3 
6.7 9.5 
1.0 25 .o 

38.0 52.4 
7.6 11.1 

10.5 26.0 
3.9 28.5 

.8 16.7 
1.6 28.1 
9.1 36.4 
2.8 30.1 
3.3 27.5 

21.5 24.2 
32.5 23.8 
1.0 4.4 
5.3 14.2 

98.6 18.8 
855.9 31.9 

~ i.e., debt of governments and government agencies of debtor countries, and 
debt guaranteed by them. 

Source: Statistics Division, 
Economics Department, World Bank 
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Table 3 

EXTERNAL MEDIUM AND LONG-TERM PUBLIC AND PUBLICLY 
GUARANTEED DEBT,a/ TOTAL AND SUPPLIERS' 

CREDITS, SERVICE PAYMENTS (1965) IN 
RELATION TO COMMODITY EXPORTS (1965), 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Ceylon 
Chile 
China (Taiwan) 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
Ethiopia 
Greece 
Honduras 
Iran 
Israel 
Korea 
Liberin 
Mala~asy Republic 
>lexica 
Nic arap:ua 
!lip:eria 
Pakistan 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Philippines 
Spain 
Sudan 
Swaziland 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
United Arab Rep . 
Uru~uay 

Venezuela 
Yugoslavia 

Total 
( 36 Countries) 

* 1964. 

FOR 36 COUNTRIES 

(values in millions of dollars) 

Commodity 
Exports 

l ,493 
1,595 

409 
682 
450 
539 
112 
123 
148 * 
116 
328 
129 

1,303 
429 
175 
143 * 

92 
1,146 

l4l· 
752 
528 

57 
66G 
767 
945 
195 

32 * 
176 
624 
401 
120 
)•59 
605 
191 

2,783 
_1_2..092 

19,952 

Service Payments 
Total Suppliers' 
Debt Credits 

312.5 
505.3 
10.0 

128.7 
9.7 

104.3 
22.1 
25.3 
13.2 
11.9 
34.7 
2.8 

69.0 
106.1 

3.8 
11.5 

3.0 
452.9 

7.1 
28.5 
70.3 

4.0 
72.5 
68.7 
40.0 
13.7 

4.8 
5.7 

22.0 
9.3 

12.0 
89.0 

136.7 
22.6 
37.3 

202.1 

2 ,681. 5 

69.9 
318.6 

0.3 
32.4 
7.6 

12.8 
0.9 
1.0 
5.8 
2.6 
7.8 
0.5 

15.9 
15.1 

7.9 
6.9 
0.1 

90.0 
0.4 

15.2 
6.7 
1.0 

38.0 
7.6 

10.5 
3.9 
0.8 
1.6 
9.1 
2.8 
3.3 

21.5 
32.5 
1.0 
5.3 
~~ 

855.9 

Service Payments as % 
of Commodity Exports 
Total Suppliers' 
Debt Credits 

20.9 
31.7 
2.4 

18.9 
2.2 

19.4 
19.7 
20.6 

8.9 
10.3 
10.6 
2.2 
5.3 

24.7 
5.0 
6.0 
3.3 

39.5 
4.9 
3.8 

13.3 
7.0 

10.8 
9.0 
4.2 
7.0 

15.0 
3.2 
3.5 
2.1 

10.0 
19.4 
22.6 
11. 8 
1.3 

l:J3. 5 

13.4 

4.7 
20.0 
0.1 
4.8 
1.7 
2.4 
0.8 
0.8 
3.9 
2.2 
2.4 
0.4 
1.2 
3.5 
4.5 
4.8 
0.1 
7.9 
0.3 
2.0 
1.3 
2.0 
5.7 
1.0 
1.1 
2.0 
2.5 
0.9 
1.5 
0.7 
2.8 
4.7 
5.4 
0.5 
0.2 
9.0 

4.3 

a/ i.e., debt of governments and p:overnment agencies of debtor countries, 
and dQbt guaranteed by them. 
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Table 4 

EXTERNAL MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM PUBLIC AND PUBLICLY GUARANTEED DEBT,~/ 
TOTAL AND SUPPLIERS' CREDITS: ESTIMATED SERVICE PAYMENTS 1966-69 

IN RELATION TO AMOUNT OUTSTANDING AS OF END OF 1965, FOR 36 COUNTRIES 

(millions of dollars) 

Total Suppliers' 
debt credits 

Service payments 
1966 2,861.1 815.5 
1967 2,496.5 719.2 
1968 2,339.7 581.2 
1969 2,178.3 471.0 

Total 1966-69 9,875.6 2,586.9 

Outstanding amounts 
(including undisbursed) 
as of December 31, 1965 22,144.3 3,570.6 

Service Payments as % of 
Outstanding amounts 

end of 1965 

1966 12.9 22.8 
1967 11.3 20.1 
1968 10.6 16.3 
1969 9.8 13.2 

Total 1966-69 44.6 72.4 

~/ i.e., debt of governments and government agencies of debtor countries, 
and debt guaranteed by them. 

Source: Statistics Division, 
Economics Department, World Bank 





Mr . Robert s . McNamara September 15 1969 

Irving s. Friedman 

U. S. Balance of Payt11ents Position· 

You ~ay have noted that. the ·available u.s. statistics show a marked 
deterioration in the u.s. bHlA.nce of payments in the second quarter as 
compared with the first quarter of this year , as well as in the first 
half as compRred with the corresponding period of last year. This wor
sening took place despite an increase in exports by some more than $2 
billion , essentlally because it l •Tas offset by a corresponding increase 
i.n export s accompanied by a reversal in the flow of private capital, 
particule.rl:r in securities trA.nsactions "ind bankin,e; loans. The major 
shift in securities transactions was , of course , primarily due to the 
changes in the stock market cond.i tions . Conversely there was a sharp 
increase in tbe purchase of foreign securities by u.s. residents , in 
this case probabl~r partly stimulate<\ 1)y the reduction in the U.S . 
equalization tax from 18 . 5% to 11%, as well as the weakness of the u.s . 
stock market . On the other hand , the statistics also reveal large borrow
ings by foreigners in the u.s . to repay Euro-dollar loans. 

A seeming paradox is that in the same period the external monetary 
:position of t~e u.s . improved, including an increase of over :li300 million 
in gold holdings, as well as a large improvement in the u.s. gold tranche 
:l n the IMF ref~ecting d.olla.:r O.ra;dngs 11y other T'lemhers . Hhen U. S. banks 
borrm-r Euro-dollars from their ove.rseas branches 11 this tends to reduce the 
offici·al ~1oldings by central 'hanks abroa.d. of U.S. dollars . Indeed it may 
in the end result in the need for central banks abroad to sell some of 
their gold holdings to the u.s. to obtain the necessary dollars with which 
to finance these boTrowings of Euro-dollars . 

The statistics are , of course>, ava.:Hable in greet detail , but perhaps 
the most importa..11t points to err.phas ize are the extent to which the u.s . 
seems to be getting into a position of no surplus on its trade or current 
account, leaving its over-F<ll bHla.nce ofpayments position to be determined 
near+y entirely by its capital account . There could be much argument as to 
whether this trend is thE> res1:1t of Rome structu:ral change in the u.s . 
balance of payt'!ents or the result of infJa.tlonary trends or special temporary 
factors. For the. Bank/IDA, l>owever, i ·t ·ma..v well have tbe in::.plications that 
the present U.S. Administration, which ideologically started out against 
balance of :pe:'1oent.s ·restrH~.::ts, 1rd. ~ht he nersuaded by tbe vieus ~·~hich are 
still held by many in :the perma1'lent ci.vil service that such restraints 
cannot 1)e ou'hsta1 tially relaxed :ln light of the balanr~e of pa;y·I'lt:mts statistics . 
For IDA it :'light Hell be that we will have to come up "iri th a balance of pay
ments !:la:!'er;ue.rd :r;:roposal despite t'IJP opposition from various countries to 
such safeguards and despite our own preference for the eliminat1on of such 
safeguards in the IDA rep~eni::>hment. This :possibility is recognized in the 
IDA background paper~ and I' !'1 sure nore thOUE",ht will be ,cri ven to what kind 
of safeguards might be more generally a:ccerta-ble to the Paxt I ·countries if 
the 1J. S. insists on some safeeuards as a precondition for its contribution 
to IDA. 

cc: Sir Denis 'Rickett 



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert So McNamara DATE: September 10 1969 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Irving s. Friedman 

Trade and Development Board: Supplementary Finance 

Attached is a letter which just came in from Mr. Sarma which I believe 
you will find of intere$to 

I 

I find it gratifying that there is this reported widespread support at 
the IDB Meeting that there ought eventually to be a scheme within the frame
work of the World Bank for supplementary financing, although, of course, it 
is impossible to be certain of the outcome of the TDB Meeting until it is 
concluded this weeko It is well understood by all that resources for supple
mentary finance are to be additional to those for basic development financing 
and therefore need not be part of the Third Replenishment exerciseo 

I believe that the emphasis :placed in some of these comments on a so-called 
"discretionary" scheme as against an "automatic" scheme is an over-emphasiso Our 
scheme was never intended to be automatic. It was designed to be discretionary 
in that no country would be entitled to access to supplementary financing unless 
its over-all development :programs and policies had been agreed with the World 
Bank Groupo We would have a mechanism for keeping in touch with the country 
concerned so that at the time for the need of supplementary financing the imple
mentation of assistance could be relatively rapid to avoid unnecessary and avoidable 
setbacks in develo:pmento Those who have argued for a so-called discretionary 
scheme have essentially been skeptical whether we would be able to get such 
understandings or be sufficiently in touch with countries concerned that at the 
time of need for supplementary financing we could feel assured that their develop
ment :programs and policies were worthy of support (or were not)o Therefore, they 
have ~rgued that a more comprehensive and time-consuming review would, in their 
opinion, be necessary at the time when a country requested assistance under 
supplementary finance. The whole tenor of our Bank work, including the measures 
being taken to schedule missions on a longer-term basis and the broadening of our 
economic reports give reason to believe that, at least for a large majority of 
countries, the Bank would be in a :position to know at the time of an export short
fall whether the country should be given assistance under any supplementary 
financing :policyo 

Of course, there will be a need for additional work to modify our original 
:proposals to take into account the views expressed by governments during the last 
four years of discussions and also the evolution of our own thinking as we have 
gained experience, if there is a decision taken by the Trade and Development Board 
to refer the matter to the World Bank to work out some scheme run by the Bank in 
consultation with the International Monetary Fund as recommended by the Inter
governmental Group on Supplementary. Financingo This has been the outcome that 
some of us have anticipated from the very beginning of the submission of our staff 
:proposals in 1965o These necessary Bank discussions, if they are requested, will 
mean that any negotiations for supplementary finance will come after the Third 
IDA replenishment and give ample opportunity to stress the :point of additionalityo 

I am attaching for handy reference a memorandum from Mro Kamarck of Se:pto 3 
which was distributed to the President's Council. 

Att: 
:P 11 19S ,. -~Je 1 l1 

C ~) ~ .o~ -f' ;:- . 
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L TER N ATIONAL BANK FOR RE\..: 1.. ~STR :J CTION AND DEVELO PM. .C ; , T 
C.Lio Ad.L-oo - • NTBAFRAD 

INTER NATIO NAL DEVE LOPMENT ASS O CIAT tOK 
C.J,I, AJ.lr,,. - INDEVAS 

1818 H Street , N .W., Washington, D. C . 20433, U.S.A . 

Are. Code 202 • T.,lrphone .. E Xecutnre 3-636~ 

Geneva, 3 September 1969 

SEP 9 
• ..... l "\.• .. / · 

Dear Mr. F r iedman, 

I encl os e a summa ry record . of the obse rvat ions made by 
government r epresent at i ves on supolementa ry fi nancing in their gene ral 
s tatements at plenary sessi ons on August 27 to : Se~~ ·-

I gathe~ that a f ew coun t r ; . 1~~e Braz il on t he LDC side and 
Australia in the l.l B" g r oup cont inue to have some reservat ions re garding 
the course of action to be adopt ed by TDB. These are like l y to be 
sorted out in the next couple of days, and it is expected that a · 
request will be forwarded to the Bank Group on the lines indicated in 
my earlier letter to you. 

Kind regards. .. 

Sincerely, 

N. A. Sarma 

Mr. Irving S. Friedman, 
The Economic Adviser t o the Pres ident, 
Internationa l Bank f~r Reconstruction 

and Development, 
1818 H Stree t NW, 
Washington DC 20433. 
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INTERNATIONAL BAN K FOR RECO N STRUCTION AN D DEVE LOPME NT 
CaiJe Addreao-INTBAFRAD 

INTERNA.TIONAL DEVE LOPME NT ASSO CIAT IO N 

.. 

Cabl• Acldre•• - IND EVAS 

1818 H S treet. N.W., Washington , D. C . 2 0 433. U.S.A. 

ArM Code ~02 • T.Jephone · E Xecutive 3 -6360 

Geneva, 3 September 1969 

Trade -and Development Board , Ni nth Session 
Geneva, August/Sept emb er 1969 

Observations made by Governme nt Representatives on SupplementaEY 
Financing in their General Statements at Plena ry Sessions on 

August 27 t·o.: September 2, 1969 

In his statement to the Board, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD himself 
drew attention to the Intergovernmenta l Group report on supplementary 
f i nance. He thought it would seem appropriate that the conclusions of the 
Group might be transmitted to the World Bank, inviting it to consider the 
adoption of measures within the framework of the principles that were 
agreed upon by the Group. 

Brazil 

The discret i onary scheme now proposed by the IGG does not meet the 
objectives of the UNCTAD resolutions on supp lementary finance • 

Uganda (_spokesman for the Group of 77) 

We would appreciate the early and practical implementation of a 
discretionary scheme. No further studies are needed. 

Australia 

We note with interest the views expressed by the Secretary-General 
on the subject. It would be useful now to remit this matter to the Bank 
for its consideration. 

Yugoslavia 

We regret that it was not possible to reach an agreement in the IGG 
on the basis of the Bank staff sche me. We appreciate the work of the IGG 
a nd we propose that further steps be taken now to implement a scheme of 
supplementary finance by referring it to the World Bank at this se ssion . 

Indonesia 

A scheme of supplementary finance should be put into operat i~n 
with little delay. 
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Chile 

We are prepared to accept the IGG conclusions as providing the basis 
for working out a supplementary finance scheme. We would like to know 
at this stage what degree of support the developed countries are prepared 
to extend to a discretionary scheme as proposed in the IGG report. If 
their position is not clarified at this session of the Board, we, like 
several other LDCs, would have to go back to a more automatic scheme. 

Philippines 

We endorse the suggestions of the Secretary-General with respect to 
supplementary finance. 

Switzerland 

Our interest in supplementary finance has been a continuing one. 
We take note of the IGG· report and would support any procedures which 
would give a concrete s~ape to this new initiative in the field of 
international development finance. 

New Zealand 

We note the report of the IGG. We do not oppose a scheme of 
supplementary finance, but its implementation should not divert attention 
from commodity agreements. 

Denmark (on behalf of all Nordic countries) 

We have.always considered supplementary finance a useful way of 
assisting countries to protect their development programmes against 
export shortfalls. The emphasis placed by the Secretary-General on this 
matter is appropriate. Following the report of the IGG, the momentum 
should be maintained and steps should now be taken to work out a scheme 
of supplementary finance. 

United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom Government is pleased at the agreement reached 
in the Intergovernmental Group. 

Netherlands 

It is the view of the Netherlands Government that the agreement 
reached in the Intergovernmental Group on supplementary finance is most 
welcome. It should now be transmitted to the World Bank Group for 
implementation. 
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Canada (the remarks of the Canadian Representative were confined to two 
specific topics: Preferences and Supplementary Finance) 

We are gratified at the report of the IGG and the results that were 
achieved in IGG. There was enough support for supplementary finance from 
both developed and developing countries. In our view, a discretionary 
scheme on the line s suggested in the IGG report can safeguard the 
development programmes of countries. There is merit in integrating 
supplementary finance facility into an expanded IDA. Accordingly, the 
implementation of supplementary finance cannot be independent of IDA 
replenishment. In our view, it is now appropriate to invite th e World 
Bank to prepare a scheme on the lines recommended in the IGG report. 

Guatemala 

Supplementary 
doubt whether .the 
resources for it . 
the Bank staff. 

finance is absolutely essential for the LDCs, but we 
developed countries have the will to provide the necessary 

We would prefer to revert to the original proposal of 

United States of America 

The Board would be asked to act on the IGG report. It was an 
achievement for the Intergovernmental Group to obtain a consensus in this 
complicated matter. 

Mexico 

A scheme of supplementary finance should be implemented right from 
the beginni~g of the second development decade~· 

Venezuela 

We trust that it would be possible, with the assistance of the 
developed countries, to evolve a discretionary , scheme which would implement 
the objectives of UNCTAD resolutions on supplementary finance. 

India 

We support the proposal to invite the World Bank to implement a scheme 
of supplementary finance, but, in our view, the resources for supplementary 
finance must be additional. 

United Arab Republic 

The report of the Intergovernmental Group on supplementary finance 
is a step forward and we urge IBRD to put this scheme into effect at an 
early· date. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATI ON AL BANK FOR 
;" kt:' 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE fY· e n<-<t--.../ I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCT I ON AND DEVEL OPMENT CORPORA Tl ON 

~~EP 4 1969' 
cl ·'.,. . "'·"'""' , 

Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: September 3, 1969 

. Andrew M. Kamarck ~...4 
Trade and Development Board Meeting: Supplementary Financing 

Mr. Sarma, the Bank Observer at the TDB Meeting, reports 
that in his statement before the Board on August 27 the 
Secretary-General of UNCTAD said the folloWing on supplementary 
financing:-

"I have particular pleasure in informing the Board t:!at, at 
its final session, the Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary 
Financing reached some bases of agreement. Already at the first 
session of UNCTAD the question had been raised whether it would 
be possible to work out a long-term system of financial 
assistance for the developing countries to help them to prevent 
the disruption of their development programmes resulting from 
export shortfalls ~r from causes beyond their control. This 
question has now been answered and it has been agreed that 
arrangements for supplementary financing can be made for this 
purpose. 

"It was also agreed that this supplementary financing should 
be administered by the World Bank, in consultation with the Inter
national Monetary Fund. The execution of these financial measures 
should leave the operating agency a certain margin of discretion. 
It is hoped, however, that certain appropriate objective criteria will 
be developed to ensure that a country's development plans and pro
grammes will be adequately protected from the effects of export short
falls. 

"It was also recognized that there would be no sense . in merely 
diverting resources from basic development financing for purposes of 
supplementary financing. I take this position of the Group to mean 
that the resources for supplementary financing are to be additional 
to those already envisaged for basic financing. 

"The Board will have to decide on the most practical procedures 
for applying the principles agreed to by the Intergovernmental Group. 
It would seem appropriate that at this stage the results achieved by 
the Group might be transmitted to the World Bank inviting it to con
sider the adoption of measures within the fr~ework of the principles 
that were agreed. I would hope that the Bank might be in a position 
to do this expeditiously so that this question could be considered in 
connection with the qext replenishment of IDA. 
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - September 3, 1969 

"The arrangement with the World Bank might provide that, 
after a reasonable period, the Bank would inform us of the 
results of its efforts 'to devise machinery for the _agreements 
reached by the Group. I am confident that an arrangement of 
that kind would be acceptable to the Bank." 

·Mr. Sarma reports, as 'regards the concluding paragraph, 
/ that he has been definitely given to understand that the 

Secretary-General had no time limit or target date in mind, 
but only some kind of ~regress report in due course. 

cc: President's Council · 

-. 



FORM No. 56 INTERNAT I ONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOC I AT ION RECONSTRUCTI ON AND DEVE LOPMENT 

INTERNATIONA L tiNANCE 
CORPORA TI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S . McNamara DATE: September 10, 1969 

FROM : Irving S . Friedman 

S UBJECT: Attached Memorandum on Distribution of Country Program Papers 

For your information. 

In addition to the people listed in Mr . Kamrck ' s memorandum, I am 
proposing to add Mr. William Clark in his capacity as Director of the 
Public Affairs and Information Department. Mr. Cl ark has requested that 
he be continued on the distribution list. 



roRr.~ No . 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Acting Secretary, Economic Committee DATE: September 10, 1969 

FROM: A. M. Kamarck, Deputy Chairman, Economic Committee (. C~ 

SUBJECT: Distribution of. Country Program Papers 

This is to confirm our telephone conversation on the above subject. 

Beginning immediately, the Economic Committee Secretariat will 
limit the distribution of Country Program Papers (and any lone straggler 
of the Country Economic Policy Papers and minutes of the meetings on 
them) to the members of the Economic Committee, their alternates, those 
specifically invited to the meeting on a C.P.P., and Messrs. McNamara, 
Knapp, Cope, Adler, Chadenet and Baum. Any distribution to anyone else 
is to be decided on a case by case basis. 

You might wish to notify the members of the Committee of this 
decision. 

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Friedman 

cc: Messrs. Knapp/Cope 
Ripman/Twining 
Adler 

AMK/vhvl 

President has seen 
':., lC.;Q - It- ·'"' -

(_ 12...:t:.~, ) -



FORM No. 89 
( 2. 66) 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

IN TERNAT IONAL DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION 

ROUTING 

Mr . 

' . 

SLIP 

I 

Name 

Kamarek 

/J-J.,._ ":1:,., .{,.;7-<t _,./ 

' 

To Handle 
Aonrooriate Disposition 
Aooroval 
Comment 
Fu 11 Report 
Information 
Initial 

Remarks 

.. 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
COR PORATION 

I Date 
August 4, 1969 

' 
Room No . 

D. 527 :Jll 
'- ~ 

Note and Fi 1 e 
Note and Return 
Prepare Reply 
Per Our Conversation 
Recommendation 
Signature 
Send On 

I thought you might be interested in 
the attached . 

6t-J ~~ - l;_ Hs )(,_,+~ ~;~ 

From Irving S . Friedman 



FORM No . 57 

TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNA TI ONAL DEVELOPMENT I INT ERNATIONA L BANK FOR 
ASSOC IATION RECONS TRUCT I ON AND DEVE LOPMENT 

INTERNAT ION AL FINANCE 
CORPORAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mro Robert So McNamara DATE: August l 1969 

Irving So Friedman -0 l. . 
----"- " ' - . ,\ (I(<· • 

Exce:12tion to the rule 

I promised not to get involved in Bank business but Graydon 
Upton asked me whether the matter contained in the attached letter 
had been brought to your attentiono 

It is something he and I had discussed most informally some 
time ago but the letter came in the day I was taken illo I told 
him I would send on the letter to you so that you would be made 
aware of this mattero 

Att : 

PUG t 
) 



E X E CUTIV E 
VIC E PR E S IDENT 

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BAN K 

WASHINGTON , D . C . 205 77 

Mr. Irving Friedman 
Economic Adviser to the President 
Internat i onal Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development 
1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washi ngton, D. C. 20433 

Dear Irving : 

This summer we have assigned one of our young men to make a review 
of the Bank ' s respons i bili ty for and partic i pati on i n, activities 
of the Di strict of Columbia with reference to the underprivileged, 
the riot destroyed areas , and other communi ty problems . 

CAB LE A DDRESS 
INTAM B ANC 

As a large employer of personnel, many of whom l i ve in the District, 
and are affected by conditions in the Distr i ct, it seems appropriate 
that we make a special review of this matter, i n the same way that 
many bus i ness concerns in metropolitan areas are reviewing their 
responsibilit i es . This review will cover not only such matters as 
empl oyment and contri butions to community funds, but also whether 
there i s any practical way in which the techniques developed in 
helping under developed areas in Latin America can be applied here i n 
Washi ngton and can be supported by the Bank. 

It occurred to me that since the World Bank has a parallel position 
to our own with respect to involvement in the communi ty, and the same 
type of experience in development, that you might wi sh also to ass i gn 
an individual to make a preliminary review of this matter . At this 
very prelimi nary stage, I might say, our primary interest is on 
orientation and background knowledge, which could be followed if 
appropriate by recommendations for specific studies . 

I hope you will look favorably on this i dea. 

Yours sincerely, 
I 

t1 {a tff et--
T. Graydon Upton 
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FORM NO . 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNA-IJNAL DEVE LOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BAN~ FO~ 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPr.~ i:.NT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

~1:::- . Rober:: S. NcNamara DATE: July 1, 1969 

A. Broches 

Reported d2cisions of Switzerland with respect to joining 
intern~~~onal or~anizations 

JUL 2 

I incu:i..red at the E:-:1bassy aboc:t the bacl<ground of the report 
\vll.ich was nentio.1ed in our meeting yesterday morning. 

The SHiss Government has for sone considerable time had under 
study the question of joir:ing the United Nations (much desired by 

1969 

the Socialists) and of the Bretton Hoods institutions, c:cmong others. 
Fron time to time t\vO membe:::-s of Parlia:nent :':roD Zuricn have addressed 
questions on this po::.;.1t to the Gover::.ner:t. '!este:cday's pr0ss con
ference H2.s in part in response to these questions <:1r:d in part an 
~nnouncement of tne completion of the Goverr:nent's study. Tne story 
in t his morning's New York Times a?pears to oe substantially correct . 

The Swiss Embassy has cabled Be rne for a copy of the re?ort for 
our use . They expect it .::o corr.c. in c·lith the courier arriving Friday 
so that we s{lould have it by tne beginnir.g o£ next "\veeK. 

P.S. ~-1y spokesnan at the E::-,bassy said that in their jucg:nent it vmuld 
take bet\.;een three and :Eour years for Switzerland to join the 
Eretton Woods institutions. 

cc: President's Counc::.l 



OF"I"ICE 01" THE PRESIDENT 

... 

U Thant 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C. 20433, U.S.A. 

The Secretary-General 
United Nations 
New York, New York 10017 

Dear Mr. Secretary-General: 

I welcome the proposal in your letter of April 28 that 
the World Bank become more closely associated with the development 
of the Mekong Basin, and I agree that it would be desirable to 
work out mutually satisfactory arrangements which would enable the 
Bank to support the United Nations and the Mekong Committee in 
formulating an overall plan for the development of the Basin, in 
determining investment priorities under that plan which reflect the 
development needs of the riparian states, and in making arrangements 
for the financing and execution of high priority projects. 

I feel--and I am sure you agree--that the Asian Development 
Bank should also play an important role in the development of the Mekong 
Basin. If the World Bank is to become involved in this matter, it wpuld 
expect to work closely with the Asian Development Bank as well as with 
the United Nations and the Mekong Committee. 

You ask for my view as to how we should proceed. As I see it, 
the first step is for the Bank to become more fully informed on the work 
already done by the Mekong Committee. I am organizing a special unit in 
the Bank to start on this at once, and I shall designate an individual 
to serve as the Bank's Special Representative for Mekong Basin affairs. 
When our studies have advanced sufficiently to enable us to discuss a 
specific plan of action for Bank participation, we will be in touch with 
you or your representatives, the Mekong Committee and the Asian Development 
Bank. 
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For your information, I have discussed the Bank's possible 
involvement in Mekong Basin affairs with the President of the Asian 
Development Bank and with a number of our member countries that have 
been supporting the efforts of the Mekong Committee. I am glad to 
say they all agreed that the Bank should give an affirmative response 
to your ·proposal. 

Sincerely, • 

~~~ 
Robert S. McNamara 
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- THE: SECRETARY-GENERAL 

28 April 1969 

Dear I•lr. r~rcNamara, 

As you lmOi-1' 1 for many years ·the United Nations has actively 
supported the cooperative endeavo~s of the governments of C~~bodia, 
Laos, Thailand and tne Republic of Viet.;.:iam to develop the ~esources 
of the Lov;er r.~ekons :Basin for the benefit of' all the people of the 
rip~rian states. Under the aeGis of the Econotric Commission for 
Asia and the Far East, tne four governQents, in 1957, fol~ed the 
Committee for Coordination of Investi gations of . the Lo1·ier l·:elwng 
:Basin. The Committee has continued to function actively despite 
the trying period througl:l Hhlch the re[;ion has been passing, and is 
1ridely regarded as an outstanding example of international coopera
tion for economic development. 

The Hekong Committee has bui 1 t up a small profossi onal staff, 
as ·Hell as continuing to draw on the staff resou:rC88 of ~;c;.:·I:~ ; h2.r:> 
;:.-oC.;.:~~d. ~ ::;;:;ric;:; of studies that prov.i.d.;; a. usei'ul ioW1G..a"tio:n I·or 
future planning; and has brought to the stage of realiz~tio:n, under 
its sponsorship, several important projects on t~o tributaries of 
the Mekor.c;. 

Tho Bank, of course, is '"ell informed as to the proGr e ss to 
date of the various aspects of thi a work so I need not go into dct.:;i 1. 
I do feel that it is important to note that to date 25 covG:rr.:::onts, 
in add.i tion to the ripariun states, have demonstrated thl~ir s ·<Apport 
for the broad objectives the four governments are seeking to obtain 
througn the Committee, b~r contri butin&; in some form to tho i~plemen
tation of projects in the Basin. 11ost of those governments a re 
members of tho World Bank. 

lfuile there is much that can still be done by the Committee, 
and its supporting organizations, working along present lines, it 
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seems to me that the coop.erati ve effort for the development of the 
Hekone; Basin is entering a nevr and critical pllase in which it 1-rould 
be in the interests of the governr.Jents 'Hhi ch are members of the 
Cownittee, the other governments that have supported projects in tho 
Basin, and the world community generally, t:nat tl.le 'Horld Bank should 
become more closely associated -vli th the •~hole effort for the develop
ment of the Mekonl; :Basin. Decisions about t1ain stream projects rThich 
vTOuld rec;_uire the cow.mi tment of very lar~e resources 1-lill soon need 
to be made. It seems to me that it would be in the interest of all 
concerned that these decisions should be made, so far as possible, in 
the context of a careful revie•; of\ investmen t priori ties for the 
Basin as a '-rhole and for the general devel-opment pro g-rar..r.1es of the 
riparian states 1-li th reference, inter alia, to the · amplified basin 
plan uhi ch the Committee and its Advisory Board expect soon to be 
studying. Analyses of the economic and technical aspects of alterna
tive uses for the water and other resources of the Basin vlill need to 
be carried out. 

At a period perhaps no longer very far in the future, it rlill be 
necessary to mobilize substantial amounts of international capital to 
help finance some of these large main stream projects and other projects 
in or closely related to Basin development. Such laree projects lti. 11 
present problems of implementation and management to the solution of 
''hi0h (;Ompet6:at exta=o:-nal assistance could :to.ko a very important col'itr:i..;. 
bution. 

These are all matters in wnich the Bank has ~~de experience en~ 
in lThich I believe your col;Laboration 1-lith the United Nati ons and the 
Nekong Commit~ee would be most valuable. I •muld appreciate it if, 
••hen you have had time to consider this letter, you ltould let me. knoH 
whether, in principle, you uou.ld. be prepared to support our efforts 
and those of tho Mekong Committee along the lines whicil I have sugcested, 
and perhaps in other ways, and, if so, ho-vr you woi.lld propose to proceed • . 

For your information, I have consulted. the Members of the l'·Ieko:ng 
Commi ~ioitee concerning this approach to you and they have encouraged me 
to seek your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

U ,Thant 
Secretary-General 

.~· ·. 




